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Abstract
FAITH SEEKING ACTION: MISSIO-ECCLESIOLOGY, SOCIAL MOVEMENTS,
AND THE CHURCH AS A MOVEMENT OF THE PEOPLE OF GOD
Gregory Paul Leffel
Christian mission may be envisioned as participation with God in the missio Dei,
God's creating and redeeming movement toward the world accomplished in the sending
ofthe Son ofGod and the Holy Spirit. Through the synergy of divine and human action
in the church God's mission is incarnated as a socially concrete, world-filling movement.
Drawing, first, from a theological perspective on the church and its missionary
nature and, second, from the sociology of contemporary social movements, this study
describes the church as participant in missio Dei. The purpose of the study is to develop
a conceptual framework which envisions the church as a movement ofmen and women
bearing and embodying the good news of God's work in the world. This framework�
here termed missio-ecclesiology�explains and interprets the church in the light of its
missional action.
Missio-ecclesiology brings together two very different fields of study: a
missiologically-informed theology of the church, and social movement theory clarified
and explored through three selected social movement case studies. Examined in detail,
these case studies portray a range of types and scales of social mobilization. The cases
include the on-going Antiglobalization movement, a political movement challenging
economic power on an intemafional scale; the 1980s Sanctuary movement, a nation-wide
movement motivated by religious and political concerns which sought justice for Central
American war refugees in the face of opposition from the Unites States government; and
the Xenos Christian Fellowship house church movement, a local mobilization with
specifically religious concerns. These case studies anchor social movement theory in
movement experience and provide living examples of social action from which others
may draw lessons to fund their own activism.
These theological and sociological fields of study are linked through a dialogue
which combines them in a single framework in response to the question How can
contemporary social movements inform the theology and action of the church in order to
help Christians create an effectively mobilized and contextually relevant movement of
their faith growing as a redemptive, other-centered, and servant presence within Western
societies during a time ofsignificant social change? This dialogue between a missional
understanding ofthe church and social movements sketches out the markers that describe
a mobilized church unfolding as a movement in the world. It also defines the scope of
missio-ecclesiology as a conceptual framework.
In describing the church as an unfolding movement of divinely-initiated change,
missio-ecclesiology provides a point of beginning to think out the re-forming of the
church and its mission. It provides guidance for Christians working out their missional
faithfulness in different social and cultural contexts as a framework for action, a language
to use to talk about the church as a movement, and a suggestion of the form a mobilized
movement of the faith might take.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Where East Tennessee's mountain foothills drop into the Sequatchie Valley a stream
carves a canyon through the rocky escarpment. Below the stone bluffs a wooded
sanctuary lies cradled along the stream as it falls to the river below. Guarding this fragile
Appalachian woodland preserve stands Moonshadow, a sprawling house built from hand-
cut timber and rock. Cooled by forest cover in summer, heated in winter by radiant
fireplaces and sunshine stored in its stone foundations, Moonshadow is a model of
environmental sustainability. Its bookshelf-crammed living room and its well-stocked
kitchen form the vibrant life center of a busy environmentalist community.
Amid organic permaculture gardens, wattle-and-daub bungalows, solar collectors,
and other accoutrements of a self-sustaining life, Moonshadow's eco-activists
demonstrate living without destroying their habitat. To multiply their influence they
teach sustainable life skills to interested seekers through on-site classes and intern
programs. They also participate as social activists in the larger environmental movement.
Some, on occasion, take part in disruptive direct action protests. A few belong to the
movement's radical Earth First "no compromise" faction.
Not long ago, Moonshadow's eco-community hosted a community-to-community
dialogue on the environment. Participating with Moonshadow's non-religious activists
was Communality, a Christian community (my own community) ofmissioners. The
dialogue's purpose: to break down stereotypes between religious and non-religious
groups, clarify pressing issues related to the environment, learn from one another's
experiences, share beliefs and values, find common ground.
"What's at stake," said Moonshadow's activists, as dialogue turned to the question of
their movement's vision and motivation, "is the future of the world ... the future of life
itself ... the danger that we may all destroy ourselves." As a consequence, the horizon
1
2toward which their movement journeys is the transformation of the very way the world
lives, its values, its use of the earth. Their movement's end, its eschatology, is a
sustainable future made possible by saving humanity from itself.
"This, on a global scale," added Moonshadow activist johnjohnson (who does not
capitalize his name because he does not believe in capitalism), "is an overwhelming task.
It's like a never-ending war out there." Nevertheless johnson and his compatriots
faithfully invest their lives in a world movement whose end they will never live to see.
"But," he continued, "we've got to start someplace." And looking up at
Moonshadow's hand-hewn stones and timbers, and gesturing beyond at the plentitude of
its gardens and springs and forest, he went on: "Even though there is so much to do out
there and it's so serious, at least we have Moonshadow. It's a place to start, a place that
works." "Man," he grirmed, "we're living like we've already won!"
It is striking, in such a dialogue, to recognize how similar are the motivations, the
visions for the future, and the experiences of communities of social activists mobilizing
social change and Christians deeply engaged in mission. Both communities, for example,
are committed to strongly held values. Both reach out to share their values, attract others,
and thus build their movements. Both build community to support, nurture and mobilize
their members. Both labor in hope that their movements will ultimately change the
consciousness ofmen and women throughout the world. Both live by faith in a future
that redeems the present. And both seek to realize within their present communities the
promise and possibilities ofwhat can be in the world to come: as johnjohnson joyfully
put it, "To live like we've already won!"
There are clear differences, of course, between the historical Christian movement
and the modem environmental movement. Noting what they have in common, though,
raises an intriguing question: Is it possible that the church, as it bears witness to the
gospel ofthe reign ofGod, has something to learn from contemporary social movements?
The Church as a Movement of the People of God
Christian mission is, at heart, a choice to participate with God in God's self-giving
action to liberate the world from its brokenness, corruption and death. God's mission (or
missio Dei, God's redeeming movement toward the world accomplished in the sending of
the Son ofGod and the Holy Spirit) becomes our mission in the moment we allow God to
inhabit our actions. Through faith, God's mission is shaped in humble human flesh as a
concrete, world-filling movement ofGod's followers, a sign and a witness ofGod's love
for the nations.
In recent decades, the church often has been described as the central collective
human actor in the drama of God's mission in the world. The church is called into being
through God's mission, and sent by God into the world as an instrument of God's
mission. Its identity and purpose are framed by mission. The church is missionary in its
very essence.
My purpose in this study is to describe the church as a participant in missio Dei.
This description draws, first, from a theological perspective: an outgrowth of reflection
on the church and its missionary nature. Second, it derives from the point of view of
action: a sociological perspective rooted in the study of social movements. My goal is to
create a way of thinking about the church, a conceptual framework, which envisions the
church as a movement bearing and embodying the good news of God's work in the
world. I call this framework, which explains and interprets the church in the light of its
missional action, missio-ecclesiology.^
The point of mission is, of course, to act. Many Christian communities around the
world possess the confidence to act boldly to mobilize themselves in mission to their
respective societies. Such boldness is waning among many Western churches. Renewing
their boldness by suggesting new ways to help them engage their societies in mission
underscores my purpose. This is, in fact, a time when the West's churches must ask if it
is necessary to find new ways of being church.
4The discussion, below, introduces missio-ecclesiology. It also explains how a
mission-informed theology of the church and a sociological understanding of social
movements will be integrated to describe the church as a movement of God's people.
Before turning to these, however, it is important to briefly describe the social and cultural
background that suggests why it is helpful to pursue this project at all.
A Time of Ferment, a Time of Change
Westem church leaders spoke of a gathering crisis in their churches a half-century
ago when Europeans failed to return to their churches after the Second World War and
American mainline churches began to decline in the 1960s. But crises have a way of
settling down and the new stasis becomes as comfortable as the old. Religious change is
after all usually slow, "glacial," according to one opinion researcher (Smith 1991:22),
hard to measure, and ambiguous. Change may occasion little hand-wringing among
American evangelicals and Pentecostals, for instance, content with their gains ofthe last
several decades, their megachurches, and their prospects for the future. Yet quietly in the
background some sigh with unease. Even in these same traditions dissidents consider
plans for an emerging "missional church" reformation to tum back the tide of decline
(Frost and Hirsch 2003; Yaconelli 2003).
Maybe it is better to describe the current mood as ferment: accepting reality as
simply the way things are (after all, maybe the glass is half full?), yet never being free
from nagging suspicion that something is dangerously amiss among the West's churches
(and ought to be examined). Missiologists, theologians, and students ofthe church, of
course, study these issues. They attempt to provide indicators that help to describe the
quiet anxiety behind the public life of the churches.
The first observation, commonly made by missionaries and missiologists, is that the
overall performance ofWestern churches within their societies is weak relative to vital
Christian movements in other parts of the world. In missionary circles worry about
5stagnant and declining Western churches goes back at least as far as the 1928 Jerusalem
meeting of the influential International Missionary Council (Yates 1994:65-70; Hedlund
1997:61-79). With irony, IMC organizer Norman Goodall noted that the 1952 Willingen,
Germany assembly, aforeign mission conference, concluded that "one of the large
unfinished [missionary] tasks lies at the 'home base'" (Goodall 1953:19).
A second hint that something is amiss arises from the observation that Christendom,
the West's historical synthesis of church and society, has come to an end (Hall 1997).
Alban Institute church consultant and long-time observer of American Christianity Loren
B. Mead (1991) points out that the West's once Chrisfian-shaped context has
disappeared. The problem for the churches is that they were designed (organizationally,
architecturally, culturally, missionally) for Christendom. The pain their members feel is
the stress of adapting their mission to an unclear, uncertain, and constantly shifting new
reality, of having to re-write their missionary script and re-form themselves around it.
"The era of Christendom is over. Change is our future. How do we bring it about?"
(Mead 1991:63).
A third indicator of problems for the churches is a growing perception that the
Christian faith itself and its expression through the churches need to be re-contextualized
within modem/postmodern Western culture. Probably no one has pressed this issue
harder than the late Lesslie Newbigin, a missionary bishop, former IMC general director,
and mission scholar. Newbigin' s retirement and return to Britain in the late 1970s
brought him an unexpected culture shock. He encountered a powerful Western culture
within which the churches are trapped and domesticated, and from which they are also
isolated and estranged. "Here, surely, is the most challenging missionary fronfier of our
time" (Newbigin 1986:20). In order for the Western Chrisfians to overcome their cultural
estrangement and isolation, Newbigin proposed nothing less than "a genuinely
missionary encounter between the gospel and this modern Westem culture" (1986:3;
Hunsberger 1991). In this encounter Westem churches are challenged to transform
6themselves into missionary actors capable of expressing the gospel compellingly in their
own contexts.
The Western churches' poor performance, the end of Christendom, and the perceived
need to re-contextualize the gospel and the church in a post-Christendom (even post-
Christian) culture represent unsettled and often unrecognized issues feeding the ferment
of unease among the churches. Underneath all of this lies a burning need to recapture the
fire ofmission, to create a holistic missional encounter that brings people to vibrant faith
in Christ and that reshapes cultural consciousness and restructures social life in the image
of the reign of God. "Our task," writes Loren Mead, "is no less than the reinvention of
the church" (Mead 1991:43).
New Social Movements in a Time of Change
To complicate matters, the context within which the West's churches must redefine
and restructure themselves is itself in a time of great ferment. This ferment is often
described as a shift from a modern culture, the West's tradition since the Enlightenment,
to an emerging culture that is somehow beyond it or postmodern. This shift, of course,
has been much discussed (cf Newbigin 1986:21-41; Bosch 1991:262-267, 349-362;
Anderson 1995; Grenz 1996; Van Gelder 1996; Guder 1998:18-45; Hiebert 1999).
Modem Western culture grew from the Enlightenment's revolutionary commitment
to reason as the measure of reality. Modern life and its pursuit ofmaterial progress,
political freedom and equality, scientific enquiry, and the generation ofwealth was
constmcted from a foundation of autonomous human reason.
Modernity's crisis arose from its inability to match its technical prowess with a
correspondingly powerful ethical framework to control it. Reason, it appeared, worked
when applied to the empirical world of "facts." But reason alone did not provide a point
from which to confidently build the cultural materials needed to found the ethical and
metaphysical worldview that people require to find meaning and to act with moral
7integrity. These were reduced to the uncertain category of "values." The split between
fact and value (cf Newbigin 1986:36-37) rendered a world of simultaneous technological
growth and cultural nihilism. Despite its promise and its many material and political
fruits, morally unchained modermty became, in the minds of its critics, a looming specter
of totalitarian political regimes, social engineering, existential angst, environmental
devastation, industrialized war, and nuclear death. Among social critics and activists it
grew to be feared the way one fears the power and the mindlessness of a runaway
locomotive.
Not surprisingly, after the Holocaust and Hiroshima, the search was on for clues to
the path out ofthe modern condition. It began by breaking down modernity's totalizing
cultural structure, or metanarrative, which had housed modern thought since the
Enlightenment. This post - modern cultural shift author Walter Truett Anderson
describes "as a kind of jailbreak from the Grand Hotel, with people charging in all
directions while anxious conservatives try to round them up and get them back inside"
(Anderson 1995:16-17).
In the culture wars that followed, pluralism and relativism reigned. In some ways
the new path created new problems of its own. For instance, modernity's "rational self,"
which reduced the human person to reason, was further reduced to an impersonal socially
constructed nexus of desire and the will to power. This created a nihilism of its own.
Image replaced substance in everything from advertising to politics to personal identity.
In politics, reducing life to desire and power produced both the visionless pragmatism of
neo-conservatives who put their trust in some version of Adam Smith's "invisible hand,"
and the left's fractious and balkanizing cultural movements and identity politics
("political correctness") that emerged from the 1 960s.
Yet, there were positive developments as well. These include a deeper
understanding of culture and community as the framework from which meaning and
values arise; the widening of consciousness beyond reason to include the whole of
8personal experience including the spiritual and a sense of the connectedness of all things;
a pluralism that allows religion to function without relegating it to irrationality and
superstition; and an end to modernity's incessant "newness" that allows religions and
cultures to renew their historical narratives.
Still, for those in the Western social mainstream life works reasonably well. Alarm
about what is happening is heard loudest at the social fringes: among students who have
not yet entered the institutional life of adults, among women competing for a place in
those institutions, among marginalized minorities, among laborers and the poor, among
non-Westerners who often feel the pain ofmodernization without much of its benefit, and
among a noisy coterie of social critics. And here is the point at hand. Social change does
not happen in a vacuum. It affects everyone. Yet, more often than not it is someone
from the fringes who hits the alarm bell.
Among the West's postwar generation a handful of radicals were the first to describe
modernity's runaway locomotive heading toward the city. They sought to describe
modernity's exhaustion and put into words a warning about its cultural consequences.
But they also were alarmed about its social consequences and took action to challenge
them publicly and politically; to try, in effect, to push their fellow citizens out ofthe way
ofthe speeding train. And a few tried to climb aboard and throw a monkey wrench into
the gearbox in order to make it stop. The widespread social and cultural movements that
marked the 1960s upheavals, the student movements in particular (Gish 1970; Gitlin
1993), were harbingers ofmodernity's demise. They sought to reshape the social and
political landscape as well as the cultural consciousness which underlay and integrated
modernity's culture.
These movements that marked the ushering in of a postmodern culture were also
harbingers of a different sort, creating new styles of collective social action. They
demonstrated new ways to mobilize social power to directly challenge the social and
cultural institutions that need to change to ameliorate social tensions and contradictions.
9The movements which arose in the 1 960s and continue today are classified as "new social
movements" (and are the primary subject of Chapter 3).
Italian sociologist and movement theorist Alberto Melucci coined the term "new
social movement" to highlight the importance of these movements: the fact that they
articulate what many of us may sense is happening around us but are unable to put into
words. "Contemporary movements," he observed, "are prophets of the present" (Melucci
1996:1). These movements are themselves active participants in the processes of change
which continually reshape the way we think and relate to each other in society. Others
have pointed out how new social movements challenge political and social relationships,
transform the cultural and political discourses ("codes") that reinforce them, and change
our inner consciousness, that is, our worldview and identity (Ray and Anderson
2000:107-138).
The magnitude of the effects of the new social movements since the 1960s is
profound. Working as a team, sociologist and opinion researcher Paul H. Ray and
research psychologist Sherry Ruth Anderson (Ray and Anderson 2000) identified a
population of fifty million adult Americans whose thinking and orientation to life have
been directly affected by the movements. Based on interviews and opinion surveys with
over 1 00,000 individuals and a decade of analysis, they dubbed this population the
"cultural creatives." They locate this segment of the population at the forefront of social
change, and incidentally, among the least likely Americans to be found in all but a fringe
of progressive churches. Members of this group more than any others are researching,
imagining, conceptualizing, defining, and shaping the new globalizing consciousness that
surrounds us.
In the current ferment, then, things are happening that are disquieting and hard to
explain. Some people try to grab change by the horns and shove it in a productive
direction. Some, of course, resist change altogether. However one reacts, this discordant
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jangle is the background context and the sandy soil that is shifting out from under the
traditional Western churches, making the churches' unease a little uneasier.
There is a point of connection, though, between those who remain hopeful about the
prospects for re-imagining and re-shaping the Western church and its mission, and those
who act through the new social movements, hopeful that they may help to re-imagine and
re-shape Western society. In this time of ferment and change, it is at least worth asking
the question. Can the churches learn anything at all from social movements about their
mission, their function in society, and their action to demonstrate and announce the
reality of the reign of God? I am of the opinion that, yes, they can. This is the subject of
the chapters that follow.
Missio-Ecclesiology: Faith SeekinR Action
This study brings together two very different discourses�about the church-in-
mission and about social movements�into a single conceptual framework that I have
entitled missio-ecclesiology. The first discourse is a theological description of the church
reflected upon from a missiological perspective. That is, what does the church look like
from the point of view of its missionary action in the world? The second discourse is a
description of social movements viewed through the lens of social movement theory and
refined through a comparative study of three selected social movement cases.
This framework, missio-ecclesiology, describes the church as an unfolding
movement of divinely-initiated change. It also provides a point of beginning to think out
the re-forming of the church and its mission in the West. In addition, it gives Christian
actors a concrete way of imagining, discussing, and guiding their faith and their actions
through the church as a movement of the people of God.
There are precedents in the field ofmissiology for thinking about missional
faithfulness in terms ofmovements.^ Important examples include J. W. Pickett's (1933)
early sociological work describing mass conversion movements in India (cf. Stock and
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Stock 1975); Donald A. McGavran's (1980, 1981) elaboration of this work through the
development of the "people movemenf concept; Alan R. Tippett's (1971) classic study
of conversion movements in Polynesia; and Darrell L. Whiteman's (1983) examination of
Christian faith-inspired cultural revitalization movements in Melanesia. These examples
highlight the interrelationship of religion and cultural change. They also illustrate the
often surprising ways in which local ethnic communities receive the gospel as an
imiovation that is socially and culturally transforming. The faith as a whole, growing
from its starting point in Jerusalem, is often described as the "world Christian
movement."'^
The question guiding this study, then, is: How can contemporary, or "new,
" social
movements inform the theology and action of the church in order to help Christians
create an effectively mobilized and contextually relevant movement of their faith growing
as a redemptive, other-centered, and servant presence within Western societies during a
time ofsignificant ferment and change?
In answering this question, the goal is to root reflection on the church in concrete
social and cultural action. The goal, however, is not to produce a singular action plan,
model, or typical program that any church may plug into in order to become in some way
"missional.""^ Nor is this a proposal for a new ideal church structure to replace existing
ones, although communities ofChristians may certainly modify their structures in order
to function in a more movement-like way.
Rather, the goal of this study is to create a set of middle axioms to help translate faith
commitment into faithful action; to restructure thinking about church and mission
whether one's starting point is a traditional congregation or an alternative "emerging"
missional community. Middle axioms consist of theories and concepts that stand in-
between abstract ideas (like theology) and the raw experience of life. They provide the
conceptual links that ground ideology in reality as it is lived.^ In other words, the goal is
to create a framework of concepts that links theological reflection with concrete action in
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society. This framework provides guidance for those working out their faithfulness in
different situations. The goal, then, is a framework for action, a language to use to talk
about the church as a movement, and a suggestion of what a mobilized movement ofthe
faith might look like.
Fitting together a missional theology of the church and a framework for social and
cultural action into a single whole is what is meant by the term missio-ecclesiology.
Understood in this way, missio-ecclesiology is, first, a perspective from which a
missionally mobilized church may be visualized. But second, it describes a field of
study. It structures discourse on church and missional action in a way that everyone
participating in this discussion may integrate his or her insights into a growing body of
theory and application.
Integrating Reflection and Action: An Overview
How then do the church-in-mission and new social movements go together to form a
framework that integrates faith and action? This is what the following chapters address.
Chapter 2 describes the discussions among missiologists, theologians, and
practitioners that led to the identification of the church as a participant in missio Dei and
to reflection upon the church from a missiological perspective. From this discussion a set
of eight statements describing the church-in-mission is developed. This set of descriptive
statements, the "descriptive framework," will be brought forward later in Chapter 8 as
one of the partners in a "dialogue" between the church-in-mission and social movements.
Chapter 8's dialogue brings the study to a conclusion.
Chapters 3-7 analyze social movements and constitute a major section of this study.
The purpose of this discussion is to show what the church-in-mission may learn from
studying, observing, and (maybe even) participating in social movements.
Chapter 3 sets out a theoretical description of social movements (social movement
theory, or SMT). It emphasizes the "new" social movements and their historical and
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global context. From this discussion derives an interpretive framework of six variables
that will be used to describe and analyze three movement case studies. This same set of
variables will then be used in Chapter 7 to integrate insights from the movement cases
with SMT perspectives. This analysis produces an "action framework" which serves as
the other dialogue partner brought forward in Chapter 8. (Note that Chapters 2 and 3
together form the theoretical framework for this study.)
Chapters 4-6 present three movement case studies: the Antiglobalization, Sanctuary,
and Xenos Christian Fellowship house church movements. These very different
movements are examined in order to illustrate more clearly and in detail what movements
are actually like. The analysis of these movements reveals new insights that deepen
theoretical understandings ofmovements. The cases represent the heart of this study.
They provide windows into the lived experiences of activists seeking to make sense of
their worlds and to take meaningful actions. They also demonstrate something of the
challenges, diversity, and complexity of collective action, lessons from which religious
activists may both draw inspiration and take warning.
Chapter 4 describes and interprets the Antiglobalization movement that began to
mobilize in the mid-1990s to challenge the excesses of economic globalization. The
movement broke into public awareness when its activism flared into dramatic direct
action protest at the 1 999 Seattle meeting of the World Trade Organization. This is an
ongoing global movement and perhaps a signal of new, globally-interconnected forms of
social activism. However, for this study it is examined only in its North American
context (Canada, the United States) during the period 1999 to 2002.
The Sanctuary movement, Chapter 5, emerged from the actions of hundreds of
American churches to provide safe transport and safe harbor for Salvadoran and
Guatemalan refugees fleeing Central America's 1980s anti-insurgency wars. The United
States Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) interpreted these actions as illegal
and took action against the churches, forcing a resistance movement that was later
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vindicated in court. The description of this movement focuses on its most active phase,
the period 1982-1990.
Chapter 6 examines Xenos Cliristian Fellowship, a Columbus, Ohio church formed
in the early 1970s and continuing today as a movement of house churches; in their words,
"a grassroots indigenous house-church planting movement." Xenos grew out ofthe
context of 1960s New Left activism and demonstrates the connections that link social
activism from one age-set to another. The case study covers the fellowship's entire
history, but to convey a rich sense of the lived experience of this history it focuses on the
relatively longer-term experiences of house church leaders who entered the fellowship
between the early 1970s and 1990. I myselfwas an original Xenos member and was
involved in the fellowship for more than 20 years. In that time I served in a variety of
leadership roles.
The movement cases were purposely chosen to represent a range ofmovement types
and scales. Antiglobalization is political in orientation; Sanctuary combines political
action with religious motivation; Xenos is a religious movement with social implications
for the church. Also, Antiglobalization represents a widespread, international
mobilization; Sanctuary functioned on a national scale; and Xenos is a local movement.
As noted above. Chapter 7 concludes the discussion of social movements. Here the
movement case studies are analyzed in a comparative matrix defined by the variables
included in the interpretive framework created in Chapter 3. The purpose is two-fold.
First, it is to sharpen understanding of social movements. Second, it is to shift the
discussion about them from description to prescription in a way that may be helpful to
activists, movement organizers, and the members of Christian communities acting in
mission. The result is a prescripfive set of actions�an "action framework"�to guide
new movement mobilizations.
In Chapter 8, the study comes full-circle. The descriptive framework defining the
church-in-mission (Chapter 2) is brought into dialogue with the action framework
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(Chapter 7). This dialogue combines the discourses of the church-in-mission and social
movements in order to create a single framework that explains the church-in-mission and
social movements together. The resulting framework fully develops what I mean by
missio-ecclesiology and sketches out the markers that describe a vitally mobilized church
unfolding as a movement in the world.
Chapter 9 briefly summarizes the perspective on faith and action provided by missio-
ecclesiology, this study's significance, and questions for further study.
The Case Studies: Entering into the Movement Experience
The movement case studies are interpreted from an ethnographic perspective. That
is, rather than attempting to study them from the outside in a detached or quantifiable
way, as one might for instance take photographs of them, an attempt is made to get inside
them and to describe them qualitatively, as they are experienced by the activists
themselves. This means that they are described as much as possible as their members see
them. They are interpreted to convey the meanings that their members take from them
and the feelings their members express about them.
Ethnography is essentially a crosscultural encounter seeking to enter into the
experience of others, then to translate this experience into the words and normative
theoretical categories of another audience. In this case, the audience is Christians who
desire to have social movement experiences inform their actions in mission (and for
whom missiology is their normative language); in other cases it is social movement
theorists (and social movement theory).
The way into the experience of another group or community is through personal, or
ethnographic, interviews (Spradley 1979) and through participant observation (Spradley
1980). Participant observation provided important avenues into the experience ofthe
Antiglobalization and Xenos movements. (The Sanctuary movement ended more than a
decade ago; however former participants were interviewed.) This research was
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supplemented by each movement's own literature, websites (hundreds of them in the case
ofAntiglobalization; the Xenos website is enormous, over a thousand pages), public
news media (print and electronic), and scholarly books and articles.
Fifty-one interviews ranging from an hour to four hours were conducted for this
study as follows: 1 9 Antiglobalization activists; 21 from Xenos; and 1 1 from the
Sanctuary movement where more weight was given to written documents. Each
informant was asked to describe in narrative fashion their history of involvement with
their respective movement including the personal circumstances leading up to it. When
necessary to help clarify a sequence of events in their movement's chronology they were
asked to remember and interpret critical or contradictory events. Questions eliciting each
personal narrative were supplemented with detailed follow-on questions to explore a
number of themes. These included the informant's motivations, experiences leading to
their radicalization and entry into the movement, reflections on the efficacy of their
actions and the actions of others, their ideology and personal understanding of the issues
involved, the emotional content of their experiences (some quite painful), their
organizational and personal ties to other activists, details about their activist lifestyle and
vocation, and thoughts about their future involvement (or, in the case of the Sanctuary
activists, their history since the movement ended). The contents of each interview were
analyzed alone and then as a group within each respective movement. Key themes,
terminologies, ideologies, patterns of action, motivations, and common personal
experiences emerging from the interviews were examined to illuminate their importance
within the context of each movement. These were then set into the overall movement
narratives to produce the movement case study descriptions in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
Each movement, however, was most amenable to a particular investigative approach.
The Antiglobalization movement was best understood through participant observation
along with informant interviews and web postings. Historical analysis was the most
helpful for understanding the Sanctuary movement. Its extensive literature (especially
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articles in religious journals and periodicals and books authored by movement activists,
along with news articles, and scholarly studies) provided the best records and best
preserved the thoughts of activists at the time. Xenos, a well-established and stable
movement, yielded its most cogent insights through the analysis of interviews, though
web postings and participant observation were also helpful.
Mission and Church in a Western Context
Before moving on to explore the church and its mission in the light of contemporary
social movements it is important to define the main concepts used in this study. Two of
them, social movements and globalization, are defined in detail in Chapter 3. A few
others are presented here.
The word "mission" is tradhionally used to describe the sending of a representative:
a diplomatic mission, for example (Bosch 1991 : 1-2). With regard to the church the word
carries the additional meaning of a boundary-crossing engagement to bring to others the
gospel's good news and to invite their participation in it. These boundaries may be
geographical, linguistic, political, social, cultural, or ideological, and they are always
personal. Ultimately, the boundary crossed is that between non-faith and faith in Jesus
Christ (Scherer 1987:37).
"Mission" is popularly used, however, to describe an individual's or an
organization's purpose, as in "mission statement." In this sense, it refers to the purpose
and focus of one's actions. Mission is in this sense everything the church does as the
witness and instrument of God's redeeming movement toward and into the world (from
calling individuals to faith and nurturing them as disciples and sacrificial servants of their
Lord, to challenging and reshaping their society's cultural consciousness and social
relationships through the proclamation and the demonstration of the reign of God).
Some have rightly expressed the fear that when mission is emphasized in this second
sense (everything the church does), the first sense (crossing boundaries) is easily
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overtaken and lost in the church's introverted preoccupation with its own organizational
self-interests and concern for its social status (Van Engen 1996:145-156). It is wise to
fear this. Properly speaking, mission (not self-absorption) truly is everything the church
does, but only and precisely because its entire purpose is crossing boundary after
boundary pursuing God's mission until the entire world is filled with its witness.
In this study the singular form "mission" is used to refer to missio Dei, God's
mission to the world, and to the church's faithful participation in it. The plural,
"missions," as used here applies to the church's organized programs and activities to
mobilize the witness of the gospel in the world. The adjective "missional" is used to
qualify a concept in order to add a reflection from a mission perspective; for example, the
true church is a "missional church." And "missionary" describes an individual who
participates in mission, though the term also describes the nature ofChristian action: the
church is "missionary by its very nature."
The concept "church" is defined here as the people of God which God indwells as
God's house and temple (Ephesians 2:19-22). And it is this body, the Body of Christ,
that God sends into and through the world as the human incarnation of the divine mission
"that the manifold wisdom of God might now be made known through the church to the
rulers and the authorities in the heavenly places" (Ephesians 3:10).^ The church is
foremost the community of God, "a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a
people for God's own possession" (1 Peter 2:9). Conceiving of the church as a priestly
community points in two directions that are themselves missional: first, toward God as
the intercessory community ofworship that presents the world and its needs to God; and
second, toward the world as the witnessing community that is called to represent God to
the world.
This study emphasizes the social dimensions of the church in its local and global
manifestations as the empirical living community of self-identified Christian people.
These dimensions include its social organization and its concrete actions to engage others
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with the gospel. The word "church" (lower case) is used here to refer to the Christian
community generally and the specific meaning can be inferred from the context of its
usage: for example, the Western church. The word "Church" (capitalized) refers to an
organized body of Christians such as the Presbyterian Church.
The term "West" is used to refer to the nations of the North Atlantic and Oceania
(Australia, New Zealand) that created the culture ofmodernity, developed distinctively
"modern" societies, industrialized, generated enormous wealth and power, and have
spread their influence throughout the world. For most of the last half-millennium these
nations have formed the traditional base from which missionaries were sent. Save for
this religious dimension, Japan has also now been integrated into the West, but (as the
concept is used here) the nations of Latin America, while located in the West, have not
been. These nations share the West's religion and democratic politics but not the wealth
and power of their northern neighbors. The term "West" is thus used in this study to
distinguish a particular culture (or culturally interrelated societies) in order to discuss the
particular issues confronting it including the particular problems faced by its churches.
Finally, it is impossible to talk about the entire church with any degree of specificity.
It exists now as a global movement in many different contexts, each with its own
challenges and pattems of faithfulness. Reflection on the church in this study will be
limited to the unique circumstances of the West. However, even this is frequently
narrowed to examine the specific American context, and at times further reduced to
address American Protestantism. I set these limits reservedly, with great respect for
Roman Catholic and Orthodox missiologists from whom I learn a great deal. I recognize
the risk that as an American Protestant writing about American Protestantism I may
easily succumb to an insular perspective�and this danger leads me to note a final
concern and a word of hope.
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A Whole Church and a Whole Gospel in a Changing World
The great engine of globalization in its contemporary form is the economic and
political power and cultural influence ofthe United States. The influence of the world's
superpower is beheld with respect, sometimes with awe, sometimes with dread.
America's religious heritage and America's rise to prominence during the past
"American Century" created the conditions in which American missions became by far
the largest and most influential of any in the world. This, too, engenders respect, but at
times it also engenders a bit of wariness of the extensive missiology and church growth
theory that comes from the United States.
Part of the reason for this wariness is the recognition that in the last century
American Christians have been bitterly divided. Divisions between liberals and
conservatives in sectarian conflicts have split the gospel into separate visions for personal
salvation or for social action, and this divide has spread around the world through
American missions. It is time to heal a church divided, to find a common voice for the
whole gospel (and with it a whole missiology), and to move forward united in mission.
In a period of ferment and change for those of us in the West, when the churches
need each other more than ever before, it is the spirit of this study to work toward healing
this tragic divide. Perhaps a new reflection through the lens ofmissio-ecclesiology will
help to provide the churches with an integrating center or a new path, a vital and
progressive path beyond the divisive fights of the past that are relics of the old, modernist
world of Left and Right ideology. With a new world globalizing before us, and a
refreshed vision to guide us, perhaps we can at last come together and borrow a popular
slogan from progressive social activists: "We're Not Left. We're Not Right. We're Out
In Front!"
The discussion about mobilizing the missional faithfulness of the church begins in
the next chapter. It opens with an examination of how the concepts church and mission
came to be identified with each other so closely that they can only be expressed as a
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hyphenated whole: as mission-church or the church-in-mission. This mission-church is
the central actor in the drama ofmissio Dei, the vast movement of the mission of God
toward the entire world.
Endnotes
1. The appropriateness and justification for this term are discussed below, pp. 10-12.
2. The use of the term "movement" in this regard refers to the popular spread of the Christian faith
among a people and to the social and cultural effects ofwidespread evangelization. The use of the terms
"movemenf and "social movemenf throughout this study captures these social and cultural dimensions:
movements transform (or seek to transform) both the structures of social life and the cultural consciousness
that underlies them. Social movements are defined in detail in Chapter 3. The term "movement," however,
is also popularly used less strictly to refer to the spread of ideas and influences�a revival movement or an
intellectual movement like postmodern literature, for example. Movements defined in this sense are not
considered in this study which concentrates on the socio-cultural dimensions ofmovements and the
concrete social and cultural changes they create.
3. I acknowledge my debt to these pioneers and this study attempts to pay them back by introducing
contemporary social movement theory into the field ofmissiology.
4. There are millions of churches in the world, and even in the West, myriad cultural and linguistic
contexts. It is an imposition, even arrogance, to suggest to women and men struggling to live out their faith
in unique, challenging, and often difficult situations (that those of us in other contexts will never fully
understand) that a single plan could possibly fit us all.
5. Some missiologists have noted the importance ofmiddle axioms. George G. Hunter III underscores
their utility: middle axioms constitute the middle ground from which strategy is developed and thus are an
essential link between theory and practice (Hunter 1999:1). Hunter derives his concept of middle axioms
from the work of Christian social ethicist John C. Bennett. Robert J. Schreiter also cites their use along
with interdisciplinary collaboration in linking the gospel with social contexts in the work of reconstructing
societies damaged by ethnic conflict and war (Schreiter 1997: 11 1).
6. Scripture quotations are from the New American Standard Bible (The Lockman Foundation, 1 973).
In places introjections have been made for inclusive language or to use alternative words that I believe
better convey the meaning of the text.
Chapter 2
Toward a Missio-Ecclesiology
To thinlc of the church as an unfolding movement of divinely-initiated change arising
from its participation in God's mission, missio Dei, requires a different perspective on an
old subject, the church. This missiological perspective challenges us to look at the church
with fresh eyes. What does the church look like from the point of view of its missionary
action in the world? And once this point of view is taken, what can be said about the
church to describe it as a world-filling movement?
This chapter traces the thinking (or more properly, the theology ofmission) that led to
a redefining of the meanings of "church" and "mission" together as church-in-mission or
mission-church. It also sketches attempts within certain ecumenical and evangelical
traditions to act in missiologically-informed ways to contextualize and mobilize the
West's churches. And finally, it surveys some of the demographic challenges that lie
ahead for the mission in the United States.
The centerpiece of this chapter, however, is an eight-part descriptive framework that
fleshes out a picture of the church-in-mission. In Chapter 8, this framework will be
brought together with insights from social movements to complete the discussion of
missio-ecclesiology and to further describe the church-in-mission as God's people
mobilized as a movement in the world. All of this discussion, though, begins with a short
sketch of the background behind the changes in thinking that originally led to
reconsidering the church from a missionary perspective.
The Western Church as an Object ofMissionary Concern
With the smell of Christian triumph in the air, thousands of late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century American college students signed pledges ofmissionary service and, on
completing their studies, marched into the world under the barmer "The Evangelization of
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the World in This Generation!" From its birth in 1886 until the Second World War, the
great Student Volunteer Movement recruited some 20,000 missionaries, many from elite
American universities (Howard 1999). They were provisioned and sent primarily by the
mission boards of the most respected and established mainline denominations. In Africa
and Asia they helped lay the foundations of what is today a rapidly globalizing faith. And
their dedicated service marked the high tide of Christendom's historic Protestant tradition
and the hope of its continued prosperity.
If a few turn-of-the-century "volunteers" could return today they might be amazed at
what they see. Certainly the world was not evangelized in their lifetime. Nonetheless
they would witness a vital global Christianity and, in places like China, movements into
the faith unprecedented in Christian history. They would also witness, however, a
Christianity transformed in significant ways.
What they may not have anticipated in 1 900 was the surge in missionary action from
the fringes of the Christian mainstream. New independent, non-denominational "faith
missions" along with conservative denominational missions created a vital movement of
their own. By mid-century these evangelical organizations eclipsed mainline
denominational missions (Coote 1982). In Africa (and elsewhere) indigenous leaders like
the prophets William Wade Harris and Simon Kimbangu set off new movements
independent of the West's churches altogether (Barrett 1968). And no one in 1900 could
have anticipated the rise and the power of Pentecostalism as a world movement.
The "volunteers" also could not have anticipated just how important acting
independently of the traditional churches has become to the vitality of global Christianity.
Only recently, in fact, have mission demographers identified independent action�
nondenominational, postdenominational, and even antidenominational action�-as the
most influential trend in the transformation of the faith in the twentieth century. David B.
Barrett, George T. Kurian and Todd M. Johnson, the researchers and editors of the World
Christian Encyclopedia (2nd ed.) have named this action "independency" (WCE 2001,
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Vol. 1:10, GD5, 26).' In their research they identified more than 20,000 independent
church movements that are either defections from existing denominations or are
essentially self-generated. In their opinion, these movements represent a worldwide and
substantial "rejection of historic denominationalism" (Barrett and Johnson 2001 :24). The
magnitude of this trend is surprising: the independents, scarcely a measurable category in
1900, now include more than 390,000,000 Christians. This is the largest block of
Christian affiliation outside of the Roman Catholic communion.
Who are these independent Christians? They represent a gamut of native prophets,
visionaries, maverick pastors, committed believers, disillusioned missionaries, critics,
radicals, idealists, popular leaders, innovative church planters, alienated youth�spiritual
entrepreneurs all�and a following fed up with entrenched traditions and denominational
politics. They seek to recapture the vital dynamics of the Christian faith on their own
terms and they put forth the energy to strike out on their own. It is interesting to note,
however, that along with sub-Saharan Africa and China, the United States with its
individualistic and voluntaristic traditions is one of three important centers of
independency, though certainly this is not true of all or of even most of its churches.^ (A
good example of American independency is Xenos Christian Fellowship, which will be
examined in Chapter 6.)
As a result of all of these movements, around the world a new Christianity
(Protestant and Catholic) is emerging that is far different than the Christendom-shaped
Christianity that first left the West through its denominational missionaries (Jenkins
2002). It is far more non-Western (and non-White): as of 2000, about 60 percent of all
Christians lived outside the West compared to less than 20 percent in 1 900 (Barrett and
Johnson 2001 :25). The majority are materially poor, more likely to suffer, more
theologically and morally conservative than the traditional Western churches, more
independent of the West's historical denominations, more Pentecostal, and in contrast to
the churches of Christendom, generally much more vital.
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This diverse, suffering, active, independent new Christianity is by its very existence
an implicit critique of the historical churches of Europe and of the mainline North
American church traditions with their roots in their European past. That is, the traditional
Christian establishment that maintains the symbols and forms of Christendom is
confronted with the vital new parts of global Christianity that are far more
evangelistically effective, and in their contexts far more inventive than their traditional
Westem "parents." And this raises a natural question, Why caimot the West's churches
be likewise effective and inventive?"^
In rare moments the ecclesiastical establishment gets rocked and this question gets
asked. One of these rare moments occurred in the period following World War II and
achieved focus at the Intemational Missionary Council's 1952 Willingen, Germany
meeting."^ It was here, as noted in Chapter 1 , that reflection on foreign missions began to
swing in the direction of confronting the failures of the Westem churches. And this shift
in focus occurred in large part because Norman Goodall, the conference organizer,
pressed the IMC to develop a new theology ofmission to deal concretely with significant
problems emerging in the church's missionary relationship to the whole world at a period
of rapid global change and Western church decline (Goodall 1953; Clifford 1994:605).
From this discussion, the substance ofwhich will be described in the next section,
emerged a seminal redefinition of church and mission. This redefinition provided an
important new conceptual foundation from which the Western churches may rebuild their
self-understanding and redefine their place and role within Western society.
The 1950s period of Protestant reflection (mostly within the IMC and the World
Council of Churches) was mirrored in the 1 960s by Roman Catholic reflection. This
occurred at the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965) which examined the Catholic
Church's experience of becoming aware of itself as a world body, the Church's tme
nature, and its relationship to the modem world (Yates 1994:166-177). Later, in the
1 970s and 1 980s, discussions about these new perspectives on mission, church, and the
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world into which the church is sent in mission took place between conciliar Protestants,
Roman Catholics, and evangelical Protestants. From these emerged a rough (perhaps
only a very rough) consensus about mission, the church, and its world-relatedness (Yates
1994:219-223; Bevans and Schoeder 2004:289-295). A sense of this tenuous
convergence was perceptively expressed by evangelical mission leaders in the subtitle of
the Manila, 1989 second International Congress on World Evangelization (Lausanne II).
This preamble links mission and church together by "Calling the Whole Church to Take
the Whole Gospel to the Whole World" (LCWE 1989).
Witliout a doubt, these traditions often have more to fight over than to share in
common, both in theology and in practice. However, within their reflections on the
problems of the West's churches in the light of the global Christian experience, a thread
of common insight about mission and church has emerged to connect them. It affirms, at
least to some degree, that mission defines the church's identity and vocation, and that
mission is the responsibility of all churches, at all times, on all six inhabited continents."^
And it offers a starting point from which the struggling churches of the West may rethink
themselves from the perspective of a missiological imagination.
The Conceptual ConverRcnce of Mission and Church
Prior to this postwar period of active critical reflection on mission and the church,
mission was assigned to the field of practical theology. Foreign missions were simply
programs of the churches competing for attention with many others. Generally speaking,
aside from questions that systematic theologians might have about them, the churches
themselves were thought of as natural parts of Christendom's landscape. For all intents
and purposes the churches' existence was self-authenticating.
For a long period of time, missionaries, for the most part, did not question these
assumptions. "The modern missionary movement," writes Dutch missiologist L. A.
Hoedemaker, "in a sense left the church undisturbed" (Hoedemaker 1 995: 1 58). Over
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time and througli exposure to the vital new churches being born on the mission field,
however, this perspective began to change and to change radically. "As a result of
pressures from the new experiences of the world," Hoedemaker continues, "a rediscovery
ofthe church occurred within the older Christianity. This rediscovery implied new
questions concerning the missionary relatedness of the church to its own environment"
(1995:164).
Thus the growing field ofmissiology, as it reconsidered the nature of the church,
advanced from a "precritical" and "pretheological" ecclesiology and began to deconstruct
the assumptions imderlying the West's understanding of church. In the process, both of
the concepts "church" and "mission" were conceptually transformed (1995:164):
The concept ofmission is subjected to unheard-of expansion. ... It has been pulled .
. . from the sphere of application to that of fundamental theology, so that the question
concerning the foundation and substance of mission is posed much more radically
than it was before. The same thing is happening with the idea of "church." . . .
because in the new experience of the world the church is no longer a self-evident part
of one's own context. . . . Missiology and ecclesiology are being pulled toward each
other. (Hoedemaker 1995:159-160)
There has taken place, in fact, an "undeniable convergence between missiology and
ecclesiology," says Hoedemaker (1995:160). From this perspective the church can be
reduced to a subject ofmissiology, and mission identified with the root meaning of the
church. That is, the church is now understood to be "missionary by its very nature" (Ad
Gentes, Art. 2, in Abbott 1966:585; Bosch 1991:372-373).
This rather sudden missiological challenge to traditional Western ecclesiology caught
academic theology off-guard. It exposed its theology of the church as uninvolved with
the shifting realities ofthe church's relationship with the world. "Academic theology has
been largely oblivious to mission both as a proper theological theme and as the
organizing principle for the life ofthe church," Mennonite missiologist Wilbert Shenk
complains. "It is scholarship detached from life" (Shenk 1993a:25).
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Dutch theologian Hendrikus Berkhofwent even further, calling guild theology's
dogmatic reflection on the church "docetic." "High-minded statements are made about
the church, but without taking the trouble to connect these with the oftentimes quite
different empirical reality" (Berkhof 1979:344). With the benefit of hindsight, he
observed that "it is remarkable that the great monographs on the church show little or no
awareness of [mission]. . . . Apparently much of the study of the faith is still done from
the standpoint of an introvert-ecclesiastical situation" (1979:345). Berkhof, in fact,
attributed credit for shaking ecclesiology out of its static categories to the criticisms of
missionaries and mission scholars. And he credited one important missiologist from the
middle of the twentieth century in particular: "the necessity of re-studying ecclesiology, in
fact all of theology, from the standpoint of the relationship to the world has (only) slowly
begim to take hold, mainly through the unceasing harping on it by the nontheologian
H[endrik] Kraemer" (1979:411).
What has changed through this transformation in thinking about the church is that the
church can no longer be thought about apart from mission. Indeed, it can only be
understood through its participation in mission. The concepts "mission" and "church"
have converged into a new idea, something like "mission/church." This shift in
perspective is of great consequence for imagining what the church might be and how the
mission of God might be worked out through the church as Christianity confronts its
global context.
The immediate circumstance, however, that prompted the discussion that led to this
new understanding ofmission and church was the disaster of two world wars and the
embarrassment ofWestem Christian culture. The period following the First World War
was one of disillusionment with nineteenth-century notions of progress and "Christian"
civilization. A gathering crisis of faith ensued within Westem Christianity, particularly
faith in the church's role ofmoral guidance within society. But no instance of
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disillusionment equaled the disturbing complicity ofthe German church, and other
European national churches, in the support of fascist regimes in the 1930s and 1940s.
At the heart of the problem within the German church, writes mission historian
Timothy Yates, was the prevailing identification of church with nation (Yates 1994:49-
53). Nation, in this sense, is defined by land, blood, and language: a "people." This
alignment roots a national church's legitimacy in its ability to bring its nation to a
Christian identity within a national church or, less directly, in a national "civil religion"
such as has influenced the United States. The cultural union of a church with a particular
nation, a "folkschurch," creates an insular, inward-looking or even chauvinistic mentality
that lacks the ecumenical perspective and accountability of other churches in other places.
And because it is contained within the experience and politics of its own people, it cannot
easily resist seduction by whatever nationalistic course its society takes. Thus the
German church, in general, surrendered to Hitler's nationalist program without significant
challenge from other Westem churches, who were also consumed with their own internal
interests.
South Afi-ican missiologist David J. Bosch argued that the pathway out of this
syncretism was first suggested by the Germans Karl Barth and missiologist Karl
Hartenstein. Both of them sought to re-root the concept of the church in universal rather
than in nationalistic categories. This reformulation of ecclesiology attempts to place
gospel and church over against human societies and thus prevent them from being co-
opted by nationalist interests (Bosch 1991:389-390).^ Following the Second World War,
this theological effort was taken up in eamest by theologians and missiologists.
Embarrassed by the European churches' war-time performance and annoyed by the state
churches' pathetic clinging to their Christendom privileges, they sought to systematically
redefine the church's nature and purpose on earth.^
In reaction to the churches' capitulation to nationalism, the suggestion was put
forward that ecclesiology be refounded on the wider theology of God's own mission to
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the world, a wider, universal category. Mission, from this perspective, is God's divine
activity enacted through the trinitarian works of creation and redemption (cf. Bosch
1 991 :390). This perspective connected two different historical uses of the word
"mission." First, it reprised the theological notion of the missio Dei, which in classical
theology described God's sending of the Son and the Spirit in mission�first in the
mission of creation and then in the mission of redemption. Second, the mission of God
was conceptually linked with the common modern missionary conception ofmission as
the sending of emissaries abroad (Hoedemaker 1995). Thus the concept of the church's
historical missio was expanded to include its relationship to God's creative and
redemptive work. This fuller sense ofmission created a foundation for reflection on
mission and church as it involves both God and humanity.
This formulation ofmissio Dei was introduced into the wider mission-church
discussion and became especially influential through the 1952 Willingen, Germany,
meeting of the IMC where it was elaborated by missiologists and theologians.
Willingen' s "A Statement on the Missionary Calling of the Church," adopted by the
conference, describes the main thrust of the concept missio Dei:
The mission is not only obedience to a word of the Lord, it is not only the
commitment to the gathering of the congregation; it is participation in the sending of
the Son, in the missio Dei, with the inclusive aim of establishing the lordship of
Christ over the whole redeemed creation. The missionary movement ofwhich we
are a part has its source in the Triune God Himself Out of the depths ofHis love for
us, the Father has sent forth His own beloved Son to reconcile all things to Himself,
that we and all men might, through the Spirit, be made one in Him with the Father in
that perfect love which is the very nature of God. . . .
We who have been chosen in Christ, reconciled to God through Him, made members
ofHis Body, sharers in His Spirit, and heirs through hope ofHis Kingdom, are by
these very facts committed to full participation in His redeeming mission. There is
no participation in Christ without participation in His mission to the world. That by
which the Church receives its existence is that by which it is also given its world-
mission. "As the Father hath sent Me, even so send I you." (in Goodall 1953:189-
190)
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The Willingen statement marked a conceptual watershed in thinking about the
church.^ Its significance is this: by expanding missiology to include God's entire mission
in the world, and by rooting ecclesiology in God's prior mission, universal and ultimate
categories are provided for conceptualizing both the church itself and the missional action
of Christian men and women through the church and its missionary programs. Following
Willingen, the innovation missio Dei, the "mission ofGod," became widely accepted as a
conceptual starting point for theologies of church and mission in evangelical, ecumenical,
Roman Catholic, and Orthodox missiology (Bosch 1991:390-391; Bevans and Schroeder
2004:286-295).^
Missio-Ecclesiology: A Descriptive Framework
Applying the "mission ofGod" (missio Dei) concept to the study of the church
provides a point of reference, or framework, that begins outside of human activity in the
will and the work of God. This framework is universal, or holistic, in scope. It
encompasses the entire world as God has created it, including the earth itself (the physical
environment), human culture and society, and God's history with all of the peoples of the
earth. Its particular focus is the redeeming work of God, advanced through the Son and
the Spirit, to reconcile the Creation with God and to make it whole. And it provides the
conceptual background for addressing (1) the church and its work, (2) theological
reflection upon these, and (3) the cultural, sociological, ecological, and personal factors
which bear upon the church-in-mission as the witness and instrument of God's creative
and redeeming work."'
Within this comprehensive framework, the work ofChristian individuals and their
churches and organizations, and the being of the church itself, find their meaning through
participation in God's mission as it is worked out through God's people. Ecclesiology in
its fullest sense, that is, all things related to the concept "church" (the community of all
Christians, its world-relatedness, its identity and purpose, and the concrete actions of its
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members), is interpreted in the light of God's mission. This entire field of considerations
(of God's mission to the world, the church's place and role within it, the action of God's
people, and the world in all of its complexity to which the church is sent in mission) is
included under the heading missio-ecclesiology.
Missio-ecclesiology was described, in Chapter 1 , as a conceptual framework fitting
together a missional theology of the church and its social and cultural action into a single
whole. As such, it provides a vantage point and an integrative structure through which to
interpret the being and the activity of the church in the world. This discussion will be
taken up again in more detail, in Chapter 8, where a theological understanding ofthe
church will be linked together with a sociological framework for understanding its action.
In the following discussion, however, the first half of this framework (a missiological
description ofthe church-in-mission) is presented as a "descriptive framework" that
illustrates the nature of the church from the perspective of its relationship to God's
mission to the world.
Like any framework, missio-ecclesiology must be carefully defined in order to make
it useful. On one hand, it must be defined in its broadest possible scope. It is important
to understand that its conceptual power lies in its ability to ensure that everything related
to mission and church receives consideration. On the other hand, though, it is essential to
define the field with concrete concepts that may be used to describe and examine the
church-in-mission and its relationship to the world.
The following eight descriptive statements about mission and church�the
descriptive framework�further delineate the field defined by missio-ecclesiology. The
first three of these address mission in general. The balance address the church. The
descriptive framework is summarized in Table 2.1 and described below.
By itself the descriptive framework does not constitute an entire ecclesiology.
Rather, it supplements other, traditional theological perspectives. It is to be understood
along with, for instance, the Nicene concept of the four "marks" of the church (that it is
1 o
"one, holy, catholic, and apostolic"); the "signs" emphasized by some Protestants (that
the church is where the Scriptures are properly taught, the sacraments rightly
administered, and discipline correctly maintained); and the postwar period's emphasis on
the church's preaching (kerygma), fellowship (koinonia), service (diaconia), witness
(martyria), and worship (leitourgia) (cf Dulles 1987).
Table 2.1 Mission and Church: The Descriptive Framework
� Mission as Missio Dei: Divine Initiative and Human Agency
� Mission and tlie Reign of God: Witnesses and Agents of Reconciliation
� Mission and Eschatology: Extending and Intensifying God's Reign
� The Church is a Movement: All God's People Sent Into the Whole World
� The Church is a Mediator: Priests Standing Between God and the World
� The Church is a Grounded Community: God's People Enmeshed in the World
� The Church is Gifted for Mission: Spiritually Empowered to Engage the World
� The Church is a Sacrament of Salvation: A Sacrifice Offered to the World
1 . Mission as Missio Dei: Divine Initiative and Human Agency
The missio Dei concept fleshes out several themes that provide a foundation for
thinking about mission and church. First, all mission begins with God's initiative and
finds its meaning within the context of God's work. This means that missio hominum
(mission advance through human instruments) and missiones ecclesiarum (the church's
various missions) are not autonomous actions but are rooted in human participation in
God's prior mission (Van Engen 1996:27-29). Second, as noted above, God's mission to
the world is universal in scope and, consequently, is wider in concern than the church
alone. God's self-disclosure and redemptive actions, in a prevenient or general way, are
directed toward all persons in all societies (John 16:8; Acts 17:26-28). Therefore third.
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the human mission must cooperate with what God is already doing in the world. This is
done, for instance, by taking the time to discern God's work among a particular people
(including both its present and historical manifestations), to provide a prophetic witness
to it, and to announce to this people the "good news" ofthe fulfillment ofGod's work in
them through the gospel. Fourth, as noted above, the church is contingent on God's
mission as its fruit. The church, accordingly, is both a sign ofGod's activity and a
foretaste ofGod's presence among human beings. It is also the human instrument and
agentofGod's work in the world (Guder 1998:101-102).
2. Mission and the Reign of God: Witnesses and Agents ofReconciliation
The content and purpose of the divine mission is most clearly revealed through the
concept of the reign of God that was announced by Jesus Christ and demonstrated in his
actions. The reign ofGod is the reality of God's divine authority over creation. It is
activated in history through the gospel's invitation to all men and women to end their
rebellion and to enter into peace with God by responding to God's invitation to be
reconciled. "The goal of the missio Dei,
" writes Georg F. Vicedom, "is to incorporate
mankind in the basileia tou theou (the kingdom ofGod) and to convey to mankind the
gifts thereof" (Vicedom 1965:14). Peace with God, the ultimate gift (Romans 5:1-2),
means shalom, a condition of completion and wholeness with social as well as personal
implications. It is "a world characterized by peace, justice, and celebration" (Guder
1998:90-91). In contrast to narrower notions of the reign of God as personal inner
experience, as the institutional authority of the church on earth, or simply as moral
suasion, for example, George R. Hunsberger points out that the reign of God is both a gift
to receive and a place to enter. It is not a human possession but an invhation to human
participation with God. The reign of God, however, finds its specificity on earth through
its expression in the church, the community of persons who, by grace, have recognized
the work ofGod in the world and who have received and entered into it. Therefore, as a
sign and foretaste of God's reign, the church provides the primary setting within which
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the reahty of this reign is revealed. And as the instruments and agents of God's reign, the
members of the church work out the worldview logic and ethos of God's reign within real
life settings. In this way, the church also fulfills its vocation as servant and messenger. It
participates in God's mission as "a people called and sent to represent the reign ofGod"
(see Hunsberger' s discussion in Guder 1998:77-109; Hunsberger 1996).
3. Mission and Eschatology: Extending and Intensifying God's Reign
Within the context ofGod's mission to the world, the church lives out its missionary
vocation in space and in time (Bosch 1991 :498-510). Mission is defined in terms of a
geographical space that includes all the world's peoples. It proceeds from "Jerusalem . . .
to the remotest part of the earth" (Acts 1 :8). Mission is also defined in terms of the
temporal limits of this particular age which anticipates Christ's return (Luke 21 :24, 27;
Acts 1:11). Christ referred to both space and time together when he announced that the
preaching of the gospel "in the whole world for a witness to all the nations" is also a
prophetic sign that "then the end shall come" (Matthew 24:14).
The eschatological dimensions of the church-in-mission, however, are not simply
about end points: the end of the age and the ends of the earth. In reality, the fullness of
the reign of God that is to come (the eschaton) is already upon humankind, in its partial
realization. It enters progressively into human experience through the unfolding mission
ofthe church (Shank 1993). For this reason, mission, from an eschatological perspective,
must be conceived of in two important ways. First, mission is intensive. The church is
called in mission to deepen the present experience of life under the reign ofGod, and to
do so wherever the church is present. Second, mission is extensive in the sense that the
church's witness to the reign of God must spread throughout all human societies.
4. The Church is a Movement: All God's People Sent into the Whole World
As it lives out its missionary vocation, the church exists as a dynamic movement of
people, one which bears similarity to the new social movements that will be discussed in
the next chapter (although the word "movemenf is used here in a slightly different sense
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that includes a wider reflection on life than might be implied by the narrower term
"'social" movement). Further, because the church is "catholic" (or, universal and
universally present in each local subdivision), this movement quality exists at the local
church level as well as at the level of the entire "world Christian movement."
The church exists as a movement in two ways. First, it is a mobilization of
Christians to fill the world with witness to the reign of God and to invite all to enter it.
Second, wherever the church is established, it is a movement leading people into a
deeper, transformational experience of the reign ofGod, one that results in both personal
and social change (Guder 1998:183-220). The scope and dynamics of the church,
therefore, are defined in terms of its final end: its growth into a global, transforming
influence. As noted above, the Parousia awaits the church's worldwide witness (Matthew
24: 14). The church is sent out to bear the good news to all of the nations of the earth
(Matthew 28:19; Luke 24:47; John 20:21). And it is to this end that the Spirit is given to
the church (Acts 1 :8).
Interestingly, and perhaps controversially, Dutch Reformed theologian G. C.
Berkouwer links the church's social movement-like engagement with the world to its
attribute of holiness. In doing so, he emphasizes (1) the church's calling to be separate
from the world for the purpose of (2) its consecration as a distinctive people divinely
elected to serve the world. The purpose ofGod's holy people is to move into and
throughout the entire world.
Although there has often been little interest in the Church's commission in the world,
the New Testament is too clear about it for it to remain in the shadows forever. And
it has increasingly been seen that the essence of the Church carmot be thought of
apart from that peculiar movement towards the outside, the world. . . . Especially on
the basis ofthe root idea of the Church's holiness�separation�it is necessary to
reflect again and again on this striking outward movement of the Church. . . . Where
this separation becomes reality because of God's electing action, a movement arises
simultaneously that is crystallized in a commission to "go forth" as a witness to the
end ofthe earth (cf Acts 1:8). (Berkouwer 1976:391-392)
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"Jerusalem," says Berkouwer. "is not the stopping point for God's action, but the point of
departure for a movement that embraces the whole creation" (Berkouwer 1976:392). In
fact, when the church is not in a state ofmovement into the world
it is an alarming sign that something is decisively wrong in the inward relation of the
community to its own basis of existence. . . . The Church cannot be truly the Church
without this movement and perspective. . . . Apart from this movement, the Church is
not to be thought of as the Church of Jesus Christ. (Berkouwer 1976:393)
This discussion about the church departs from historical ecclesiological categories
that stress its institutional character. It is a significant change in perspective. The church
is, as Hendrikus Berkhof put it, "a perpetual movemenf into the world (Berkhof
1979:41 1). No longer can the church, caught up into the missio Dei and commissioned
by Christ to bear witness to the nations, return to the institutionalized ecclesiology of its
Christendom past.
For it will be obvious that outreach into the world is one of the indisputable marks of
the church. That the Reformers, who still thought in terms of the corpus
Christianum, did not include it is excusable. But anyone who today, either
theologically or practically, still ignores it as a central mark is without excuse.
(Berkhof 1979:418)
The Acts narrative illustrates the unfolding apostolate towards "the remotest parts of
the earth." Indeed, the epistles are literally the letters ofmissionaries to outposts on the
cutting edges of the growing Christian movement. The New Testament is the product of
a missionary movement. In this light, the church may be conceived of as a storm front, a
massive, rolling event unfolding in space and time. To be a part of it is to be a part of a
world movement. Corporate and individual Christian identities are formed in motion. To
cease moving ever more deeply into the world, as agents of the spreading reign ofGod, is
to cease to be fully Christian.
5. The Church is a Mediator: Priests Standing Between God and the World
Even though the church exists as the community of God's special, or "peculiar,"
people, it does not exist for itself. Rather it is called into being by God and it exists to
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serve the world around it. William Temple's aphorism that the church is the only society
in the world which exists for the sake of those who are not its members, is apt. God's
people are "royal priests," called to "proclaim the excellencies of [God] who has called
you out of darkness into his marvelous light" (1 Peter 2:9). This priestly function
requires that God's people stand between God and the world. This "royal priesthood"
represents God to the world and the world to God. And even though the people of God
are the proper subject of this royal priesthood, its object is the world and the world's
reconciliation with God (2 Corinthians 5:18-20). Withdrawal into a Christian ghetto or
subculture is not an option. It is a denial of the church's priestly calling.
Engagement with the world is a priority embedded in the priestly language ofthe
New Testament. Christ, the High Priest, completes and fulfills the priesthood by offering
himself as sacrifice for the entire world. Likewise, the royal priests who make up Christ's
"body" "are being buih up as a spiritual house for a holy priesthood to offer up spiritual
sacrifices" (1 Peter 2:5). The royal priesthood follows the example of its High Priest and
offers up itself in sacrifice to God and to the world. This language is echoed in Pauline
passages such as these: "present yourselves to God as those alive from the dead, and your
members as instruments of righteousness to God"; "present your bodies a living and holy
sacrifice, acceptable to God, which is your spiritual service ofworship" (Romans 6:13;
12:1). In the inevitable tension between inward nurture and outward service, the church
must "tip" toward sacrifice rather than self-interest (Senior and Stuhlmueller 1983:199-
207). Nurture and all that it entails (e.g., pastoral care, counseling, education, facilities,
staff, and so on) is essential in its own right. But it is conceptually subsidiary to, and is
meant to support, the activity of intercessory service in the world.
6. The Church is a Grounded Community: God's People Enmeshed in the World
This mediating church which moves into the world is neither an abstraction nor
merely a social institution. To the contrary, it is a living community of real people who
act together. It is a community made up by the union of the many individuals who have
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been placed in Christ by the Holy Spirit and enmeshed in the life ofGod (Ephesians 1:13;
1 Corinthians 12:13). Taken together, the community's members form Christ's body.
And as the body ofChrist, they incarnate and continue Christ's mission to the world as
his human instruments (Ephesians 1:22-23; 1 Corinthians 12:12).
The most concrete locus of this action is the local Christian community which is
constituted by the social relationships formed by individual Christians. And here the
biblical emphasis is on the community's common daily life, or koinonia. From this
perspective the church is the demonstration community of the reign of God. It is the set
of relationships within which the love of God is manifested among human beings (John
13:34-35; 17:23; Colossians 3:12-17). As a community of believers, the form of the
church's institutional organization must be subordinated to its function of integrating men
and women into a network of loving Christian relationships. In fact, there is no greater
error than to confuse church-as-community with church-as-a-place-to-go. That is, "going
to church," in the traditional sense in which this phrase is taken, is much less important
than "being in fellowship."
This loving community is grounded within the larger social community that
surrounds it. It exists as a separate, holy community, yet its social relations extend into
the larger community as well. It is embedded "in" the larger world without being by
nature "of it (John 17:14-16). Mission occurs at the frontier of faith and non-faith
within the daily interactions between Christians and non-Christians. And it is on this
face-to-face frontier (rather than inside church buildings) that the world encounters the
gospel in word and in action. It is therefore the nature and the quality ofthe relationships
within the Christian community, grounded within the wider circle of their other social
relationships, that characterize the most basic point ofmissional engagement. It is here
that Christians are to engage the world with wisdom and grace (Colossians 4:5-6) and to
keep their behavior excellent so that others "may on account of your good deeds, as they
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observe them, glorify God in the day of visitation" (1 Peter 2:12). And it is here that the
world forms its judgment about whether or not the gospel works.
7. The Church is Gifted for Mission: Spiritually Empowered to Engage the World
The church is a movement of believer-priests that spreads in the world through the
social networks within which it is embedded. Its movement is not disorganized, however,
but is harmonized through the ministry ofthe Holy Spirit who forms a single body from
among the people of God and equips each member to contribute in a unique way to the
common good (Romans 12:3-8; 1 Corinthians 12). Together, and only together as a
community, the members of the Christian communion are conformed to Christ as his
body builds itself up in love (Ephesians 4:14-16). But the body that is buih up is the
agent ofGod's mission to the world. In fact, mission is in view inside of all discussion of
the Spirit's role in building up the body of Christ.
Few would doubt that among the most important theological developments ofthe
twentieth century is the recovery of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit (Wood 2000). Fewer
still doubt the Pentecostal movement's positive influence�controversy and all�on
almost all Christian traditions by emphasizing the personal experience ofthe Spirit and a
practical understanding of the spiritual gifts. Yet at the beginning of a new century, it is
wise to remember that, early on in the movement's history, its emphasis was mission.
Early twentieth century traditions including the influential Christian and Missionary
Alliance and the emerging Assemblies ofGod, for example, interpreted their experience
ofthe Spirit as the sign of a great "anointing" to complete the "great commission." Many
sought the gift of tongues not as personal spiritual blessing but as a miraculous ability to
speak in other languages on the mission field (McGee 1988).
The language of Acts 1 :8, "but you shall receive power when my Holy Spirh has
come upon you; and you shall be my witnesses," appears to suggest that, inherent in
the
apostolate, is a certain discipline that organizes and shapes the manifestation ofthe Spirh
within the Spirit-filled Christian community. The gifts and the fullness of the Spirit are
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given to build up the body of Christ, certainly, but for the larger purpose of strengthening
this body for mission "to the ends ofthe earth." This focus prevents self-indulgence and
orients the entire church toward the world. The church is gifted in order to make it
particularly effective in its engagement with the world, a fact often lost in the pursuit of a
"higher life." The people ofGod who form the community of God are thus empowered
by God to engage the entire world in the name of God.
8. The Church is a Sacrament of Salvation: A Sacrifice Offered to the World
The idea that the church may in some manner be a true sign of God's presence
among men and women is a touchy one because the church on earth never exists in its
ideal form. Statements to the effect that persons in the world may somehow encounter
God as they encounter the church must be qualified (on the many caveats see Bosch
1993:374-376). But this reality is at least implied in the New Testament through the
image of the human temple that serves as the dwelling place ofGod (Ephesians 2:19-22).
It is also implied through the manifestation of the "sweet aroma of the knowledge of
[God]" (2 Corinthians 2:14). God, through the missio Dei, incorporates men and women
into the divine communion and is present among them in a special way as God indwells
them in the Spirit. This indwelling is the foundational principle for a sacramental
understanding of the church, an idea which is more fully developed in Roman Catholic
theology. The church may be thought of as a sacrament of God's presence in the world,
or even "the universal sacrament of salvation" (Lumen Gentium, Arts. 1, 48, in Abbott
1966: 1 5). It is necessary then that the church, in order to ftilfill its sacramental role,
insinuate itself into the life of the world deeply enough to be experienced by every
individual woman and man. Many are the intangibles that pique spiritual interest. The
simple presence of the church is perhaps its most valuable gift to the world. But this is
true only if the church directly engages all of the world's peoples and communities,
however distant or resistant, in mission.
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These perspectives�on missio Dei, mission and the reign ofGod, mission and
eschatology, and more particularly, on the church (the church is a movement, a mediator,
a grounded community, gifted for mission, and a sacrament)�provide beginning points
for visualizing the church's missional engagement with the world. In Chapter 8, this
descriptive framework will be supplemented by concepts from social movement studies
to further flesh out a richer understanding of the church in mission to the world.
Mission in the West: The Struggle for Relevance and Effectiveness
As noted in the discussion above, critical voices among the emerging non-Western
churches, along with the Western churches' own self-criticism, generated the discussions
of the 1950s and 1960s that stimulated fresh thinking about mission and church. And the
story continued as Western missiologists and church leaders (at least some of them) took
this discussion seriously and built upon it to propose church reforms. These reforms
included, for instance, irmovations to fit the churches more naturally into their contexts
(the abandonment of Latin in favor of vemacular languages, and contemporary worship,
for example); to respond to the specific social problems of the secular West (e.g., the
creation of Justice, Peace, and the Integrity of Creation, or JPIC, church committees); and
to develop strategies to "re-evangelize" nominally Christian societies (e.g., widespread
support for the growing evangelistic parachurch movement). A brief survey of attempts
to create missiologically-informed models of church renewal and church growth will be
sketched below. Unfortunately, the following discussion must be limited to American
ecumenical (meaning "conciliar" churches related to the National and World Councils of
Churches) and evangelical (churches related to the National Association ofEvangelicals
and the World Evangelical Fellowship) Protestant traditions.
It is instructive to survey these efforts to apply missiological concepts to the churches
before turning to, in the next section, the question of the missional challenges that lie
ahead for Christians in the United States. For many reasons, including varying levels of
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institutional commitment (or resistance), resources and popular interest, and demographic
changes (factors over which reformers had little control), as well as theoretical
shortcomings, the results of these reforms remain somewhat ambiguous. Yet many
programs and reform movements have had time to mature and provide a body of
experiences from which new initiatives may draw important lessons.
These reforms may be described in two general categories: the quest for relevance
within Westem culture and society, and the quest for effectiveness in multiplying the
churches' presence. These represent two distinctive centers ofmissiologically-informed
action, yet their edges overlap and in many ways they represent two sides of the same
coin. Missiologist L. A. Hoedemaker illustrates the essential differences between these
two primary ways of thinking about what the church is and how it engages the world in
mission. He delineates these differences through the question of how it is that the church
is a missionary body.
If it is [missionary] and does so by defining itself in and over against the world as the
bearer of a message of redemption and of a call to conversion, then one can focus on:
- the church as a segment of the realized rule ofGod, which seeks expansion
in the world,
- or on mission as the act of raising the issue of the relation of judgment and
grace between God and humankind, a process in which the church then
emerges as a collection of converts.
But if the church is missionary by showing in word and deed, in and on behalf of the
world, what is at issue between God and humankind, then one can focus on:
the church as an instance ofthe contextual assimilation of the problems of
humankind and the world in the light of the gospel, which expresses itself in
prophetic speech and diaconal demonstration,
or on mission as an active contribution to the humanization ofthe world,
with the church as the basis of awakening and action. (Hoedemaker
1995:161-162, emphasis added)
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The second of these centers of emphasis stresses those aspects of the church-in-
mission related to its role in the world as the sign and witness of the mission ofGod
within the various social and cultural contexts ofwhich it is a part. It underscores the
need for contextualization. The first lays stress on the church-in-mission as the
instrument and agent of God's work in the world as it grows in the world. It emphasizes
the church's mobilization. And it is not unfair to say that Hoedemaker' s second category
represents an ecumenical perspective on the role of the church in the world, and the first
an evangelical one. Hoedemaker, of course, does not regard these distinctions as
irreconcilable, yet in practice they have tended to remain so, especially within America's
polarized Protestantism wherein evangelical and ecumenical churches often seek different
missional outcomes in society and among individuals.
Contextualization: The Quest for Relevance
The ecumenical perspective flows directly from the mission-church discussion within
the IMC and WCC. Much of this discussion in the 1960s centered on the local
congregation. Radical programs for congregational renewal concentrated on themes such
as the "missionary structure of the congregation" featured in the WCC's Planningfor
Mission (Wieser 1966); direct identification with secular society. The Secular
Congregation (Raines 1968); liberation and social justice. The Underground Church
(Boyd 1968); and the lay-led revolution in church structure and diaconal service, The
Grass Roots Church (Rose 1966) (cf WCC-FOC 1998).
These proposals took up the challenge of missional engagement with secularity.
Mission, from this perspective, means to enter into the life of secular society and to
interpret for others the evidence of God's working among them to humanize the world.
Mission, in this light, is participation with others in movements of social change, with the
church, therefore, conceived of as a support structure for social activism. Reformers
argued that a changing social setting required abandonment of historical church structures
in favor of practical new ones that serve the needs of the moment. Local churches were
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re-envisioned as communities of service for the sake of others and that welcome the
concerns ofmodern life to set their agendas. Their desire was to renew the churches in
missional vocation and, even more, to make them relevant to society, or to use the
terminology that developed in the 1970s, to contextualize them.
One ofthe most celebrated examples of churches combining warm-hearted faith with
a diaconal tum to a mission of service to the world is Washington DCs Church ofthe
Savior. Its members have created numerous initiatives to serve the poor including
medical, housing, educational, and job training projects (Durnbaugh 1968:191-196;
Cosby 1999).
In the hands of radicals, however, such as Dutch missiologist and professor at New
York's Union Theological Seminary J. C. Hoekendijk and radical movements within the
World Student Christian Federation and the WCC, attempts to reduce mission to
humanizing the world exaggerated the new missiology of the church beyond recognition.
In this radical missiology the church was sidelined as the central actor in God's mission.
The church was reduced to the role of a prophetic voice validating the secular signs of
God's own direct redemption of the world (without reference to the church) through
revolutionary political movements and movements for racial and social justice. This
radicalism created enormous controversy, reaching its peak at the WCC's 1968 Uppsala
meeting and its 1 972-3 Commission on World Mission and Evangelism Bangkok
meeting, but quickly declined (and its extremes were for the most part discredited) in the
mid-1 970s (Bosch 1 99 1 :3 8 1 -389; Yates 1 994: 1 94-200; Van Engen 1 996: 1 53- 1 56;
Hedlund 199/:223-289).
Moreover, radicalism among American mainline churches was, by and large,
eclipsed in the 1970s for other reasons (although it continued in various guises of political
theology and action, including the radicalism of the Sanctuary movement, the subject of
Chapter 5). In the 1970s it became clear that these churches had entered a period of
substantial decline. Concern about the extent and rate of decline overtook other
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considerations. Rightly so, says sociologist C. Kirk Hadaway, because "mainline
denominations retain few visible characteristics that suggest a future for growth."
Ironically, in spite of their expressed concern for social justice, mainline, traditionally
liberal churches have become consumer oriented, often blunting their justice focus for the
sake ofmaking members comfortable (Hadaway 1993:351)." The radical missionary
congregation of the 1960s is lost in the present "mstitutional conservatism" ofmainline
congregations trying to maintain their traditions (Inskeep 1993:147-148).
In the 1980s, Lesslie Newbigin, as noted in Chapter 1, inspired a new quest to
reinvigorate mission and the church in the West (Newbigin 1983, 1986, 1989). He
challenged Western Christians to a fresh missional engagement with their own societies:
to consider what would be involved in a genuinely missionary encounter between the
gospel and the culture that is shared by the peoples of Europe and North America,
their colonial and cultural off-shoots, and the growing company of educated leaders
in the cities of the world�the culture which those of us who share it usually describe
as "modern." (Newbigin 1986:1)
The "Newbigin gauntlet," as George Hunsberger (1991) has called it, was picked up in
North America by the Gospel in Our Culture Network (GOCN). This study group has,
since 1989, sponsored a continent-wide dialogue on the missiology ofNorth American
culture and the church. The fruit ofGOCN research has been numerous publications and
conferences as well as the neologism "missional church" which describes the outworking
of a missiologically shaped ecclesiology. While the GOCN is hospitable to all
traditions�evangelicals and Roman Catholics participate�the writing team represents a
distinctively ecumenical voice, one that updates and clarifies past ecumenical reflection
on mission and church.
The GOCN's Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in North
America (Guder 1998) draws attention to the need to move beyond traditional images of
church and to adopt a truly missiological perspective. In the background of this
discussion lies the crisis of the North American church, most strongly felt by the
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traditional denominations, arising from a profound shift in the church's social role. No
longer is it an "established" or authoritative institutional force. As its social privileges
melt away it finds itself competing for a hearing among many other secular and religious
voices. Increasingly, the church discovers itself operating in a missionary context.
The shift from an ecclesio-centric to a missio-centric perspective is foremost a
theological rather than a methodological issue. Only when the root image of the church is
freed from traditional categories and rebuilt on a missional framework can there be a
fruitful discussion of strategies, practices and forms. The GOCN, through its painstaking
development process, has carefully reconstructed a mission-centered ecclesiology as a
necessary first step toward re-envisioning the church's shape and practice.
At the center of the GOCN's reflection is an image of the church as a distinctive,
alternative community demonstrating within its own life and witnessing to its
surrounding society the new, in-breaking life of the reign of God. The church is a "city
on the hill," a contrasting presence signaling a new divinely initiated reality within its
constantly shifting context. Through proclaiming the gospel and diaconal service the
church challenges and subverts the "principalities and powers" that define the cultural
consensus and social structures that resist the will of God. And through announcing the
gospel the church invites and gathers others into the reign ofGod.
The missional church vision highlights the church's mediating role in brokering the
gospel's announcement of the reign of God with its context. And, consequently, the
GOCN focuses on the need for the church to re-envision its own life and structures to
attune the gospel to the momentous cultural shifts underway in North America. In this
discussion the language of contextualization is quite strong.
The GOCN's reflection is concemed with North America, a region ofthe world
already filled with many (potenfially missional) churches. Allowing for this fact,
however, its recognifion of the boundary-crossing challenges ofmission�the extension
ofthe church across geographical, linguistic, and ethnic boundaries into populafions
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without (or at least functionally without) the witness of existing churches�is at best
understated. The language ofmission or of missional mobilization in a more traditional
sense, of church extension or church planting in order to make the missional community's
witness more accessible to others (especially crossculturally), for example, is not
incorporated into the definition of an ostensibly "missional" church. Nor is the sending
of the church from North America to non-Christian regions of the world (alone or in
partnership with churches in other nations) included in its vision for apostolic and
ecumenical faithfulness. These dimensions of the church's missional faithfulness (at least
fi-om a Protestand perspective) may have come more clearly into view if, perhaps, the
GOCN had included Mexico in its definition ofNorth America.
Having said this, the missional church concept finds resonance with evangelicals
from more explicitly missionary traditions, especially among the "emerging" churches
which call for a new contextualization of the church throughout the West (Frost and
Hirsch 2003:3-30). Whether this indicates a growing convergence of ecumenical and
evangelical concerns, or whether the GOCN's process can similarly ignite a moribund
mainline tradition, remains to be seen, but it is a very hopeful spark.
Mobilization: The Quest for Effectiveness
Contextualization represents one center ofmissional acfion. Its companion,
mobilizafion, represents another. It is an emphasis on the forms ofmissional action that
expand the Chrisfian witness in the world, and it is of special concern for evangelicals.
Mobilization as a central issue for the church came into view through the wide
influence on missiology of the Church Growth movement, idenfified with Donald A.
McGavran and the Fuller Theological Seminary School ofWorld Mission. More than
any other perspective ofthe last generation, the CGM directed attention to the problems
ofthe church's missional effecfiveness as measured by its growth in the world.
The missionary response to the criticisms of the "younger" churches in the period
following the Second World War has been particularly strong in the recognition, by all
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branches of the Christian faith, of cuhure as a barrier to, and a variable context for,
missionary activity. The fields of linguisfics and cultural anthropology provided a
sophisticated understanding of the roles of culture and language on the experience and
transmission of the faith. Evangelicals took an energetic approach to addressing the
problem of cross-cultural communication and recognizing the social and cultural barriers
to evangelizafion.'- McGavran's Fuller colleague Ralph D. Winter's "people group"
concept, in particular, stresses the planting of culturally relevant, evangelizing churches
within every social grouping as the ultimate goal of missional mobilizafion (Winter 1999;
Winter and Koch 1999).
The seminal inspiration for the CGM, however, derives from Methodist missionary J.
W Pickett's sociology ofmass conversion movements in India in the early twentieth-
century (Pickett 1933). In popularizing and expanding Pickett's insights, McGavran
(1980, 1981) focused on two dynamics that he considered to be essenfial to the effective
missional growth of the church: (1) people movements�the dynamics by which the
Christian faith spreads throughout a particular people's social networks, often without the
direct presence of foreign missionaries; and (2) the homogeneous unit principle�^the
discrimination of linguistic, social, and cultural boundaries that both define the cultural
identity of a particular people and limit the spread of people movements. Strategic
planning for mission must address the networks and processes through which the gospel
spreads through a receptive people, and target culturally defined peoples among whom a
witnessing church may be planted.
The CGM's legacy is evident in two current trends in American evangelical
missiology. First, the desire to mobilize the church as a movement through social
networks has solidified into proposals for (1) extensive church planting programs
(Schaller 1991:13-36; Wagner 1990), and (2) proposals for cell-based churches which can
(theoretically) multiply to enormous sizes (George 1991; Neighbour 1990). While no
major church in the United States has to date emerged from the cell model alone, some
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churches have approached this pattern of growth through extensive small-group networks,
for example. New Hope Community Church in Portland, Oregon (Galloway 1995; Hunter
1996:85-90). And small groups/cell groups have become important components of plans
for new churches. Second, the homogeneous unit principle has been translated into the
concept of niche marketing and been rigorously applied to targeting specific, narrowly-
defined market segments for new church development.'^
Evolving from the energetic Church Growth movement of the 1970s and 1980s (with
its missiology deeply rooted in research garnered from the global missionary movement)
is a new variation of church growth practice which GOCN contributor Craig Van Gelder
calls "church effectiveness" (with roots in management research) (in Guder 1998:73).
Extending the CGM's openness to applying the social sciences to the church, this new
emphasis draws extensively from the management field, particularly from marketing and
from organizational development, leadership, and communication.
The result of this management orientation has been the creation ofmany huge,
market-driven churches with specialized missions and a plethora of carefully developed
programs. These programs are designed to produce clear outcomes, for example, "Fully
Devoted Followers ofChrisf (Trueheart 1996:40). And these intended outcomes are
operationalized, to the extent possible, with specific, measurable performance criteria.
Examples of such churches abound. Among the best known: Willow Creek Community
Church, South Harrington, Illinois, and Saddleback Valley Community Church, Orange
County, California (Schaller 1992; Hunter 1996; Trueheart 1996). Megachurch
entrepreneur Leith Anderson likens this maximization of the traditional congregation to
the revolutionary transformation of the airplane from the clumsy DC-3 to the powerful
Boeing 747 (Anderson 1992:30). Indeed, by analogy to large-scale retail marketing, the
church can continue to grow into the religious "shopping mall" ofthe twenty- first century
(Anderson 1992:163-183).
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This business-like approach to mission and church growth has been enthusiastically
copied as a plan for church renewal. At the same time, it has also raised questions about
whether such an approach is sensitive enough either to the gospel in its fullest expression,
or to the context with which the church interacts. This is a problem of contextualization:
a problem of developing the church's entire role as the mediator of the whole gospel and
a problem of its engagement with its whole context.
For example, Peruvian missiologist Samuel Escobar, now teaching in the United
States, stirred up debate about the application ofmanagement techniques to mission by
referring to their use as "managerial missiology" (Escobar 2000:109-1 12). In this
criticism he was joined by marketing professor James F. Engel and theologian William A.
Dyrness who connect its use with what is, in their opinion, the failure of contemporary
missions (Engel and Dyrness 2000, cf p 69). Not all agree with them, of course
(DeCarvalho 2001:141-146; Giron 2000:540-541), but their critique is instructive.
Escobar defines managerial missiology as "the effort to reduce mission to a
manageable enterprise'" and describes three troubling aspects of it. First, it achieves
manageability by reducing reality to a simplistic, quantitatively defined picture, and
proposes mission as a set of solutions to the problems identified by that picture. Second,
it is driven by a pragmatism that deligitimates theological values (like reconciliation and
social justice) that cannot be easily operationalized and thus ignores them in both the
conduct ofmission and the solicitation of funds. And third, it is inherently conservative.
By this is meant that the background social and cultural context is treated as a given; that
a traditional or "generic" theology is a given; and that mission's purpose (numerical
growth through evangelism and church planting) is a given, so that attention can be paid
to the mechanisms that maximize evangelistic outcomes. Such an approach, Escobar
notes, ignores existing social conflicts and injustices, encourages policies that avoid
challenging the status quo, and "undermine[s] the hope of transformation which is central
to the gospel" (Escobar 2000: 1 1 1).
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On the other hand, Escobar does not altogether reject management theory and
technique. It is a matter of emphasis, and his is a warning that any framework of ideas
and practices (and I also include social movement theory here) may absorb the church
into its worldview rather than remaining a useful tool. Having noted this, Escobar affirms
the application ofmanagement theory and practice with this caveat: if it is properly
regarded as a methodology rather than a missiology "and if it limits itself to that realm,
accepting the need to enter into dialogue with theology and other missiologies, it could
make its valuable contribution to mission in the third millennium" (Escobar 2000: 112).
This criticism also does not discount the enormous contribution of the Church
Growth movement. As Fuller's School ofWorld Mission Charles Van Engen reminds
the movement's detractors:
The only significant North American missiological movement of the last thirty years
that has in fact taken both the context and the local congregation seriously has been
the Church Growth movement. . . . Though one might have reservations about
aspects of the movement, its track record�^the unprecedented amount of
experimentation, the creation of new successful models of vibrant congregations, and
the degree to which the movement has wrestled to present the gospel in a meaningful
way to North American culture�call into question the advisability of rejecting the
Church Growth movement out of hand. (Van Engen 1996:214-215, n.l2)
Missional Opportunity: The Changing Religious Context in the United States
Throughout the last four decades a great deal of experimentation took place in an
attempt to make American Protestant churches responsive to social change (in a post-
Christendom context), more contextually relevant (to extend their influence), and more
effectively mobilized (to extend their reach). But have these attempts resulted in
revitalizing American Protestantism? Ifmeasures of church affiliation and attendance are
used to answer this question the answer is no. However, there is, arguably, room to
disagree about whether the American church is, or is not, in crisis, or whether the crisis, if
it exists, is severe enough to qualify America as a mission field. Nonetheless, to the
extent that it is possible, it is important to describe the situation of the churches in the
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aggregate with some clarity. Proposals to reshape the churches, even to radically reshape
them, are always justified whenever they enhance the missional faithfulness of their
members. Yet these proposals take on added importance when crisis and decline catch
our attention and inspire action.
I present this discussion guardedly, however, for two reasons. First, the church's
missional renewal cannot be reduced to a problem to be solved. The tendency to define
(or to create the appearance of) a "crisis" in order to legitimate a program to "fix the
church" is, I believe, insidious in the pragmatic can-do worldview of Americans. Over-
preoccupation with the structural forms and organizational dynamics of individual
congregations (however novel the new proposals or fads may be) will, for the reasons
noted above, likely obscure the wider dimensions of the Christian mission to demonstrate
the fullness of the reign of God. In fact, this entire study is framed around the
presumption that if mission as a concrete movement ofGod's people is placed first as the
unit of analysis, then congregational renewal will follow as an indigenous set of responses
to the demands ofmission.
Second, quantitative measures alone do not indicate whether or not the church is
contextualized in a critical way that is sensitive to social change (which portends future
prosperity), or in an syncretistic way that undermines its mission. It is quite possible, as
suggested in the work of Ray and Anderson on the "cultural creatives" (see Chapter 1),
that part of the reason for the church's relative stability is its social location within the
more conservative sector of society which is also only slowly changing. In the current
turmoil of globalization-driven social and cultural restructuring, however, this may not
always be the safest place. At times change happens quickly, as Europe's postwar
churches and as America's 1960s mainline churches discovered to their dismay.
Churches, unaware of the cutting edge of social change, may have difficulty coping with
widespread structural changes in American society as, or if, these occur. It is fear of this
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happening more than ofmeasurable statistical decline that appears to drive at least some
of the pessimism about the church's future in America.
Many observers view the church in America with alarm. GOCN's writers, for
instance, warn that "rather than occupying a central and influential place. North American
Christian churches are increasingly marginalized, so much so, that in our urban areas they
represent a minority movement. It is by now a truism to speak ofNorth America as a
mission field" (Guder 1998:2). Even the most effective new market-sensitive churches
may be viewed as a few successful "firms" scraping up the remaining market share left to
a fading "industry." Craig Van Gelder wonders if, in fact, "these churches may just be
the last version of the Christian success story within the collapsing paradigm of
modernity and Christian-shaped culture" (Van Gelder 1996:45). Even more alarmed is
evangelical opinion pollster George Barna:
Despite the activity and chutzpah emanating from thousands of congregations, the
Church in America is losing influence and adherents faster than any other major
institution in the nation. Unless a radical solution for the revival of the Christian
Church in the United States is adopted and implemented soon, the spiritual hunger of
Americans will either go unmet or be satisfied by other faith groups. (Barna 1 998: 1)
On the other hand, it must also be pointed out that public opinion polls continue to
show high rates of self-reported church attendance (40 percent of all Americans per
week) and affiliation (71 percent) (Gallup Organization 1999).'"* Despite the church's
ups and downs these measurements have changed only slightly since the 1940s.
Sociologist and former lead researcher at the National Opinion Research Center (now
NORC) Andrew Greeley describes religion in America as a model of stability (Greeley
1989).
In answering the question. Is Protestant America's glass half empty or half full? there
is room for optimists (using opinion polls) and pessimists who, through anecdotal reports
and personal experience, conclude that reality is not what it appears in the polls. And
given that the United States population is growing at a rate ofmore than 20 million per
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decade, at least some churches must be growing to keep up (and thus maintaining at least
the illusion of overall growth), even if only to maintain the same slow rate of overall
Protestant decline which appears to have been more-or-less constant for 100 years.
In an extensive 1991 analysis of decades of opinion research NORC's Tom W. Smith
concluded that "basic religious change [in America] has been glacial; slow, steady, and
uhimately massive. The proportion Protestant has been declining throughout this
[twentieth] century at about .003 [ - 0.3%] per annum since WWII" (Smith 1991 :22). To
put this in perspective, no American alive today has ever seen Protestantism grow as a
percentage of the nation's population.
A detailed picture of this decline is provided by a recent major study, the American
Religious Identification Survey (ARIS), published in 2001 by researchers Barry A.
Kosmin, Egon Mayer and Ariela Keysar (ARIS 2001). ARIS is an enormous project
using data from opinion surveys of 50,000 Americans. It extends the larger 1990
National Survey ofReligious Identification (NSRI) survey of 1 13,723 Americans, which
provides a ten-year time frame. While not all opinion researchers may reach the same
conclusions, ARIS provides at least one scenario from which to understand the current
religious scene and to begin to think about the future.
1 . Protestant Christianity is, for now, America's majority religion. When asked,
52.4% of the aduh population identify themselves as Protestants, 24.5% Catholic. The
remaining categories, Other Religions (3.7%) and No Religion (14.1%) make up the
remainder of the sample group responding to the question, "What is your religion, if
any?" (Of those surveyed, 5.4% did not respond to the question.)
2. Christianitv, as a religious identitv, is declining in the United States. Those who
identify themselves as religious, those who identify themselves as Christians, and those
who identify themselves as Protestants declined as a percentage ofthe United States aduh
population between 1990 and 2001, as follows:
a. Those identifying with a religious group declined from 90% to 81%).
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b. Those identifying as Christians declined from 86.2% to 76.5%.
c. Those identifying as Protestants declined from 60.0% to 52.4%. (For the sake of
comparison, the Gallup Organization reported 55% in 1999, a decline from 69% in
1947 [Gallup Organization 1999]).
d. Those identifying as Catholics declined slightly from 26.2% to 24.5%.
e. Asian Americans identifying as Christians declined from 63% to 43%.
f. The largest increase was among those in the category No Religion who grew from
8.2% to 14.1%.'^
3. The youngest adult age group is the least religious and is becoming somewhat less
so. Commitment to religion increases with age. Those describing themselves as
"religious" (i.e., participating in organized religion as opposed to simply claiming an
individualistic "spiritual" identity) declines from 47% of those 65 and older, to 27% of
those age 1 8-34. Some have argued that younger people are, in general, less religious but
become more religious later in life (the "age effect," Greeley 1989:6-8, 21-56). However,
the percentage of those describing themselves as religious in the age group 18-29
declined from 26% to 23% during the 1990 to 2001 period, suggesting instead a "trend
effect" among young adults that will result in continued erosion of commitment to
organized religion among those in this age group (cf Hadaway and Roozen 1995:40-42,
Figure 2.3).'^
4. Religious belief is highest among traditional Americans and lowest among recent
immigrant groups. Commitment to religious belief is highest among traditional Black
Americans (officially designated "non-Hispanic Black" in new United States census
designations), at 49%), and White Americans (i.e., "non-Hispanic White"), 37%. It is
lowest among Hispanics (30%) and Asians (28%), many ofwhom are recent immigrants.
5. American Protestants are disproportionately White. Among the ARIS categories
of religious responses, almost all Christian categories are over represented by non-
Hispanic Whites. On average, Protestants are 86.8% White, verses 70.6%) for the general
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United States population. Even growing traditions (e.g., Churches of Christ, Non-
denominational, Assemblies of God, Evangelical/Born Again, Church ofGod) are
disproportionately White (80.6% verses 70.6% of the general population).'^
It is always hazardous to project trends into the future, but based on the ARIS
findings a few changes in the shape of American Protestantism may be suggested. First,
if present trends continue. Protestantism will within this decade become a minority faith,
that is, the faith of less than one-half of the population. A 2004 NORC study indicates
that this may have indeed already occurred (Smith and Seokho 2004).
Second, the most important trend as far as Protestant churches are concerned is the
proportional shrinking size of the non-Hispanic White population. According to United
States census projections it is expected to drop from 70.6% ofthe United States
population in 2002 to minority status (49.6%) in 2060 (Census 2000). Protestants are
disproportionately White, as noted above, and if all other factors remain the same the
distribution ofProtestants in the population will decline proportionally. This will be
ameliorated somewhat by a slight rise (1 percentage point to 13.2%) in the non-Hispanic
Black population, the most religious and most Protestant of all American ethnic/racial
sectors. However, a decline in Protestant identity to about 35 to 40 percent ofthe United
States populafion in 2060 is not unreasonable to expect. Perhaps one-third or more of
Americans will not idenfify themselves as Christians in any form at all.
Third, religious idenfity is declining among young aduhs (with implications for the
religious socializafion of subsequent generations if they do not pass on religious values to
their children). This is especially true of tradifional mainline Protestant denominafions,
less so for conservative churches, and may accelerate Protestant decline from that noted
above. Religious identity, according the the ARIS study, is also lowest among the most
rapidly growing populafion segments: Hispanic Americans (esfimated to be 24.3% ofthe
population in 2060) and Asian Americans (8.9%).
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Fourth, it is not clear to what it is that future Americans will turn for their religious
(or secular) identity, but it may not be to Christianity in large numbers. (Will it be to
political ideology, various other religions, individual spirituality, or no religion?) Despite
growth in Hispanic immigration from Catholic countries, for example, American
Catholics are actually slightly declining. Non-Christian ("Other") religions grew only
slightly in the 1990s (from 3.3% to 3.7%). The only segment showing any dynamism at
all is No Religion (which may include atheism or individualistic spiritual philosophy),
which gained six percentage points in the 1990s.
If American Protestant churches desire to maintain or increase their numbers as a
percentage ofthe overall population, their challenges (from a sociological perspective)
are ethnicity/race, age, secularism, and privatized spirituality. For America's Protestants
to maintain their current presence (let alone to grow, which has not happened in a
century) in the United States they must learn to do things that have been difficult,
historically, for them to do. They must learn to (1) cross boundaries of language, race,
and ethnicity; (2) differentiate themselves from secularism by offering a socially
progressive religious alternative to an increasingly functionally non-religious society; and
(3) bring men and women across the frontier from non-faith to faith in Jesus Christ in
large numbers. In fact, they must learn to do things that Christians in many other
societies learned to do long ago: to function as a missionary people, bearing witness to
the transforming power of the reign of God.
Is the United States a mission field? This is for some a matter of interpretation, for
others a settled conviction. But it is thought provoking to note that Zambia, 75 percent
Christian and growing, was declared by its president a Christian country in 1991 (Jenkins
2002:153). At the same time more than 400 Protestant and Roman Catholic American
and Canadian missionaries were at work there (MARC 1993:79). Given this synergy of
missionaries and growing churches it is legitimate at least to ask if the missional renewal
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of American churches might not lead again to the growth of the church, in numbers and in
influence, in the United States.
Summary and Conclusion
A century after the student volunteers began to leave North America to evangelize
the world of their generation it is thought provoking to note that a possible new slogan,
"The Evangelization of the United States in this Generation!" represents a formidable
missionary challenge. During the century past, however, the changing fortunes of
Christians, widely lamented in the West and celebrated in the non-West, have not gone
unnoticed. Rather, missiologists and other observers of the churches have formed a
global perspective from which the performance of all of the churches of the people of
God may be evaluated and judged.
When, in the middle of the twentieth century, the compass arrow ofmissiological
criticism swung toward the West and its churches, a crucial examination ofmission and
church ensued. Both concepts were, in fact, transformed in the light of a comprehensive
theological concept, the mission of God, or missio Dei. God's mission to the world
provides the framework for examining the church and the work of Cliristian men and
women in God's name.
Missio-ecclesiology provides the conceptual means for reinterpreting the church-in-
mission as participation in missio Dei realized through concrete human action. It also
provides a point of departure for imagining new images that better grasp the meanings of
mission and church. The concepts sketched in this chapter�the descriptive framework�
define the church as movement, mediator, grounded community, and so on, and will be
applied, in Chapter 8, to further define the church's missional engagement with the world.
It is a hopeful sign that at least some ecumenical and evangelical Protestants have
taken the mission challenge seriously. Their theological innovations and practical
experiments, including actions to contextualize and mobilize their churches (plans that
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worked and plans that did not) are enormously instructive for those who desire to
continue their work. These are women and men who desire to see the potential of the
living reign of God actualized in human life, transforming their communities, the larger
world around them, and the earth itself
It is now time to turn to another subject, social movements, to lay the groundwork for
the "dialogue" between missiological concepts of the church-in-mission and movements
as a form of social action. The following discussion. Chapters 3-7, examines social
movements, their meaning and dynamics, and the theorizing that attempts to explain
them. Some of this activism, as will be seen, is motivated by secular interests; some of it
is religious in nature. All of it will be interpreted though a framework derived from
social movement theory. The next chapter surveys the field of social movement theory
and presents a six variable interpretive framework for understanding why movements
arise and how they mobilize social power.
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Chapter 3
Social Movements: An Interpretive Framework
In 1968, from Chicago to Paris, Columbia University to Berkeley, to Prague and
Warsaw, Mexico City and Tokyo (to name but a few sites), mass social protest peaked in
intensity, the climax of a cycle of social activism stretching over more than two decades.
Volatile issues anchored the protest agenda, including Vietnam, civil rights, the failing
promises of liberal democracies as well as bureaucratic socialist states, disillusionment
with "liberal" education, gender, and cultural self-expression (Gitlin 1993; Wallerstein
2000:355-373). Students were at the forefront, the alienated intellectual class arising
from the middle classes to rally the workers and the oppressed (Cohn-Bendit and Cohn
Bendit 1968; Tumer 1994:89-94; Wallerstein 2000:33-38, 358-360; cf McAdam 1999).
The short-lived Revolution of 1968, as the signal phenomenon of this period, was
remarkable in two ways: first, it broadend the scope of leftist social protest beyond
traditional workers' concems; and second, it called into question the legitimacy of the
modern state in both its liberal-capitalist and, surprisingly, its revolutionary socialist
(especially Soviet) forms (Cohn-Bendit and Cohn-Bendit 1968).' This New Left
departure from the Old brought together middle and working classes, addressed general
social complexities beyond class conflict, and explicitly rejected the older left's idealism
and authoritarianism (Gish 1970; Gitlin 1993). The New Left, at heart, was a quest to
maximize the promise of democracy truncated by capitalism and communism alike.
The 1960s rupture of old and new also reflected Western social evolution from
industrial to postindustrial societies (service, information economies) and thus to a new
set of social issues (Servan-Schreiber 1969). Movements of social change became new in
the composition of their actors, the range of their interests, and the forms of their
expression.
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To mark these movements off from traditions past, movement theorists have named
them the "new social movements," or NSMs (Larana, Johnston and Gusfield 1994). (The
new movements are far too numerous to list; a composite of them, however, summarized
from many sources, is presented in Table 3.1.) Sociologist Paul H. Ray and psychologist
Sherry Ruth Anderson, long-time NSM observers, divide NSMs into three types as they
have evolved since the 1960s. They include (1) political movements that challenge social,
political, and economic power; (2) consciousness movements that change the ways that
individuals in the social mainstream interpret reality and then create new lifestyles; and
(3) the cultural arms of these movements that challenge cultural ideas�the "codes"
through which society justifies its values and social structures (Ray and Anderson
2000: 135-138). The new movements are the focus of the theoretical discussion of social
movements presented in this chapter.
Since the 1960s, social scientists have rewritten their theories of social activism; the
study of social movements is, no doubt, a "growth industry" (McAdam, McCarthy and
Zald 1996:2). This chapter introduces the body of social movement theory (SMT) these
scholars have produced. It also sketches the historical and contemporary context defining
the new social movements. Its specific purpose is to provide the tools necessary to
interpret the movement case studies�of the Antiglobalization, Sanctuary, and Xenos
house church movements�presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Later, this material will be
synthesized with the case studies to further clarify the nature of social movements
(Chapter 7). This will fund a broader discussion ofmission and church in Chapter 8.
The chapter begins by defining social movements and then surveys several SMT
theoretical perspectives. Following this, it presents a set of SMT variables to be applied
as a framework for interpreting the movement case studies. Last, it sets new social
movements in historical and contemporary context.
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Table 3.1 A Typology of Contemporary, or New, Social Movements
Movement themes:
1. Traditional left politics
2. Civil rights/human rights
3. Feminist/gender identity
4. Democracy/social
liberation
5. Peace
6. Environment
Particular movement referents:
Labor rights, working conditions, sweatshops, living-wage, job protection,
unemployment/retraining, welfare rights, urban anti-poverty, voting rights,
political inclusion, political/institutional reform, direct democracy
Racial and ethnic minorities, indigenous peoples, immigrants and refugees,
gender, student, legal practices, sentencing, torture, political prisoners, death
penalty and prison reform, genocide
Women's rights, visibility, consciousness-raising and solidarity/support,
gay/lesbian, bi-sexual, transgendered visibility, rights and acceptance
Pro-democracy, mobilizations against repressive regimes, anti-apartheid,
mobilization of the oppressed, land reform, political sanctuary
Non-violent conflict resolution, truth and reconciliation, anti-war, anti-draft,
anti-nuclear weapons/nuclear freeze, disarmament/arms control, campaigns
against new weapons development and deployment, actions against weapons
manufacturing facilities and military training centers
Conservation, political ecology, anti-nuclear power, ecosystem/habitat
protection from commercial and industrial development, forest protection,
recycling, animal and environmental rights, sustainable development,
environmental consciousness
Ethnic identity/ethnic
nationalism
Social justice
9. Moral
10. Economy/technology
11. Consumerism
Cultural diversity, language rights, land rights, heritage, regional
autonomy/independence, resistance movements and revolts, political
influence, visibility, reparations and restitution
Fair/affordable housing, homelessness, food and water security, welfare
reform, farmers' rights, community development, access to medical
care/insurance, child abuse, child welfare, sexual abuse, drug treatment, fair
law enforcement, school reform
Drunk driving, abortion rights (pro and con), pornography, public art, sexual
fi-eedom, abstinence, drug decriminalization/legalization, anti-smoking
Third-world debt reduction, corporate power and political manipulation,
unfair development practices, subsidies and import restrictions, anti-corporate
globalization, genetic engineering, privatization of public goods,
environmental and labor law violations, anti-technology, anti-capitalism
Consumer rights, food safety, product safety, media independence, hazardous
materials manufacturing and transport, privacy, market/price manipulation,
corporate influence, advertising
12. Quality of life Neighborhood activism, local protests, control of development projects, anti-
sprawl, "new urbanism," "slow cities," historic preservation, crime control
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13. Culture Media monopolies, protection of unique communities, generational identity,
youth radicalism, culture jamming, street take-overs, street art, bicycle
activists, new religious movements, anarchism, alternative communities,
communalism
14. Reactionary/anti-
democracy movements
Anti-government militias, nativism/nationalism, racial purity, segregationist,
anti-land reform and property protection, political "contra" activism,
fundamentalist religious revolts
Defining Social Movements
Movements unite people to create or to resist change. Through them, individuals
seek a common voice to challenge social, political, economic, and cultural powers;
movements, in fact, multiply the power of individual action through their unique form of
collective, non-institutionalized power. A movement's consequences may be
unpredictable (and sometimes counterproductive). Often they fade away as suddenly as
they appear. Yet, by participating in them, individuals are enabled to name and to voice
social discontent, giving expression to grievances that often are yet to register in the
minds of those in the social mainstream. Movements enable their participants to fight
established social structures, beliefs and ideologies that, in their minds, perpetuate
deception and injustice.
Definition
I will define social movements in the following way: social movements are non-
institutionally organized social collectives, that put meaningful ideas into play in public
settings, that actively confront existing socialpowers through the power of their numbers
and the influence of their ideas, and that grow in size andpower by inspiring others to
act, in order to create or to resist change.^ Social movements are collective behaviors
that result in changes to social relationships, that is, to political, economic, racial, ethnic,
and gender relationships. They also resuh in changes to systems of cultural meaning that
underlie these relationships, that is, to personal and group identity, beliefs, values, ideas,
and worldviews. Social movements embody behaviors intended to create social and
cultural changes with widespread public resonance.
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What makes social movements social is their intention to change social arrangements
and the cultural consciousness that supports them. They are also "social" in the sense that
they are collectives of people rather than individuals acting alone.
Social movements, as I define them, are more than simply movements of ideas or
arfisfic styles within professional or academic groups (postmodern architecture, for
instance) although these are often referred to as "movements." And they are not to be
conftised with political campaigns. Left or Right, by institufions and the myriad of
foundations, research, policy analyst, watchdog, and fundraising organizafions and
lobbies that enshroud the political process. Though these often participate in social
movements (see the discussion on "convergence" in Chapter 7), their acfions alone do on
constitute social movements (della Porta and Diani 1999:13-20).
For example, a church denomination's vote or a Congressional action on policy
regarding gays and lesbians, despite the intense campaigns and counter-campaigns that
these might provoke, is not a social movement. On the other hand, the struggle,
organized outside of existing institutions, of gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, and transgendered
individuals (the GLBT movement) to legitimize themselves and change discriminatory
social structures (which may include interest group campaigns within religious and
political institutions), is by my definition, a social movement.
With this in mind, and given the purpose of this study as a whole to link together the
language of social movements with that ofmission and church (the missio-ecclesiology
described in Chapter 2), it is important to note that some religious movements, but not all,
have important social and cultural consequences that qualify them as social movements as
they have been described above. For instance, the 1980s Sanctuary movement, the
subject of Chapter 5, was religiously motivated yet sought specific political outcomes.
Conversely, 1960s New Left radicalism deeply affected the development ofXenos
Christian Fellowship (Chapter 6), a religious movement that reordered traditional
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Christian social relationships. These movements will be described in detail specifically
to examine the interplay of social-political and religious action.
SMT researcher Sidney Tarrow elaborates the definition of social movements, above,
by describing four characteristics that set them off from other forms of social activity:
Movements [are] . . . collective challenges by people with common purposes and
solidarity in sustained interaction with elites, opponents and authorities. This
definition has four empirical properties: collective challenge, common purpose,
solidarity and sustained interaction. (Tarrow 1994:3-4, original emphasis)
1 . Collective challenge. Social groups in society do many things. What turns
groups or coalitions of groups (local chapters of the Sierra Club, or the labor advocacy
network Jobs with Justice, for instance) into movements is the emergence of a collective
intention to disrupt the actions of socio-political elites and their control over social,
political and cultural institutions (:4).
2. Common purpose. Within movements, people seek others of like mind and come
to share a common vision. Often they are drawn together by existing social organizations
such as churches and unions. More often, new temporary networks are formed to unite
both individuals and organizations around common concerns (:4-5). For example,
coalitions may be formed to organize local activism. And these are often supported by
national and international alliances which may mobilize hundreds of other organizations,
their constituents, and their resources.
3. Solidarity. A movement is strengthened as its participants act together through
public protests and through membership in organizations that support the movement.
Through their common actions, participants build a movement culture that roots them
more deeply into the movement (:5). "The Movemenf itself thus becomes a shared
"space," a common vision that is larger than its member organizations, at once a powerful
motivator and a set of personal relationships sustaining social contention.
4. Sustained interaction. Movements are not single episodes of public action; they
unfold over time. They may even be invisible during times of social quiescence.
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However, through both behind-the-scenes and pubhc mobihzation, movements maintain
contention with social elites (:5-6). They do so (1) until their goals are satisfied, or (2)
until they are defeated, or (3) until they withdraw into non-contentious social
organizations or subcultures, or (4) until changing circumstances render them irrelevant
(: 1 70-1 86). A movement's durability and its ultimate magnitude depend on its strategic
ability to successfully exploit the political (or more broadly, the social, cultural, and
economic) opportunities available to it. It also depends on the movement's ability to
organize participants though movement structures and on its ability to persuasively frame
its ideas to inspire people to action.
It is also helpful to point out that through a long history of sustained social activism
distinctive protest traditions have evolved. Tarrow (1994:31-47 and passim) refers to
these as action repertoires, or "modules" of collective action. As historical examples
these repertoires provide activists with a box of time-tested strategic and tactical tools for
them to refine and apply to their particular needs.
Various theorists, of course, offer somewhat different definitions of social
movements. Early new social movement research conducted by Luther P. Gerlach and
Virginia H. Hine, for instance, distinguished movements as unique forms of social
organization according to the following criteria: A movement is "a segmented, usually
polycephalus [many-headed], cellular organization composed of units reticulated
[networked] by various personal, structural, and ideological ties" (Gerlach and Hine
1970:xvii, original emphasis). In general, however, various definitions of social
movements cover essentially the same conceptual territory. Their common dimensions
include: self-identified groups of people, organized outside of existing institutions,
motivated by and committed to a purpose that is rhetorically framed in a persuasive way,
growing widely enough through recruitment to have a significant impact, and sustaining
some degree of conflict with elements of the social order. The most common popular
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notions about movements, however, are about action, passion, spontaneity, change,
camaraderie, and evanescence.
What unites all these and various other possible defining aspects is, of course, that
social movements move: at the heart of any proper conception must be the notion of
mobilization. Precisely what would not happen if things were left to their normal,
institutional, or systemic course: this is what social movements are all about. (Beyer
1994:106)
Rhetorical Frames and Moral Audiences
Movements are always collective actions over against something. Each movement is
defined by its particular referents, or grievance(s), and the values, beliefs, and ideologies
that interpret them. Myriad grievances lead to the wide variety of contemporary social
movements (see Table 3.1). Regardless the ways in which particular movements define
themselves, however, to be effective their grievances must be shaped, or "framed,"
clearly and they must convince a wide audience. Thus social movements are further
described by highlighting two additional components: rhetorical framing and moral
audiences.
Rhetorical framing. Framing is the process through which individuals in groups
make sense of society.^ All groups produce meaningframes to interpret their collective
experiences and to define themselves. A "frame . . . refers to an interpretive schemata
that simplifies and condenses the 'world out there'" (Snow and Benford 1992:137). It
conceptualizes, names, categorizes, and interprets the seemingly thrown-together raw
stuff of life. The particular self-constructed shapes that social movements give the
communication of these interpretations are called rhetoricalframes. The next chapter,
which interprets the Antiglobalization movement, for instance, describes how labor,
environmental, consumer, and political identity activists discovered the social effects of
corporate globalization and then put into words (or, framed) the reasons why this form of
globalization should be resisted.
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Rhetorical frames are described in several ways, as follows, based on the scope of the
ideas they include. (On the following, see Snow and Benford 1992; Hunt, Benford and
Snow 1994; Turner 1994.)
Collective action frames. An action frame is the work of a particular social
movement to define its grievance and its program to address it. Such frames "either
underscore and embellish the seriousness and injustice of a social condition or redefine as
unjust and immoral what was previously seen as unfortunate but perhaps tolerable"
(Snow and Benford 1992:137). Chapter 5 illustrates, for instance, how religious acfivists
redefined certain acts of illegal immigration as a claim for sanctuary from oppressive
government actions. Collective action frames provide several important interpretive
functions: they are diagnostic (assigning cause and blame), prognostic (offering a
solution), and motivational (inspiring and shaping action) (Hunt, Benford and Snow
1994:190-192). Action frames also provide the ideological background against which
movement members define themselves, their opponents, sympathetic onlookers, and
outsiders (: 192-203).
Master frames. These are more comprehensive and thus more powerful collective
action frames that, in addition, are also able (1) to represent such wide concerns that they
can interpret broad social themes; (2) to provide an open conceptual framework from
which others with related concerns can build; and (3) to possess a "potency" in that they
are relevant to, and resonate with, a wide audience. The 1 960s American Civil Rights
movement, for example, created a master frame that ultimately expanded the movement
for political rights to include other minorities and women. The potency, or rhetorical
power, of a master frame is based on its wide and inclusive scope, the accuracy of its
claims, its resonance with personal experience, and its relevance to the core value system
of the mainstream (Snow and Benford 1992:140). A master frame sustains a particular
form ofmovement activism for long periods of time, even after the original movement
that created it subsides. The Civil Rights movement faded in the late 1960s. However,
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women, gays and lesbians, the disabled, and ethnic minorities built on the civil rights
master frame for several subsequent decades (Echols 1995).
General movements. But even master frames are too narrow to narrate and interpret
periods of general social upheaval. These periods, such as the 1960s, include numerous,
diverse social movements occurring in intensive "cycles of protest" (Frank and Fuentes
1990:142-153; Tarrow 1994:153-169). Sociologist Ralph H. Turner (1994) suggests that,
in certain periods, fundamental contradictions in a society's core understanding of itself
create the possibility ofwidespread and socially disruptive change. The accompanying
social activism may be referred to as a general movement. A general movement provides
individual social movements with a comprehensive conceptual framing that helps each to
understand how it is related to the larger context of change. The nature of this influence
will be examined in Chapter 6 where the effects of the 1 960s general movement on
religious mobilization will be examined.
Moral audiences. Movements with specific political or moral grievances often
accomplish, at least partially, their objectives. For example. Blacks, women, and others
have won recognition of their rights, nuclear power projects have been defeated, and
drunk-driving sentences increased. But many movement objectives are difficuh to
measure. How did the Civil Rights movement, for example, affect the quality of life in
the African-American subculture? Yet, even when movements seem not to have
accomplished much, often they have enabled new sensibilities�feminism, or eco-
consciousness, for instance�to emerge (Tarrow 1994:170-186; della Porta and Diani
1999:226-254).^
How broadly do movements affect society? It depends on whether one counts the
actual participants who protest publicly or counts the vast audience that is addressed by
them. Paul H. Ray and Sherry Ruth Anderson (Ray and Anderson 2000:108-1 10)
describe movement influences as a series of concentric circles; at the center are activists
and their organizations, then the circle of active supporters, and then the larger circle of
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sympathizers. The number of those affected by the new social movements (NSMs),
according to their survey research, is quite large.
Across all the recent movements, there have been hundreds of national organizations,
tens of thousands of local organizations, hundreds of thousands of activists, millions
of loyal members who gave money and read everything, and tens ofmillions of
sympathizers in moral publics who broadly agreed with the movement positions.
The size of this population catches everyone by surprise. (Ray and Anderson
2000:109)
The public to which a movement plays represents audiences who are open to the
movement's moral influence. These may be persuaded to change their opinions on the
issues, accept new ideologies, or chose to act differently. A movement's lasting influence
on these moral audiences, who come to share a moral outlook, who change their values,
beliefs, and voting preferences, or who experiment with ahemative lifestyles, is the truest
measure of its effectiveness.
Explaining Social Movements
Social movement researchers have provided many descriptive movement studies.
From them has emerged a reasonably clear definition of social movements ranging in
scale from local petition drives to revolutions. Describing such activity, the what of
social movements, however, raises questions about how and why it happens. These
theoretical questions also concern researchers. And so it is helpful to turn to the growing
body of social movement theory (SMT) to further understand the nature ofmovements.
Reports ofmass behavior conjure up images of peasant rampages, race riots, and
bloody revolutions. These behaviors strike many as irrational and as threats to social
order. Indeed, early studies of collective behavior explained it in terms of social
pathology: the result of psychological deviance, or ofmass manipulation, or of
uncontrolled social frustration (Darnovsky, Epstein, and Flacks 1995:vii-ix; Jasper
1997:21-23).
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Reacting against this, in the 1 960s, SMT researchers shifted ft-om social-structural
and psychological explanations of "irrational" crowd behaviors to instead emphasize
cultural processes; indeed, the focus ofmovement studies turned from the supposed
control of impersonal social structures over individuals to consider the motivations of the
"social actors" themselves (Zald 1996).^ The social actor, in this case, may be an
individual or a group, a "collective actor." Both a protester chaining herself to a plant
gate to stop a weapons shipment and the peace organization that planned the protest, for
example, are social actors. Movement studies thus began to consider the rational
processes through which social actors interpreted their social contexts, framed their
messages, organized their activism, and pursued their interests through public protest.
This shift in theoretical orientation provided a new framework to interpret the
meaning of the new social movements that became prevalent during the 1 960s and that
continue today. From this perspective, a number of theoretical approaches to
understanding social movements have emerged (McAdam, McCarthy and Zald 1996;
Edelman2001).^
Resource Mobilization Theory
Following the upheavals of the 1 960s, attention turned to questions concerning how
social movements arise and function. Resource mobilization theory, the earliest new
perspective, focused on the mobilization potential of society's "movement sector"
(McAdam, McCarthy and Zald 1996:3-4; McCarthy 1996). Operating within this sector
are social actors who are concerned with taking advantage of political opportunities to
advance their own particular causes. Resource mobilization theory assumes the
continuous presence of an informal network of social movement organizations (SMOs).
The theory also assumes the continuous presence of social grievances that may be
articulated and addressed at any time. Therefore, what is of theoretical interest is the
action ofmovement organizers (or, "social movement entrepreneurs") as they mobilize
existing groups through new framings of continuing social problems. Theorists examine
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( 1 ) their abiHty to recruit human and material resources and to mobilize a constituency;
(2) their strategic use of rhetoric, media, and protest tactics; and (3) their performance in
exploiting their opponents' weaknesses.
Resource mobilization theory brought insight into the mechanics of the framing
processes, movement organization, strategies, and leadership. But this early analysis did
so without exploring the ideological, moral, and personal contents of social movements.
Identity Politics
A somewhat circumscribed but important analysis arose, in the 1970s and 1980s,
exploring the personal and cultural issues present in social movements. Researchers were
interested in the experiences of those who resisted discrimination, especially women,
gays and lesbians, and other minorities. Their movements, popularly grouped under the
heading "Political Correctness," concerned themselves with the politics of identity
(Darnovsky, Epstein, and Flacks 1995). The movements provided women and minorities
with collective voices to assert their unique political claims against social majorities that
they experienced as oppressive. They also provided a frame of reference for constructing
new, alternative lifestyles that helped them to preserve their particular identities from the
pressure to conform to majority culture. By creating social spaces within which
participants could express themselves freely, theorists noted that they added a cultural
dimension to the movement experience; as the slogan went, "the personal is political."
Political Process Theory
While taking seriously the personal and cuhural dimensions of social activism, other
researchers have turned their attention to the particular historical processes from which
movements arise (Tarrow 1994; McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald 1996:2-3). Political
process theory examines the connection between the rise of social movements and the
opening of political opportunities caused by changes within the dominant social elites.
Opportunity occurs through (1) an active interest among elites in changing the political
structure (e.g., their support of a democratic revolution or environmental legislation); or.
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conversely, (2) through conflicts or corruption within elites that discredit and delegitimize
them and open the door to pressure from below; or (3) through events that weaken
established social control such as war, disaster, or economic collapse. The opportunities
that open to movement activists�political in the broadest sense including social, cultural
and economic changes�are are located in unique historical events that are unpredictable,
but as they occur they permit latent movement action to exploit them.
The opportunities themselves do not cause movements to happen. They "do not
explain but rather condition," argues political science researcher Leigh A. Payne. "What
explains [movement] emergence is the interaction between movement agency and
context: the capacity ofmovements to exploit political and cultural contexts to their
advantage" (Payne 2000:36). Others observe that since the same opportunity opens up
for a variety of protest groups to exploit, numerous movements may occur
simultaneously. Particular historical periods may, thus, experience cycles ofwidespread
social protest altemating with periods of quiescence enforced by the recovery of political
control by the existing (or by a new) establishment.^
Theoretical questions, then, concern how the structure of a particular historical
context both offers opportunity for protest and limits or shapes protest in a particular way.
It has been noted, for instance, that similar movements take different forms based on
differing political structures in various countries (Kriesi 1996; Rucht 1996). Questions
also concern why movement activists take advantage of some opportunities and not of
others. These shed light on the difficult subject of causation; researchers are especially
concerned with the relationship between historical change and intentional human action.
As Tarrow explains:
The main argument ... is that people join in social movements in response to
political opportunities and then, through collective action, create new ones. As a
resuh, the "when" of social movement mobilization�when political opportunities
are opening up�goes a long way towards explaining hs "why." (Tarrow 1994:17)
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New Social Movements
Growing in parallel with these theoretical perspectives, "new'" social movement
theory, based on the study ofthe new social movements described in the introduction to
this chapter, centers on the meaning of social activism (Larana, Johnston, and Gusfield
1994; Melucci 1994, 1996; Zald 1996; also McAdam, McCarthy and Zald 1996:5).
Turning attention away from how movements work to why individuals participate in them
has helped theorists to see more clearly that activists participate in movements in order to
better comprehend and control their life worlds.
Individual and collective control over social, cultural, and economic power is a
central problem in postindustrial societies. As French journalist Jean-Jacques Servan-
Schreiber observed at the time, the eruption "in Paris in May 1968 was not a movement
primarily designed to win material benefits. . . . What it dared to question was not the
legitimacy of property, but, above all, power and authority" (Servan-Schreiber 1969:29-
30). This observation is elaborated by French social philosopher Michel Foucault:
[T]he questions "Who exercises power? How? On whom?" are certainly the
questions that people feel most strongly about. The problem of poverty, which
haunted the nineteenth century, is no longer, for our Westem societies, of primary
importance. On the other hand: Who makes decisions for me? Who is preventing me
from doing this and telling me to do that? Who is programming my movements and
activities? Who is forcing me to live in a particular place when I work in another?
How are these decisions on which my life is completely articulated taken? All these
questions seem to me to be fundamental ones today, (in Anderson 1995:41-42)
In reacting against the authoritarianism of the Old Left class movements, and in
taking a wider view of the varied sources of power, NSM activists address cultural issues
in addition to traditional social justice concerns: for instance, identity, the media's
manipulation of language and meaning, the personal and intimate details of life,
spirituality (Johnston, Larana, and Gusfield 1994: 21). Their activism crosscuts social
class and emphasizes democratic reforms to ensure their representation in political and
economic power ("direct democracy," "direct economics"). And they are concerned with
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the transformational effects of globalization (see discussion, below) as these processes
reduce the effective power of national and local institutions to protect their publics,
threaten to homogenize traditional cultures, tlireaten individual privacy, and script life to
the worldview logic of capitalism (Melucci 1995).
In contrast to the reductionism of older movements to labor issues and class conflict,
NSMs are often complex and overlap interest sectors. In moving against genetically
modified organisms (GMOs) and the agricultural corporations that produce them, for
example, activists protest an array of issues: environmental damage from modified crops,
fish and livestock; health hazards from unforeseen genetic side effects; the economic
impact of the cost of patented seeds and livestock on subsistence farmers; the political
power of transnational biotechnology firms; and the related cultural consequences ofthe
breakdown of traditional rural economies. The Antiglobalization movement, presented in
the next chapter, is similarly complex.
By taking a broader view ofmovement phenomena, NSM theorists point out that,
beyond political impacts (which are real), movements possess cultural meanings of great
importance to groups and individuals: including, for example, coherent social identities,
personal security, and a stable life-world. "NSM theorists [stress] that social
transformation is mediated through culture as well as pohtics narrowly defined�that the
personal and the cultural are as politically real as, and are not reducible to, power
struggles in the state and economy" (Darnovsky, Epstein, and Flacks 1995:xiv).
"Challenging codes" (Melucci 1996) and asserting democracy form the twin emphases of
the struggle against social and cultural elites.
Converging Perspectives
SMT researchers suggest that movement theory, in attempting to explain social
movement activity, has coalesced around three broad headings representing the emphases
ofthe theoretical frameworks just described (McAdam, McCarthy and Zald 1996).
Together they provide an explanation ofmovement emergence, development, and
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outcome. These variables call attention to the three most important facets of a social
movement: its context, its organization, and its ideology.
Political opportunity. Derived from political process theory, this context-specific
variable addresses the historical "opening" and the structure of this opening in the timing
and focus of a movement as it emerges. It also explains the constraints that the structure
of the opportunity places on a movement's form and magnitude.
Mobilizing structures. An important concern of resource mobilization theorists,
mobilizing structures are the "collective building blocks" ofmovement action. This
variable highlights the process of creating movement organizations, recruiting resources,
and developing strategies to deploy them.
The cultural framing process. The main concern ofNSM theorists, this variable
illuminates the rhetorical framing of grievances, values, beliefs, and ideologies that
legitimate and motivate collective action.
This consensus on theory, however, remains somewhat incomplete, overshadowing
other important cultural and personal dimensions of social activism. These may be better
understood through a personal, or biographical, orientation, one that brings specific focus
to individual and collective agency.
James M. Jasper (1997) takes up this orientation in his analysis ofmoral protest,
arguing that, along with the theoretical considerations noted above, it is essential to
examine the motivations and histories of those who participate in movements. These
include their protest experiences; personalities; identities; availability to the movement;
and the skills, values and ideologies they bring to their participation; as well as their
performances as social actors making strategic choices to challenge their opponents (:43-
68). The value of Jasper's perspective rests in the detail he brings to emotional, moral,
and cultural dimensions ofmovements that carry great meaning for their participants and
the personal transformation that often results in their participants' long-term activism.
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Personal transformation may, in fact, be botli a result and a cause of social activism.
Historian Lawrence Goodwyn (1978), in his analysis of the farm-based Populist
movement of the 1 880s and 1 890s, the largest mass democratic movement in United
States history, suggests that the emergence of a highly developed sense of individual and
collective agency lie behind the movement's growth and influence. When they occur,
movements from among marginalized people, he argues, are "initiated by people who
have individually managed to attain a high level of personal political self-respect" (:xix).
Their spark activates courage in others to see themselves as capable actors able to take
action to shape their life circumstances.
"Individual self-respecf and "collective self-confidence" constitute ... the cultural
building blocks ofmass democratic politics. Their development permits people to
conceive of the idea of acting in self-generated democratic ways .... I have called it
"movement culture." Once attained, it opens up new vistas of social possibility,
vistas that are less clouded by inherited assumptions. (Goodwyn 1978:xix)
"Movement culture," as Goodwyn calls it, creates a space that frees individuals from the
limitations of their own assumed powerlessness and that liberates their creativity and
energy. "Insurgent movements are not the products of 'hard times,'" he points out,
challenging notions that movements are simply maladaptive responses to social "strain."
"They are the product of insurgent cultures. 'Hard times' demoralize people, making
coherent politics even more difficult than normal Effective movement cultures, on
the other hand, offer people hope" (:61).
Together, these theoretical concepts�historical opportunities, mobilizing structures,
rhetorical framing, biography, and movement culture�help to explain why and how
movements emerge and grow. They remain, however, abstractions. In the next section,
below, these theoretical perspectives are further refined in order to provide a concrete set
of conceptual tools with which to examine individual social movements.
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Social Movements: An Interpretive Framework
The following chapters will describe and interpret three social movements
representing a range ofmovement types and scales ofmobilization. These case studies
include the Antiglobalization movement, a contemporary movement addressing the
surging global political economy (Chapter 4); the 1980s Sanctuary movement, a national
religious movement with a clearly political purpose (Chapter 5); and a movement of
house churches in Columbus, Ohio, a local religious movement that still reflects its roots
in 1960s student radicalism (Chapter 6). In Chapter 7, these movements will be further
analyzed in a comparative framework to clarify how and why social movements arise.
Finally, in Chapter 8, this discussion will bring together social movement theory with
missio-ecclesiology to ask how the church-in-mission may be informed by a social
movement perspective.
To do this requires a common vocabulary that can be used to describe diverse
movement activity and to standardize the analysis of individual movements in order to
compare them. The theoretical approaches surveyed, above, illustrate the difficulty of
reducing complex social phenomena to a single perspective. In drawing from the
theoretical literature, however, it is possible to identify a set of variables, or theoretical
framework, that, in a reasonably comprehensive way, explains the dynamics of social
movements. I suggest that such a framework includes six variables as follows: (1) the
opportunity structure, (2) rhetorical framing, (3) protest strategy, (4) mobilizing
structures, (5) movement culture, and (6) participant biography. This six-variable
theoretical framework will be used to interpret the movement case studies and will
provide a consistent frame of reference from chapter to chapter.
1 . The Opportunity Structure
This is the context variable. It considers the social, political, and cultural
environment within which a movement is embedded and from which it emerges. The
context presents a two-fold set of circumstances. First, it defines the social and political
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structures within which the movement must function and the constraints these structures
place on movement strategy. For example, contexts may be free and open, or closed and
repressive, thus setting the limits of the range of strategies available to activists and
determining the potential intensity of social conflict. Second, the context defines the
nature ofthe opportunity (political, social, cultural, economic) that is opening and that
may be exploited by movement activity. Movements, of course, are never inevitable and,
conversely, they may occur at any time depending on the choices ofmovement
entrepreneurs to mobilize action. The context, however, conditions what is likely to
occur and the possibility that potential recruits, and the general public, will find resonance
with a movement's claims and goals.
2. Rhetorical Framing
This is the ideological variable, or perhaps more clearly said, a movement's
"conceptual architecture." Movements seek to redefine reality as much as they seek to
disrupt or change political and social structures. The ways in which their grievances are
named, and a positive vision for the future is put forward, play an essential role in
motivating and sustaining movement activism. Ideas must be shaped, or "framed," in
ways that articulate dissatisfaction with existing social life and that define the terms of
engagement with the opposition. A movement's rhetorical frames (see the discussion of
collective action frames, master frames, and general movements, above) must connect
with existing cultural themes so that the movement is rooted deeply within an existing
social history. They must also create a new language that unites the movement within its
own intellectual, emotional, and moral life world. The skill ofmovement participants in
crafting a powerful thought world, and in promoting and defending its message in public,
is essential to a movement's success.
3. Protest Strategy
The choices and performances of a movement's participants represent another
important variable. Beyond identifying and framing an opportunity for collective action.
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a constituency must be mobilized to take appropriate action. This involves raising public
awareness, public support, and attracting growing numbers of participants. To
accomplish this, movement entrepreneurs are faced with a number of strategic choices.
These range from framing protest campaigns, to selecting protest tactics, to deploying
groups, to making public demands, to long-term maintenance of public support to, most
importantly, sustaining conflict with elites in order to force a crisis of decision in favor of
the movement's demands. Strategic choices often require a careful balancing of
potentially contradictory actions. For example, attracting media attention to build public
awareness often requires outrageous actions in order to attract notice. These same
actions, however, may stigmatize the movement or raise the risks of involvement to such
a level that it discourages new membership. At the same time, the movement must show
results, however small, to maintain momentum. Movement entrepreneurs risk
overreacting to satisfy their constituents. Strategy must also define an acceptable level of
public disruption or violence. Even the selection of non-violent civil disobedience in
order to invite police overreaction, and thus to embarrass or delegitimize public
authorities, may invite counter actions that undermine the movement. The strategic
performance ofmovement organizers is crucial to a movement's success no matter how
popular the movement may be in its own right.
4. Mobilizing Structures
This is the organizafional variable. It concerns the patterns of organization, formal
and informal, large and small, that are needed to structure and direct the movement.
These include the structures required to advance social protest, to support working
relafionships and friendships among the acfivists, to support communicafion both inside
and outside of the movement's ranks, to recruit others to the movement, and to procure
the financial, technical and material resources needed to meet the movement's objectives.
This often involves networks, or "convergences," linking exisfing organizations and
creating new, flexible groups and coalitions for particular campaigns and events. The
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need to organize a wide variety of new and existing groups, often with different
leadership styles and conflicting interests, also raises the question of authority and
participation in decision making. Consensus is essential to large-scale mobilizations of
informally organized individuals and groups. A strategic choice must be made between
direct democracy, which is strong in consensus building but slow in organizing action,
and centralized authority which often is just the opposite. Leadership is crucial for
deploying the movement's resources to their fullest effect. Thus an efficient and well-
supported leadership structure is essential. As will be seen in the movement case studies,
movements often consume their energies on conflicts over authority which destroy their
long-term potential. The unique problems of leadership in the new social movements
will be addressed, in detail, in Chapter 7.
5. Movement Culture
Beyond rhetoric, strategy, and organization movements are sustained by the
community, in equal parts real and imagined, that their participants create. Movements
are about changing a society's lifeway; a movement itself becomes an experimental field
where a new way of life can be, to some degree, experienced and where the movement's
ideals, values and common vision are put to the test. From this shared experience also
flow emotional solidarity and the collective feeling of confidence in challenging the
movement's targets. The unique movement experience is itself one ofthe movement's
rewards. A movement's culture also provides a code for identifying oneself in the larger
world. Thus the movement's cultural markers�its music, dress styles, graphic arts, street
performances, activist nick-names, and its moral ethos�provide both a clear sense of
belonging and a set of screens to help determine who is part of the movement and who is
not. A rich and well-developed movement culture is a powerful tool for attracting,
socializing and supporting activists; its ability to nurture a high quality of life is a
measure of the maturity and value of the movement itself
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6. Participant Biography
The life histories, personalities, motivations, and abilities ofmovement actors play
important roles in the emergence and progress ofmovements. It is important to
understand the life experiences that open one to become involved in a movement; and,
similarly, to understand the reflexive process through which movement activists come to
discover grievances and become motivated to do something about them. This process
provides clues to why certain movements arise at particular times. It is also important to
understand how involvement leads to personal transformation and a long-term movement
lifestyle. Other intangibles affect movement involvement including the amount of time
one has to be involved ("biographical availability") and one's willingness to sacrifice.
Activists also struggle with a movement's emotional costs including burnout and a
growing temptation to return to "normal" life. Thus personal struggles as well as the
activists' collective talents and skills to perform in a public venue affect both individual
experience and overall movement success.
This six-variable framework will be applied in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 to interpret the
social movement case studies. Before turning to these movements, however, it is
important to take a broader look at the historical context from which the new social
movements have arisen. This is important in order to better understand them, ultimately,
as collective explorations of the values and the promise of democracy that are deeply
embedded in Western culture. It is also important to examine the changing contemporary
social context (the new opportunity structure) that increasingly constrains social activism
while offering new sets of opportunities to exploit. This vast and shifting set of
influences, called globalization, has become the dominant economic, political, social, and
cultural environment within which movements find their points of reference.
Understanding globalization is, of course, important for interpreting the Antiglobalization
movement in the next chapter; but as will be seen in Chapter 8, this is just as true for the
church-in-mission.
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History and the New Social Movements
New social movements�antiauthoritarian, democratic, interclass (generally
postmarxist), and culturally oriented�emerged, in the 1960s, from a historically
particular, Westem context. Movement scholars Doug McAdam, John D. McCarthy and
Mayer N. Zald (1996:xii-xiii) note, however, that preoccupation with these movements
has slighted other areas of study; scholarship is based, "almost exclusiyely, on research
rooted in core democracies and focused primarily on contemporary movements" (:xii).
Research is therefore lacking on non-Western and nondemocratic movements (:xiii).^
Scholarship is also insufficiently inattentive "to the role of history in shaping the context
within which collective action takes place" (:xiii). And too, it is difficult to find in the
SMT literature cormections to the authoritarian, antidemocratic, nationalist movements
that wracked Europe from the 1 920s (and that created the missiological problems
addressed in Chapter 2); to contemporary conservative and right-wing movements
(Edelman 2001:301-303);^ and to nativistic and religious "revitalization" movements in
indigenous societies confronting Western colonial expansion (e.g., Whiteman 1983).
Despite these limitations, however, or rather because of them, movement scholarship
has indeed produced extensive insight into the mainstream of contemporary Western
movement activism, the specific concern of this study. And this includes, to some
degree, its particular historical antecedents. Interestingly, in historical perspective the
NSMs' old/new discontinuity is not, in fact, as striking as their traditionalism, making the
NSM neologism somewhat problematic: a convenient cover term for contemporary
collective action that at the same time obscures its roots.
The socially progressive and generally democratic tradition within which the NSMs
belong began with the Enlightenment's vision of a rational, liberal society, and found its
political first fruits in the American Revolution of 1776 and the French Revolution of
1 789. A tradition of seeking to unlock the logic and promise of a liberated society
continues to define the social movements now called new.
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Pursuing Liberty
While liberal Western political roots are ancient, liberal freedoms in their modern
understanding date from the eighteenth century. Their earliest popular expressions were
encoded in the American revolutionary rhetoric of 1776 and beyond�"all men [sic] are
created equal"; "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness"�and that of the French of
1789�liberte, egalite, fraternite (the latter now expressed as gender neutral solidarite).
From this period, the quest for a free and equal society took several general forms.
These included democratic revolutions and movements to overthrow autocratic power
(the ancien regime: ofmonarch, established church, and landed aristocracy);
revolutionary socialist movements to further transform social and economic relationships;
industrial labor movements challenging economic exploitation; and national liberation
movements in colonial lands dominated by European powers (cf. Frank and Fuentes
1 990: 1 39). Additions to these included religiously inspired reform movements (notably,
the abolition of slavery), many of these drawing their energy from radical evangelicalism
(Dayton 1976; Smith 1980:148-237); and in America, the late nineteenth-century "plain
people's," or "populist," social justice movement (Goodwyn 1978). In the West, these
movements succeeded in establishing representative democracies and fairly egalitarian
societies; in the non-West, independence and often a measure ofWestern liberalization.
As these movements ran their courses and as liberal values gradually took hold in the
nineteenth century, three ideological camps emerged to compete for control of social
change. Social theorist Immanuel Wallerstein (2000:417-422; 454-470) sketches these as
follows. Conservatives (political, economic, and traditional religious elites), fearing that
democracy would lead to social chaos, sought to maintain control through "enlightened"
rule. Freedom was extended primarily within the economy (free markets, laissezfaire
policies), that is, through the liberation and legal protection of contracts andproperty.
Radicals, on the other hand, demanded rapid change in the direction of personal freedom
and equality, the liberation ofpeople from oppression and poverty, expressed most clearly
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in socialist (earlier in Europe, later in the United States) and populist (United States)
visions of direct democratic political and economic participation (Goodwyn 1978; Lipset
and Marks 2000). In between, liberals mediated by convincing conservatives that
evolving freedoms were inevitable and by placating radicals with the argument that
change would come, in time, without social upheaval, if they were patient. Liberalism's
gradualist via media, or "middle way," based on belief in progress and, thus, in
progressive political values, dominated nineteenth- and twentieth-century politics.
Radicalism took different paths, however, in Europe and the United States (Lipset
and Marks 2000). In Westem Europe, especially after the political revolutions of 1848 in
France and Germany, the publication of The Communist Manifesto, also in 1848, and the
subsequent rise of intemational socialism, socialists movements and political parties took
a leading role in contending for democratic reforms (Wallerstein 1990; Lipset and Marks
2000:34-37, and passim). In addition, they formed pragmatic relationships with labor
movements. Together this activism created a flexible, popular power block that over time
played a significant role in shaping and supporting liberal social welfare states (social
democracies) into the 1960s. Democratic socialists (along with the antidemocratic
communists) acted on the belief that freedom and equality are best expressed collectively
and best mediated through a strong, collectivist state�an accent on solidarite in the
tradition of the French Revolution of 1789.
American Radicalism
On the other hand, democracy in the United States preceded most European countries
by more than a century (notably Germany and France). In this already liberal context (at
least for White men), American radicalism formed, from the 1830s Workingmen's
movement on, an indigenous left altemative to Europe's anticapitalist socialism and its
ideologies of class conflict (Lipset and Marks 2000:15-41, cf. :20-21, and passim).
American radicalism, secular and religious, sought a path toward an inclusive
democratic society coherent with its society's historically unprecedented liberal values:
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"antistatism, laissez-faire, individualism, populism, and egalitarianism" (Lipset and
Marks 2000:30). When, in the 1880s-1890s, for example, as historian Goodwin (1978)
shows. Populism rattled political establishments in the American South and West, it did
so by affirming American individualism and antistatism. The movement's radical
farmers' cooperatives that formed its powerful organizational base, the base from which it
challenged its capitalist opponents, were themselves a form of social self-help. This was
a more cooperative form of individualism, no doubt, but still an individualist rather than a
statist solution to a social problem. And the movement's radical proposal to restructure
and democratize the American financial system still accepted the competitive, laissez-
faire values of American capitalism per se. Economically marginal and exploited farmers
created their own indigenous, independent, cooperative self-help subculture and used this
base to force adjustments to the existing American political economy. They attempted
radically, but simply, "to construct, within the framework ofAmerican capitalism, some
variety of cooperative commonwealth"; "a democratic society grounded in mass dignity"
(Goodwyn 2000:90, 310). With neither the benefit of a socialist intellectual "vanguard"
nor visions of class revolution, Populists advanced an aggressively egalitarian vision and
a political solution to grinding economic problems that grew naturally from the
individualistic soil of the American Revolution of 1776.
Socialism failed in the United States (its short-lived influence peaked prior to World
War 1) for reasons enumerated by sociologist Seymour Martin Lipset and political
scientist Gary Marks (2000): ideological rigidity, unwillingness to compromise with labor
movements, the limitations of a two-party political system, America's traditional low
class-consciousness, and an ethnically divided society. But chief among them was
socialism's foreigimess, both the fresh European immigrants who promoted it, and its
ideology's clash with traditional American liberal cultural values (:125-166). In contrast
to the Europeans, American radicals, particularly in the labor movement, were inclined to
distrust state power, to regulate rather than to overthrow capitalism, and to act narrowly
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through interest groups rather than to mobilize broad social classes. American labor and
populist radicals tended toward libertarianism, syndicalism (networks of interest groups),
and anarchism rather than toward state collectivism (:97-100). Even support for the left-
leaning activist New Deal state of the 1930s was short lived (:267).
The New Social Movements
Liberalism in various forms, however, rather than radicalism, dominated American
politics, especially from the Progressive Era of the early 1 900s, which generated a set of
liberal, middle-class reform movements, to the 1960s.'� And the United States like its
European counterparts produced a liberal social welfare consensus. Western liberalism's
great achievements�universal suffrage, public education, social welfare, labor rights,
free markets, rising living standards, transnational systems for cooperation and
development�came to maturity in the post-war democracies.
Paradoxically, however, the 1960s zenith of the modern Western liberal state also
spelled liberaUsm's demise (Wallerstein 2000:422-428, 465-470). The maturing of its
most important institutional products (national democracies with strong central
goverrunents, and business and financial corporations operating on a vast scale) resulted
in a compromise political economy that satisfied neither radicals nor conservafives."
Radicals condemned the autonomy of state and corporation from local control and
meaningful individual participation; the failure of state bureaucracies to resolve poverty
and racial/ethnic inequality; and self-interested state-corporate exploitafion abroad. This,
in their minds, was a failure to fully liberate people. Conservatives, on the other hand, at
the time fearing for the future of capitalism, condemned state bureaucracy and regulafion
as a drag on economic development, a limitafion on property liberation. The uru-est ofthe
1960s and the resurgence of conservative market policies in the 1970s-1980s revealed
liberalism's exhaustion as the dominant mode of social change (Gitlin 1993, inter alia;
Korten 1995:141-148).
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The 1968 blowup and, later, 1989-1 990' s democracy movements that swiftly ended
soviet communism, were both born in the frustrating contradiction of bureaucratic state
power with the promise of direct grassroots democratic freedom. The Old Left's quest
for state power in liberal and in socialist guises became suspect as New Left radicals
pushed toward solutions closer to American populist self-help activism. Defying the Old
Left communists, for instance, the radically antistatist and communalist Paris "Sixty-
Eighters" fought in the streets for "a non-authoritarian and non-hierarchical socialist
society" (Cohn-Bendh and Cohn-Bendit 1968:16). In America, writes sociologist and
1 960s activist Todd Gitlin, the student New Left simply dropped Continental leftist
ideology. The movement was "utterly American . . . steeped in a most traditional
American individualism" (Gitlin 1993:107; Lipset and Marks 2000:23). "The values
were all-American in their attempt to fuse individualism with participatory democracy; . .
. there was no way it could be confused with sympathy for Communism" (:1 14).'^ In the
background lie the Populists' dream of a cooperative commonwealth, "a new and more
generous democratic community" (Goodwyn 1978:53).'^ Systemic change from within a
democratic society replaced the marxist dream of revolution to replace it. Rather than
ideology it was pragmatism, individualism, self-help, antistatism, and personal
participation that became the values shaping the new social movements (Lipset and
Marks 2000:273).
This history is reflected in the following movement case studies. As will be seen in
Chapter 6, the New Left's anti-authoritarian, anti-institutional quest for personal freedom,
authenticity, and community left an indelible stamp on the radicalism ofthe Xenos house
church movement. The Sanctuary movement (Chapter 5), interestingly, replays the
differences between historical American and European radical traditions. On one hand its
pragmatic, do-it-yourself activism, suspicion of the state, nonviolent direct action, and
non-hierarchical organizing strategies harken back to the 1960s American New Left. On
the other, the older marx
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poor," a Latin American import (originally European), is paradoxical: it was both "new,"
at least to 1980s religious activists, and "old," to those activists who rejected historical
dialectics and class analysis a decade or two before. Antiglobalization (Chapter 4), the
first major movement to appear in the post-communist world, confronts global capitalism
in ways strikingly similar to Populism's contest with "organized capital" (Goodwyn
1978:1 15) more than a century ago. The movement's nonhierarchical organizational style
and preference for direct democracy is, of course, typical of new social movements; but
its vision to "protect the commons," the social goods shared collectively by the citizens,
is not far from Populism's "cooperative commonwealth."
The search for equality and freedom, "the permanent struggle to end the exploitation
ofman [sic] by man" (Cohn-Bendit and Cohn-Bendit 1968:15), has taken many forms in
the modern period ofWestem history. The new social movements are simply those at
work today. But the opportunity structures that shape particular forms of social activism
change. What is new in contemporary social movements will evolve into something
inevitably newer. And such changes will take place in a world increasingly transformed
by the economic, cultural, and political processes of globalization.
Globalization and the New Opportunity Structure
For more than a decade, globalization has dominated the research agendas ofmany
professional and academic fields (Waters 1995:1). After surveying leading North
American sociologists, Janet L. Abu-Lughod (1999:xii) concludes that chief among the
"issues of increasing future centrality to the societies ... in North America" are the
"increasingly entailed 'global system'" and its racial, ethnic, and broader cultural
consequences. Sociologist Martin Albrow (1997) suggests that we have entered a Global
Age, one in which the modern or postmodern perspectives for understanding the world,
while not entirely disappearing, are overtaken by a new sensibility: the global condition.
What is the global condition? At heart it is the experience of the world as one place. It is
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a perspective, a view of life from a global vantage point. And it is an intensifying
structural reality as vast technological, economic, and political systems interlace at a
planetary level (Robertson 1990).
For missiology, the social sciences, and other academic fields, globalizafion means
relinquishing certain cherished points of view. No longer are singular ethnic cultures (the
main concem of anthropology) or national societies (the framework within which much
of sociological analysis is done) complete units of analysis for understanding local
contexts. Analysis must also address the whole planet.
The emerging shape of the global landscape is just that: emergent. It is ill-defined
and therefore irreducible to a single image. Nevertheless, three themes�economic,
cultural, and polifical globalization�help to describe the challenges of global realities.''*
Economic Globalization: The All-Encompassing System
The contours of the global economic system are well known (Mander and Goldsmith
1996; Greider 1997; Friedman 1999; Gilpin 2001): a common, integrated system of
economic production including harmonized financial institutions and currency and
monetary policies, capital investment, markets, natural resource and labor utilization,
technology, transportation and information infrastructures, and so on. System integration
increasingly defines employment opportunities and conditions for workers around the
world. Global financial markets provide capital for business enterprises world-wide
without regard for national boundaries. Companies easily move production from one
place to another seeking cheaper labor, tax relief, or freedom from environmental
restrictions. Transportation and communication technologies provide infrastmctures that
keep the system running.'^
Foreign affairs journalist Thomas L. Friedman (1999) describes globalization as an
interlocking system offering the possibility that all nations can profit from it, if each is
willing to pay the price of system integration. In the global economy, he argues,
technology enables producfion to move to any favorable locafion. It also allows
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speculative capital to be rapidly pumped in and out of local markets. The global
hyperactivity of internet empowered speculators�Friedman calls them an "electronic
herd" stampeding around the world in search ofprofit�makes and breaks local markets.
The political consequences are clear: no nation can control the markets and, thus, none
can afford to upset them, though powerful nations such as the United States retain a great
deal of influence. Therefore, all nations must don the "golden straightjacket" of free and
open markets, debt reduction, fiscal restraint, transparent legal and financial systems,
Westem education, and the reduction and privatization of social welfare safety nets in
order to participate in the system, or else be impoverished (:83-92). This straightjacket is
frequently forced on developing nations in the form of Structural Adjustment Programs
(SAPs) required by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as a prerequisite for access to
funding. Globalization's cultural consequences are also clear: in order to obtain the
material advancement globalization offers, local societies must to some degree relinquish
their cherished cultural roots to the global system. The cutting edge of global capitalism
slices through local cultures and sends people scurrying to salvage their heritage.
The general structure of the global economic system is not an accident; it grew from
the historic 1 944 Bretton Woods conference ofAmerican and British politicians and
economists (Korten 1995:159-181; Gilpin 2001 :82-86).'^ At the conference, a consensus
was formed that post-war national economies should be tightly integrated to insure peace,
encourage development, and support post-war reconstruction. The "Bretton Woods
Institutions"�the IMF, World Bank, and the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs
(GATT) which was superseded in 1995 by the new World Trade Organization (WTO)�
provide the structures needed to coordinate international monetary policies and capital
investment, to eliminate trade barriers, and to link developing countries to the system.
Later, the Cold War and in particular the oil embargoes of the 1970s created fear that the
intemational investment and trade system might collapse. As a resuh, Westem political
and business leaders aggressively accelerated their efforts to promote free market
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(neoliberal) economics as fundamental political policy in nations all over the world. They
also sought to reinforce market integration by freeing trade to the fullest extent possible
through GATT/WTO negotiations and multilateral investment treaties such as the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). After 1989, the last socialist competitors
eliminated, the system expanded to include all of the world's national economies.
The construction ofthe current, all-encompassing neoliberal world economic system
has reordered the major economic and political structures of the world. Its consequences
are enormous and will be examined in more detail in Chapter 4 which describes the
growing resistance to the Bretton Woods consensus.
Cultural Globalization: Living With Ambivalence
While the consequences of economic globalization are hard to miss, the cultural
consequences are subtle, yet these constitute a profound revolution of their own. Travel,
communication, education, and unprecedented immigration create an environment in
which, for the first time, men and women commonly form impressions, at least to some
degree, of world as a singular whole. Many live portions of their lives in foreign
societies; many more enjoy relationships with friends from other parts of the world.
Along with this global mixing, though, comes confusion about one's place in the world.
The world, in fact, is often experienced as an incoherent and disorienting place. Under
the conditions of globalization local cultures alone do not provide the full set of customs
and ideas needed to interpret the world or to form a coherent sense of one's identity in the
world. Globalization transforms two essential cultural functions: the construction of
personal identity and the construction of ethnic identity.'^
Global reflexivity. A necessary part of human work is the self-reflective search for a
coherent self Global reflexivity refers to a wider and more complex reflection: one's
simultaneous reflection on his or her own individual life experiences and on the larger
experience of the entire world. Sociologist Anthony Giddens (1991) calls this dual
consciousness (i.e., reflection on the experience of the selfwithin the experience of the
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whole world) the "reflexive self" He describes it as an evolving and salient condition of
global modernity (cf Roof 1999:74-76). The complexity of globalization confuses such
questions as Who am I? and How do I fit into the world?
The interconnections of the "global village" complicate the process of defining and
identifying one's self One must negotiate several dimensions of the global condition in
order to establish a secure self concept (Giddens 1991, cf :l-9). (1) Risk: no matter
where one lives, all share in the risks of events throughout the world. As the tragic events
of September 11, 2001 demonstrated, everyone is vulnerable to globally connected acts.
Concem about personal safety and the safety of loved ones from transcontinental
epidemics, terrorism, market collapse, or threats to the planet from global warming or war
creates unease and affects one's sense of security and confidence in dealing with the
world (:3-5, 109-143, and passim; Schreiter 1997:12-13). (2) Relativism: one cannot live
without reference to the various worldviews, religious beliefs, political ideologies, and
cultural mores that challenge one's own particular commitments. As a result, personal
beliefs often become qualified or "relativized" to the point that one is tempted to see them
simply as pragmatic choices to be made between many intellectual and moral options, or
surrender them to the homogenizing, market-driven global hyperculture (Schreiter
1997:9-14, 53-57). (3) Authenticity: within this diversity, individuals must decide who
they are and what is genuine. Individuals from all societies must pick through an
overwhelming array of globalized cultural materials from which to construct self-
identities. And many of these materials are, actually, the artificial products of an
aggressively marketed global capitalism (Giddens 1991:9, 196-201, and passim; CoUier
and Estban 1998). Local cultural values are often traded for this commercialized
cosmopolitanism, or "culture of economism," as individuals try to emulate what they see
in the rest of the world (Collier and Esteban 1998).
Establishing a coherent self-identity and taking a responsible place in the world
requires assimilating within one's self the risks and perspectives of the entire world.
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Only then can individuals relate to the world as integrated persons. All of this requires
individuals to expand their consciousness from a beginning point within their native
culture (an ethnocentric frame of reference) to a vantage point that also includes their
position within the world in its widest sense, a simultaneously local and global frame of
reference.
Global-local ethnicity. In the search for a social identity, ethnic identification
enables individuals to distinguish "us" from "them." Globalization, however, brings with
it at least an intuition, if not conscious awareness, that humanity exists not as a un-
mixable set of ethnic and racial units, but as a single species. This new consciousness,
growing from the commonality of globally shared experiences and from genetic studies
that establish humanity as a single race, introduces new complexity into the
understanding of ethnicity. How is local, historically-formed particularity to be balanced
with a universal sense of common humanity? (Hollinger 1995).
In some ways this appears impossible since there is no single worldview or culture
that unites the world. On the other hand, it is essential to find commonality in light of
threats to the entire species. The destruction of the environment or nuclear war, for
example, bode outright extinction. Lesser threats, from global economic collapse, crime
syndicates, refugee migrations, terrorism, and so on, produce underlying anxieties from
which no one who is aware of the world is ultimately free. Local particularity must be
stretched to include the universal human experience in order to make sense of the world.
Individuals of all ethnic identities are challenged to create a meaningful life world out of
cultural and social materials that are at once familiar and increasingly foreign.
Another complication is the declining ability of nation-states to provide their citizens
with clear-cut national identities and cultural reference points. Many citizens maintain
extensive contact with, identification with, and allegiance to, ethnic communities spread
throughout the world. These diasporas may be far larger than their nations of residence.
Many take on hyphenated identities (e.g., Chinese-American). Even long-standing
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subcultures in a particular country may identify with a "nation-in-diaspora," real or
imagined, such as African or Irish tradition. Since these diasporas may be located
everywhere, or nowhere in particular, national identity becomes "deterritorialized"
(Appadurai 1996b).
The type of one's primary reference group may also vary. For some, race or ethnicity
are crucial; for others it is gender, religion, the experience of poverty, revolutions, class,
or even detached and placeless business "internationalism." Added to this is the
complexity ofmodern life. The world is experienced in what anthropologist Arjun
Appadurai (1990) describes as a disconnected series of "landscapes" (e.g., "ethno-
scapes," "media-scapes," or "ideo-scapes," and so on).
Taking all these factors together, the exploding metropolitan zones of the world must
be understood as vast, mixed-up tapestries of overlapping identities and influences
beyond any single person's ability to comprehend. What it means to live in Los Angeles,
London, or Karachi�what it means to be American, British, or Pakistani�is no longer
clear (Appadurai 1996b).
Reflexivity is not so much the contemplation of this global matrix as it is the
condition of living with it. It is the experience of the compression of the world so that the
global invades the local (Robertson 1990). It is the sense that the dangers ofthe whole
world have to be worried about along with the ones next door. For many, it is a condition
of numbing ambivalence in a chaotic world in the midst of which they feel an acute loss
of control, security, and connection. Human beings, however, have important cuhural
work to do: each must create self-identity and must relate to the human community in
some particular form. How this is done is simply more difficult when the local must be
juggled with the global.
Political Globalization: The Vulnerable Community
Economic power and cultural ambivalence create problems for politics on both local
and national levels. At issue is not the survival of political structures but the nature of
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their influence. As globalization intensifies, the world becomes more and more a
muhicentered political and cultural matrix (Waters 1995:96-123). This transformation is
linked to the global economic and cultural influences sketched above.
Economic influences. The economic sector is increasingly autonomous from
political control.'** All nations, to some degree, now live with the threat of global
corporate migration, capital flight, and pressures to reduce wages and to maintain open
markets, regardless of the consequences to local communities.
This dilemma, actually, is not as unfamiliar as it seems. Michael Sandel (1996)
observes that what is changing today is similar to what was changing in the United States
a century ago. Then, the American economy rose from local to national scale. National
corporations and retail chains grew too powerful for local control and threatened local
communities with monopolies on prices and wages. To counteract this power, the federal
government was expanded in order to regulate markets and labor practices, to prevent
monopolies, and to maintain social welfare. But the scale of economics has again
increased, this time to a global scale. No national government now has comparable
power to ameliorate its effects.
Sandel also points out that expanding national political power exacted a price from
local communities. In order to be protected from the corporations, individuals and local
governments ceded a large amount of sovereignty to the national government and its
regulators. As a result, local politics declined in importance. Individuals became more
dependent on federal programs and less involved in the local community. A gap opened
between the individual and the vast economic and political structures over which he or
she has no control. Given such alienation, it is no wonder that voter turnout is at historic
lows in most Western democracies. Freedom itself is vulnerable to exploitation by large-
scale commercial forces without practical local remedy. This vulnerability is, of course,
aggravated by globalization.
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Cultural influences. Not only do porous national borders no longer constrain the
flow of capital, goods, jobs, and information, they also no longer set the boundaries of
ethnicity. In a previous era, ethnicity (the "nation") was theoretically aligned with
political power (the "state"): the "nation-state." France and Germany are nation-states in
the classic sense, even though their apparent homogeneity is more imagined than real. In
other states such as the United States and other "new democracies" like Canada and
Australia, political ideology provides national coherence. But along with the decline of
political power has come the cultural detachment of nations from political states. On one
hand, as noted above, the nation may be larger than the state; transnational ethnic identity
and loyalty is an autonomous influence. On the other hand, the nation is often smaller
than the state. This is particularly noticeable where ethnic minorities seek autonomy or
independence (e.g., Quebec, Kurdistan, Tibet). The state, then, is looked to, increasingly,
not as a source of identity and commitment, but merely as a provider of services to its
various identity communities. States offering a high quality of life including education,
health services, sanitation, safety and stability, military protection, and so on attract well
trained workers and investment. When states lack these, individuals loyal to other
identities, or loyal only to themselves, move elsewhere.
The globalization of political structures. Transnational politics is played out by
individual nation states, not by individual men and women, as the primary actors; no
transnational popular democratic body exists, a problem for popular democracy on a
transnational scale observed and lamented by Antiglobalization activists (see Chapter 4).
Global organizations, including the UN and the WTO, are governed by secretariats
representing the world's nations, their unelected members appointed by the executive
branch of their governments. Nations, working cooperatively, have long used regional
political and trade alliances, such as NATO, the European Union (EU), the new African
Union, NAFTA, and APEC (the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation forum), to structure
transnational relationships. This is done in the hope that integration and cooperation will
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insure peace and extend wealth. Within these larger structures are rapidly growing
networks of regulatory bodies, enforcement agencies, and courts that provide a new
"transgovernmental order" organized to control globally-shared threats from "terrorism,
organized crime, environmental degradation, money laundering, bank failure, and
securities fraud" (Slaughter 1997:184). Civil society is also involved through
transnational non-governmental organizations and transnational social movements
(Smith, Chatfield and Pagnucco 1997).'*^
In spite of this cooperation, politics in a globalizing environment faces two
particularly challenging problems as economic and cultural globalization continue apace.
These are (1) finding ways to build a cultural base from which to sustain a strong political
community and then (2) defending this vulnerable community from the relentless
onslaught of hypercapitalism.'^^
The new, culturally ambiguous world, where global sensibilities invade local cultures
and economic influence outstrips the political, is the new context, or opportunity
structure, for collective social actions (cf Edelman 2001 :304-309). This includes both
social movements and the church-in-mission. Increasingly the global context, rather than
the nation-state, defmes both the problems and the opportunities that are open to social
actors to exploit.
Summary and Conclusion
Social movements are unique forms of non-institutionalized collective behavior.
They are actions by groups of individuals, in solidarity, advancing a common purpose, in
sustained interaction with agents of institutional control. Movements may be understood
through a number of conceptual windows: (1) the unique historical circumstances that
open opportunities for change and which constrain and shape movement activity; (2) the
ways in which dissent, identity and vision for the future are framed and communicated;
(3) the strategies and means of protest chosen by movement leaders; (4) the shape of
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organizational structures used to mobilize resources and action; (5) the qualities of their
participants' shared experiences; and (6) the personal lives of their participants. By
reshaping and reinterpreting social and cultural reality, social movements challenge
established cultural hegemonies and relations of power.
This chapter has emphasized what social movement researchers call the new social
movements (NSMs), a perspective that will define the discussion of social movements in
the following chapters. These movements began in the West in the 1960s. While they are
new in their rejection of authoritarian and antidemocratic Old Left politics, and new in
their wider cultural interests, they also represent continuity with a long Western tradition
of radicalism in the name of individual liberty and equality within a humane and
participatory democratic community. As social, cultural, and economic life globalizes,
these new movements will continue to challenge social structures and cultural
consciousness, attempting to transform the human experience, albeit on a broader field.
With this understanding of social movements in place, it is now time to turn to three
examples of new social movements: the Antiglobalization movement, the Sanctuary
movement, and the Xenos Christian Fellowship house church movement. All three will
be described and interpreted in the light of the six-variable interpretive framework
presented above, and then analyzed together in Chapter 7.
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1 8. In contrast, political economist Robert Gilpin (2001) suggests that this claim is greatly exaggerated in
popular opinion.
19. Civil society may be defined as the non-political and non-economic social organizations (such as
churches, NGOs, unions, and charities) that fill in the void between the individual and state and national
politics and enable broad participation in civic life (Walzer 1998; Barlow and Clarke 2001:2-3, 204-207).
For a critical view of the application of the concept civil society to social movements, Rieff (2000).
20. Beyond this, the vulnerability of the entire global political economy itself is much debated.
Wallerstein (1998) doubts the world-system can survive at all in its present form. Kaplan's "coming
anarchy" thesis regarding the collapse of Third World nation-states under the pressures of ethnification,
overpopulation, environmental catastrophe, rampant disease, famine, and the economic marginalization
leads him to describe the non-Westem world as a desolate, disorganized and permanently poor counter
world to the West�with enormous implications for the stability of the world order and the progress ofthe
capitalist world-system (Kaplan 2000). For a positive assessment of the "information age" condition and
the native human ability to adjust to change and overcome it (Fukuyama 1999).
Chapter 4
The Antiglobalization Movement
At first glance, bringing together the language of the church-in-mission with the
language of social movements may appear a bit awkward. It is possible that some who
reflect on the church and its social and cultural roles may even feel put off or uneasy
about it. Certainly this is not always the case. The next chapter, for instance, presents
Christian activists very much involved in contentious social action. And three ofthe
activists interviewed for this first case study, the Antiglobalization movement, are
evangelicals (Brix, Claiborne, Disney, interviews). Many others indicated some degree
of traditionally religious or at least personal spiritual motivation for their participation.
Before bringing these languages together in subsequent chapters, however, it is
helpful to leave them untangled for a moment in this one. This is in order to see how a
movement comes together without an explicit reference to the church or to religious
beliefs. Temporarily stepping outside of the traditional concerns of church and mission,
in fact, makes it easier to observe and learn from a movement on its own terms, free from
religious categories so familiar to us that they may actually obscure our vision.
Although it had been building throughout the 1 990s, the Antiglobalization movement
broke into the public's awareness in Seattle on November 30, 1999. More than 50,000
protesters�students, union workers, farmers, teachers, environmentalists, ministers,
peace activists�clogged Seattle's downtown streets (Guilloud 2000). They came to shut
down the Third Ministerial Conference, "Millennial Round," of the World Trade
Organization. And they nearly did it. They blockaded buildings to delay and disrupt the
meetings. Their show of popular opposition encouraged dissident WTO members to
scuttle the trade negotiations. And they attracted enormous media attention, enough to
send a clear message to WTO that its global trading policies would not wash with a
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surprisingly wide spectrum of citizens. All at once they made the obscure world of global
investment and trade a mainstream public issue (Lacayo 1999).
Worldwide, Seattle's startling protests sparked dozens of subsequent protests, the
"Seattle chain," that built on and sustained Seattle's momentum (Barlow and Clarke
2001 :7-50).' Since Seattle WTO, in 1999, scarcely a meeting of any intemational trade,
finance, or political body such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank,
the World Social Forum, the G-8 Group of Industrialized Countries, and WTO has
escaped protest. The unfolding movement has received significant press coverage
including in-depth analysis by prominent journalist Bill Moyers (Moyers 2002).
This chapter describes the unfolding Antiglobalization movement, or more precisely,
the movement against the globalization of corporate power and the trade and investment
infrastmctures that support it. It is the first of three case studies that explore the social
movement experience.
The movement is interpreted through the lens of the six-variable social movement
interpretive framework presented in Chapter 3 (Sections 1-6, below). It may be helpful to
review this framework here. In addition, two examples of public protest provide a
sharper focus on Antiglobalization activism. The first describes protests in Quebec City,
Canada at the 2001 Summit of the Americas meefing of the Western hemisphere's heads
of state. The meeting's purpose was to negotiate the Free Trade Area ofthe Americas
(FTAA) agreement to create a hemisphere-wide free trade zone. The second describes
the summer 2000 protests at the Republican National Convenfion in Philadelphia. There
a constellafion of social issues were brought together through the theme of global jusfice.
Both protests are links in the Seattle chain.
The discussion highlights several aspects ofmovement building that will help later,
in Chapter 7, to create a fuller picture of social movements. These include (1) the ways in
which the movement's activists first discerned and then put into words the global
economic and polifical issues that troubled them; (2) the ways in which they presented, or
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"framed," these issues in order to unite, or to "align," the concerns ofmany other existing
movements and enlist their support; and (3) some of the problems the activists confronted
in organizing volunteers in a cooperative common effort.
It also highlights a theme, perhaps a surprising one, running through the movement.
At its heart the movement is about democracy. It is about the promise ofthe very idea of
democracy to ensure everyone's political representation and a fair share of their society's
wealth. And it is about how, from the activists' perspective, democracy itself is under
assault from the globalization of corporate power.
Quebec City: Welcome to the Summit of the Americas!
The first illustration of social protest begins this way. On Friday, April 20, 2001,
Canada's prime minister Jean Chretien opened the three-day Third Summit of the
Americas in Quebec City's picturesque historic quarter.^ The Westem hemisphere's
heads of state convened to continue a seven year-old process toward hemispheric
economic integration and greater political cooperation. Their immediate purpose was to
review negotiations to expand the North American Free Trade Agreement's (NAFTA)
trade and investment model into a hemispheric trade block, the proposed FTAA.'^
Expectations for the Summit were low. Its outcome was meager. Its emphasis, in
fact, was shifted at the last minute, under public pressure, from trade to considering the
social effects of integration. Delegates approved a non-binding democracy clause that
excludes unelected goverrunents (such as Cuba's) from the FTAA. And they agreed to
ratify the FTAA by January 1, 2005. The delegates, again under public pressure,
promised to release the heretofore secret draft FTAA text.
The Summit, however, generated controversy and violent social protest. Despite its
declared interest in expanding democracy, it was organized as a trade negotiation. Its
9,000 delegates were limited to government ministers, trade representatives, and
corporate executives. The Summit itselfwas sponsored by the private, business-
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supported Americas Council. All negotiations prior to the Summit were secret. Only
trade negotiators and a panel of 500 corporate executives had access to the FTAA text.
Conspicuously absent from the deliberations were elected legislators and civil society
organizations representing, for example, labor, farm, social welfare, humanitarian, and
environmental concerns.'' And most controversial of all was Canada's security response.
A ten foot-high, 3.8 kilometer-long, concrete and chain link fence was erected around the
Summit site. Canada's security force of 6,000 was the largest peacetime security
mobilization in its history. Social movement opposition to the Summit began as soon as
the Quebec City site was selected.
The People's Summit of the Americas
Civil society groups opposing the Summit organized legal protest events. These
included an alternative summit conference called the Second People's Summit of the
Americas. They also included a mass demonstration, named The Grand March of the
People; an around-the-clock teach-in: The People's FTAA (Freedom and Truth Area of
the Americas); and a street festival. The civil society groups included labor unions, non
profit charities, non-governmental service organizations (NGOs), churches, and interest
groups from throughout the hemisphere, organized by national and international
coalitions. The Mexico-based Hemispheric Social Alliance (HSA) sponsored the
People's Summit with support from the Canadian labor and NGO coalitions Common
Frontiers and the Quebec Network on Hemispheric Organization (RQIC) (SOAW 2001).^
The People's Summit met from Tuesday, April 17 to Friday, April 20, and attracted
extensive media coverage. More than 3,000 delegates attended representing labor,
indigenous peoples, farmers, women, environmentalists, journalists, parliamentarians,
and religious and human rights workers. At the completion of its workshops, plenary
sessions and speeches, the People's Summit adopted the declaration "No to the FTAA!
Another Americas is Possible!" This document summarized its criticism of trade
integration and presented demands for social justice and the strengthening of democratic
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participation (HSA 2001a). The Summit featured well known speakers Maude Barlow,
chair ofthe 100,000 member Council for Canadians and prominent Antiglobalization
activist; Naomi Klein, columnist for Canada's prestigious Globe and Mail and author of
No Logo, the movement's Bible; and Svend Robinson, Canadian MP ofthe left New
Democrat Party (NDP). More than 30,000 demonstrators and on-lookers supported
Saturday's peaceful Grand March which was routed more than a mile from the Summit of
the Americas site to avoid confrontation.
The Summit of the Americas "Welcoming Committee"
By contrast, direct action protest groups organized to directly disrupt the Summit.
"A warm and thoughtful welcoming" was planned by Montreal-based CLAC, The Anti-
Capitalist Convergence, and Quebec City-based CASA, the Welcoming Committee for
the Summit of the Americas�both anticapitalist, antistatist anarchist coalitions.^ The
event was billed the "Carnival Against Capitalism." Direct action confrontations began
on the afternoon of Friday, April 20, the long-planned "A20 Day ofAction" (CLAC-
CASA 2001; SOAW 2001).
On Friday, at 1 :00 PM, two separate marches with an estimated 5,000 marchers left a
staging point at Laval University, six kilometers from the Summit site. The "yellow line"
march (yellow to indicate caution) was organized by GOMM, the Group Opposed to
Market Globalization, a coalition of students, socialists, and union workers.' The
marchers' actions were restricted to nonviolent civil disobedience. Even so, marchers
were cautioned that their actions could invite violent reaction and that a threat existed to
their safety. The march to the Summit of the Americas conference center, however, was
blocked by the security fence.
The CLAC-CASA "red line" (red indicating danger) marched down Boulevard Rene-
Levesque to the gate in the security fence nearest the convention center. In between, on
Rue St. Jean-Baptiste, was the "green" no-protest zone, an area set aside to be free from
the threat of either protester or police violence.
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The red line's objective was destruction of the fence so that the march could proceed
to the convention center. While CLAC-CASA committed themselves to nonviolence,
this did not rule out violence against property (particularly the fence) or self defense.
Their tolerance for a "diversity of tactics," in fact, created a space within which others, at
their own discretion, could engage in aggressive actions. Marchers and spectators were
warned of the danger of injury.
As marchers crowded along the fence facing riot police on the other side, a phalanx
of black-clad protesters, the militant Black Bloc anarchist organization, arrived in military
formation. Breaking ranks they rushed the fence and attached cables to it to pull it down.
The crowd moved forward throwing rocks, bottles and other debris. Within minutes the
gate was down and protesters began to pass through. In response, police advanced on the
fence firing tear gas, clubbing protesters, and making arrests until the gate was secured.
For about an hour the crowd rallied along the fence and succeeded in pulling down 300
feet of it, though they were unable to cross the perimeter. Police columns then marched
on the crowd from behind and attempted to disperse it with tear gas. Many fled to the
green zone.
Encounters between police and protesters continued through Saturday night.
Protesters hurled everything from hockey pucks to Molotov cocktails. Police responded
with tear gas, plastic and rubber bullets, concussion grenades, and water cannon.
Protesters, many dressed in black, continued to tear down sections of the fence including
stretches along the green zone. On Saturday evening a police column using concussion
grenades, tear gas, and clubs attacked a peaceful group of protesters in the green zone,
many ofwhom were sitting on the ground playing drums. MP Svend Robinson was
injured at close range with a tear gas shell. On Saturday night several hundred protesters
holding a street party and a "drumming" were arrested in violent clashes.
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Protest ended on Sunday morning. Despite reports of widespread property damage,
little could be observed. About 400 were arrested and 45 protesters and 19 police officers
hospitalized. Security forces fired more than 6,000 rounds of tear gas.
The protest outcome was also modest. The Summit of the Americas was not
seriously disrupted, however its deliberations were affected by opposition to it before and
during the assembly. The earlier People's Summit attracted enormous press attention to
its criticism of the social effects ofNAFTA and the proposed FTAA. The prime
minister's office so much as admitted that the protesters had won the public relations
battle prior to the Summit. Protest was also instrumental in Jean Chretien's push for a
democracy clause (albeit toothless) and in the Summit's decision to release the secret
FTAA draft. Public pressure as well compelled the Canadian government to fund the
People's Summit as a sign of opermess to criticism. The People's Summit itself created a
space for interest groups from throughout the hemisphere to gather in order to build their
movement. Protest organizers drew 35,000 people with the potential to radicalize them
for long-term support. And the protests refreshed the momentum of the chain of social
actions emerging from Seattle, an important sign of the movement's staying power to
both opponents and supporters (Barlow 2001b).
1 . The Opportunity Structure: The Race to the Bottom
This illustration of protest action in Quebec City provides the background to a
number of social movement issues that will be discussed in the sections below. Perhaps
the most obvious question it raises, though, is this: Why does it make strategic sense to
throw one's self at a fence to protest a trade agreement? To understand Quebec City's
protests it is important to trace the activists' analysis of social conditions that led them to
take action. And it is also important to sketch the constraints, or opportunity structure
(see Chapter 3), that defined the kinds of action that were possible for them to take.
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A description ofthe activists' process of discerning and evaluating global social
changes that led to the naming of a global grievance will follow in a moment. It may be
helpful first, however, to summarize the movement's general position on globalization.
The argument guiding the Antiglobalization movement may be put this way: the
source ofthe most serious social problems and of the greatest threats to democracy
around the world lies within the economic rather than the political sector. The
movement's claims are two-fold. First, the Cold War's end and the sophistication of
communication technology have allowed construction of the global finance and trade
system to accelerate rapidly. Within this system, transnational corporations have found
unprecedented freedom to operate globally. Their actions affect virtually every society.
And to varying degrees they are able to escape or reduce public regulation. The
corporations' autonomous operations devalue labor, undermine traditional communities,
and degrade the environment.
Second, for fifty years the industrialized powers have promoted global development
by reducing trade barriers and institutionalizing the American model of market
capitalism. As noted in Chapter 3, their primary tools include the World Bank, IMF,
WTO, and multilateral trade agreements such as the FTAA. These institutions and
treaties limit the sovereignty of elected governments. They are shrouded in secrecy and
are unduly influenced by corporations to maximize profit at the expense of citizens.
A decade or so ago these issues were hardly on the map let alone the grievances of a
global movement. What explains the movement's rise?
The New Economic Order: Discerning a Growing Problem
When the Berlin Wall fell, in 1989, it marked the end of the Cold War. It also
marked the end of viable economic alternatives to capitalism and the birth of a new
political and economic world order.^ At the time, the most active social movements in
the United States and Canada were centered squarely on non-economic issues, especially
on race, ethnicity, and gender. These were the identity, or "political correctness (PC),"
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movements (see Chapter 3). What did activists observe during the 1990s that shifted
their attention toward global economics?
Worsening global poverty. When the Cold War's preoccupation with the global
balance of power ended, the problems of the deyeloping world came more clearly into
yiew. In this new light, the issue that most troubled observers, like those working with
international non-goyernmental organizations (NGOs) such as Oxfam International, or in
international church denominations, for instance, was the wealth and power imbalance
between wealthy and poor countries.^
The West was in fact, as some interpreted the situation, forcing a one-sided
imposition of trade liberalization on the poorest, or least developed countries (LDCs), for
its own advantage. This happens, for instance, when a poor country's foreign debt is used
as a justification by IMF to impose radical social and economic reforms, called "structural
adjustment programs" (SAPs). Thomas Friedman referred to this as the "golden
straightjacket," in Chapter 3. SAPs often have had the effect of opening markets to the
West while undermining public services and social welfare programs.'*' And, by setting
strict standards for WTO membership, LDCs were pushed into a trade system favoring
wealthy Westem nations. On the other hand, promises made by the West at WTO's 1995
founding have not been kept. In fact, the West's own selective tariffs and crop subsidies
prevent LDCs from profiting from global trade in the only sectors where they possess a
competitive advantage (Oxfam 2001a, 2001b, 2001c; Stiglitz 2002:244-246). As former
World Bank chief economist and Nobel laureate Joseph E. Stiglitz points out
A growing divide between the haves and have-nots has left increasing numbers in the
Third World in dire poverty .... Despite repeated promises ofpoverty reduction
made over the last decade of the twentieth century, the actual number of people
living in poverty has actually increased by almost 100 million. (Stiglitz 2002:5).
Declining labor standards. Activists were also alarmed by deteriorating labor
conditions in both the LDCs and the industrialized West. The growing freedom of
transnational corporations to move investment to cheaper labor markets pits workers in
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one country against those in other countries in order to drive down wages. In the West,
many well-paying jobs, when they have not disappeared altogether, have been replaced
with part-time and temporary jobs and with contract labor, most without benefits (Klein
1 999: 1 92-275). Activists observed that global job competition creates great pressure to
reduce taxes, social welfare spending, and labor and environmental regulations to attract
investment and new jobs however poorly they may pay.
As they considered these issues, activists began to realize that only powerful nations
have reasonable control over the regulation of investment within their own borders. The
economic power of corporations, along with the political pressure applied by global
financial institutions, puts poorer countries at a disadvantage. And it places enormous
burdens on their people who must make do with less help from government services.
Noting these trends, activists in the 1 990s began questioning what they perceived to be
unbalanced, unjust, and undemocratic actions taken by corporations and by the World
Bank, IMF and WTO bureaucrats at the expense of the poor (Klein 1999:325-343).
The New Economic Order: Naming a Global Grievance
By the mid-1990s many social activists turned decisively in the direction of global
economic issues. Their gathering fear was that corporations, reinforced by global
financial institutions, are devouring everything they can find a way to sell. Each society's
heritage, they worried�its institutions, public services, educational system, natural
resources, gainful employment, and even the discourse of culture and politics itself�is
under corporate assauh (Klein 1999:xiii-xxi). This assault they would eventually name
"the race to the bottom."
Canadian journalist and social activist Naomi Klein, one ofAntiglobalization' s best-
known spokespersons, describes how social progressives put together their observations
of global economics in order to name and to define a global anticorporate grievance
(Klein 1999). The first step, according to Klein, was realizing that corporations were
undermining culture and social identities through brand marketing. She illustrates this by
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describing how corporations actually used and subverted the PC movement in the early
1990s (Klein 1999:107-124).
Ironically, as she observes, the greatest PC allies turned out to be the corporations.
At least that is the way it first appeared. In the 1 990s, brand-name corporations (the
"brands") aggressively marketed their products to the very identity communities who
insisted that they were invisible to the larger society and thus oppressed. Increased media
exposure, especially advertising, had the effect of socially validating them. The brands
produced compelling cultural images based on minority groups, and invited the public to
identify with them. For example, MTV and Nike promoted hip-hop and "grrrl" power,
Diesel Jeans the gay subculture, and GAP a multicultural rainbow.
Perceptive observers saw that, in the postmodern world of image and synthetic
identity, authentic identities were being co-opted and sold to others as a new "self that
could be put on as easily as a piece of clothing. This was done not to validate the
oppressed, but to manipulate the process of identity formation (especially among youth)
for profit and brand loyalty. Eventually they realized that entities capable of such subtle
yet manipulative cultural influence were likely as great a threat to liberty as the other
threats the PC movement challenged: racism and patriarchy. Prompted by the brands'
apparent cultural power even PC activists began to examine the wider economic picture.
The second step was realizing the extent to which these same corporations had
abandoned concern for their workers (Klein 1999:195-275). For North American women
and unskilled and younger workers (especially minorities), decent wages, full-time
employment, and benefits rapidly disappeared as production shifted globally. Elsewhere
sweatshops were epidemic." After years of concern with identity and cultural issues,
activists returned to the hard realities of class. Global sweatshop labor became their first
public issue. The activists' 1995-1996 "year of the sweatshop," Klein observes, marked a
general transformation of the goals of social activism (Klein 1999:327-329).
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Klein highlights changing attitudes among the activists who were the most attuned to
culture and identity. During the early 1990s, however, other labor and environmental
activists also grew alarmed by global economic changes. Often in conflict ("forests
verses jobs") they found common cause in their opposition to NAFTA and the threat it
posed to labor and environmental standards.
All of these perspectives, however, were partial. Defining and naming a grievance
clearly enough to unite these disparate groups still required a systematic theoretical
explanafion of globalization and corporate power. This was pursued, for instance, by
labor and consumer rights groups like Public Citizen's Global Trade Watch. It was also
pursued by dissident economists such as former Harvard economics professor and
government international aid director David C. Korten.
Korten (1995), among others (cf. Mander and Goldsmith 1996), spelled out the
language that activists needed to make the cormection between their own observations of
social change and the behavior of corporations and goverimients.'^ He highlighted three
concepts that provided the explanatory power activists needed to name their concerns.
Neoliberalism. The cause of the particular form of globalization that is emerging,
Korten argued, is the ideology that underlies it. The construction of the global economy
is nothing short of a well-executed revolution, enacted by Western governments, in the
name of free-market, or "neoliberal," economic theory. Neoliberalism is so deeply
ingrained in popular thought that it forms the dominant paradigm without being
recognized as ideology as such. "In most countries�including the United States�it goes
without a generally recognized name. Uimamed, it goes undebated�its underlying
assumpfions unexamined" (Korten 1995:72, cf 69-86). Yet its implementafion over fifty
years, says Korten, represents one of history's riskiest experiments in social engineering.
The Washington consensus. Korten also described the global organizational
architecture through which neoliberalism operates: the "Washington consensus."
Beginning with the 1 944 Bretton Woods agreements which shaped the postwar global
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economy, an elite of government officials and corporate executives has coordinated
world-system development based on American capitalism, reinforced by American
military power. To facilitate this the Bretton Woods institutions (World Bank, IMF) were
created to organize global finance and monetary policy. To these GATT (later, WTO)
was added to coordinate trade mechanisms. And bodies such as the Trilateral
Commission, World Economic Forum, and the Group of Industrialized Countries (the G-
8) provided platforms to discuss global development (Korten 1995:133-148, cf 59-172).
The race to the bottom. Arguably, such a system is neutral and essential to world
development. Korten pointed out, however, that it also magnifies contradictions in the
American neoliberal economic model. One contradiction is the mechanism called
downward leveling, through which corporations play local communities or whole nations
against each other to reduce labor costs, taxes, and regulations to the lowest common
denominator. This "race to the bottom" undermines labor and environmental standards.
Another contradiction is a tradition of externalized costs. That is, in the name of
competitiveness, corporations push onto the public sector the cost ofworker training,
unemployment, environmental clean up, police and military security, infrastructure, and
so on. "The basic consequence [of both of these] is to shift income from workers to
investors and to shift costs from investors to the community" (Korten 1995:79).
Korten' s research provided activists with a theoretical model to illustrate how the
system fails to produce wealth for all but a few.''' A new language of concepts such as
"neoliberalism," "the Washington consensus," "corporate globalization," and "the race to
the bottom" enabled them to interpret their observations and to name their grievances.
Global Constraints and Opportunities for Protest
Under the new circumstances of globalization it no longer makes strategic sense to
focus protest simply upon individual governments or corporations. In a global economy
governments are, to some extent, hostages to the very trade agreements they entered into
by treaty. Corporations are simply playing by rules established on a higher level.
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Therefore both no longer provide the most strategically useful political opportunities to
exploit through protest. Protest must be carried to the global institutions setting the rules.
These represent the new elites with whom the movement must ultimately contend.
The unique political opportunity open to Antiglobalization protesters places
constraints on them that are not easy to resolve. The most difficult are the extraordinary
reach and political power of the global institutions themselves. Opposition to them must
form outside ofthe economic and political sectors which they dominate. This requires
mobilizing the fragmented "third sector," or civil society, on a global scale against well-
organized institutions.
Fortunately for the activists- there are two weaknesses that they may exploit. First,
the conflicts between Western and non-Western nations over the terms of global
integration, like those that occurred in Seattle, generate natural allies inside the global
institutional system. Second, even global institutions must gather in local places like
Quebec City to coordinate their work. This provides human scale opportunities to disrupt
the functioning of the institutions' meetings through public protest.
Once this became clear, a double strategy emerged: recruit and support dissident
allies within global organizations; and target summit meetings and conferences with
massive, disruptive social action. It was only a matter of time until Seattle 1999.
2. Rhetorical Framing: The Assauh on Democracy
The discussion, above, highlights the process by which activists discerned and then
put into words the global economic and political issues that troubled them. This in turn
helps to explain why the movement arose and why it took on its distinctive form of
summit protests, often called summit-hopping or summiteering. Another set of issues
confronts the movement, however, conceming how to build the support required to amass
the numbers of activists and supporters needed to carry out its protest strategies.
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The discussion continues then by highlighting the ways the movement presents, or
frames, its issues in order to unite, or to align, the concerns of other activists in other
existing movements and to enlist their support. It may be helpful to review the discussion
of rhetorical frames, master frames, frame alignment, and so on in Chapter 3.
The central issue uniting the movement is the corporate assault on democracy, a
claim that will be explained below. First it is helpful to summarize the Antiglobalization
movement's purpose in response to the threat that it believes exists.
The movement's purpose is to strengthen democratic control over the economic
sector and to ensure the sovereign right of every people to protect its cultural heritage and
social goods from economic exploitation, and to ensure the right of the environment to
protection from exploitation. This demands, at a minimum, governing global trade and
financial institutions through democratically-elected leaders, opening the trading system
to public scrutiny and debate, adjudicating trade disputes in civil courts rather than in
secret trade tribunals, creating and enforcing minimum labor and environmental
standards, and holding corporations accountable to the common good.
These are, in general, the movement's goals. It is a mistake, though, to believe there
is anything close to unanimity on the details, and an even greater mistake to believe these
issues are clear, simple to grasp, or even interesting to most citizens.
The movement, in fact, faces a great challenge to frame a wide number of related
social issues in ways that provide a focal point able to unite a variety of interests. And it
must compress its issues into clearly understood propositions and symbols. On the other
hand, Quebec City is evidence that the issues can be framed in convincing ways, enough
so to bring a diverse group of protesters to the streets and to convert the FTAA and the
Summit of the Americas into symbols of oppression.
Defining a Common Threat
To unite a wide variety of interests into a common movement against global
corporatism a clear, credible threat must be demonstrated that affects all of them. And to
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frame a common threat an analysis ofthe issues must show how they are connected to the
concerns of activists working in different areas of interest, or sectors, like the
environment, human rights, labor, and so on.
In the FTAA protests, linkages between sectors were created by forming a coalition
of interest groups to share their independent analyses ofFTAA's effects. This work was
coordinated by the Hemispheric Social Alliance. Its evolving "Alternative for the
Americas" document provides a single comprehensive framework to unite a sector-by-
sector analysis ofNAFTA-FTAA impacts (HSA 1998).'^ These analyses are first created
by its member organizations, discussed in plenary meetings, and then distributed back
through the member organizations which frame the issues for their constituencies. The
HSA's network is widespread and influential. More than 1,600 organizations are
involved. These include, for example, such groups as the American AFL-CIO, MaryknoU
Office for Global Concern, Sierra Club, and General Board of Church and Society of the
United Methodist Church (UMC 1999; Cueva 2000).
The HSA's analysis is obviously complex.'^ Its main concern, however, is with the
undue influence of global corporations on a nation's politics, particularly on its ability to
protect its citizens and its environment from economic exploitation.
Well-knovm Canadian anticorporate activists and long-time Antiglobalization leaders
Maude Barlow and Tony Clarke, in fact, argue that in their current form FTAA and
similar trade agreements amount to a declaration of independence and a bill of rights for
business corporations (Barlow and Clarke 2001). As far as possible this slate of
guarantees frees corporations from public regulation.
This regulatory freedom is consistent with neoliberal ideology. However, it also
creates a situation in which local and national regulatory laws may be overturned by
international trade agreements. Barlow and Clarke note that this is already a
commonplace in Canada where all government departments must have their new
regulations vetted by the Department of Foreign Affairs and Intemational Trade (DFAIT).
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This must be done to avoid suits by foreign investors and sanctions imposed by
international trade tribunals. Local policies of elected governments, in other words, may
be overruled by transnational corporations and foreign governments. The result is a level
playing field for foreign investors based on the lowest regulatory common denominator
(Barlow and Clarke 2001 :97-105).
Against this. Barlow and Clarke argue that every society has a right to democratic
self-determination and to the protection of its way of life and its social goods from
foreign control. They assert that what is under attack is the social wealth�the
institutions, cultural diversity, and the policies established to protect them�created by
societies over generations. This shared resource, the commons, belongs to the people and
the people have the right to shape and protect it as they desire.'^ Trade agreements treat
such social wealth as a resource to exploit through investment rules that are not directly
subject to local democratic control. Thus a whole system of social rights�subsistence
rights, economic rights, environmental rights, social rights, cultural rights, and human
rights�is at stake (Barlow and Clarke 2001:123-163, 182-184).
The issue reduces to a conflict between predatory corporate power, complicit with
political power exercised on an international scale, and true democracy. From this
perspective, therefore, it is a misnomer, really, to refer to the protest movement simply as
"antiglobalization." The movement is not against globalizationper se. It is simplyfor
the protection of something far more important. Barlow and Clarke suggest that the
movement may be more accurately called the "new democracy movement." "The
creation and re-creation of democracy must become the raison d 'etre of this movement.
Democratizing the state at all levels�local, national, and global�should be a top
strategic priority" (Barlow and Clarke 2001 :210, cf 207-21 1).
Barlow and Clarke carefully frame the issue in this way in order to create a focal
point to link the disparate concems of activists who work on a variety of issues and who
represent a variety of ideologies. A flat-out assault on democracy has proven to be a
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threat with sufficient weight to energize the traditionally fragmented Left. "All of these
discussions can happen," an activist observes, "when you have a task that is more
important�is seen by the participants as more important�than any ofthe kind of tactical
divides and doubts about intentions" (Dalton, interview).
Aligning Diverse Framings
While such values as protecting the commons and re-kindling democracy are broadly
shared, each activist community must link its particular values to the universal threat.
Linkages must be framed to bridge ideological divisions between movements. Two
examples illustrate how this is being done by activists from different protest traditions.
Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance (OREPA) organizer Paloma Galindo is
mobilizing protest to close the Oak Ridge, Tennessee Y-12 nuclear weapons production
plant. Through its 20-year history OREPA has exposed the plant's tragic environmental
record while challenging the morality of nuclear weapons production. Framing these
issues together has taken considerable thought.
Earlier [the environmental aspect] was stronger. But the board's . . . desire was to
develop the peace side. It got to the point that [the environmental] was like putting a
Band-Aid on someone getting stabbed. . . . But in truth it is the weapons production
that is causing the problems. So unless you go to the root you can't hope to have an
effect on the leaves way out on the branches. . . . Since [we] took more of that focus
it allowed the movement to expand. When it was just environmental, technical stuff,
it was a smaller group that was interested. [Now, people can] relate on a more
personal level. . . . Oak Ridge weapons affect everyone. (Galindo, interview)
Yet linking their peace concem to global corporatism requires another step. They
have taken it by framing the issues in terms of American militarism and the corporations
that support it. This framing forms a linkage with broader Antiglobalization activism.
National missile defense ... the world knows it's a Trojan horse for putting things
into place for weapons in space .... The U.S. ... is not concerned about human
rights, about justice, not concemed about actually moving towards peace because it's
a business. And the corporations that are making all the money from it are driving
this business�driving global insecurity because it makes for big profits.
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People are starting to connect what's happening with WTO and U.S. involvement in
the corporate world�corporate domination�and making the connection with
military domination as well. . . . Environmentalism linked with the peace movement,
labor, social justice issues. ... I think there is an anticorporate movement that is
growing. I think that one of the challenges is to make sure that they have the
information and they are making the links in their heads. (Galindo, interview)
For radical Earth First! environmentalist johnjohnson (introduced in Chapter 1)
integrating discourses is more difficult, Radical environmentalism is rooted in "deep
ecology." This is a belief that the planet is a living organism, in some way self-aware
(perhaps spiritually so). It has an individual right to exist for its own sake. In fact, this
bio-centric starting point places the earth's right to exist over every other consideration
including social justice. There is tension in the movement over the extent to which it
should concern itselfwith human problems at all.
I go back and forth .... I'm totally sympathetic to the humanistic thing. I still
believe in those values, that humans are inherently good and should be protected.
But I also believe in deep ecology, that ultimately nature may be more important than
us. For the overall survival of the planet our species may not be that important.
(johnson, interview)
johnson bridges these ideologies with perhaps more ease than others in the radical
environmental movement do because ofhis earlier socialist activism and activism on the
issue of environmental racism. The latter helped him connect the role of capitalism with
environmental exploitation and social injustice. "This whole analysis was not all that
new for some of us." Corporate globalization provides a basis for cooperation with other
activists.
I see almost unprecedented cooperation .... The militant edges of all these
movements have come together under the banner of globalization. The militant
edges have always been ahead of the curve on that. ... In the early '90s we tried to
talk to other environmentalists about the working class. We didn't want to get stuck
... in a jobs versus environment issue. . . . The biggest change of thinking is with
labor groups and mainstream environmentalists. They're surprised they're allies and
should work together. But it's not so different among militants, (johnson, interview)
This kind of negotiation between interests, being careful not to negotiate away core
values, frees activists from their specialized concerns to form durable good-faith
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alliances. To mobilize support for Quebec City, johnson organized the Turning Points
Roadshow, a four-person, 23-city traveling educational campaign. He was unable to
cross the Canadian border because of previous arrests for civil disobedience. So he
joined Atlanta's solidarity protest occupying CNN's headquarters to fight the FTAA.
3. Protest Strategy: Reformers and Radicals
The naming of a social issue, the framing of it, and the promotion of it to attract
others to align their actions around a common cause occurs over a period of time. This
period of formation may last years. The process that ultimately coalesced into the
Antiglobalization movement began in the early 1990s, but it was not until 1997 that it
broke out into significant public protest. The 1 997 action occurred in Montreal (with a
parallel action in Paris) where activists successfully stopped negotiations of the
Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI), a NAFTA-like agreement promoted by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (Gagne, interview;
Barlow and Clarke 2001 :22-25). Montreal 1997 was the dress rehearsal for Seattle.
As the movement emerged from its formational period the challenges confronting it
shifted toward organizing diverse activist traditions around a common protest strategy.
The diversity of groups and strategies within the movement, including the use of
violence, is highlighted in this section which calls attention to the difficulty activists face
in creating a united front. The next section, below, highlights the organizational
difficulties faced by movements like Antiglobalization that depend on voluntary
participation, consensus, and temporary coalitions and alliances.
Divergent Protest Strategies
The movement's short-term goals are clear: scrap or limh the scope of FTAA and
similar agreements, curb the power of the "unholy trinity" (WTO, IMF and World Bank),
and reign in corporate power. Its ultimate goal is less clear. Social progressives who
form the movement's mainstream seek to democratize the global trade and investment
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system. They desire to reform rather than replace it. At the other end ofthe spectrum
radicals act to break down neoliberal capitalism altogether and evolve from it new forms
of locally-based participatory economic exchange. These motivations overlap enough for
activists to cooperate, but they also create conflict within the movement.
Progressive reformers. Historically social progressives have sought individual
liberties, representation for minorities, and an equitable distribution of social goods. In
other words they acted to fulfill the promise of inclusive democracy (see Chapter 3).
They developed a well-rehearsed repertoire of oppositional tactics. These include (1)
legislative action: exerting influence through political parties, lobbies, and interest
groups; (2) direct action: influence through demonstrations of public support including
nonviolent civil disobedience, marches, strikes and boycotts; and (3) community
organizing: influence through educating, inspiring and mobilizing a popular support base.
Progressives' confrontation with neoliberalism amounts to a trial on the evidence
(accumulated sector by sector) in the court of public opinion for its assault on democracy.
Their strategy is to reform political and economic structures by applying pressure on
them. This is done by mobilizing civil society�that is, energizing "the vitally important
independent public space between the state and corporations" (Barlow and Clarke
2001 :207). Activists envision new social networks linking local communities throughout
the global North and South with progressive world-level, democratically-run policy
bodies. This popular support base can then be educated and mobilized for campaigns of
resistance that pressure states and international institutions for political reform.
The Hemispheric Social Alliance and the HSA-sponsored People's Summit are
examples of this global-local network building. The most important, however, is the
armual World Social Forum, founded in 2001 to coordinate communication, research,
analysis, and strategy on a global level. It has met twice in Brazil and in India
respectively. Its Puerto Alegre, Brazil 2002 meeting drew 13,000 delegates, including six
French cabinet ministers, and another 25,000 marchers and supporters (NPR 2002).
Anti-hierarchy radicals. The movement includes traditional marxist organizations.
Among its radicals, however. Old Left authoritarianism is rejected. This attitude is
common, of course, within the new social movements (see Chapter 3). Anarchism
meaning, in this case, popular self-governance without institutional hierarchies, direct
versus representative democracy, and unrestricted individual self-expression�provides
the predominant framework for social alternatives. In fact, when society is looked at
from the anarchists' perspective, social hierarchies and the hegemonies of power they
represent come into view as the major causes of social problems.
Montreal-based Operation SalAMI, which was formed to organize the MAI action
and now provides activist training, is representative. Spokesperson Michael Gagne
defmes the ultimate social problem as hierarchy, or "power over," especially capitalism
and patriarchy. The central issue is the "whole sense of trying to control others." "Our
aim is to build a radical social movement or a convergence of social movements that are
building a different vision of society," a vision built on "direct democracy, participatory
economics, social justice, and the altemative to patriarchy [however named] : a liberated
society" (Gagne, interview; cf SalAMI 2001).
The restructuring of society through networks of local direct-democratic
communities is a common theme. Daniel Flaumenhaft, an active participant in
Philadelphia's extensive activist network, describes the goal as
a network of democratically organized cooperative groups of individuals, with each
individual involved in a number of them for different purposes, and small enough to
remain democratic, together making up a cooperative commonwealth for society.
(Flaumenhaft, interview)
The strategy arising from this perspective is confrontational on one hand and
gradualist on the other. Radicals aggressively mobilize against specific targets. But they
are also willing to lead by example in creating alternatives from the grassroots. It is
"wise strategically to have concrete targets to rally around [such as the FTAA]." But it is
also important to avoid a reactive focus. Instead, "[we are] thinking about the kind of
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world we want to build. Let's not just chase summits . . . not just attack the heads ofthe
Hydra" (Gagne, interview). Rejecting violence and ideological blueprints, they accept a
process that may take centuries in which to evolve successful solutions.
Others are less patient. Taking a "confrontational attitude" and a "non-reformist"
position, they reject political negotiation as ineffectual in dealing with an "inherently non-
democratic process." CLAC, for example, "asserts clear opposition to capitalism,
imperialism, neoliberalism, and patriarchy," and to hierarchy in any form. In place of
these it promotes the 'Values ofmutual aid, solidarity and genuine democracy." CLAC
also promotes a "no compromise" strategy to disrupt existing hegemonies until they
collapse. We are "waiting," says CASA, "to see capitalism crushed by a new
revolutionarymovemenf (CLAC-CASA 2001).
Nonviolent Civil Disobedience
In Quebec City reformist groups orchestrated the People's Summit and Grand March
to demonstrate the extent of public opposition. From this support base they could
"demand a seat at the negotiating table" for civil society. But activists have long known
that their demands are more likely to be heard if they raise the level of tension with
authorities through peaceful symbolic law breaking.
Nonviolent acts which demonstrate that citizens are concerned enough to risk arrest
and injury without hurting anyone create a dilemma for authorities. Either authorities
negotiate with the opposition and thus legitimize it, or stop it with police violence and
risk losing their own legitimacy. This was the purpose ofQuebec City's "yellow line"
march. It was neutralized, however, by the security fence which prevented physical
contact with the police (on whom prior lessons on civil disobedience had not been lost).
"The fence is not about security," said SalAMI leader Philippe Duhamel in a television
interview, "it's about preventing nonviolent protest" (CBC 2001a).
Civil disobedience succeeded a few weeks earlier in a pre-Summit action at DFAIT' s
Ottawa offices. SalAMI billed h a "search and seizure operation" to "rescue" the secret
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FTAA text. The action, as Gagne interprets it, was "clearly nonviolent and clearly
winning . . . what [nonviolence trainer] George Lakey calls a 'dilemma demonstration.' . .
. If they gave us the text we'd use it against them, and if they stopped us and arrested us,
which they did, there was a lot of negative media attention" (Gagne, interview).
Such actions build public support which, in turn, opens doors to greater political
influence. In a related Ottawa action SalAMI was given access to Parliament meeting
rooms to "put the FTAA on trial." MP Svend Robinson sponsored them. "It's mutually
reinforcing," says Gagne. "He's been able to open the doors because he knows that he's
backed by a lot of street [support]. He's been radicalized by our movement. [Through it]
he's been able to express his radicalism" (Gagne, interview).
Nonviolent SalAMI, though, withdrew from Quebec City's direct action protests.
"We did not think we could maintain a clearly nonviolent space" (Gagne, interview).
"No-Compromise" Rhetoric and Protest Violence
CLAC's no-compromise rhetoric encourages, at the very least, toleration of violence.
"[CLAC] aims to disrupt, to the maximum extent possible, the holding of the Summit of
the Americas meeting." "We intend to shut down the Summit of the Americas and to
turn the FTAA negotiations into a non-event" (CLAC-CASA 2001). CLAC's stand on
violence is ambiguous. It declares its members to be explicitly nonviolent. But one of its
organizing principles is "respect for a diversity of tactics." Within the space created by
its activism CLAC grants freedom to others to act according to their own values even if
they are violent ones.
Mainstream groups often look the other way as militants "raise the social costs" of
official actions through violence or, more crucially, threats of violence. Violence causes
dilemmas for authorities who must secure public safety while risking embarrassment
from their use of force. In Seattle overreaction cost the police superintendent his job.
But protesters also risk losing legitimacy, so much so that violence is generally
condemned by contemporary social movements (della Porta and Diani 1999:178).
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Many FTAA protesters were outraged at the media spectacle the violence created.
They feared it diminished the protest's earlier media gains. Gagne complained that "it
made all of Quebec City a space where nonviolent confrontation was impossible. ... a
Black Bloc space" (Gagne, interview). So how can it be justified? In a CBC radio
exchange with Gagne, CLAC's Jean-Fran9ois Hamilton argued that real violence is that
which is inflicted on workers, native peoples, women and others by unaccountable
corporate interests and the military machine backing them up. "What is the symbolic
violence of a few demonstrators by comparison?" Gagne replied, saying he's tired of
those who use the violence of others as an excuse to use it themselves (CBC 2001b).
However, h was the threat of violence that created Quebec City's security response.
And it was this response that in turn invited the ritualized violence that followed (Sallot
2001). The intent to follow through on the threat of violence was, arguably, the pressure
the protesters needed to make the Summit (and future summits) responsive to the
opposition and to squeeze concessions out of it. But how far can violence go before it
diverts the movement?
To the question of the symbolic value of property destruction (which he does not
believe to be violence) johnjohnson reacts with exasperation. "Hello! Boston Tea Party!
What were we founded on? Come on, it was a revolution in 1776. It wasn't just sit-ins
and voting for new people." But he places such actions in the context of confrontation
with authorities through legal means:
We interfere with [environmental] destruction. Blocking a logging road, taking over
a [wood chipping] mill, interfering with business at a Staples store. . . . Some of us
are still asking the government to do this, or asking [a] corporation to behave itself
That really doesn't work. . . . But I want to do it because we need a critical mass of
people to create the change we're seeking. And people need to see us trying every
different way. They must see that we've tried every avenue and when the
government still does not do it and we interfere then it's justified because they didn't
do it when they were supposed to. (johnson, interview)
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johnson subscribes to "tactical" nonviolence, rejecting property destruction because
he does not want to be discredited as a terrorist. He is also committed to "lifestyle"
nonviolence, refusing "to be like the system I hate." To mobilize numbers of people,
though, he says you must use both "basic educational work" and "hell-raising
confrontational stuff (johnson, interview), johnson's humanism confines civil
disobedience to the symbolic and to the realm ofpolitical discourse. Not all agree.
Earth First Journal is a "forum for the no-compromise environmental movement"
(EF 2001 :2). While stopping short of hurting people, it advocates sabotage against
"Earth-destroying" corporate interests by "monkey wrenching the societal machine."
Monotonous symbolic protests with banners and chanting have given way to active
resistance�smashing the symbols of corporate power .... Frustrated with the failure
of traditional protests, the black bloc expresses an anger and urgency suitable for our
current state of global armihilation. . . .
The mass demonstrations that create good rioting conditions only happen once a year
. . . don't let that limit you. . . . That passion can also be felt by sabotaging
equipment, pulling genetically engineered crops, liberating animals or torching
corporate headquarters. . . . Use mass protests to find like-minded folks and practice
working together. When the convergence is over, form an underground cell in your
area, research potential targets, learn about appropriate tactics and strike. (EF
2001:19)'^
This revolutionary ardor frightens most radicals like Michael Gagne. When "the
system" is treated as a thing to destroy without reference to its collective social nature the
movement loses its humanism. In the process open-ended social evolution through
democratic means is lost to the assertion of the values held by a few. And this is at the
risk of social upheaval and violence for the many without any consensus of opinion.
Activists are alarmed at the no-compromise rhetoric ofmilitant minorities, fearing their
susceptibility to ideology and authoritarianism. These are precisely the problems of
revolutionary politics (of Lenin, Mao and Castro) which failed in the twentieth century.
And this is why a radicalism seeking to transform the system of democratic politics is in
vogue rather than a revolution seeking to replace it.
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4. Mobilizing Structures: Consensus and Representation
Since activists participate in movements as volunteers, and are thus free to withdraw
whenever they believe the movement no longer serves their interests, aligning their
interests and commitment is a critical problem. Antiglobalization confronts this through
its rhetorical framing (aligning interests around the threat to democracy and democratic
rights) and its protest strategy (summiteering, which allows activists pursuing different
strategies to converge in cooperative actions). The problem of aligning interests is also
reflected in the organizational structures created to mobilize collective action.
Issues of power and stakeholder representation are sensitive ones within the
movement, made even more difficult by the variety of values, goals, and strategies of its
activists. Conflicts among activists over organizafional strategy often reveal issues of
authority, representation, and differing visions of democracy. These differences are
highlighted in a second illustration of social action, the 2000 Philadelphia protest at the
Republican National Convention, where acrimony divided protest factions.
Philadelphia's "Pis-Unity 2000"
On the Sunday before the Republican convention, more than 25,000 protesters
marched under the baimer of "Unity 2000." This legally permitted march climaxed with
an aftemoon ofmusic and speeches at Ben Franklin park. It represented a broad coalition
of unions and progressive organizations, ranging from traditional liberals through the
spectrum of leftist groups. Prior to the march. Unity's organizers contested in court the
city's decision to give the Republicans a right of first refusal over all of the city's public
spaces in order to limit demonstrations. In an out-of-court settlement Unity won not only
the right to march but the city's cooperation in providing support services (Morrill,
interview).
Unity's coordinating staff, headed by Michael Morrill, director of the Peimsylvania
Consumer Action Network (PCAN), worked for more than a year to plan the march. It
arranged office space for organizers, formed a legal team, raised funds from consfituent
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groups and individuals, and acted as stage manager during the demonstration. It also paid
the city $10,000 to close the park and posted a $10 million insurance bond.
The march was non-confrontational and provided a platform to criticize
globalization, corporate power over the election process, and related social and
environmental issues. Excited by the turnout and the media coverage, Morrill believes
that Unity 2000 successfully made its point (Morrill, interview).
Other activists, however, criticized Unity 2000 for the way it was organized. Apart
from occasional public meetings it was planned and executed by a small staff. Claiming
that their own views were left out its critics say they felt that they were merely invited to
someone else's party.
By contrast, on Tuesday an unauthorized, illegal direct action protest, planned by the
Philadelphia Direct Action Group (PDAG) attempted to block delegates' access to the
convention. This tactic had proven successful in Seattle. Their theme was the "Criminal
Injustice System," a critique of the burgeoning private prison system and of the intrusion
of capitalism into criminal justice. Many were arrested (Dalton, interview).
PDAG is organized on a much different model than Unity 2000. Rather than
forming a staff and recruiting organizations it recruited individuals in small clusters of up
to about 20 called affinity groups. Affinity groups are the building blocks of direct
participatory democracy.
One of the PDAG protest's most visible spokespersons was Amy Kwasnicki. She
describes affinity groups as friends and persons with related interests, people who
organize on the basis of trust. They work together at protest actions as a mutual support
team. Most importantly, affinity groups make consensus decisions about what to do.
Action campaigns are constructed from confederations of affinity groups, each with a
particular function, responsibility, and interest. Each group's members appoint a
spokesperson to represent them (though all are equally leaders) and the spokespersons
gather in a spokescouncil to make decisions. Council decisions are reached by consensus
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and returned to the affinity groups for discussion. This process is repeated until
consensus develops throughout the entire network of participants. "It's an amazing
system of trust," says Kwasnicki. Though not enthusiastic about mass actions in general,
she loves this aspect of it.
If you can just imagine a room of a couple hundred people with this one circle in the
middle representing their people. If someone doesn't understand what's going on
they just tap out and someone else from their group jumps in. Very democratic,
exciting, but very deliberate. (Kwasnicki, interview).
The difference in style between PDAG and Unity 2000 was the subject of an
National Public Radio interview prior to the convention featuring Kwasnicki and Morrill
(NPR 2000). Disagreement over centralized and consensus forms of organizing divided
them. Reflecting on Morrill's position in the interview, Kwasnicki said, "I was stunned.
It's been a decade since I thought like that. I've never seen many positive results come
out of hierarchical leadership." Indicating that they had clashed throughout the summer,
she says she feels that the fruit of hierarchical organizing is pohtics over relationships. "I
don't want to be that kind of activisf (Kwasnicki, interview).
Morrill defends Unity, pointing out that no matter how inclusive the organization,
some level of centralization is essential to a large undertaking. "We offered to become
the staff and the coordinating body for all of this. Nobody else wanted to do it. We
staffed it, we raised the money, we spent the money. ... we became the entity that did all
the legal stuff, logistics for everybody who protested." Regarding PDAG:
Amy was on all the TV circuits and radio. There was a group of five to ten who were
always chairing meetings and on TV . . . the ones with the walkie-talkies. They're
still hierarchical except for their claiming not to be. That's the nature of group
dynamics. I think leadership develops whether you call it that or not. The main
difference was in the way meetings were conducted. PDAG tried to do things by
consensus . . . affinity groups. ... It's a luxury of people who have time. We got
complaints that we weren't meeting every week. But we had people with children. I
have a family. People have jobs, responsibility. So they couldn't meet once or twice
or three times a week. . . . For us it was not what's best, but what's more efficient.
(Morrill, interview)
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Protecting the Promise ofDemocracy
This conflict reduces to a number of issues: to perceptions of efficiency versus
relationship, logistics versus group process, political success versus community building,
the executive versus the deliberative, and highly coordinated recruitment campaigns
versus self-directed convergences of concerned activists. Efficiency, executive
administration, and success are, of course, competitive values of capitalism. Morrill's
opinion that younger protesters were naive and that family people do not have time to
organize was interpreted by his critics as patriarchy and elitism rather than wisdom and
experience. "A controlling male image," a sense that "he is unaccountable," said one
activist (Dalton, interview). Though both Morrill and Kwasnicki are quite assuredly
committed to democracy it is the nature of democracy that is at stake: a democracy of
coalitions organized through administrative planning or a democracy with direct access
for the individual.
This raises a means and ends question. What will the movement be like if it ever
fully develops the strength required to overturn entrenched political establishments? Will
it really be about equally shared power or will it be a continuation of "power over" in
some other form? Kwasnicki uses the phrase (attributed to Gandhi) "we want to be the
change that we want to see." This requires that means are carefully examined along with
ends. The form of representation that a movement takes here and now provides a present-
day indicator of where the movement is headed.
When activist culture isn't working it's a problem for the movement. When working
toward a democratic society you must have direct democracy in all organizations.
You have to do that with the organizations you're working in right now. [Or else]
your movement first defeats itself and then, having failed to be an effective
movement, is ultimately defeated by what it sought to overthrow (Flaumenhaft,
interview).
Strong movements hamess the energies of diverse stakeholders by paying attention to
authority and representation. Taking care of democracy now builds a better movement
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later, one that sustains durable alliances. Reflecting on the strength of recent activism,
journalist and social activist Amy Dalton, who covered the Philadelphia RNC protests for
the activist-run Independent Media Center (IMC), comments that
the reason [Seattle] was such an intense phenomenon was the alliances. . . . The labor
movement came together with the environmental movement, came together with the
consumer education movement. . . . Then there are the solidarity movements: white
progressives motivated by human rights, the global justice framework, but in it for
the long haul, deciding to build infrastructures that have both advocacy and service.
It was the structures that endured and were drawn upon. Networks. That made
Seattle happen. (Dalton, interview)
5. Movement Culture: Making Space for an Alternative Reality
Since the alliances and networks that sustain the movement are voluntary they are for
that reason volatile. The structures formed when activists converge around an issue easily
dissolve when new issues arise as new points of convergence. And even though
successful structures endure for a period of time, cooperation is sustained by something
broader and deeper: the subcultures, or social "spaces," activists create.
Movements envision an alternative reality. As will be seen in a moment, activists
desire communities of interest within the larger society where they can experience this
new reality. It has become popular to describe these communities as "autonomous
zones." These may be bohemian or countercultural neighborhoods, communities formed
by friendship networks, communes, or on-line virtual communities. Or they may be
simply described as a city's activist "scene." They are, however, spaces in which activists
may live with some degree of detachment from quotidian life, provide mutual support,
exchange ideas and information, and experiment with alternative ways of life. And they
are spaces that stimulate creativity and nurture activism.
Creative Space
A striking feature of the Antiglobalization movement is its concern for culture and its
use of the arts. Performance art, giant puppets, dance, poetry, hip-hop, drumming circles.
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rave dances: all have appeared in public protests. They are a deliberate strategy to use the
"culture of peace and beauty" to reflect and to condemn the violence of the global
economic system (Taylor 2001). The arts are "hidden weapons" to ensure that humanism
is expressed through the protests (Chaggi-Starr 2000:55-56).
Creative space, however, is not simply about performances and protest props. The
movement attempts to free minds to function outside of the blitz of marketed brand
images pounded out through commercial media. As Naomi Klein observes, after the
corporate assault on human identity there is "no space" left for culture (Klein 1999:3-
124). Activists are trying to change this.
Reclaim the Streets (RTS), a precursor to Antiglobalization' s culturally aware
protests, emerged in Britain in 1 995 and spread rapidly around the world via the internet
(Klein 1999:31 1-323). Using a variety of blockades such as carefully planned bicycle
traffic jams, RTS arranges "spontaneous" street closings to create a space suddenly
devoid of cars. And they fill it with art, music and dance. Even Trafalgar Square was
"kidnapped" in 1997. The point ofRTS, though, is not about street parties. And it is not
entirely a protest against the transformation of public space by the auto industry. It is
about "the loss of communal space, walkable streets and sites of free expression" (Klein
1999:316). The idea that protest can be something other than a march, indeed, a
"convergence" to reclaim at least one part of the world for human consciousness, brings
culture and politics together. Protest becomes a "carnival against capitalism."
Nurturing Space
The evanescent spaces created by street closings generate a new experience of life,
but only for a moment. Many activists, however, desire an entire way of life as free as
possible from the capitalism that engulfs them. For most it begins with a simple lifestyle.
Some find comparative freedom by working for movement organizations or in related
fields as writers, academics or professionals.
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It is common though for activists to look for living spaces that are rooted in a
community of the like minded. Environmentalist John johnson lives with several families
and interns sharing Moonshadow (see Chapter 1). Amy Dalton lives in a network of
Philadelphia community houses organized by the Life Center Association where some,
but not all, residents pursue an alternative social vision through the way they live. They
call this "life activism."
Those who have shared the movement experience with others especially desire to
build deeper personal networks with a sense of common purpose. Says Amy Kwasnicki,
I think that people who feel that sense of participation in community and just being
touched by others and others' lives, it's very difficult for them to go back to normal
and the typical American lifestyle of isolation, beauty and shopping malls. It's hard
for me to imagine going about any other way in the world. (Kwasnicki, interview)
Finding those networks does not necessarily mean staying with the same protesters. For
her a women's center provides a point of connection.
In Philadelphia there is a big culture of activists. I find them off-putting in day to day
existence. Okay to work with. But I'm not interested in extremism. ... I have a
support network that involves people from many different [roles], who made many
different choices with their lives. . . . [Some friends] have a lack of enthusiasm for
the life I have because I'm connected to community. I [also] have friends who do a
lot of work for social change who do not identify as activists.
The Wise Women's Center is creating a space where people can come together and
ask one another, what do you need? what do I need? and figure out how we, using the
resources at hand, can supply to one another what we need. Such a radical idea for
our consumer, capitalist culture. So simple. (Kwasnicki, interview)
OREPA' s coordinator Ralph Hutchison experienced intentional community for the
first time through the Knoxville Area Committee on Central America in the 1980s. He
was transformed by the experience.
The people I knew who were trying to make the world a better place were in the
[Committee]. Some came from a faith perspective and some were atheists. ... It was
a wonderful sort of community that brought people together ... in a really respectful
environment. . . . We never had a staff. It was non-hierarchical. We chose a
facilitator for each meeting. It was actually a thing of great beauty. ... All agreed we
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had relationships in the group that were closer than anything they had with their
families. ... 20 to 60 attended. . . . We shared leadership and made sure everyone
gets the chance to talk and make decisions. (Hutchison, interview)
Hutchison carries this vision into the peace movement at Oak Ridge which he
describes as building a "nonviolent community." The centerpiece ofhis vision is an
affinity group called "'A Gathering Community ofNonviolence." Within the group of
about 18, discussion concerns "community" and "nonviolence" and what these mean in
their situation. But the greater purpose is to create an ethical environment within which
peace and nonviolence remain their core values as the movement grows. "One of the
purposes of building a nonviolent community is that we believe our actions . . . will go
from a controlled action to a controlled chaos. . . . The control will be what we do as
peace keepers as well as the atmosphere we set" (Hutchison, interview).
Phrases such as "1 don't want to be the system I hate" and "being the change I want
to see" reveal a desire for coherence between personal experience and social protest.
Subcultural spaces provide environments to test the movement's values through personal
experiences, nurture activist identities, sustain commitment, and build alliances.
6. Participant Biography: Activist Motivation
What motivates these Antiglobalization activists? What experiences shaped them as
activists?
The most striking observafions arising from interviews with Antiglobalization
activists, perhaps, is that they are ordinary people. Their marital status and the
complexity of the formal roles they play within organizations are appropriate to their ages
(ranging from 19 to 65) and life experience. If, as a group, they possess remarkable
attributes it would be these. More than a third were raised in families that may be
described as alternative: organic farmers, "hippie" artists, political refugees, cooperative
living collectives, and politically active ordained ministry. This provided a moral
background that legitimized and encouraged exploration and radical commitment. About
half cite exposure during their teen years to environmental studies, political campaigns,
protests, denominational politics, and the punk and alternative music scenes as
contributing to their interest in activism. And even though the prevailing sentiment in
protest organizations is secular�"knee-jerk secular at that," as one activist puts it�about
half ground their personal activism in spirituality. Perspectives range from evangelical
Protestantism to, more prevalently, eastern, indigenous, feminist, and ecological forms of
spirituality. While a few organize activism around their religious beliefs, most express
spirituality privately as commitment to compassion, justice and nonviolence. All but one
of the Antiglobalization activists interviewed is a college graduate or student. Several
possess graduate degrees. A few remark they are aware they possess leadership gifts
making them unusually articulate and bold.
As commonplace as it sounds, many activists, especially those with longer-term
movement experience, root their motivation for involvement in concern for others. They
expressed thoughts such as these: "I was instilled with the belief that life was a gift and
did not come without strings attached." "I just want the world to be better." "For me
becoming an adult means taking responsibility for the suffering around me."
Some Antiglobalization activists were motivated by ethical crises that radicalized
them. OREPA' s Ralph Hutchison, a former minister, became politically aware in the
1980s when he encountered the Sanctuary movement (the subject of the next chapter).
After investigating military violence in Central America, he became alarmed enough to
join public protests against the United States' involvement in it. His decision to protest
was a rite of passage into the peace and justice movement. "It changed my life. ... I was
very conscious of crossing a line of taking a public position to oppose the govemmenf
'
(Hutchison, interview).
Activists are also motivated to ask, how can we make the world different? They
desire to build "spaces" for new ideas and ways of living to grow.
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Social change occurs through a gradual process of building. I believe that if you
make the space, create the institutions, if you give people an idea of other ways of
being and leave it to them to choose, they'll choose that which is better for them and
for everyone else as well. (Kwasnicki, interview).
There is a common denominator, however, that links them all. They have been
persuaded that the globalization of corporate power is a threat to the basic values of
democracy. And they all seek an alternative to the reality of a world shaped by
commercialism and economic power.
Summary and Conclusion
The purpose ofthe six-variable interpretive framework developed in Chapter 3 is to
open windows on the social movement experience. In applying the framework to
describe the Antiglobalization movement, this chapter calls particular attention to the
movement's initial formation, to the alignment of its constituent groups and other
movements to support the movement, and to the problems related to its strategic
mobilization.
The movement's purpose is, or course, to challenge the global formation of corporate
power and the trade and investment structures that support it. It brings the excesses of
economic globalization to the public's attention. And it asserts an alternative vision that
preserves the democratic rights of local communities and nations to protect their workers,
their way of life, and the environment from economic exploitation. Forming in the early
and mid-1990s, the movement broke into public awareness in 1999 at Seattle's WTO
protest. Its momentum is sustained world-wide through a succession of subsequent
protests, the global "Seattle chain." Two "links" in the chain, Quebec City FTAA and
Philadelphia RNC, provide focal points to examine Antiglobalization activism.
Three aspects of protest mobilization are highlighted. First is the issue ofmovement
formation (Section 1). Over time, activists connected anecdotal observations with
theoretical explanations to form a picture of both the social effects of globalization and
the ideology and structures that support it. The emerging synthesis connected the
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concerns of activists working on a number of different issues. By the mid-1990s social
activism in general began to converge around economic and social justice themes.
Challenging the institutions that shape global trade and investment, however, was
constrained by their global reach and power. Activists identified the only protest
opportunities that appeared to be open to them. One, they could support dissidents to
disrupt negotiations from the inside. Two, they could apply direct action protest to
pressure the institutions when they meet and to attract media attention to the activists'
message. This gave the movement its distinctive "summiteering" identity.
Second is the issue of uniting a common front of social activists (Section 2). As the
movement coalesced it defined, or framed, its perspectives around a commonly shared
threat that provided the impetus for activists from diverse backgrounds to make common
cause. The threat to democratic self-determination from the influence of global corporate
power is the focal point around which activists and entire movements have aligned
themselves with antiglobalization activism. The result is a convergence of interests that
multiplies the overall movement's size and influence.
Third is the issue of the movement's cohesion (Sections 3 and 4). While the
movement's immediate goal is clear�to scrap trade and investment treaties and to reign
in the power of corporations and global coordinating institutions�and its summiteering
tactics provide a common purpose, its ultimate goals are less clear. Very different long-
term strategies are undertaken by reformers and radicals. Differences in vision are also
reflected in conflicts over the use of violence in direct action protest and the formation of
movement coalitions. The potential of these differences to undermine the movement was
illustrated by the damage done to the movement's unity and collective voice from
disputes about violence in Quebec City and democratic representation in Philadelphia.
These issues highlight the work and the problems involved in mobilizing a diverse
movement against a powerful opponent. A movement based on the voluntary
participation of its constituents is volatile. On one hand it depends on the careful framing
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ofthe issues it raises and the definition of a common threat to rally its members to
converge around shared interests. On the other, it is vulnerable to collapse when its
framings are unable to hold and its members retreat into their separate interests.
A postscript may be added here about the movement's effectiveness. There is little
doubt the movement brings globalization's economic effects to the attention of policy
makers. Joseph Stiglitz, the World Bank's former chief economist, writes, "these protests
have provoked an enormous amount of soul-searching from those in power. Even
conservative politicians such as France's president, Jacques Chirac, have expressed
concem that globalization is not making life better for those most in need of its promised
benefits" (Stiglitz 2002:4). And as a World Bank spokesperson has said, "protests have
really helped put development and poverty issues on the front page. . . . There is a much
broader awareness now of issues of development, issues of inclusion, issues of poverty
reduction" (quoted in Finley 2002).
At the same time, a 2003, 44-nation Pew Research Center opinion poll found
worldwide popular support for globalization (Pew 2003:71-101 and passim). Majorities
even in poor countries believe that global trade is at least somewhat good for them
(2003:71-91). Institutions like IMF receive positive ratings, antiglobalization protesters
generally do not. And the poll indicates that the movement has not gotten its message
across to the mainstream pubhc (2003:93-101).
What is interesting, however, is that when the poll's questions turn from general
feelings about globalization to the question of one's personal well-being a different
picture emerges. "People in every region [of the world] are deeply concerned about a
range ofworsening financial and social problems in their lives�a lack of good paying
jobs, deteriorating working conditions, and the growing gap between rich and poor.
People everywhere also strongly believe that their traditional way of life is getting lost."
They just do not connect these problems with globalization (2003:71).
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With some prescience activists first raised these issues in the early 1990s. They have
also influenced the policy-making processes of respected global institutions. But they
have been unable to generate widespread public acceptance among the very people who
are increasingly affected by global economic change. Perhaps given enough time this will
change. However, it also suggests that other forms of social mobilization are required to
expand its base of support and its public voice.
The following chapters present two more movement case studies. These demonstrate
quite different ways ofmobilizing social action. The first of these, the Sanctuary
movement, illustrates how a movement grows from humanitarian actions taken to protect
vulnerable men and women from the threat of political violence. And it demonstrates the
potential effectiveness ofmovements mobilized through religious institutions.
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Chapter 5
The Sanctuary Movement
On March 24, 1982, Reverend John M. Fife declared Tucson, Arizona's Southside
Presbyterian Church to be a public sanctuary for undocumented El Salvadoran and
Guatemalan refugees fleeing their war-torn homelands. Southside' s safe harbor
declaration, made simultaneously with four other churches in the United States, launched
a decade of religious political struggle called the Sanctuary movement.
Throughout the 1 980s, religious activists fought Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) summary deportations of refugees otherwise protected under the 1980
United States Refugee Act. The deportations, activists believed, were illegal and
subjected refugees to reprisals in their countries of origin. Sanctuary activists also
aggressively resisted United States military policy in Central America. At the
movement's late 1980s peak, nearly 400 religious congregations, 16 universities, and one
seminary defied federal law by declaring themselves public sanctuaries. Seattle, San
Francisco, twenty other cities, and the State ofNew Mexico declared themselves
sanctuaries from arrest (Cunningham 1995:65).
Sanctuary marked a shift in religiously based social activism through its openly
political resistance to the executive branch of the federal government. Unprecedented in
recent memory, this political challenge threatened time-honored traditions of church/state
cooperation on humanitarian issues. Sanctuary also challenged religious congregations to
recognize their inherently political nature as social institutions. The movement did so by
demonstrating the cormections between the refugees' suffering, to which the
congregations ministered, and the political causes of their suffering, to which they must
open their eyes and judge. The ministry of refuge became, in the Sanctuary movement, a
confrontation with power; the pastoral became political.
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The second of three case studies, this chapter describes and interprets another
contemporary movement. In it both political and religious modes of social protest are
brought together. It begins with a brief historical sketch of the movement. And like the
examination of the Antiglobalization movement in the previous chapter, the Sanctuary
movement will be parsed and examined according to the six-variable interpretive
framework presented in Chapter 3 (Sections 1-6, below).
This examination of Sanctuary draws extensively from a wealth ofwritten sources,
especially from religious journals and news articles in religious periodicals.' These
written materials, published by participants and their detractors, are supplemented with
personal interviews with individuals active in the movement. The Sanctuary movement
illustrates the ways in which religiously committed men and women encountered political
injustice in the everyday course of their ministries, were outraged by it, made sense of it,
and set about resisting the United States government.
From Pastoral Encounter to Political Resistance
The story of Sanctuary begins in Central American bloodletting.^ Political
movements of campesinos (peasants) and movements among the urban poor (called the
"popular movements") swept Central America in the 1970s. Leftist insurrections and the
successful 1979 revolution in Nicaragua threatened regimes in El Salvador and
Guatemala in particular. It was conflict in these two nations, along with United States
intervention to advance an anti-communist "containmenf
'
policy in the name of
protecting its national interest, that created the political background from which
Sanctuary arose.
After seizing power in a 1979 coup, the right-wing Salvadoran military sharply
escalated suppression of the popular movements and war against guerilla insurgencies.
Fighting intensified in Guatemala following a 1978 guerilla offensive; military violence
in both countries continued into the 1 990s. Violence displaced more than one million
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people in each country. At least 40,000 Salvadorans and 20,000 Guatemalans were killed
(the numbers cited here are at the low end of estimates); hundreds of thousands were
driven into neighboring countries, and more than 300,000 fled to the United States.-^
In rural counterinsurgency offensives, Salvadoran and Guatemalan militaries
bombed and destroyed villages and "cleansed" zones of guerilla activity by forcing
population relocations. Tactics against civilians suspected of political activism or rebel
sympathies, and reprisals against their families, included torture, rape, murder,
mutilation, summary execution, and massacre�calculated acts of terror. Thousands
simply disappeared, tortured and murdered by military and paramilitary agents. Catholic
religious workers were targeted (Golden and McConnell 1986:18-20). Among them,
outspoken Salvadoran Archbishop Oscar Arnulfu Romeo was assassinated at the altar of
San Salvador Cathedral on March 24, 1980. On December 2, four Roman Catholic
American missionary women were raped and murdered by Salvadoran National Guard
troops."* A growing number of religious congregations in the United States, alerted to
these atrocities by denominational missionaries and officials, became alarmed at what
amounted to, as they interpreted events, a hidden war against civilians.
Pastoral Concem: Churches Encounter the Refugees
In July, 1980, a group of 26 middle-class Salvadoran refugees was discovered in the
burning Sonoran desert west of Tucson, abandoned by the "coyotes" they paid to
smuggle them across the border. Half had died; the others were placed in INS detention
to await deportation. Immigration attorneys representing them turned to area churches
for help. Alerted to the tragedy from news reports and already aware of conditions in
Central America including refugee migrations, Southside Presbyterian Church's John
Fife and other area church leaders, the Tucson Ecumenical Council (TEC), and the
Manzo Area Council (a social service organization) responded by forming the TEC Task
Force on Central America (TECTF). The task force mobilized churches to raise bail
bonds, shelter refugees pending judgments on asylum cases, and provide legal advocacy
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(Cunningham 1995: 12-34). Southside Presbyterian assisted TECTF by providing
housing in the church and in members' homes. In a two-year period TECTF raised
$750,000 in bonds and collateral and organized a cadre of attorneys and paralegals to
bond out and assist asylum applicants in INS detention (Fife 1985:18-19; Burks
1986:296; Sojourners 1985:16-18). Each application (more than 1,500 by 1984) was
subsequently denied (Corbett 1984:402-403). As Southside filled with bonded asylum
applicants and its members considered the futility of their legal advocacy, they quietly
began to directly assist undocumented refugees fleeing INS arrest.^
Quaker Jim Corbett, a Harvard educated political philosopher and semi-retired
rancher, encountered INS intransigence when he followed up a friend's report of a
Salvadoran arrested by INS in May, 1981 . Inquiring about his fate, Corbett discovered
INS systematically refused asylum for Salvadorans and even deceived them about their
rights (MacEoin 1984; Sojourners 1985:15; Burks 1986:299-300). Concluding that the
refugees' greatest need was to avoid capture, Corbett and his wife Pat outfitted an
apartment in their home for undocumented Salvadorans and recruited Quaker friends to
house others. Later famous as the "Quaker coyote," Corbett created a cross-border
network reaching deep into Mexico and through it helped hundreds of refugees safely
into the United States (Golden and McConnell 1986:37-40; Cunningham 1995:23-28).
Corbett's activism grew increasingly radical. Speaking before a January, 1982
National Council of Churches conference on the Central American humanitarian crisis
and the problems of refugees in the United States, he framed the issues for American
religious communities:
The most urgent need of the vast majority of Salvadoran refugees in the United
States is to avoid capture. . . . With people in our midst being hunted down and
shipped back, denouncing terror while ignoring the victims simply teaches the public
how to live with atrocity. . . .
Much more than the fate ofthe undocumented refugees depends on the religious
community's participation and leadership in helping them avoid capture. If the right
to aid fugitives from government-sponsored terror is not upheld in action by the
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churches�regardless of the cost in terms of imprisoned clergy, punitive fines, and
exclusion from government-financed programs�the loss ofmany other basic rights
of conscience will certainly follow, (quoted in Burks 1986:297)
Public Resistance: The Pastoral Turns Polifical
Corbett pushed Southside's congregation toward deeper involvement by asking it to
house undocumented refugees. Southside, already under INS scrutiny, found its situation
becoming untenable {Sojourners 1 985: 1 6-18). "We met in my living room with no good
choices," John Fife explains, "stop aiding refugees and extending the hospitality of the
church to victims who had nowhere else to turn? To do that in the face of threat would
be to lose our faith. To simply continue meant inevitable arrest, conviction and disgrace"
(Fife 1985:20).
There was, however, one other possibility, Fife continues. "We could say what we
were doing and why we were doing it. In more traditional language, we could give a
public testimony to our faith and at least hope that other congregations and people would
understand better when the arrests came. We would call the witness 'sanctuary'" (Fife
1985:20-21). Southside's members voted nearly unanimously to expose INS injustice to
the public, and to remove even the appearance of tacit cooperation with it, by declaring
the church a public sanctuary. The symbolic date of their declaration was the March 24
anniversary ofOscar Romero's murder in El Salvador.^
Fife, Corbett and a growing circle of TECTF acfivists envisioned a network of
church sanctuaries and an "underground railroad" connecting them with the flow of
refugees en route through Mexico.' In the spring of 1982 they asked the Chicago
Religious Task Force on Central America (CRTF) for help in organizing a nafionwide
movement (Golden and McConnell 1986:48). The interreligious CRTF was a direct
action coalition formed in 1981 in response to the murder of the American church women
in El Salvador (Hayes 1985). CRTF took the project for both humanitarian and political
purposes. Founding member Renny Golden explained CRTF's rationale: "A larger
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network was needed to absorb the rescued refugees and provide a national religious
witness against the immorality of INS practice with the objective of educating North
Americans about the root cause of the deportation policy�the State Department's
support of a murderous Salvadoran and Guatemalan military" (Golden 1982:26).
CRTF recruited public sanctuaries among churches and interreligious coalitions. At
CRTF's invitation, Chicago's Wellington Avenue Unhed Church of Christ became the
first public sanctuary in the Midwest in July, 1982 (McConnell 1983). CRTF supported
the movement by publishing organizing handbooks and Basta!: National Journal of the
Chicago Religious Task Force, and by maintaining a data base of public sanctuaries and
organizational contacts.^
Sanctuary on Trial: Personal Costs and Vindication
For two years INS left Sanctuary alone. On February 17, 1984, however, former
youth ministry leader Stacey Lynn Merkt, a volunteer at San Benito, Texas safe house
Casa Oscar Romero, was arrested transporting a Salvadoran family (Bau 1985:76-79).^
Casa Romero director Jack Elder was arrested on April 13 and later acquitted (Bau
1985:80-81); Merkt's conviction was overturned on appeal. She was again indicted,
however, along with Elder, on December 3; both were convicted (Bau 1985:82-83).
Newly married and pregnant, Merkt served 78 days in a Texas federal prison in 1987.
Human rights-monitor Amnesty International declared her a prisoner of conscience and
demanded her immediate and unconditional release (Kemper 1987a, 1987c).
On January 14, 1985, ten days before the first Inter-American Symposium on
Sanctuary convened in Tucson with 1,300 in attendance (Hollyday 1985), INS arrested
64 Central American refugees in protective sanctuary in numerous churches in a
nationwide sweep (Burks 1986:292-294). Sixteen TECTF activists including Fife and
Corbett were indicted. Eleven of these stood trial in Tucson in October (Stucky 1985;
Kemper 1986c, 1986d, \9m; Sojourners 1986c; Gittings 1985, 1986a).
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Before their heavily publicized trial began United States District Court Judge Earl H.
Carroll overruled all defense arguments based on conscience, religious beliefs,
humanitarianism, or legal interpretations of INS policy (Stucky 1985:7). Their defense
gutted before it began, the defendants watched helplessly as the prosecution presented the
testimony of paid INS informer Jesus Cruz. Cruz, himself an undocumented Mexican,
infiltrated Bible studies and services at Phoenix's Alzona Lutheran Church wearing a
hidden recorder (Kemper 1986e:16). Fife and seven other defendants were convicted on
May 1, 1986; all eight were given suspended jail sentences and placed on probation.
Corbett and two others were acquitted (CC 1986; Kemper 1986f).'�
The Tucson arrests stimulated the movement. New sanctuary declarations continued
"at a brisk rate" in 1985, raising the total to 270; 70,000 individuals were active in the
movement (McCoimell and Golden 1986:9). The convictions, however, had a chilling
effect and virtually stopped it (McConnell, interview; Gittings 1986b:202). Yet, the
movement was not finished. In a March, 1987 decision, the United States Supreme Court
ruled in favor of a Nicaraguan woman's asylum request. In its ruling, the Court clarified
the intent of the 1980 Refugee Act. Rejecting INS policy, the Court criticized INS for
"years of seemingly purposeful blindness to the clear meaning of the law." The ruling
appeared to support the movement's argument that the government, not the sanctuary
workers, acted illegally (Kemper 1987b: 12; Grenz 1987:6).
Another case proved decisive. The American Baptist Church along with the Center
for Constitutional Rights and the National Lawyers Guild (both legal advocacy
organizations) filed a class action against the United States in May, 1985, on behalf of 80
churches, religious bodies, and refugee organizations (Tong 1991:16). Its purpose was to
stop arrests of Sanctuary workers and deportations of Central American refugees. The
suit was settled in favor ofthe plaintiffs in a federal court in December, 1990. The
settlement stated that INS discriminated against Salvadoran and Guatemalan refugees by
routinely denying asylum. The settlement also required INS to reopen all such asylum
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requests since 1980, more than 150,000, and provide new hearings conducted by
specially trained immigration workers.
Sanctuary activists were elated by the settlement. President ofthe National
Sanctuary Defense Fund Gus Schultz celebrated it as "a vindication ofthe hundreds of
people in the sanctuary movement who put life and liberty on the line to assist Central
American refugees who where fleeing for their lives" (quoted in Tong 1991 : 16). The
settlement effectively removed the need for sanctuary as safe harbor and allowed
religious congregations to return to more traditional immigration ministries."
This brief historical sketch sets the context for the following description of Sanctuary
through the lens of social movement theory (see Chapter 3). In the next six sections, a
fuller picture emerges, highlighting the movement's historical and political context,
message, strategies, organization, culture, and actors.
1 . The Opportunity Structure: Transforming the Church/State Relationship
Almost the only land route out ofEI Salvador is north to Honduras, and for three
days in March, 1981, 5,000 Salvadorans tried to cross the Lempa River on the Honduran
frontier. Though pursued by the Salvadoran army and fired upon by mortars and
helicopters, on their fourth attempt they eluded Honduran troops and crossed to safety.
Fifty refugees, however, died. To the Salvadoran military these were ignorant
campesinos who chose the wrong side of a revolution. As Christians, though, they
reflected on their tragedy from a biblical perspective. This was their Exodus: their flight
from Pharaoh to wander in the wilderness as sojourners living in tents (Nichols
1988:121-122). They raised the question: Whose side is God on?
Conflict in Central America: Poverty and the Global Church
The wet line drawn by the Lempa may just as well symbolize the cleavage which
grew between many American liberal, progressive churches and their government. A
mounting crisis in the Salvadoran refugee camps just inside Honduras became the center
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of conflict between religious activists and other aid workers and those creating and
enforcing United States foreign policy. Disagreements between American refugee camp
workers and the American government over the treatment ofthe refugees exposed two
political dimensions, noted below, that undermined the tradition of church/state
cooperation in humanitarian aid.
Among Sanctuary activists and progressive North American churches, and even
among Sanctuary's detractors, this dispute eventually called into question the very nature
ofthe church/state relationship itself Conflict in the Honduran camps created the
historical background, or opportunity structure, against which Sanctuary activists framed
the meaning of their actions and defined their opponents and their opportunities to act.
The poor/rich dimension. Agonizing class conflict has long existed between
Salvadoran and Guatemalan elites�^traditional land holders and business owners
dominated by wealthy families, most ofEuropean descent, who control pohtics, the
economy and the military, and who have been historically supported by the United States
(Golden and McConnell 1986:136-154)�and huge numbers of impoverished mixed-race
and indigenous landless peasants and urban laborers and marginalized ethnic minorities.
Poverty intensified during the 1960s and 1970s, sharpening the question of the legitimacy
of existing political and economic structures: After centuries of oppression, are the poor
justified in mounting a popular revolution? Are elites justified in repressing it? Under
the circumstances of armed conflict, responses to these questions became polarized as a
choice between the interests of rich and poor.
The global/national dimension. Along with most everyone in these nominally
Christian countries, the poor were historically Christian and demanded to be recognized
as such by North Americans. This forced North American Christians to decide their
loyalty: to their nation's narrowly stated political interests ("containment") in Guatemala
and El Salvador (it is of course an open question whether support for military regimes
really serves the national interest and America's democratic heritage in the long-run), or
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to solidarity with the global Cliristian community which transcends the nation-state, in a
situation when one part of the Christian body desperately needed intervention? In this
case choices were narrowed to either the purported national interests ofthe United States
or to the interests of Christian solidarity with the poor who were on the receiving end of
American, Salvadoran, and Guatemalan military policy.
Choices made across these lines by American religious aid workers, missionaries,
and church leaders defined the nature of the growing collision with State Department
political interests. As this conflict fed back into the United States through
denominational networks, churches in small but growing numbers turned decisively
against their own government.
The Traditional Church/State Relationship: Complementarity
Historian J. Bruce Nichols, personally hostile to the Sanctuary movement�that
"current piece ofpolitical theater" (TW 1985:7)�places Sanctuary in the context of
church/state conflict over the crisis unfolding in the refugee camps in Honduras (Nichols
1988:1 17-131, 234-254, TW 1985). These camps, managed by the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), staffed by religious (primarily) volunteer
agencies, and funded by the State Department, Nichols argues, exemplified a tradition of
religious and public partnership:
[American] religious leaders and government officials . . . worked together in the late
1940's to build a system that would honor America's heritage as a haven of the
oppressed. ... To that end rehgious leaders built institutions capable ofworking with
the U.S. Government. As a result, refugee work became one of the few areas in the
post-war world in which religious institutions had a measurable impact on American
foreign policy. (TW 1985:7)
In this "remarkable partnership," says Nichols, "the participation of religious and
other private voluntary organizations was welcome provided that they sought to
complement government programs." Despite reservations religious leaders may have had
about American polifical intenfions in the postwar years, "the majority feh that the wisest
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course was to maintain a complementary stance toward government programs and hope
that international tensions would relax in the long run" (TW 1985:7).
In other words, in the inscrutable, amoral world of intemational political realism,
where national interest and expediency set the agenda, religious workers simply stayed
out of the way. They concentrated on humanitarianism, not politics. These religious
labors, Nichols claims, affirmed the "divine pattern of bringing good out of evil" (TW
1985:9). Within this cooperative relationship church and state settled for practical,
incremental steps toward human rights (Nichols 1988:249). In retum for not opposing
state policy, religious workers were permitted extralegal room to act, proving "time and
again the efficacy of quiet, behind-the-scenes operations, many ofmore questionable
legality than the sanctuary offenses being prosecuted today" (TW 1985:8).
As will be seen below, it was precisely this time-honored complementary
relationship (see Figure 5.1) that formed the traditional religious-political worldview of
State
Church
��� Area of cooperation
Figure 5.1 The Church/State Relationship: Complementarity
even the very American religious congregations which eventually abandoned it. In fact,
when this relationship was questioned by the Sanctuary movement, it left Americans
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grasping for understanding. Many were reluctant, even for the sake of religious
conscience, to oppose the government on political grounds, let alone to break the law.
In Honduras, however, this relationship broke down. Conflict arose over refugee
protection from marauding death squads, restraints on refugee freedom ofmovement, and
American support for Salvadoran and Guatemalan militaries. Many religious workers
reached the conclusion that "to bring good out of evil" meant resisting the United States.
"To those who pondered the matter," writes Nichols, "the dream of cooperation on a
global scale between the great moral and religious authorities of the republic was fading"
(Nichols 1988:131). Growing church/state tensions formed around the fauh lines defined
by the poor/rich and global/national dimensions described above.
Taking Sides: North Americans Reconsider Their Allegiance
The Roman Catholic hierarchy in Latin America tilted toward a pastoral
preoccupation with the poor in the period following the Second Vatican Council (1962-
1965). Although its most progressive elements were later opposed by the Vatican and
controversial among its leaders even at the time, a new consensus began to emerge
emphasizing identification with the poor (Yates 1994:177-192). Embracing the poor as
the special focus the Church's ministry as well as endorsing their popular movements,
many priests and missionaries mobilized the poor spiritually and politically. Liberation
theology was emblematic of this, as were the comunidades de base�Christian "base
communities" in which "lay" Catholics gathered as small groups for Bible reflection,
communal support, and political consciousness raising (conscientization) (Cook 1985).
Particularly emblematic was the conversion to the side ofthe poor ofArchbishop Oscar
Romero who became, for the poor, an articulate and beloved spokesman.
Choosing the left end of the poor/rich dimension entailed a change in consciousness
about the poor and their oppression. "Consciousness"�meaning awakening to, and a
sharpened sense of, political reality�was a value deeply rooted in Latin American
religious political resistance. Salvadoran Baptist pastor Ruth Orantes, for example.
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whose father-in-law was "disappeared" by Salvadoran police, remembers that her father
taught her that to survive she must have "faith and consciousness" (Orantes, interview).
Awkwardly rendered conscientization in English, the process of coming to consciousness
renders a worldview shift from ignorance or deception to a realistic political
understanding (Cook 1985:266, n.80, 307).
Conscientization was an occupational hazard for North American missionaries,
especially for those who worked among the poor. One by one many religious workers
came to see things in a new light. Presbyterian missionary in Guatemala Rachel Lausch
became "conscienticized" quickly when an indigenous Mam church elder, accused of
cooperating with guerillas and tortured, turned to her for help and thus put her at risk. "It
was a political question, but my faith told me I must respond by helping. And then I had
to deal with the implications" (Lausch, interview). For missionary colleague Gloria
Kinsler and her husband, conscientization was a process of observation and reading.
"We've been on the wrong side," she fmally realized. "God is with the oppressed, not
Pharaoh" (Kinsler, interview).
Missionaries and refugee camp volunteers brought this new consciousness back with
them to the United States to in turn influence the Sanctuary movement. Kinsler, for
instance, incorporated 13 years of experience in Guatemala into her leadership of
Sanctuary networks in Los Angeles (interview). Their new consciousness ofthe poor
caused activists to understand their own political background in a new light:
Sanctuary, at its best, has laid bare the contradictions of a nation that has prided itself
on being a benevolent "good neighbor," open to the world's persecuted and a
champion of self-determination, while in the name of national security and stability it
has supported repressive military dictators, deported legitimate refugees and actively
suppressed people's movements in Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala, Chile, Cuba,
[and] the Dominican Republic. (McCormell and Golden 1986:10-1 1)
The interactions between religious workers and the State Department also laid bare
the conflict between the global church and the national interest: the global/national
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dimension. What missionaries and aid workers discovered among the poor in Central
American was their humanity and their faith. They did not find the poor to be a polifical
category, nor were they just "others" to help�not universal moral abstractions, but the
universal church. "They are Christians!" exclaimed Gloria Kinsler (interview). As
Christians they rightfully demanded solidarity with Christians in North America. The
refugees confronted North American Christians with the words of Jesus: "When did we
see you hungry, and feed you, or thirsty, and give you drink?" (Matthew 25:37). How
could the Body of Christ refuse to take sides?
The New Church/State Relationship: Opposition
As religious workers in Central America and Sanctuary activists in North America
worked out the implicafions of the poor/rich and global/national dimensions of their
work, the church/state relationship was transformed from complementarity to opposifion.
In this new relationship, religious communities were encouraged to come out from under
the state and stand on their own. To be sure, a complementary zone of action with the
state was maintained, but to it activists added a critical distance that maintained an
autonomous mode of action over against the state (see Figure 5.2).
Abandoning the "remarkable partnership," that is, freeing themselves from the
assumption that church and state would necessarily limp along together to a morally
acceptable future, made it easier to say forthrightly what the activists came to believe:
that the anfi-communist ideology that for decades drove United States Central American
policy cared nothing for the people it purported to save. Worse yet, its ends justified
questionable means such as support for repressive regimes and questionably legal (if that)
counterinsurgency "contra" wars. The State Department, activists argued, defined the
legitimate asylum rights of human beings out of existence by labeling the Salvadorans
and Guatemalans fleeing open warfare "economic migrants." And it did so for the
narrow political calculation ofmeeting congressional conditions for continued
Salvadoran military aid (Coffin 1985).
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Figure 5.2 The Church/State Relationship: Opposition
Nichols castigated Sanctuary, accusing it of naivete: unrealistic black and white
thinking unable to comprehend the political realism of policy necessarily worked out in
complex political situations. "This abstract idealism of the sanctuary movement stands in
marked contrast to the tradition of political pragmatism religious groups have evolved
since World War II in working with goveniment on refugee questions" (TW 1985:8).
To the contrary. Sanctuary activists believed they saw what Nichols failed to see:
that poverty has a realpolitik of its own. And that realism is worked out in rational,
organized, and effective movements of social resistance and social change. "A
discemable movement from protest to resistance already exists in the churches," said
Sojourners founding editor Jim Wallis in 1985. "A new era of church/state relations in
the United States may soon be upon us" (Wallis 1985:16).
Although religious social activism was not new, driving a wedge into the
church/state relationship with such force was nearly unprecedented. Even the 1 960s
American Civil Rights movement, widely supported by the churches, appealed to the
federal government as an ally to enforce laws that were, for the most part, already in
2. Rhetorical Framing: Building Religious Resistance
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place and to overturn resistance by individual states. Naturally enough. Sanctuary's
activists needed a theological vision to frame their conflict with the state. They
responded with a fresh language of opposition that justified their actions and
communicated their ideology. They created this language, first, by exploiting the
global/national dimension, explained above, to create a universal moral framework from
which to judge state actions; and second, by exploiting the poor/rich dimension to assert
the priorhy of the interests of the poor. They also revived the practice of sanctuary as a
symbol of their opposition.
Sanctuary as Symbol: Framing Collective Actions and Values
Wellington Avenue Church was packed when "Juan" was welcomed into public
sanctuary in the summer of 1982. In his native country the young Salvadoran student
activist was detained and tortured before escaping to the United States. Dazed by his
journey through the underground, he stood at the front of the church with a campesino 's
straw hat pulled down over his eyes and a bandana covering his face to disguise his
identity (Golden 1982).
The image of Salvadorans and Guatemalans standing in church sanctuaries, bandanas
in place, created a striking visual symbol that was reproduced in photographs in the
movement's literature and in the press. Miniature bandana lapel pins were even passed
out by a Philadelphia church to symbolize hs Sanctuary declaration (Westerman
2002:107). This simple symbol crystallized the beliefs, values, and acts of faith that
defined the Sanctuary movement. The symbolic power of "sanctuary," in fact, rested in
its ability to communicate the essence of the movement to the public and to potential
supporters with clarity and force.
Sanctuary embodied concepts that congregations found compelling and an action
script that they could follow to bring a concrete focus to their concern for the refugees. It
also resonated with a history and social values that Americans easily recognized. When
Wellington was approached by CRTF about declaring sanctuary, for example, the symbol
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provided a focal point to guide the congregation through its process of reflection and
decision. Wellington's minister David Chevrier�known affectionately to his church
members as the "Left Reverend" for his support of their activist causes�remembers that
to facilitate reflection "in good liberal Protestant fashion we established a task force"
(Chevrier, interview). The task force, which examined the historical, theological, legal,
and practical implications of sanctuary, helped the congregation to see how closely
sanctuary clarified its own values and beliefs.
Sanctuary's theological and historical rationale is woven throughout its literature (cf.
Kellerman 1983; Gonzalez 1986; Jorstad 1983; McConnell and Golden 1984; Bau
1985:124-171). Its primary reference is to the biblical cifies of refuge to which those
accused ofmanslaughter fled a blood avenger (Exodus 21:13-14; Numbers 35:6-28;
Deuteronomy 4:41-43, 19:4-13). But it is also developed through other passages, for
example: Exodus as a seminal story of flight from oppression; the rights of the sojourner
(Leviticus 19:33-34); God as a God of refuge (Psalm 27); Jesus' own flight to Egypt
(Matthew 2:13-15); the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37); and the judgment ofworks
(Matthew 25:31-46). Sanctuary in churches was incorporated into medieval English law
(Bau 1985:134-157); the concept also inspired safe haven for American slaves and for
Jews fleeing Nazi Germany (Bau 1985:160-161; Kellerman 1983:28). More recently
sanctuary was offered to Vietnam war resisters (Bau 1985:161-171; Cunningham
1995:93-95) and it has been provided for political refugees in Europe since the 1970s
(McConnell 1986, 1987; Loughlin 1997; Heinrich 1994).
"We used all those histories," Chevrier notes, as his church built its case for
sanctuary. More important, however, was the congregation's systematic biblical
reflection. Chevrier pointed out that Wellington's commitment to "lay" interpretation,
that is, to deliberation and interpretation by the entire congregation instead of the pastor
alone, was similar to the Latin American base communities influenced by liberafion
theology. "They read [a text] and they reflect on what did it mean then? and what does it
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mean here?�that kind of back and forth." The texts also required the congregation to
determine what course of action it must take to be faithful to them. "It all began to kind
of fit together," said Chevrier. "It radicalized us Resistance is part of being a
responsible follower of Jesus" (interview).
At first, legal objections to harboring undocumented refugees (a felony offense) and
reticence to defy the government were barriers to the church's embrace of Sanctuary.
These were cleared away as the congregation considered the nature of citizenship
inherent in offering sanctuary.'^ A member led them out of their impasse, remembers
Chevrier, by reminding them of their past: "The Statue of Liberty says, 'Give me your
tired, your poor . . . yearning to breathe free.' If this country doesn't believe in it any
more at least we should" (interview). Indeed, Wellington's own Congregationalist
tradition began with Puritan persecutions and their flight as refugees to sanctuary in New
England. Acting to receive refugees affirmed their own history. It was also consistent
with the compassionate values that defined America's history as a nation of immigrants,
values which brought into question the current Administration's policy to keep them out.
The actual work of receiving and caring for "Juan" in sanctuary was not difficult.
Symbolically, however, sanctuary was about more than care for a refugee. It provided an
avenue for action that reinforced the church members' faith in the reality of the gospel.
When congregations found themselves united by it, they acted together as congregations,
not as individuals, to share in the risks of actions their government declared illegal.
Universal Church and Nation-State: Framing the Global/National Dimension
For religious congregations, it was one thing to harbor the needy, even to take risks
to do it, but it was more difficult to publicly denounce United States foreign policy.
Doing so met deeply seated inhibitions. The Sanctuary movement confronted them with
a question about loyalty: Could they remain loyal to their government if its actions in fact
created this refugee crisis?
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Sanctuary's activists addressed this question by framing the global/national
dimension in a way that provided a universal vantage point from which the nation's
actions might be judged. Their argument began with the universality of the church (hs
catholicity), "a church which transcends the boundaries of nation-states" (Jorstad
1983:404). This stressed the need for solidarity between North and Central American
Christians. From this perspective they called the church to act independently in its own
interest even if this cut across the national interest. Detroit Lutheran minister and
Sanctuary activist Eric Jorstad argued.
Sanctuary represents the church's ultimate allegiance to God alone. It thus
relativizes the claims of any particular nation-state. Further, sanctuary represents an
order which cannot be encompassed by any nation-state, and transcends all their
boundaries. . . . Sanctuary symbolizes the universality of the church. . . .
The sanctuary movement has reawakened the consciousness of the church to this
sense of a transcendent order which stands over all human orders. It thus emphasizes
the secularity of politics; and is a critique of all "divine empires," whether created in
the name of "communism" or "democracy." The sanctuary movement calls the
church to hold the state accountable to God's justice. (Jorstad 1983:405, original
emphasis)
This framing asked the Christians ofNorth America to demonstrate their solidarity
with the Christian poor of Central America. It also created a perspective from which
North American church members could at least hear, though not easily digest, crhicism
of their government. Accusations against the United States like those brought by
Salvadoran theologian Jon Sobrino, for example�"The fact is undeniable: the officials of
the United States have been the principal cause of the poverty of Central American
people and of the repression which has overcome them when they have attempted to free
themselves from if�were interpreted in this light (Sobrino 1988:169).
The Historv of the Poor is God's History: Framing the Poor/Rich Dimension
The movement was further radicalized by a framing that exploited the rich/poor
dimension. This argument was set in historical terms. The legitimacy ofthe West's
history of power and domination, h was argued, is called into judgment by the emerging
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history of its oppressed victims. The argument was forthrightly biblical and theological.
In contrast to the history ofwealth and power, it said, the largely unknown history of the
poor is God's history. To stand with the poor is to enter into salvation history; to avoid
them is to remain on the wrong side of history, under the judgment of God.
Former Princeton Seminary professor and Central American justice activist Richard
H. Shaull developed the argument in this way in an issue of the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.) journal Church and Society entirely devoted to Sanctuary. The whole Bible
confronts us with "the story ofGod's subversive action in history in favor of the poor and
oppressed" (Shaull 1985:25). Revealed clearly in the Exodus, "the God we worship
appears in history ... as the God who stands on the side of the oppressed and acts to
liberate them" (1985:26). For the Sanctuary movement's audience this, of course, placed
Christian faithfulness in a new light:
To believe in and relate to this God is to situate ourselves in the midst of the struggle
going on in history between those who dominate and exploit for their own ends and
those who are oppressed and struggling for liberation. Ifwe have this as our starting
point, it means that we can hope to know God and receive revelation�in other
words, understand what is going on in the U.S.A. today and what God is up to
here�only as we situate ourselves in the midst of a similar struggle for liberation.
(Shaull 1985:27)
By bringing competing histories into vivid contrast. Sanctuary underscored the
conflict between the "reign of God" and the "powers and principalities." Taking sides
justified militancy. "God's emissary is the one who is called to utter a conscienticizing
and liberating word. In the case ofMoses, he is also called to organize a subversive
movement, to confront and negotiate with the oppressor, to participate in an escalation of
conflict and eventually lead the slaves in a flight from Egypf (1985:28).
Framed in this way, Sanctuary's activists buih an oppositional language to encourage
religious political resistance to the state. They could, in good conscience, legitimize
breaking the law and publicly condemn Reagan Administration conduct of Central
American policy. "Because Christians today are rediscovering this Gospel, and with it
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the real power ofthe poor and their inalienable right to make and judge history, once
again Christians are becoming dangerous people" (Shaull 1985:30).
3. Protest Strategy: Raising Awareness and Challenging the State
As these framings suggest. Sanctuary was understood by its participants as a sharply
polarized movement of resistance against the United States government. Also clear were
the movement's goals: to provide safe passage and safe harbor for refugees at risk of
deportation and reprisals at home;'^ to end INS discrimination against Salvadoran and
Guatemalan refugees;''* and to sway public opinion against Reagan Administration policy
in Central America.
No national steering committee, however, existed to set and coordinate strategy. The
interfaith CRTF coordinated the growing constellation of public sanctuaries and
underground railroad links. In doing so it generated considerable influence. This
influence was reinforced by the writing of CRTF organizers Renny Golden and Michael
McConnell.'^ Tucson's network, coordinated by TECTF, was the movement's most
visible center. Its strategies evolved from the influence of John Fife and Jim Corbett.
Over time, sharp differences in strategy emerged between the movement's leadership
in Tucson and Chicago (Bau 1985:29-37; Cunningham 1995:38-43). These competing
strategies led to tension and to division within the movement.
The Chicago Strategy: Political Action and Public Opinion
Illustrative of CRTF's creative public activism was the Romero Refugee Express
(Golden and McConnell 1984; Krueger 1984). A carefully planned seven-day, eight-
stop, 1 ,700 mile media event, the automobile "train" carried Guatemalan refugees Filipe
and Elena Excot and their five children on the "underground" from Chicago to 'Vermont's
Weston Priory Monastery, the 1 00th faith community to declare itself a public sanctuary.
As it traveled, it grew from 12 cars to 28 bearing signs reading "This is a Freedom Train"
and "Stop the Guns to El Salvador." Train "conductors," "one hundred potential felons,"
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acted in the nonviolent civil disobedience tradition. Daring INS to arrest them they cried,
"Let this be the first of thousands of confessions. We have willingly and knowingly
conspired and confederated to protect refugees from deportation back to their war-torn
homelands" (Golden and McConnell 1984:489). The Excots were greeted by 500
supporters and received into public sanctuary on March 24, 1984, the fourth anniversary
of Oscar Romero's assassination and the second anniversary of the Sanctuary movement.
The caravan was well covered by news media at each stop. It was, in fact,
accompanied by an Associated Press reporter (McConnell, interview). This was not
unusual. A Texas reporter was traveling with Stacey Lynn Merkt when she was arrested
in 1984. In 1986, Albuquerque journalist Demetria Martinez was arrested while
accompanying a "run" and was tried along with Lutheran Sanctuary activist Glen Remer-
Thamert. (Hughes 1988; Harbert 1988). Both were acquitted, in part because the State of
New Mexico was a declared sanctuary. Sympathetic press coverage was common. Sister
Alice Gerdeman, who coordinated the Cincinnati Coalition for Public Sanctuary, was
surprised to discover that the local paper held back reporting on the movement in order to
coordinate it with their sanctuary armouncement (Gerdeman, interview). This coverage
extended to the national media. People magazine featured "refugee smuggler" Jim
Corbett in 1982 (Witt 1983). CBS's 60 Minutes (December 12, 1982) and PBS's
Frontline (July 12, 1983) also provided sympathetic coverage of Sanctuary and Central
America.
Within CRTF's network Sanctuary was an openly political strategy to stop
deportations and American aggression in Central America. Refugees placed in public
sanctuary through CRTF, in fact, were screened and selected for their courage and ability
to speak publicly. "Sanctuary," h was argued, "is not merely a safe place to hide, but a
prophetic platform from which to speak. It is a plan of action, a strategy of struggle"
(McCormell and Golden 1986:7). The movement "was never envisioned as a mass
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resettlement program," said CRTF member Dan Dale, "our goal is to protest U.S.
intervention and to bring peace to Central America" (quoted in Frame 1984:35).
Sanctuary overlapped with other faith-based peace campaigns: Witness for Peace in
Nicaragua, which sent activists on "accompaniment" missions to interfere with military
action against civilians; and The Pledge ofResistance (Wallis 1985:14). PGR was
organized in 1984 by peace activists; by 1985 its pledge had 70,000 signatures (Kemper
1986a). PGR brought together protest movements like Sanctuary and WFP, said Jim
Wallis, a POR founder, in calling for
massive protest and nonviolent civil disobedience on a massive scale ... if the U.S.
government invades or significantly escalates its military intervention in Central
America. . . . Such a pledge of citizen resistance in advance of a major U.S. military
action is unprecedented. . . . [It] should send a clear message to the government that
U.S. citizens will not accept an illegal and immoral war policy in Central America.'^
(Wallis 1985:14)
CRTF coordinated the Chicago POR and took part in numerous acts of civil
disobedience designed to raise public awareness about Central America, including a
November, 1985 mock trial and prayer vigil to call attention to the Tucson Sanctuary
trial. In this action 200 protesters entered the Chicago Federal Building and 40 remained
inside to be arrested (Yarnold 1991 :37-40).
The Tucson Strategy: Civil Initiative and Prophetic Witness
Unlike Chicago's CRTF, which was founded as a direct action coalition, the Tucson
network was more pastoral in nature and grew from its encounter with refugees in flight.
Given their proximity to the border, facilitating safe border crossings, INS "evasion
services," safe harbor, and material support occupied workers to a greater extent than
those on the northem end of the railroad. A different activist culture emerged, concerned
more with direct care than with direct action protest. Their public witness was first of all
the result of faithful action to protect refugees, and only then a denunciation of injustice.
"Debate has been joined as to whether the sanctuary movement is political," wrote John
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Fife. "In our view from Tucson, it is not political, but . . . decidedly prophetic."
Speaking against the "policies of death and terror" will always be heard as pohtical
speech, but "we must do so as prophets, not politicians" (Fife 1985:23). Fife continues:
My congregation did not vote to declare public sanctuary because they determined
after careful study that it was an effective political tactic to oppose the Reagan
Administration's policy. They declared sanctuary because they determined after
Bible study, prayer and agonizing reflection that they could not remain faithful to the
God of the Exodus and prophets and do anything less. (Fife 1985:23-24)
Nor did they believe, in contrast to CRTF, that they were committing civil
disobedience. They framed their resistance in another way. Taking as their example the
1940s Nuremburg war trials, they claimed instead to be following a legal tradition called
"civil initiative." This tradition, they argued, gave them a legal right to resist the
government whenever it infringes on issues of human rights (Corbett 1984:398-404). As
Jim Corbett explained, "From the Declaration of Independence to the trials at
Nuremburg, our country has recognized that good citizenship requires that we disobey
our laws or officials whenever they mandate the violation of human rights" (Corbett
1984:401). TECTF activists claimed that they, in fact, and not INS, were respecting the
1 980 Refugee Act. Not only this, they were also respecting the spirit of internationally
accepted human rights. Thus they believed they had a legal justification for their actions.
"Informed by constitutional law, international law and U.S. legal authorities, we believe
we have every legal right to assist and protect refugees" (Fife 1985:22).
The Consequences of Resistance: The Tucson Trial
Some Sanctuary workers feared that political activism in parts ofthe movement
merely hardened the government against Sanctuary, and that it might provoke
prosecutions. In a letter to Califomia congressman George Miller, INS complained that
"most of the sanctuary leaders are candid in acknowledging that the thrust of their
movement is to oppose U.S. foreign policy." This "pohtical motive" is not a justification
for law breaking: "Religious affiliation or motives cannot insulate anyone from the
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consequences which flow from a violation of the immigration laws, anymore than from
violation of other criminal or civil laws" (INS 1985). When prosecutions did indeed
begin in 1 984, the courts generally ruled against allowing religiously-motivated civil
initiative as a consideration. Their thinking was revealed in the comments of Texas
federal court judge Filemon Vela at his 1985 sentencing of Stacey Lynn Merkt and Jack
Elder. Calling Elder a "good man," he went on to say, "I'm a person who agrees with the
sanctuary movement." Yet he asserted that the law must come first: "I'm going to
reassure people that the integrity of the legal system will be preserved" (quoted in CC
1985:344).
The Tucson activists' civil initiative strategy was tested in their 1985-1986 criminal
trial; their "defense of necessity" argument was summarily dismissed. Judge Carroll's
pretrial rules explicitly forbade testimony regarding: religious beliefs and motives; civil
initiative; the reasons why refugees fled Central America and sought safety in the United
States; criticism of INS practices and United States refugee policy; international law; the
1980 Refugee Act; the defendants' good intensions; and references to refugees in other
but the term "illegal aliens" (Stucky 1985:7). They were convicted on a narrow
consideration of whether they broke immigration laws then in force.
Commenting on the Sanctuary criminal trials. Sanctuary critic Bruce Nichols wamed
activists to leam a lesson about the hmits of religious opposition (Nichols 1988:234-252).
Americans discover, he noted, often to their chagrin, that intemational standards such as
human rights standards not specifically chartered in treaties exist only as interpreted by
the president. These are included in the president's constitutionally mandated calculation
of the nation's interests and security. Only reluctantly do courts involve themselves in
"political questions" raised by citizens about the government's pursuit of these interests.
The courts have, argued Nichols, "little interest in presiding over conflicts of ultimate
authority. The so-called political question doctrine continues to be used to excuse the
courts from involvement in sensitive matters that touch on intemational politics"
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(1988:237). Appeals to higher authority (e.g., to natural law, religious values, civil
initiative, the Nuremberg principle) are, not surprisingly, bracketed out of trials involving
issues of foreign policy and defense. "These trials are a sobering demonstration ofthe
boundaries placed on religious freedom by contemporary U.S. foreign policy"
(1988:246)."
Tucson trial defendants miscalculated the political context of their arrests and the
limitations placed on their defense in a criminal trial. On the other hand, an opposite
lesson was learned about legal strategy in the movement's most important civil case. The
class action, filed in 1985 by the American Bapfist Church, et. al., focused narrowly on
issues germane to specific INS enforcement policies and the problems posed to refugee
aid workers because of them. Placed in this narrow context, the question of INS
discrimination could he examined. The suh's 1990 settlement clarified the rights of
Salvadorans and Guatemalans under the 1 980 Refugee Act and offered remedy to
150,000 of them. For the 47,000 Salvadorans and Guatemalans deported between 1980
and 1990, however, such remedy came much too late (Tong 1991 : 16).
4. Mobilizing Structures: Religious Organizations in Social Protest
While Sanctuary activists pursued strategies of public resistance, the heart of the
movement remained resistance of another sort: the protection and care of Salvadoran and
Guatemalan refugees. Resistance of this kind required practical mobilizing structures to
transport and harbor refugees, facilitate communication and coordination, and recruit
activists. To create these. Sanctuary made use of the enormous resources provided by
local and national religious organizations. These resources were not limited to material
assistance; they also provided important communication chaimels, public legitimacy, and
legal advocacy. Mobilizing these resources enabled Sanctuary workers to rapidly
organize and support a national movement.
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Providing Safe Harbor: Public and Private Sanctuary
Hundreds of thousands of refugees crossed the border in the 1980s. Of these,
Sanctuary churches helped only a small number: 4,000 or so by 1985, 1,500 ofwhom
were currently in sanctuary.'^ Most found refuge with relatives or friends and blended
into large existing communities of undocumented immigrants in cities like Los Angeles,
El Paso, San Antonio, and in the Texas Rio Grande Valley (Jorstad 1984:274).
TECTF Sanctuary workers met in Tucson's Southside Presbyterian to screen the
cases of refugees particularly at risk as they moved through the underground in Mexico
(Cunningham 1995:175-189). Refugees were accepted for border crossing assistance,'^
temporary safe haven in Arizona, and placement in the United States on the basis of the
"well founded fear of persecution" criterion established in the 1980 Refugee Act.^�
CRTF assigned member Sister Darlene Nicgorski, a member of the School Sisters of St.
Francis and former missionary who was herself forced to flee Guatemala after the
assassination of her Guatemalan priest, to a Sanctuary office provided by Alzona
Lutheran Church in Phoenix {Sojourners 1986c:27-28). Later a Tucson trial defendant,
Nicgorski screened, and occasionally coached, articulate refugees willing to speak
publicly and accept placement in public sanctuaries (Golden 1986:146; Cunningham
1995:39). These sanctuaries were public in the sense that they reported their actions to
INS as a form of protest, coordinated sanctuary declarations with the press, and worked
with the refugees to promote a public witness. Selected refugees left Phoenix on the
underground, often through Santa Fe to Denver, and from there to sanctuary in other
states (Oines, interview).
Workers in other cities also coordinated refugee placements. In Los Angeles,
Presbyterian missionary Gloria Kinsler, coordinator of the Southern California Interfaith
Task Force on Central America, made arrangements for refugees sent by TECTF and by
groups at California border crossings (Kinsler, interview; Kinsler and Kinsler 1985:376).
She also discovered refugees in local immigrant neighborhoods by word of mouth
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through nearby churches. Using her extensive knowledge of Central America and
consulting with the refugee community, Kinsler screened new refugees and made
sanctuary arrangements. Some were sent to other parts of the country but many stayed
locally. Often, she said, refugees were families and single women with children who
were without personal contacts in the United States. Most were emotionally traumatized.
In addition to death threats and brutality at home, their journey through Mexico was
plagued by violence and extortion from corrupt immigration officers (migras) (Golden
and McConnell 1986:95-123; Golden 1986:137-143).^' Women, perhaps 90 percent of
them, were raped by migras and "coyotes" (Golden 1986:137-139).^^ Many refugees
simply wished for anonymity and time to heal. They were sheltered in safe houses within
the immigrant community. Whenever possible, Kinsler said, they were placed in private
sanctuary in nearby homes where they could live without public scrutiny (interview).
Local Congregations and Networks as a Mobilizing Base
The Sanctuary movement took advantage of the resources made available to it by the
religious community. The most important of these were the religious congregations that
made public sanctuary declarations. By 1987, according to the movement's records,
these included 93 Protestant churches of various denominations along with 67 Umtarian
Universalist and 57 Quaker congregafions, 64 Roman Catholic parishes, and 37 Jewish
congregations; there were also more than 3,000 support congregations (Cunningham
1995:65, Table 3.4; Golden and McConnell 1986:53-54).
In most cases congregations provided much more than shelter. Photographs and
news footage of refugees received into sanctuary during worship services provided the
rich symbolic context that vividly communicated the meaning ofthe movement to the
public. Other cultural resources were equally important. As congregafions, most were
established communifies with tradifions of hospitality, mutual assistance, voluntarism,
and public charity. Through both their religious practices and established congregational
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governments they were able, as communities, to reflect, discuss, and move together with
consensus.
City-wide coalitions of religious communities�like the East (San Francisco) Bay
Sanctuary Covenant churches. Northern California Ecumenical Council, Church Council
ofGreater Seattle, Madison (WI) covenant congregations, and the Cincinnati Coalition
for Public Sanctuary�organized support congregations, conducted "grassroots"
educational programs, and provided services to facilitate public sanctuaries. An office
funded by a $40,000 Ford Foundation grant, for instance, was opened in Berkeley's St.
John's Presbyterian Church to coordinate sanctuary placements, support, protection, and
advocacy for Salvadorans in the Bay Area. Among other functions it recruited volunteers
to send letters to Congress and trained them to assist refugees with asylum applications
(CS 1985:34-35).
Regional and National Organizations: Institutional Resources
The support of Sanctuary congregations was further buttressed by the resources of
national denominations that provided legal counsel, financial support, research and policy
development, and national political influence (Schulze 1986).^^ Smaller subdivisions
raised bail bond and legal defense funds, monitored INS arrests and detentions, and built
ecumenical support (McClester 1985:49). Denominational journals�Church and Society
(Presbyterian Church U.S.A.), Engage/SocialAction (United Methodist/United Church of
Christ), among others�and denominational Sanctuary conferences facilitated
communication between Sanctuary leaders and congregations. The movement further
utilized communication networks available through religious periodicals�e.g.. Christian
Century, National Catholic Reporter, Sojourners, Other Side, Christianity and Crisis.
More importantly, the denominations provided public legitimacy as the movement
sought to influence public opinion. Throughout the 1980s, national religious conferences
passed resolutions affirming Sanctuary.^"* Milwaukee's Roman Catholic Archbishop
Rembert Weakland endorsed Sanctuary on the December 2, 1982 second anniversary of
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the murder of the four Catholic missionaries in El Salvador (Golden and McConnell
1983:31).^"'' Statements of support gave Sanctuary activism moral standing and
encouragement�words such as these from a 1 984 statement by Galveston-Houston
Roman Catholic Diocese Bishop John L. Morkovsky: '"Church members who have
chosen to express their beliefs through participation in the sanctuary movement should
know that, while their acts may be in legal doubt, there is no question as to the moral
validity of their poshion" (published in CS 1985:39).
In addition, the movement drew grant, research, and legal advocacy support from
nonreligious organizations: e.g., the National Lawyers Guild, Center for Constitutional
Rights, American Civil Liberties Union, and Center for Immigration Rights. New
coordinating organizations, two formed by CRTF (the National Sanctuary
Communications Council and the National Sanctuary Alliance) and the National
Sanctuary Defense Fund were created to facilitate movement support (Cuimingham
1995:42).
Sanctuary's leaders, many of them clergy, members ofCatholic religious orders,
denominational missionaries, and experienced social movement activists, had close
organizational access to these resources. Mobilizing them provided the movement with
exceptionally strong logistical and communication support, enabling Sanctuary to
develop a unique form of social protest.
5. Movement Culture: Solidarity and Its Loss
John Fife once told interviewers what he said to his congregation on returning from a
1982 Central American visit: "This may come as a shock to you, but I have been
converted to the Christian faith since 1 last was with you" {Sojourners 1985:17). Among
the refugees in the camps, Fife had discovered vibrant faith�real faith, celebrated in the
Christian comunidades�sustaining the determination of the poor to be liberated.
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Part ofwhat the sanctuary movement means in North America is that there are . . .
congregations who are being converted to the Christian faith, to that spiritual
reformation that is now being brought to North America from Latin America and
other parts of the world. I now am convinced that there is a genuine reformation,
and it's going to change our world as much as the 16th-century Reformation changed
our world. {Sojourners 1985:17-18)
This reformation was received by North Americans like Fife as a gift from the poor.
It was the gift of "a revolutionary religious consciousness," as Jim Corbett called it,
already "taking root in basic communities that are determined to live the freedom, peace,
and justice of the Kingdom into actuahty" (quoted in McConnell and Golden 1984:6).
This gift was transferred from Guatemalan and Salvadoran refugees to North American
Sanctuary workers through the friendship and community that formed in the experience
of giving and receiving sanctuary.
Authentic Community: Solidarity Between Refugees and Activists
"The solidarity that bonds the North American religious community to the poor of
Central America has been forged by campesinos,
"
wrote Chicago activists Renny Golden
and Michael McConnell. On the underground railroad "Filipe [Excot] 'taught' anglo
railroad conductors the meaning of solidarity .... 'Compassion,' he said, 'is when you
give a hungry person money for food, solidarity is when you go with them and share the
dangers of the journey'" (Golden and McConnell 1984:487).
North American Sanctuary activists did indeed share these dangers as they risked
their freedom to transport and harbor refugees. In taking risks they also discovered new
feelings�of fear, suspicion, and outrage�^that opened them up to understand the
refugees' courage in the face of oppression and violence. This common ground created a
venue for communication and new ideas. In the form of refugees. Golden and
McCormell observed, "liberation theology has walked over the border, incorporated in
the exile refugee community. A popular church is emerging in the US mirroring the
grassroots church that began ... in Latin America. Throughout the US h is erupting
without plan, in unlikely places" (Golden and McCormell 1984:487).
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Solidarity was fleshed out in the desire to achieve a relationship ofmutuality with
the refugees. Activists focused on "empowering refugees to speak and to organize;
moving from the 'benevolent oppression' of a protector-protected relationship toward
more of an equal partnership'" (Medvescek 1986). Unlike traditional social services, said
Eric Jorstad, the solidarity expressed in Sanctuary "helps refugees move out of
dependency into partnership, being not a one-way service but a two-way relationship
The question is not whether the church can or will take a stand, but with whom the
church is standing" (Jorstad 1984:276).
The communhy that formed among activists and refugees, however, was more than
mutuality. It was interpreted sacramentally. Their experience together evoked strong
feelings of authenticity, and beyond authenticity, an experience of God. Sanctuary, said
Salvadoran Jon Sobrino, offers its activists a form of encounter with God, even "the
opportunity for a salvific religious experience." He describes this experience in terms of
nineteenth-century philosopher Rudolf Otto's definition of the holy, suggesting that
the life of the poor is the tremens, that which is awesome and terrifying, showing us
human beings who have been converted into refuse and residue, and questioning us
about our responsibility for this. But it is also the fascinans, that which fascinates
and attracts unconditionally, which moves us to promote the life of the poor and
therein encounter salvation. Sanctuary . . . [is]�or can be�an experience of God. . .
. something unconditional and God-like. (Sobrino 1988:167-168)
Sobrino and others interpreted the solidarity experienced in the movement as a vehicle
through which one is converted into a deeper experience of God. In solidarity with the
poor in their liberation, wrote Jorstad, "the vicfim becomes the healer. That is the deepest
message of the sanctuary movemenf (Jorstad 1983:407).
Divided Community: The Breakdown of Solidarity Among Activists
Maintaining solidarity with refugees, however, was easier than maintaining solidarity
among activists. Early on, differences formed between TECTF and CRTF over the
political nature of Sanctuary, as noted above. To these were added disagreements over
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the screening of refugees for public sanctuary and over movement organization. Such
disputes revealed the very different activist cultures that evolved in Tucson and Chicago.
Relations soured in 1984 (Bau 1985:29-37; Cunningham 1995:38-43). By placing
Sr. Darlene Nicgorski in Phoenix, for instance, CRTF signaled its emphasis on
integrating selected refugees into its pohtical program of civil disobedience. TECTF, on
the other hand, in keeping with its civil initiative strategy, advocated a broader program
of helping, to the extent possible, all who needed it, whether such work was interpreted
politically or not.
Contrasting mobilization strategies also lay behind the conflict. Framing it as
"liberation theology walking across the border," CRTF highlighted the militant,
oppositional themes of the radical resistance of the Latin American comunidades.
Creating a national movement powerful enough to effect a paradigm shift in United
States foreign policy required a clearly organized and sharply focused strategy to provoke
a crisis of public opinion. Bringing conflict to a head required a national structure and a
nexus ofmovement leadership to provide effective coordination.
By contrast, TECTF highlighted Jim Corbett's Quaker quietism. In the manner of a
Friends Meeting, individuals and faith communities decided to participate or not as
conscience directed. Centralized organization was avoided. "We made a deliberate
decision." John Fife said, "not to create a national structure but to keep it a grassroots
style of operation without any policy council or staff or central, national or even regional
organization" (interview in Jorstad and Howell 1 986:314). Fife dreamed of a movement
that is "spiritual, dynamic, imaginative and inclusive . . . [formed to] enhance open
communication, argument, theological dispute, tactical creativity and spiritual growth,"
over against attempts by others "to define, organize and control the sanctuary movement
in order to 'save' it for their purposes" (Fife 1985:23). For these reasons most Tucson
activists refused to join the CRTF-created National Sanctuary Alliance (Cunningham
1995:42).
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CRTF appeared authoritarian to the Tucson activists, but from Chicago Tucson
looked too much like anarchy. Chicago activists also faulted those in Tucson for a
patriarchal authoritarianism of their own. It was no secret that the majority of Sanctuary
workers were women�two-thirds of Southside Presbyterian's members, in fact, were
women (Cunningham 1995:107, Table 6.3)�but men got the credit. That patriarchy
existed was not surprising, given traditional forms of congregational organization
dominated by male clergy, but it was also the product of the press seeking to create
celebrities out of selected leaders. Women were ignored (Golden and McConnell
1986:59-60). "The sexism that overlooks women's role[s]," Renny Golden pointed out,
"is partly the fault of male leaders, partly the result of their cooperation with news media
which nod to women's equality and 'importance' while seeking to lionize the real
heroes�the men" (Golden 1986:146).
Feminism colored CRTF's network with an ethos of direct democracy and
interpersonal community drawn from the lessons of 1960s New Left activists (Echols
1995). This was brought into Sanctuary by women activists from Roman Catholic
religious orders experienced in grassroots religious organizing. Their experience was
reflected in a movement strategy that de-centered the influence of individual leaders to
make the movement more inclusive and to protect it from goveriunent counter strategies.
It is, in fact, the involvement of religious women and the political defmhions of a
deeper understanding of how community is kept alive that may foil the government's
tactic of "picking off and intimidating dissenting church spokespersons. One ofthe
lessons of the sixties for faith communities of resistance was learning the necesshy
of collective leadership, democratically expressed and rooted in a non-hierarchical
support base. Such an understanding is spelling the demise ofthe clerical,
charismatic "point-man" or "star." (Golden and McConnell 1984:490)
6. Participant Biography: Pathways into the Movement
The written records ofthe Sanctuary movement provide a rich and detailed story of
what activists did, what happened to them, and more importantly, what they thought
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about it. To flesh them out, personal interviews with Sanctuary activists were conducted
and these provided a background to the written accounts. A collective portrait of
movement participants emerged from these materials: volunteers arranging shelter and
making "runs," safe house administrators, organizers, members of religious orders,
missionaries, and clergy. Mostly these were white, well educated graduates of colleges,
graduate and professional schools, and seminaries, and by majority women.
Anthropologist Hilary Cunningham's 1990-1991 fieldwork in Tucson supports this
picture. Of the 15 members of the "cell" in which she participated, all but one were at
least college educated. Members' ages ranged from 24 to 72; nine were women
(Cunningham 1995:102-137, p. 115, Table 6.4).
No one's story, of course, is "typical." Two sketches of Sanctuary movement
participants interviewed for this research, however, are provided here to illustrate two
important ways in which individuals encountered Sanctuary and became involved (Oines,
Gerdeman, interviews).
Pastoral Encounter Leads to Political Protest
Phoenix's Alzona Lutheran Church pastor James A. Oines was raised in a small
South Dakota farm town. A college field program allowed him to travel throughout
Central America and to leam Spanish. In seminary, he and a friend bicycled from Detroit
to La Paz, Bolivia, representing his denomination's United Mission Appeal. The ten-
month trip "sensitized me, because on a bicycle people just come up to you. They trust
you and they'll talk to you. I really got to know the people of Latin America."
Oines accepted a call to the nearly abandoned Alzona parish in a Phoenix barrio in
1979, and patiently began his new ministry. "Listening . . . that's one of the things I was
extremely determined to do that I had learned on my bicycle trip�^to listen." Listening
alerted him to the worsening political situation in Central America when, in 1980, an
undocumented Salvadoran approached the church for food and shelter. Oines also
befriended a Salvadoran family living legally with proper documents. They too were
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aware ofthe growing number of Salvadoran refugees seeking asylum in the United
States. "They kept getting phone calls from people who were picked up by the INS. And
they would call me in and I would try to raise the bond money to get them out."
Finding it impossible to keep up with the bond requests, Oines turned to INS, in his
mind an "immigration service," to work out a better arrangement. "Immigration, being
this young guy from South Dakota, to me meant exactly what the word means: help
people immigrate. I thought of 'give me your tired, your poor, and all that.'" In all
irmocence�"being this guy who just assumes everybody wants to do the right thing"�
Oines approached INS with a proposal: "if they would release refugees to us on their own
recognizance we would find them a place to stay and we would help them find their way
through the legal system and help them get to court."
Thinking he had a tacit agreement with INS, he was stunned to find "they were
picking people up right and left and deporting them like crazy . . . never contacting me. . .
. I quickly learned that INS was a 'deportation agency.'" His search for alternative ways
to provide pastoral care for refugees brought him into contact with TECTF. He and
others in Phoenix agreed to arrange placements for refugees brought across the border by
Tucson's underground. Alzona Lutheran also provided office space for CRTF's Darlene
Nicgorski to screen refugees for public sanctuary.
Oines was aware that Central Americans living around the church had no adequate
form of community, so he and an Ecuadorian Catholic lay leader created a comunidad for
them. Meeting on Sunday evenings in the church, it was this Bible study that was
infiltrated by Jesus Cruz during the INS Sanctuary investigation. Nine or ten members
were arrested. The investigafion intimidated the church. "Our Bible study was never
able to function again after that. The fear of government agents being present People
[left] our regular congregation because they were afraid the government would take
reprisals against them for actually just being there. . . . The government instills that ... a
fear that goes into people."
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Ever the patient listener, "part pastor, part detective," he encountered both human
need and federal opposition. Sickened by a government that put its interpretation ofthe
nation's "interests" above the needs of immigrants, Jim Oines was "radicalized through
experience."
Political Organizing as a Calling
Alice Gerdeman, a Roman Catholic Sister ofDivine Providence, is currently director
of Cincinnati's Intercommunity Justice and Peace Center. In the 1980s she directed her
religious community's sponsorship of the Cincinnati Coalition on Public Sanctuary.
Gerdeman grew up on a northwestern Ohio farm. Not politically inclined, she became a
teacher and principal, though as a farm child she was aware of national farmers
organizations and movements for migrant workers rights. "When you grow up in that
kind of an atmosphere where that discussion goes on," she said, "it kind of sets a tone."
Gerdeman's religious community, in 1973, decided to learn about social justice.
"We didn't know what it was except that the Catholic Church [as a consequence of
Vatican II's renewed engagement with society] said that action on behalf of justice is a
mandate for Roman Catholics." She was asked to "gear" the new initiative. To gain
experience, she was sent by her community to Global Education Associates, a small New
York "think tank, global awareness group." While there she worked on programs with
the United Nations. It was stimulating: "peoples' vision of spirituality, the issues they
were involved with in their own countries, were incredibly broad." Gerdeman retumed to
Qincinnati to open her community's peace and justice office.
"At the end of that time in New York," says Gerdeman, "we knew that Latin
America was coming up as a big issue." To learn more she traveled to Mexico to
participate in a program on Latin American political struggle through the Cuernevacan
Center on Interfaith Dialogue and Development. The program's subject was revolution,
"looking at what makes a revolution in Mexico, the pre-revolutionary conditions;
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Nicaragua which had just had the defense of its revolution, ... and on to Cuba." She
visited each country.
Gerdeman was radicalized gradually. "For me it was a developmental process,
rather than a major conversion. As people 1 associated with changed, my mind
broadened. As my religious community expanded in its understanding ofthe call to do
justice work, it just sort of happened to me." She examined each new issue and idea
critically. Her own courage to act was strengthened by her contacts with Central
American revolutionaries, but at the same time she interpreted them through her own
nonviolence. She also rejected the sexist influence that colored Marxism, while
embracing other aspects along with liberation theology. She appreciated the "push
toward the common good instead of the personal" in liberation theology. Yet she also
saw liberation theology as "a subcategory under a broader, global theology. . . . that saw
us all connected as human beings. ... I felt that this was something, a phase of theology,
that it would move into something larger which includes environmental issues."
By 1982, when a Cincinnati activist approached her about the Sanctuary movement,
Gerdeman had grown from circulating leaflets into an experienced activist mobilizing
public opinion on nuclear disarmament and the Central American political crisis. She
was also leading a campaign against construction of a nearby nuclear power plant.
Sanctuary was a natural extension of her work. She began by leading her community, on
a national level, in theological and legal reflection on refugee issues arid worked to
persuade them to endorse Sanctuary. "We saw it as a calling-to-question kind of issue for
us: were we willing to put ourselves on the line? It's nice to do academic stuff but what
were we going to do?"
In Cincinnati Gerdeman helped organize the 1 4-member interdenominational,
interfaith coalition that received "Miguel" and "Gabriella" and their two daughters into
public sanctuary in the summer of 1982. She worked with the press on sanctuary-related
issues, spoke in churches, organized demonstrations and civil disobedience, raised funds,
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and assisted other faith communities as they worked through the process of discernment
and decision to support the movement. She did all of this without losing sight ofthe
other peace and justice priorities of her community.
Jim Oines joined the budding Sanctuary movement having been alerted by his
personal encounter with Salvadoran refugees and outraged by his bitter encounter with
the federal government. Slowly for him, the pastoral became political. Alice Gerdeman
was already political, already informed about El Salvador and Guatemala, and already
radicalized through her experiences and theological reflection. In a sense. Sanctuary
joined her as a subset of her existing work. Activists entered the Sanctuary movement
from both directions and the movement was enriched by their pastoral and organizational
experience.
Summary and Conclusion
The Sanctuary movement faded after 1 990, in part vindicated by court rulings
alleviating the need for refugee safe harbor in churches, and in part because peace
negotiations lowered hostilities in Central America and the controversy dropped from
public attention. Sanctuary's gains were modest; the movement was more validated by
circumstances over time than it was triumphant in decisively changing Reagan
Administration foreign policy. It did, however, accomplish important humanitarian
service; play a key role in reversing INS refugee policy; and along with other movements
sustain resistance to United States Central America policy throughout the 1980s.
Sanctuary did not leave enduring institutions (its structures were for the most part
borrowed from the churches) but it did leave a legacy by illustrating some of the
directions that future church/state conflict might take. With clarity it recognized the
conflict posed between an individual nation's self-interest and the transnational suffering
of the poor. This poses a particular problem for Christians as they become aware that the
name Christian challenges them to solidarity with their own global spiritual community
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that is in majority poor (cf. Cminingham 1995:202-210). Sanctuary's innovation was to
move its point of reflection from the national level, where state and church have similar
interests, to the universal level where state and church interests divide. In so doing it
shifted the traditional complementary churcli/state relationship to one of critical
opposition. This provides a model for future movements that challenge narrow self-
interests in order to promote a humane form of globalization.
The movement sustained contention with the government for a decade. Its durability
was a product of both religious and political traditions of social protest. This was
powerfully brought together in the symbol of sanctuary itself which synthesized biblical
theology, the history of religious activism on behalf of refugees, Americans' valuing of
compassion, and America's history as a refuge for the oppressed. The provision of safe
harbor drew from a rich tradhion of pastoral care. At the same time the movement
followed the well-rehearsed nonviolent civil disobedience action frame refined in the
1960s Civil Rights movement and later peace movements. The movement's potency was
further reinforced by its access to the wealth of resources available to it through local
congregations and national denominations and activist organizations. Unfortunately,
however. Sanctuary also illustrated the perennial conflict among social activists over
strategies and styles of organization (see Chapter 7).
At its heart. Sanctuary was a movement with a human face. It arose out of encounter
with Filipe and Elena, Juan, and Miguel and Gabriella, and countless others whose
wrenching stories broke through politics to break the hearts of religious volunteers,
missionaries, and ministers. And somewhat rare among the new social movements, this
mixing of political and religious motivations and experiences gave Sanctuary a unique
flavor and tone.
It is now time, however, to turn to another movement: the Xenos Chrisfian
Fellowship house church movement. Xenos is a movement with a more narrowly
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focused religious motivation, yet one that signals the potential for significant change in
the social organization of churches.
Endnotes
1 . Literature on the Sanctuary movement has examined it from several perspectives: detailed historical
accounts from within the movement, Golden and McConnell (1986), Bau (1985) who also examines the
historical and legal justification for sanctuary, and numerous articles (Golden and McConnell 1983;
McConnell and Golden 1986; Golden 1982; McConnell 1985; Krueger 1984; Fife 1985; Burks 1986;
Sojourners 1985; Jorstad 1984; Cahill 1983); church/state conflict over United States refugee policy in
Central America in the 1980s (Nichols 1988:1 17-131, 234-254); social movement mobilization (Yarnold
1991); and as a popular, or folk, religious movement (Westerman 2002). Anthropologist Hilary
Cunningham (1995) interprets Sanctuary from the point of view of religion as an agent of social change.
Rejecting anthropological theories of religion as a by-product of the political and economic system or as
simply a mechanism of social integration and control, she demonstrates its dynamic quality as a meaning-
making process and a means of confronting cultural and political power (1995:1-1 1).
2. An important window into the nature and extent of the violence is provided by the painstaking work
of the Recovery of Historical Memory Project of the Catholic Archdiocese ofGuatemala, published in
English as Guatemala: Never Again! (REMHI 1999). This extensive report based on personal testimonies
quantifies human rights violations and documents the history of Guatemala's political and military
violence. For summaries of lethal and non-lethal human rights violations see Tables 1-10, pp. 302-31 1.
For accounts of Salvadoran and Guatemalan violence by individual victims, see Golden and McConnell
(1986, inter alia); first-hand accounts of violence in rural EI Salvador and Salvadoran refugee experiences
in Honduras, Wright (interview in Sojourners 1986b) and Dilling (1985).
3. REMHI (1999:302, Table 1) documents 29,016 Guatemalan deaths from 1960 to 1996. Forty
thousand Salvadoran deaths were widely cited in Sanctuary movement literature (e.g., CCR 1986:21-22).
One hundred-fifty thousand undocumented Salvadorans entered the United States between 1979 and 1980
according to Reagan Administration estimates (TW 1985:10); 200,000 Guatemalans in the 1970s and
1980s (REHMI 1999:55-56).
4. The murdered missionaries were MaryknoU sisters Ita Ford and Maura Clarke, Dorothy Kazel, an
Ursuline sister, and Jean Donovan, a lay missionary (Lynch 1987:21).
5. Activists tumed to sanctuary as a last resort after giving up on attempts to work within the legal
system (Kinsler and Kinsler 1985:378), at first posting bonds to buy time (up to two years) while INS
reviewed (and rejected) applications. The $4-5,000 bonds were prohibitive and refugees remained subject
to deportation. In 1981, Senator Edward Kennedy asked the State Department to grant "extended voluntary
departure" (EVD) status to Salvadorans, a declaration that would allow them, as a class, to remain in the
United States. This was denied. Through most of the 1980s Massachusetts Representative Joe Moakley
and Arizona Senator Dennis DeConcini attempted to pass a similar bill in Congress, achieving some
success in the Immigration Act of 1990 which provided limited rights for Salvadorans (Krueger 1984:277;
Tong 1991:15-16) Conservatives insisted that eventually the system would work itself out, and it so did to
some degree by 1990, eight years after Sanctuary began. "Perhaps the chief problem with this argument,"
countered Christian Century's Dean Peerman in a 1983 editorial, "is that while we wait for a change in or a
clarification of the law, lives are being lost" (Peerman 1983:387). A network of 75 to 100 churches whose
sympathies lie with sanctuary but chose not to break the law formed the "overground railroad" to transport
and shelter bonded refugees and assist them with Canadian asylum application. Coordinated by Reba Place
Fellowship, an Evanston, IL Anabaptist community, and Georgia's Jubilee Partners community, the
network assisted more than 1,000 refugees (Belser, interview; Mosley 1996).
6. Joining Southside in making March 24, 1982 sanctuary declarations were University Lutheran
Chapel, Berkeley; First Unitarian Church, Los Angeles; Luther Place Memorial Church, Washington, D.C;
and a New York independent Bible Church {Sojourners 1985:17).
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7. Ultimately, it was hoped, refugees would enter asylum in Canada where policies regarding Central
American refugees were much more liberal in accord with United Nations protocols and the UNHCR's
insistence that Salvadorans as a class merited refugee status (CRTF 1985, cf pp. 56, 62; Frame 1984:35).
Asylum seekers, however, were required to apply from the United States and be approved before entering
Canada. Refugees were placed in churches near the border to await their hearings (Belser, interview).
8. CRTF organizing handbooks, Public Sanetuar)'for Salvadoran and Guatemalan Refugees:
Organizers
'
Nuts and Bolts (CRTF n.d.) and Organizingfor Resistance: Historical and Theological
Reflection and Organizing (CRTF n.d.), were widely circulated. Additional handbooks were prepared by
related organizations: Seeking Safe Haven: A Congregational Guide to Helping Central American Refugees
in the United States (AFSC, et. al., n.d.) and Sanctuary and the Law: A Guide for Congregations (CRTF,
et. al., n.d.).
9. Also arrested with Merkt were Sister Diane Muhlenkamp and three Salvadorans. Muhlenkamp
avoided trial in exchange for her testimony. A reporter also in the car was not charged (Bau 1985:76-79).
10. Trial defendants included Catholic nun Sr. Darlene Nicgorski; three clergymen, Anthony Clark,
Ramon Dagoberto Quinones, and John Fife; TECTF organizers Peggy Hutchison, Philip Willis-Conger and
Jim Corbett; and volunteers Maria del Sorroco Pardo Aguilar, Mary K. Doan Espinoza, Wendy LeWin, and
Nina McDonald (Kemper 1986e). Corbett, Espinosa, and McDonald were acquitted.
1 1 . Southside Presbyterian and others continue to provide legal humanitarian assistance to undocumented
immigrants after they have crossed the border (Rozemberg 2002; Smith 1994).
12. Conviction for harboring or transporting with intent to harbor undocumented aliens carried a penalty
"of up to $2,000 and 5 years in prison for each individual harbored (CRTF 1985:57; CCR 1986:25).
13. After the well-publicized 1981 murder of Salvadoran refugee Santana Chirino Amaya, 24, whose
decapitated body was discovered at a common dumping ground for death squad victims subsequent to his
deportation, it was assumed that deported refugees would be subject to retribution (CCR 1985:22; Golden
1982:25). In fact, however, evidence of reprisals was difficult to evaluate and inconclusive (Krueger
1984:275-277; CCR 1985:22; TW 1985:1516).
14. By all accounts it was nearly impossible for Salvadorans and Guatemalans to receive asylum in the
United States despite their large numbers. Less than three percent of Salvadoran and less than one percent
ofGuatemalan applications were approved. More than 500 were deported each month (CCR 1986:22;
Kemper 1987b: 12). In comparison with applicants from other countries. Central Americans were barely
even a consideration (Frelick 1988). In FY 1989, for example, the ceiling for refugees admitted into the
United States was 94,000: 24,500 reserved for the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe and only 3,500 for
Latin America, 3,000 of these designated for Cubans (Frelick 1988:8).
15. See Golden (1982, 1986); McConnell (1983, 1985, 1986, 1987); Golden and McConnell (1983, 1984,
1986, 1990); McConnell and Golden (1983, 1984, 1986).
1 6. The POR network was called upon to protest various actions across the country (Hall-Williams 1 986).
More than 4,000 were arrested nationwide in a single 1985 action (Kemper 1986a:l 1).
1 7. Nichols' point is well taken. However, at the Albuquerque Sanctuary trial of Demetria Martinez and
Glen Remer-Thamert religious motivation and political questions were allowed (Hughes 1988:10).
1 8. Sojourners news editor Vicki Kemper cited 4,000 as the number of those who had been sheltered in a
public sanctuary during the movement's first three years (1982-1985) with 1,500 currently living in public
sanctuary (Kemper 1986e:17). Four thousand was also cited by David Stucky, a writer working in
Tucson's Sanctuary Media Office (Stucky 1985:8). In 1986, Paul Burks, editor oiSequoia: The Church at
Work joumal ofthe Northern California Ecumenical Council, claimed that 1,500 refugees had passed
through public sanctuary at Southside Presbyterian since 1982 (Burks 1986:293).
19. Border crossings were arranged by the Tucson refugee support group (trsg) and later by the El Puente
splinter group (Cunningham 1995:161-192). The acronym "trsg" was not capitalized to signify its desire
not to become a formal organization (1995:27-28).
20. The 1980 Refugee Act defines a "refugee" as "any person who is outside any country of such person's
nationality . and who is unable or unwilling to return . . . because of persecution or a well-founded fear
of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion" (cited in Bau 1985:57). At the heart ofthe Sanctuary movement lie the interpretation of this
definition. INS spokesman Verne Jervis stated that, "an alien may be able to prove that the rest ofhis
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family was 'wiped out.' But if he cannot prove that the government in his country was responsible, that the
action was intentional, and that he could be next in line, then he does not qualify for asylum" (Frame
1985:31). Sanctuary argued this standard was far too strict. In its 1987 ruling, the United States Supreme
Court agreed (Kemper 1987b: 12).
2 1 . Hearing the refugees' speak of their brutalization at home and on the road poignantly drove home the
reality that it was real men, women, and their children who paid the price for government actions.
Encountering this close at hand certainly stiffened the resolve of Sanctuary workers to continue. Moving
refugee testimonials fill the movement's literature, making the movement personal and emotionally
accessible, and for this reason, no doubt, able to kindle strong feelings of compassion and commitment
among religious congregations (e.g.. Golden and McConnell 1986, inter alia; CS 1985:7-15).
22. This risk was so well understood that women prepared for it before they left home. Renny Golden
quotes a young Salvadoran trade unionist from a personal interview: "We bought birth control pills before
we left our village We knew the probability of rape but we didn't have to have the children of los
animates [the animals]" (Golden 1986:137).
23. For instance, in a climate in which evidence of covert investigations and clandestine government
break-ins of Sanctuary churches and offices mounted (Renner 1986; Sojourners 1986a), denominational
legal resources became important. An example of this is a suit filed in 1986 by the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A), the American Lutheran Church, and four Arizona congregations including Alzona Lutheran and
Southside Presbyterian against the United States to clarify the First Amendment rights of churches to
freedom from state intrusion (Jorstad and Howell 1986; Oines, interview; Kemper 1986b; Jaudon 1989).
The suit arose over INS infiltration of Alzona's Christian base community in its 1984 Sanctuary
investigation. Nine or ten members along with Sr. Diane Nicgorski who worked in Alzona's office were
subsequently arrested. In a December, 1990 decision, a Phoenix federal district court ruled that the
government's investigation constituted a "cognizable injury" by violating the trust needed to sustain
religious community. The ruling helped define church/state boundaries in future political disputes and
"underscores the need for a foundation of trust and community if religious fellowship is to be genuine"
(Lutz 1991);
24. The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) passed resolutions in 1983-1986 and 1988 (CS 1988a and b), the
General Conference of the United Methodist Church in 1984 (Gonzalez 1986:18; for other UMC
resolutions, Schulze 1986), and the National Council of Churches in 1985 (Gonzalez 1986:14). Other
denominations affirming Sanctuary included the American Baptist Churches in the U.S.A., American
Lutheran Church (now ELCA), Christian Church (Disciples ofChrist), Union ofAmerican Hebrew
Congregations, Unitarian Universalist Association, and the United Church of Christ (various sources).
25. While the National Council of Catholic Bishops did not indorse Sanctuary, the United States Catholic
Conference did and bishops acted independently. For example, Bishop John Joseph Fitzpatrick declared all
parishes in his Brownsville, TX Diocese to be sanctuaries open to all. His personal support of the
movement included taking a $27,000 personal loan to post bond for Jack Elder and Stacey Lynn Merkt
following their December 1984 arrests (Cogswell 1985).
Chapter 6
The Xenos Christian Fellowship House Church Movement
In reflecting on the Antiglobalization movement described in Chapter 4, it is
interesting to ask the question, in what sense are these protests new? Decades ago
activists framed protest around similar themes. For example, it is doubtful that any WTO
protester would disagree with Christian activist Art Gish's 1970 New Left analysis ofthe
corporate-liberal "system":
The system is called corporatism because of the power of the major corporations to
shape decisions and structure society after their own models. It is liberalism because
the system has taken on both the personnel and the rhetoric of liberalism in order to
achieve its ends, the accumulation ofmore and more goods and power for a small
percentage of the world's population. The New Left sees the United States as not
being concerned with the freedom of people around the world, but caring about
markets and trade. (Gish 1970:26)
The question about what is new in the Antiglobalization movement, or what is new
in the new social movements generally (see Chapter 3), is a question of continuity. It is a
question of the spread of influence, in this case the influence of 1 960s protest
movements, from one movement to another, from one period of time to another, and even
from one generation to another. What becomes of a movement's influence after its
protests fade? Is there a contagion effect that motivates and shapes subsequent
movements? Can the framing of its ideas, values, and forms of action become a lasting
cultural frame of reference?
These questions lie in the background, in this chapter, of an examination ofXenos
Christian Fellowship. Founded in the early 1970s, Xenos is a 4,000 member church
headquartered on a sprawling wooded campus in Columbus, Ohio." Large public
meetings, called central teachings, are presented on-site along with myriad programs, a
private school, and support functions. Xenos is a nationally prominent teaching church,
an extension site ofTrinity Evangelical Divinity School, and provides educational and
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leadership materials at no cost to the Christian public through its extensive website? It
supports numerous crosscultural and urban ministries. Its distinctiveness, however,
derives from its origin in the youth movements of the late 1 960s and early 1 970s, and in
its development as a movement of house churches.
This chapter features the Xenos movement's formation, its mobilization structures,
and the unique system of values that sustains it as a movement. In doing so it emphasizes
the cultural aspects of collective action, in particular, the personal experiences of the
movement's members, the formation of their guiding values, and the connection of these
values to the cultural history from which the movement emerged.
An important thread running throughout this discussion is the relationship between
the Xenos movement and the on-going influence of 1 960s radicalism, especially New
Left political activism and the youth counterculture. This cultural influence, which
deeply penetrated society in the 1960s, colors the fellowship's experience.
This cultural context also provides Xenos members with a frame of reference to
explain their history and to create their own unique identity. Immediately familiar to
many who came of age in the 1960s and 1970s, this frame of reference is symbolized by
"The Movement." The Movement, as it is defined in the Xenos experience, is a metaphor
that gives Xenos members a sense of identity, solidarity, and belonging. It funcfions
symbolically to help them remember their origins and envision their future. The
fellowship sfill describes itself as "a grassroots indigenous house-church planfing
movement" (Xenos 2002d).
A word must be said here about methodology. To interpret these cultural influences
personal interviews are highlighted to a greater extent than in the studies ofthe
Anfiglobalization and Sanctuary movements. Interviews with house church leaders,
reflecfing on three decades of activism, provide valuable glimpses into their experiences,
their values, and their beliefs. To illustrate these many sample phrases drawn from the
analysis of interviews are interspersed throughout the text. For the sake of clarity, these
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samples, which reflect a representative range of voices, are highlighted in italics. Longer
quotations are attributed to individual fellowship members.
Remembering "The Movement"
The movement that was later named Xenos Christian Fellowship began with a
handful of high school and college students and other young adults meeting in a home in
Columbus' university district in 1970. Two developmental phases mark its emergence.
During the first phase, 1970-1979, the fellowship formed hs distinctive cultural values
and identity. In the second phase, beginning in 1980, the fellowship experienced
significant growth, created its house church innovation, and developed its present
organizational form.
Movements, like Xenos evolve in their own particular ways. The experience of their
emergence and development weaves a narrative that encodes their unique values,
perspectives, attitudes, corporate cultures, habhs, expectations, commitments, and
behaviors. Committed members know this narrative well, as evinced in the interviews
conducted for this study. The narrative, endlessly discussed and reproduced, leaves a
lasting influence on the group. It provides the worldview that guides later collective
action and that makes such action legitimate, authentic, and uniquely and precisely "us."
Two stories, below, illustrate the experiences that form Xenos' narrative. First is
Danny Walker's memory of its early days. Walker is one of the earliest Xenos members.
His story illustrates the fellowship's formation in the early and mid-1970s. Second is
house church leader Joe Guzzo's description of subsequent activism during a period of
extensive grov^th. It is a narrative of "powerful times" in the early 1980s (Walker,
Guzzo, interviews).
Memory of the Movement: Part One�Formation
Sixteen year-old Danny Walker struggled with his faith. Despairing, he sought God.
In March, 1971, he was invited to a Christian retreat. There, in a snow shower, among
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scores of "hippies," he watched 26 young people baptized in an icy farm pond."' "I
encountered a spiritual movement ... I feel like God was responding to my unverbalized
cry." The event and the group prayer that followed were emotionally intense: "the
relating to God was very personal, the excitement level was very high . . . that kind of
pleasure was very high." "[I was] feeling like 1 had encountered something very
meaningful. I had encountered God in a fresh way, and I felt this experience ofGod was
kind of unchained."
This experience requited his search for an authentic life. "I had felt from very early
on ... a search for meaning; there was a certain rightness about life and spiritual life 1
was looking for. ... So 1 was hungry before I even found this. And when I foimd it 1 felt
like, this is k! This is meaningful!" "You know, the excitement was there. The hipness
was there. The cute girls were there. . . . But that wasn't primary." What counted was a
direct experience ofGod, umnediated by traditional clergy.
Walker was impressed by the biblical teachings he heard. "The Bible was opened."
What was taught was "striking me as unique concepts that had a power to them." These
concepts were personally meaningful: "freedom in Christ," "radical forgiveness,"
"unconditional love," "personal relationship with Christ," "the free gift." Other themes
included "end times prophecy," "grace," "following the Spirit and letting God guide you
spiritually" and "that God has given everyone gifts, talents."
Walker encountered hundreds of other young people, similarly affected. "It was a
phenomenon in the early 1970s." In his high school and surrounding city many Bible
studies sprang up, seemingly overnight. "[Any] Bible study in high school would grow . .
. amazing the level of open-mindedness." "Talking about Christ was just fair game." To
be part of this happening was to be "caught up in the current," to experience "raw
excitement." It had "an energy of its own ... a momentum of its own."
It seemed to me that in the early '70s something so unique was happening that people
really came [just] to . . . see what was happening. . . . Something so weird going on . .
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. There's all these young hippies excited about Christ. They get together and talk
about Christ until they're practically euphoric. You ought to [come] see what I'm
talking about! ... It was a phenomenon!
"All these groups were growing groups," Walker remembers. And they were
spontaneous. "[We'd] just show up because there's something going on." "No question
about it, I wanted it I started going to a number of different Bible studies." "We'd go
to groups not having any idea what was happening, not knowing anyone." "It was our
curiosity and the enjoyment of the meetings that was sending us there." Meetings were
lively, highly participatory. Teachings lasted well over an hour, followed by free-form
discussion. "People were ready for a heavy level of intellectual commitment and time
commitment ... If your butt got sore, that was part of it."
Walker also remembers the enthusiasm of those who had discovered God.
One ofmy fondest memories is that even though the meetings were long . . . we'd go
to the park and pray after these meetings�about what was going on, about who was
newly encountering Christ, about things we were learning about God. These prayer
meetings would be long ones themselves and would also end in euphoric states
where people are shouting out loud, praising God out loud, very charged up
emotionally about God and what God was doing among us.
Evangelism was spontaneous. "In the '70s we could bring a friend and say, see?
there it is!" "[We felt like] one meeting was proof ... it had that flavor of being beyond
the natural realm."
It just happened. The idea [was] that I went somewhere exciting, and had a great
experience of God, and there's cool people there�and besides, you're not doing
anything. You come with me! ... I didn't feel like it was ever hard to bring anyone
to a meeting. . . . There was more than enough growth without anybody saying, have
you ever thought about bringing somebody?
Bible studies met in high schools or suburban homes. Another meeting point in a
large house in Columbus's "Campus" district, adjacent to the Ohio State University,
became the early center of activity. Named the Fish House after the group's
"underground" paper. The Fish, it was a shared living space for men, mostly college
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students, and a space for teachings and hanging out. (Xenos was known as the Fish
House Fellowship until 1982.) "A community developed around the Fish House."
The sense of being God's people was strong. Verses that would point out that you're
the chosen people of God, peculiar people, they were very popular. . . . There was
very much an identity of being involved with God's people. The sense we were,
therefore, brothers and sisters in this movement was very strong. ... So the sense of
corporate identity was very strong. Involvement with each other was at high levels.
Soon Walker began to lend his own energy to the growing group. "I was one ofthe
guys who would meet people I was always close to the flame . . . fanning the flame . .
. helped people get connected." "As [the 'gifts' teaching] played out 1 would naturally
start to wonder, what are my gifts? what are my abilities? what is my role if every
member is needed? what does that mean to me?" Eventually, he was invited to teach a
Bible study, a coveted leadership role. "Teaching was something that was esteemed
highly. . . . That was a great experience."
It was also a difficult one and Walker struggled with it. Reflecting on his trial-and-
error start as a leader, he notes, "serving God, being a leader for his kingdom was a real
privilege. If I can be 'together' enough to be a leader then that's a great privilege. I want
to do that. [Back] then I felt a real feeling of disappointment, shame, frustration that I
couldn't [always succeed]." Despite setbacks, he continued as a strong influence within
the fellowship, living at the Fish House, leading small groups, and after 1980, creating
and leading house churches. Today, he supervises house church leaders. What is
different about the early days of the Movement?
It was almost like God started something in the '70s and in the '80s men [sic] were
trying to keep it going and h wound up with a lot of egos, a lot of conflicts, a lot of
opinions. So it was a lot less carefree. For me, in the '70s, I was riding in the current
of something God had done. [Later] I was asking myself to do it.
Memory of the Movement: Part Two�Powerful Times
By the late 1 970s, with 400 in attendance and an accelerating growth rate, the
fellowship fell victim to its own success. To compensate for the troubling loss of
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community, Xenos implemented a program of house churches in 1980. The "home
churches," ranging in size from 25 to 60, were designed with the dual purpose of
protecting the wealth of the fellowship's community life and providing significant
leadership roles for the growing number ofmovement-trained "Christian workers." Over
the next four years the fellowship grew beyond 2,000, its home churches from eight to
more than 50. Commonly, members reflect on this period, too, as a movement.
One quite successful early home church leader was Joe Guzzo. Finding Christian
faith, in 1973, as a college student, at the same retreat center where Walker found his,
Guzzo worked for several years in parachurch ministry. Already impressed by the
influence of faith on his friends, his own conversion motivated him to share it with
others; "I wanted to have an impact." He was drawn to Xenos for its activism. "You
could have a significant impact without a whole bunch of training. ... A matter of heart
and enthusiasm and training on the go." Guzzo's story represents so many typical aspects
of the collective experiences of the other leaders that his own experience is paradigmatic.
Portions ofhis story will also illustrate other sections, below.
As volunteers, Guzzo and his wife Marian planted five home churches in the early
1980s, before moving to Cleveland where they quickly planted three more, though this
time as supported staff His description of the movement is, in part, impressionistic, but
it provides a sense of the lasting emotional and motivational effects ofthe unfolding
events. "Then the lights went out! It was just unbelievable growth." "Sometimes it felt
like everything was running out of control. That's how quick the growth was coming."
"Those were heady times, they were exciting times. I don't think 1 ever remember a more
enjoyable time even though it was crazy."
We feh like we were breaking in on new ground. This kind of action we hadn't seen
before. ... All of a sudden it exploded. It became a whirlwind of activity and people
and things ... I don't know ... I guess it would be like going into combat for the
first time and going under fire. It's an intoxicating thing. I mean you're scared to
death, and yet it's ... ya know . . . there's something about h!
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There was a carefully framed purpose, however, supporting the exciting work of
evangelizing other young adults, incorporating them into community, helping them
become mature disciples, and training them for leadership in new groups. Guzzo was
creating an alternative reality, a life-giving community, and inviting others into it. This
concept of something new, a true alternative, provided him with a sense of contention, or
over-againstness, that defined his activism.
The reign ofGod was his primary motivation: "your kingdom shall come on earth as
it is in heaven." "Something that's happening in heaven should be happening on earth."
"I really feh like the church was God's kingdom here on earth and that we were basically
infiltrators of a very evil place"; "fifth columnists"; "light and darkness." At its heart, the
home church movement presented an alternative to the alienation of the "world-system."
"Our ability to attract people from the world was by contrast." "What the world had to
offer? What we had to offer? No comparison!" "The idea [was] that when people got
around Christians living in community that they would see something; that they would
[say] . . . 'ya know, this is what I've been looking for.'" "1 really felt we could change the
world in a small, grassroots [way]�one person at a time ... I really believed we could do
that. . . literally, by bringing God's kingdom to bear in more and more people's lives; by
them becoming Christians." "[It] never went away. I always wanted it. I still want it."
But the threads of motivation were also drawn from identification with the larger
experience ofhis generation's social activism. "I also think that from a social perspective
we were the generation that come out of the '60s. And so we had kind of an activistic
spirit about it. Ifwe had an ideal that captured our imagination, or ifwe found something
that was greater than ourselves, we would buy into that and go with that."
In large part, I think, it appealed to that sense of being a pioneer. . . . Like, wow,
we've got something here no one else has! It's unique. So we were committed to
making it work because we felt that way. At least I did. This is radical. This is cool.
I want to be a part of that. . . .
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I still think that coming out ofthe '60s and the ideal of living for something greater
than ourselves is . . . important.
1 . The Opportunity Structure: Movement Continuity and Influence
The social and cultural unrest ofthe 1960s and early 1970s, of course, did not cause
Xenos to happen. Walker, Guzzo and the other Xenos leaders and workers were the
primary agents of their own history, creators of their own movement. The context, or
opportunity structure, only conditions, it does not fully explain, the rise of a new
movement (see Chapter 3). Joe Guzzo's perception that "we were the generation that
came out ofthe '60s," however, points to the influence of 1960s radicalism on the Xenos
activists at a level perhaps even beyond Guzzo's and the others' direct awareness.
The opportunity for action that the Xenos actiyists discovered was a religious
opportunity. Their activism was not directly connected to their generation's political
activism. However, the broader theme of generational protest (cf Gish 1970; Guinness
1973; Gitlin 1993; Ray and Anderson 2000:97-230; Wallerstein 2000) colored their
values and actions.
This cultural influence shaped their opportunity structure by defining the values of a
significant portion of their generation. And this influence was particularly strong within
the communities where they came of age and in the schools they attended. It is important
then to examine these influences to understand the formation of the Xenos movement's
unique values and worldview.
The Protest Generation: A Summary of Activist Concerns
The radical movements of the 1 960s were new in the sense that they signaled a shift
from older protest traditions: they represented not an oppressed social or labor class but
an age group. The protesters were primarily students, disproportionately middle-class
(Tumer 1994:87; Wallerstein 2000:359). As such they brought a new agenda of concems
to social activism. What, exactly, were the concerns that increasingly came to define the
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consciousness of a generation? (Cf Gish 1970:13-48; Gitlin 1993; Turner 1994;
Wallerstein 2000.)
Alienation: The crisis of the individual in mass society. Modernity's preoccupation
is with free, rational individuals, emancipated from the medieval world's oppressive
traditions in order to cultivate their own personal freedom and selfexpression. But
modern, impersonal, bureaucratic mass society frustrates individual freedom. Alienation
is the experience of such frustration: that is, alienation "in its social psychological
meaning as a feeling of estrangement in interpersonal relationships and from the
organizations and communities in which one participates" (Turner 1994:87).
Many, especially college students, responded by searching for authenticity, a
"struggle to find one's true self by separating oneself from institutional labels and
constraints" (Turner 1994:88). Their idenfity quest sought solid foundation in something
"real," something other than the social constructions ofmodernity.
To become authenfic they tried to root themselves in, for instance, the indigenous,
the "grassroots," the ancient, the natural, the personal, the creative, the spiritual.
Spontaneous behavior and direct, unmediated experience were valued as a vital source of
the genuine. Authenticity-seeking countercultural behavior, "unconventional, non-
bourgeois, and Dionysiac," tapped into centuries-old Bohemian tradifion (Wallerstein
2000:360). It merged with social protest through the demand "that society provide people
with a sense of personal worth" (Turner 1994:87).
Youth protest: The New Left and the failure of liberalism and the Old Left. 1960s
activists were disillusioned by the unrealized modernist promise of a fully free, fair and
equitable society. And they were disillusioned with the dominant approaches to
rectifying social problems: both with the liberals' social-progressive welfare state and
with the revolutionary Old Left (Gifiin 1993, inter alia; Wallerstein 2000:360). They
were particularly aggrieved by three betrayals ofmodem social values: discrimination
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(civil rights), exploitation (of the poor, labor, women, the envirormient), and militarism
(nuclear weapons, the Cold War, Vietnam) (Gish 1970:13-48).
Activists believed that these were treated ineffectually by older reform movements
and must be confronted through new forms of social protest. A new revolutionary
consciousness formed among young people over against liberals and the Old Left.
Activists expressed their moral vision through fresh and "relevant" forms of social
action: the New Left, an insurgent j'ow//? challenge to the old guard (Gish 1970:43;
Wallerstein 2000:358-360). Finding creative new forms of activism was stressed. They
rejected the Old Left's ideological blueprints, party discipline, and elite authority in favor
of their own values of direct democracy, decentralized organization, community
solidarity, creativity, spontaneity, and alternative lifestyles through which they
demonstrated their moral commitments.
Rejecting the establishment: The totalitarianism of the liberal-corporate "world-
system." For New Left radicals alienation, discrimination, exploitation, and militarism
indicated a modem social system rotten to the core, a society driven by autonomous,
impersonal technological and bureaucratic processes over which the individual is
powerless. Its control over individuals is totalitarian: one either fits into the system or is
marginalized from it. Liberalism is a sham disguising a corporate, military and political
oligarchy committed to its own self interest. Freedom is reduced to materialisfic
consumer choice; democracy exchanged for "a 'managed society' controlled by
respectable men-liberals" (Gish 1970:24). "It is the organizafion of society according to
the large corporafion model, controlled by a small elite ... a system that excludes people
from making decisions that affect their own lives" (1970:25).
Activists described the system as both dehumanizing and out of control: "an evil
system that forces men [sic] to do evil deeds" (1970:26); a runaway train headed for an
apocalypse of overpopulation, environmental devastation, a technocratic security state,
and nuclear war. From this grew "opposition to large-scale organizations of all kinds, the
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antigrowth and antitechnology theme that 'less is better,' and a stress on participatory
rather than representative democracy" (Turner 1994:91). The New Left concluded that
the system-as-it-is (the establishment) must be transformed through revolutionary change.
Commitment and community: The search for moral alternatives. Activists rejected
the establishment while preserving core modern values, in particular the liberation of
individuals to participate fully in society and to be socially free to authentically express
themselves (cf Gish 1970:13-48). To protect these values, activists were confronted with
twin challenges: "translating their moral values into politically relevant action" and
"actively living those ideals they are working for" (Gish 1970:33).
This means that one should live as if the revolution were already here, that the
present power structures have no power over one's life. Their purpose is to create
new alternatives, to show society what the possibilities are. This means the creation
of parallel structures to counter the old structures, to set up a viable, moral
counterpart. These are seen as a method of challenging the system, of showing the
system for what it is. (Gish 1970:46)
This commitment focused on the cultivation of face-to-face community. Commitment to
altemative community was a radical rejection of impersonal institutionalized life.
This framing of 1 960s radical values, above, finds resonance in the framing of
themes that were central to the early Xenos movement. Such themes include spontaneous
personal experience with God, authenticity, community, commitment, anti-
institutionalism, anfi-materialism, and resisfing the world-system. But how were these
themes that arose within the early Xenos movement direcfiy connected to the protest
movements of the 1 960s?
Movement Continuity and the Biographical Impact of Activism
Doug McAdam, a veteran of the 1 960s "Freedom Summer" civil rights actions and
now a prominent social movement theorist, has conducted detailed research on what he
calls the "biographical impacf of 1960s movement activism (McAdam 1999). Based on
this research, McAdam argues that the new consciousness and values of youth activism
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had measurable, long-lasting effects on individuals active in the 1960s movements.
Beyond this, however, they also affected other population segments as well, such as the
Xenos activists, that were not directly involved with the original movements.
McAdam presents a three-stage model to trace the diffusion of activist values over
time. This model traces the influence of social movements from a small number of early
activists to a significant portion ofthe "baby boom" generation (1999:122-142, cf 137-
142). As will be explained in a moment, this model is helpful in understanding the
formation of the Xenos movement.
According to McAdam' s model, in Stage One, early New Left activists invented new
lifestyle alternatives commensurate with their political and countercultural worldview.
Adoption of these alternatives, however, was restricted to a very narrow demographic
segment: those most closely connected to the New Left itself They had little effect on
the broader set of uninvolved age peers (1999:137).
Stage Two "involved the embedding of these life alternatives within that diverse set
of geographic and subcultural locations that came to be the principal repositories of the
'60s experience." These "centers ofNew Left activism and countercultural
experimentation" included activist university campuses (e.g., Columbia, Wisconsin),
countercultural neighborhoods (Berkeley, Greenwich Village), and upper middle-class
suburbs. Second Stage adoption of altematives is more widely diffused among age peers.
It also correlates with a lessening of the effect of direct New Left involvement and with a
correspondingly greater role of geographical influence ("locational effect"), especially
attendance at an activist university after 1969 (1999:137-138).
During Stage Three these life altematives became broadly diffused: "alternative
patterns became available to an increasingly heterogeneous subset ofAmerican youth."
Alternative choices, though, no longer correlated strongly with direct New Left activism,
and the locational effect was significanfly widened (e.g., to include non-activist colleges).
"In the process, however, the alternatives were largely stripped of their original political
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or countercultural content and came instead to be experienced ... as simply a new set of
life-course norms." (1999:137-138).
McAdam correlated these three stages with three distinct age cohorts within the baby
boom generation. Cohort One (those born from 1943 through 1949) is aligned with Stage
One. Among this group the diffusion of alternative choices is strictly limited to those
with direct New Left involvement (2 to 4 percent of the cohort). The wider population
demonstrates no measurable influence. Cohort Two (1950-1956) aligns with Stage Two
and shows a wider diffusion of alternatives and the greater influence of the locational
effect. Cohort Three (1957-1964) aligns with Stage Three during which alternative
values were widely diffused, but during which the influence of the New Left and of
locational effects declined (1999:138-142).
McAdam demonstrates a cascading influence ofNew Left values from a small group,
through a sequence of age sets, to a wide public:. These values spread from a founding
few (born in the 1940s); to those born in the early 1950s and influenced by the
geographical "repositories" of youth activism; to those late baby-boomers who absorbed,
uncritically, the values of earlier activists and in much greater numbers. This spreading
influence is the social legacy of an early and very small number ofNew Left activists.
The Right Place at the Right Time
It is striking how closely the beginning of the Xenos movement correlates with
McAdam's category Stage Two/Cohort Two. He describes this segment as the
demographic age set of those who were younger than the original New Left radicals, but
who were exposed in some way to radical activities. This segment of young people was
more extensively influenced by geographical factors�particularly exposure to an activist
university after 1969, a countercultural neighborhood, and an affluent suburb. The
correlates with the Xenos movement are these:
Timing. Mid- 1970 may be taken as the take-off point for the Xenos movement.
Assuming (based on the interviews) 1 8 as an average age of its members at the time (one-
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half high school students aged 16-17, and one-half college students aged 19-20) the range
of their corresponding birth years is 1950 to 1954. This fits precisely within McAdam's
Cohort Two (born 1950-1956).
Activist university. In 1 970 early Xenos leaders were students at the Ohio State
University, a site of frequent political actions and riots, and closely tied to original New
Left centers at the University ofMichigan and the University of Wisconsin. Most
younger members would also become Ohio State students.
Subcultural community. Ohio State's enormous central-city Columbus campus is
surrounded by the "Campus" neighborhood, a student-oriented countercultural district.
The Fish House, the early center of the movement, was located in this district, one block
from the university.
Upper middle-class suburbs. Most of the original Xenos members were from the
Columbus area and attended, or had attended, affluent Worthington, Whetstone and
Upper Arlington high schools. Middle-class students made up the majority ofthe original
group.
Absorbing the radical values deposited in their Campus environment and suburban
high schools, Xenos members reflected them back in their own discourse and actions.
Danny Walker's and Joe Guzzo's memories of the early days of the Xenos movement
(above) is filled with values that resonated with the radical activism of the day. These
included: authenticity, direct personal experience ofGod, spontaneity, personal freedom,
youth identity, anti-institutionalism, anti-materialism, pessimism about the world's future,
community, ahernative social structures and lifestyles, commitment to the cause,
commitment to activism, creativity.
While the opportunity structure does not itself cause movements, the early 1970s
were pregnant with opportunity. A significant group of young people, radicalized
through exposure to radical values "deposited" in the communities where they came of
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age, was ready for change. Many were open to an energetic new group that was Hkewise
shaped by the same experiences.
2. Rhetorical Framing: Creating a Cultural Gyroscope
Danny Walker's story illustrates how a young man who was exposed to radical
countercultural values, and to some degree shaped by them, heard and responded to the
Christian message. The Xenos movement is complex in that it is culturally connected to
youth activism, but at the same time, it is located within an evangelical religious tradition
with its own movement history and frameworks including what came to be called by the
early 1970s the Jesus Movement (Smith 2002). The inevitable question is one of
influence. Did its religion provide the frame of reference into which certain 1 960s
movement values were contextualized? Or did Xenos naturally contextualize new
religious values into a pre-existing secular movement frame of reference?
An argument can be made for the latter. First, the Xenos members explicitly rejected
the cultural forms of conservative Christianity, affirming the counterculture, in dress,
music, self-expression, drinking alcohol, smoking, for example. In this they may have
been typical of other Jesus Movement-era churches (cf Miller 1997; Roof 1999; Smith
2002).
But second, they also rejected the social form of Christianity, the traditional
congregational church�^the "institutional" church, which they regarded as "pointless,
"
"ridiculous,
"
"self-defeating"�in favor ofmore indigenous organizational patterns. In
this they were different even from most other counterculture Christians. Others may have
changed musical styles or became "seeker-sensitive" but continued with historical forms
more-or-less intact.
"We are in a different business altogether," says house church leader Jay Reilly,
" I
bet 75 percent of what we do at Xenos doesn't exist in other churches" (Reilly,
interview). This includes the culfivation of close-knh community through house
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fellowships, reliance on teams of unordained members as pastoral leaders, an emphasis
on growth through the multiplication of house church units, refusal to create large public
worship services, an organizational structure strategically focused on training house
church leaders and developing new house churches, and as will be seen later, an
unusually high level ofmember participation in various leadership roles.
Another way to look at this, however, is to recognize the power of the Xenos
members' early experiences on the framing of their values, organizational forms and
strategies. The youth movement values they brought with them, implicitly or otherwise,
clearly provided a repertoire of ideas and attitudes. But the events surrounding their
encounter with God were transformational, compelling enough to nuance those values
with new meanings. Both youth movement and evangelical traditions were cormected�
that is, their frames were aligned�in the flux of on-going events. The result is neither
one nor the other. A new set of values, indigenous to the movement, grew to uniquely
define the Xenos experience.
This set of values that emerged from within the Xenos experience, in fact, forms a
tightly integrated system that has sustained the movement for 30 years. Evolving out of
early 1970s events, and coalescing in the mid- to late- 1970s, this value-system is reported
with great consistency in interviews with home church leaders. This includes both those
who joined the movement earlier (1970s) and later (1980s). Their unique value-system
represents a frame ofmeaning articulating both evangelical and 1960s activist values.
This system of values is illustrated in Figure 6.1 which identifies five specific
primary values, derived from the analysis of interviews with house church leaders, and
describes how each is logically cormected with the others. Also illustrated are ten
subsidiary, or integrating, values and their interconnections with the primary values.
Each primary or integrating value must be understood as part of the whole; one does not
make entire sense without the others.
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8. Evangelism
C. Christian Community
Primary Values: Integrating Values:
A. A Relationship with God 1. Conviction 6. Sacrifice
B. The Word of God 2. Application 7. Desire
C. Christian Community 3. Motivation 8. Evangelism
D. Christian Work 4. Incarnation 9. Instruction
E. Leadership 5. Consecration 10. Discipleship
Figure 6.1 Xenos Home Church Leaders: Integrated Values-System Emerging from the
Movment's Early (1970s) Experiences
Further, all of the individual values illustrated in Figure 6.1 bear a particular kind of
logical relationship with each other: each of them emerged, over time, in a sequence as
the movement matured. That is, they emerged from the early- to the late- 1970s in a
sequence from Value A: A Relationship with God, to Value E: Leadership. To describe
them is to actually, in a general way, trace the history of the early movement. This
sequence of events may be seen, for instance, in Danny Walker's story. Walker's story
which began with an individual encounter with God, continued through a collective
search for biblical instruction, the formation of community around Bible study groups,
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increasing involvement in community life, and fmally the development of a structure of
leadership. A description of Xenos' primary values follows in logical sequence.
A relationship with God. The original fellowship consisted of those sharing the
experience of a compelling personal encounter with God. Like Danny Walker, their
"unchained" encounters were direct, unmediated by traditional religious institutions. And
they led to a deep sense of authenticity�both that their experience of God was real, and
that their experience rooted them in reality in its ultimate sense. The encounter with God
was also person-to-person, providing a cosmic sense of unconditional acceptance and
validation. Alienation thus vanished in a flood of joy: "God accepted me!
"
"God's
grace was poured out on me!
"
"How free it made me feel!
"
Their primary value was
"developing a relationship with God.
"
"It colored everything.
"
They sought an
authentic life "led by God" and a life purpose to offer this experience to others.
The Word of God. The Bible provided the path into this relationship with God.
Xenos members sought the Word ofGod to illuminate their experiences. "It made sense
ofour lives.
"
Bible study created a "love for the Word and the power ofthe Word.
"
Bible study groups, supplemented by personal study, were enormously popular and
sprang up everywhere. Such lay-led grassroots studies emphasized practical life
application, provided venues for questions of faith, and stressed the right of individual
access to biblical truth without mediation from religious leaders. "[We could] open the
Bible and understand it for ourselves.
"
"I felt real motivated to study scripture.
"
The
Bible became the center of fellowship life. Good teaching was prized. An extensive
teaching ministry became the fellowship's most distinctive attribute: "an unbelievable
level of instruction.
"
Christian community. Bible studies provided a structure for developing
relationships. Early groups evolved into larger, more formalized meetings, although they
retained their spontaneity. Fellowship was also pursued for its own sake as a tangible
"reflection ofGod's love.
"
God was revealed in relationships: "God's grace being
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embodied in the people around me.
"
Visitors may, for instance, "encounter God in a
personal way through this group.
"
"They see love working like they 've never seen it
before.
"
As relationsiiips deepened, excitement grew. "People were motivated to be
there, wanted to be there. " "In the world we live in I'm so lucky to have community.
"
Individuals found acceptance and support in these open, tolerant relationships. A sense
that they were creating something special together emerged: "true community that 's an
alternative and a substitute for the world-system,
"
something special enough to stimulate
commitment for the long-term.
Christian work. As the community grew, its practical needs as well as its members'
desire to imitate Christ were connected in the concept of the servant-priest: "the
priesthood ofbelievers "; "the fact that the ministry belongs to everybody.
"
"God has
given each and every one ofus gifts, abilities, and people to serve.
"
"I don 't think you
can be a mature Christian unless you 're committed to service.
"
Christian work consists
of "loving your neighbor as yourself" , "bringingpeople to Christ in a lost world"; and
"beingfaithful to look after the people we 've been entrusted with.
"
The "work" provides
authentic purpose and meaning. "[We are] living our lives to do Christian work.
"
"/
don 't have a conceptfor a lifestyle beyond that, I really don 't.
"
"Ifyou don 't have that
the rest of it doesn't seem very powerful.
"
This commitment colored the fellowship with
an aggressive activism.
Leadership. As workers gained experience many became leaders of various groups.
It is difficult to describe the extent to which members valorized the leadership role�a
high value and goal, achieved at the cost of years of hard study and experience. Yet, one
in seven members is an accredited leader and shares with the other leaders nearly all of
the responsibilities of ordained clergy in other churches. More than 250 are fully- or
partially-supported staff, most balancing a career, ministry and family. "It swallowed up
your life.
"
Leadership was pursued vigorously. "It was a great honor.
" "You get to
lead a home church! It wasn 7 like we were burdened with it. " For members who had
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witnessed all that God had done through the movement it was only natural to desire to
rise to the level of commitment and expertise required to continue to make the
movement's blessings available to yet more seekers: "that 's M>hat will show up in the
end.
"
"IfI go through life and don 't do that, that 's a drag. What a waste. " The entry of
so many into responsible leadership completed the circuit ofthe movement's evolution:
what began spontaneously now could be reproduced intentionally in new house groups.
Integrating values. These primary values are interlaced with subsidiary values (see
Figure 6.1, above). Integrating values are actions or attitudes, frequently mentioned in
interviews, that derive their meaning from the primary values. They are specific
applications of broader concepts. For instance, leadership (a primary value) is expressed
through evangelism, instruction, and discipleship; the Word ofGod, by providing
conviction, application, and motivation. Christian work is expressed as consecration to
God, sacrifice for the community, and desire for greater leadership.
The framing ofthe Xenos experience as a set of values�a relationship with God, the
Word ofGod, Christian community, Christian work, leadership, and their integrating
subsidiary values�serves as an implicit script, or "ideational web" (Snow and Benford
1 992: 142), to guide the movement. Indeed, through times of crisis in the fellowship (in
the late 1970s, the mid-1980s, and the mid-1990s) this framing has acted as a cultural
gyroscope to keep the fellowship rooted in its core values.^ Today, despite many changes
in the group, the distinctive pattern ofXenos house church communities and highly
motivated lay leadership remain coherent extensions of their 1970s and 1980s
experiences.
3. Protest Strategy: An Alternative to the World-System and the Traditional Church
These values are given distinctive expression in the practices and rhetoric of the
movement. Like any other movement, Xenos confronts social structures and ideologies
that it defines as fundamentally wrong and destructive, although its framings are in this
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case spiritual and apolitical. Against these, it contends for a consciousness of the truth as
revealed in the Scriptures and for alternative ways of life based on this truth. Its
strategy�illustrated in its actions and in its rhetoric about its opposition�flows naturally
from its system of values.
Xenos may be summed up in this way: it is primarily a movement to release
individuals from their enmeshment in the structures and ideologies ofthe world-system
so that the spiritually lost may be saved from its power in order to love and serve God.
Secondly, it is a movement to model a coherent and fruitful Christian community life
over against the failed "institutional" church.
Contesting the World-System
As Joe Guzzo pointed out, to be a Christian in the world is to be an "infiltrator" in a
world of "light and darkness." Through the church, God's kingdom unfolds as a counter-
movement against the world-system. "We are living for an everlasting city." One-by-one
individuals are invited to enter God's kingdom and experience its alternative reality in
Christian community. This strategic orientation was expressed by others when asked
about the purpose of Christian work.
It's still about bringing people to Christ in a lost world. And it's about Christian
community. . . . Building true community that's an alternative and a substitute for the
world-system. . . . And dragging, begging, pleading for as many people as possible to
join It. . . It's really about the lifestyle of sacrificing for others and telling people
about Jesus. (Gibson, interview)
Reaching the lost for Christ, sharing the message of how to have a relafionship with
God and then to grow in that, both knowledge and a sense of community. . . .
Community . . . where you see the practical application of the truth and the
outworking of the Spirit changing you . . . impacting others. (Avers, interview)
Some leaders reduced the movement's strategy vis-a-vis the world to conversion and
training converts to convert others� "evangelism and the Bible,
"
or more broadly
"evangelism and discipleship.
"
But most saw the work as a wider set of strategic tasks.
These include (1) Evangelism� "believers have a role to play in being a witness ofa
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loving God to the world at large.
"
(2) Serving one another, or shepherding�to "take
care ofnew people:
"
to "teach,
"
"instruct.
"
and "help others grow in knowledge "; to
"admonish, confront and encourage ", and to provide "practical application of the
truth.
"
(3) Advancing community�to "pursue relationships with each other"; to "take
community to a higher level" in contrast to the individualism and competition of the
world. (4) Instruction and application of the Word� "opening the Bible
"
and "really
digging into some meat" to answer questions and to inform Christian life and witness; to
"pull principles out" and "apply truth"; to let the scriptures have a transforming effect,
to "get under my skin and change me from the inside out", and to learn to use the Word
in ministry, "[to] be able to use that to affect other people.
"
The effectiveness of this strategy not only made it possible to create a growing
movement, its success also created powerful motivations in the movement's workers. "/
definitely felt like I M'as doing something that was radically important and doing it in a
very radical way.
"
"There was a great sense ofmission
"
; "a great sense ofpurpose.
"
"Since it had been so powerful in our lives . . . we had to take it out [to others].
"
"We 're
human beings doing something that counts.
"
"I wanted to make my life countfor God.
"
"[I] had a sense God was going to use me in some powerful way.
"
For Laura Avers, who has planted numerous home churches over twenty years,
Christian work is also a source of self-discovery. "I'm defimtely on the nurturing end.
That's my gift, ft came naturally. If I sense someone struggling I bring compassion." ft
is also a source of purpose.^ Avers continues: "[we had a] focus on introducing people to
God Ifw^e're not sharing . . . invhing others to hear the message then we're failing . .
. then we're the most selfish people of all because we know the secret to eternal life and
we're not putting it out there on the street." Leadership through serving and nurturing
others became a way of life. "[I had a] very strong urging for that." "It became a part of
my being. ... No matter where I am I will shepherd people, teach, instruct, share the
gospel . . . with anybody who comes my way" (Avers, interview).
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Contesting the "Institutional" Church
Their sharpest rhetoric was saved for the traditional church. They perceived it to be
ineffectual at best, and at worst an empty, discriminatory institution, implicated in the
establishment's failure. The early, radicalized Xenos members were in no mood to save
the churches; indeed they were glad to be saved from their irrelevance and impotence.
Xenos defined itself as a clear, progressive alternative to the failed "institutional"
church. It strongly appealed to those who despised organized religion but desired
spirituality and community. A new ecclesiology formed as a contrast to tradition. The
movement deliberately sought to start the church over again, to let it grow indigenously
from within their unique experience.
Xenos members rejected what they regarded as empty tradition: music and ritual
"where it lacked all but habit.
" "
[I] realized there was nothing there. God was not
there.
"
"No Bible teaching. . . . [There was] respect for the Bible but [they] never
opened it. . . [It had] no effect on what 's going on with this group.
"
"The Church .
was not an activist thing, it was a spectator thing. . . irrelevant. So I stopped going.
"
"[It was] a big program ofmarginally affiliated people.
"
They also resisted a church culture that made it difficult for them to fit in. "/
couldn 't bring my friends to church there. . My friends didn 'tfit. . . I really thought
that ifyou can 1 bringyour friends to your church, that was it. That was ridiculous. It
was just stupid. "
More importantly they experienced tradifional churches as disempowering. By
contrast Xenos members eagerly sought significant responsibility. "[I] have liked the
whole idea that I could have . a ministry, or a role in the fellowship, that was really
effective and not just appeared to be busy work. . . We like the fact we 're given the
freedom or the ability, opportunity to have ... a real effect on people.
"
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"We are all called to ministry. That certainly is a huge part, that God has given each
and every one of us gifts and abilities and people we can serve," said one leader before
launching into a complaint about tradhional church pastors he met in seminary classes:
I heard some discussion with pastors that just really turned my stomach, about their
believing that people in their churches did not want to be challenged towards a level
of activity or towards going to try a new thing. The assumption? "I'm the active
one. They're to be the listeners." It's so defeating! ft's no wonder people go off and
get really involved in their jobs, sports, or whatever else. (O'Mathuna, interview)
After a series of personal difficulties, Joe Guzzo left Xenos to join an "institutional
church" and seek a significant lay ministry there. "They wanted to get an evangelistic
thing going on this side ofthe river," a project to which he and his wife Marian brought
enormous experience. "And I thought we were going to do it together." But he came up
short when a younger, less experienced pastor pulled rank.
It was just a church, man. I mean they just did not know how to handle somebody
like me and Marian who were . . . trained Christian workers�who came in and said
"put us to work, we're willing to do anything and aren't afraid to take initiative."
And we ran into the clergy-laity dichotomy pretty strong. I was actually told
[regarding his attempt to help the pastor], "I'm the pastor here!" ... I saw 1 wasn't
going to make it ... . Once you've been poisoned by Xenos it's hard to go to the
institutional church, man, I'm sorry! [laughter]. (Guzzo, interview)
Guzzo retumed to Xenos with a fresh awareness of its different mission. When
asked about such difference Jay Reilly answers,
ft's missional. They [other churches] may say [their mission is] to reach the lost but
organizationally it's not. It's a slate of services ... for a customer base of Christian
consumers. ... It's still promoting "church." . . .
I'm in a poshion to work with and see a lot of other churches ....What they're
doing and what we're doing is really different. . . . Not just the particulars of
activities�^the mission is different. . . . We're in a different business altogether. . . .
We aren't growing a "church." We're developing hundreds of people who have the
ability to do apostolic work. (Reilly, interview)
A cmcial difference lies in the empowerment of its members. Eighty percent are
involved in ministry; 30 percent in formal leadership of some sort. Six hundred members
(out of 4,000) are accredited leaders; 400 are accredited home group leaders. "[Xenos] is
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so far from the nominal involvement in a church organization I had known in the . .
Church. "
4^ Mobilizing Structures: Organization and Leadership Development
Xenos evolved a unique set of organizational forms and training programs to support
its strategic vision. These structures and programs also reinforced primary movement
values, particularly those of Christian community. Christian work and leadership. They
provided a social architecture wherein the experience of community could blossom and
where motivated individuals could fmd meaningful and challenging service.
Organizational Structures
Four organizational forms were developed to provide community, support
communication, and nurture new members and potential leaders. These include:
Home churches. The most basic structures, these are centers of fellowship activity:
for worship, cultivating friendships, and learning about the Christian faith. They provide
places to learn to serve others and become a leader. In them, individuals enjoy
community and become well-known to each other. They also support service in the wider
community as well as outreach and the incorporation of new members.
Typically, 30 to 40 people meet in a home for an "exegetical Bible study,
"
followed
by questions, prayer, and an extended time of fellowship. "/ really enjoyed sitting
around afterward discussing the message. they really explained it to me.
"
Many
leaders remodeled their houses to accommodate meetings. The goal of each group is "to
be growing and to reach new people.
"
"Meetings are for everybody" (i.e., they are
public and not selective). "New people are usually brought by friends.
"
"It 's natural
[for workers] to follow up their friends.
"
"50 to 60 is a bit too big" so the groups are
divided to "provide room for two groups to invite more people into.
"
The exact size of a
group is negotiable.^
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The multiplication model requires each group to "train those who desire leadership
"
and to "have new leadership trained" at the point of division. On average, a home
church completes a growth cycle in two to three years, although much faster in the 1980s.
The completion of each cycle is marked by a "harvest meeting," a celebration ofthe new
found faith of its new members and the excitement of new leaders moving on to build
another house church.
The most challenging function is incorporating new members into the faith and into
committed relationships. "Growth was fairly easy ... we could get people coming. . . .
[But] we knew that getting them in cell [group] was the key to weaving them into the
fabric of the home church and helping to get them to that point where they bought into
what was happening and they adopted it as their own" (Guzzo, interview).
Cell groups. "For those ready to say, I want to get things going with God,
"
groups
of up to 10 or 12 formed to support biblical learning, personal sharing, and spiritual
formation.
"
We loved to study.
"
"It was great!
"
"There was great openness in that
group.
"
"People were honest about what had happened to them . . the things they 'd
done the tendencies we had.
"
Many meet on Friday evenings to maximize time for
informal fellowship ("hanging out"). Cells also multiply and are, in fact, the seminal
training grounds for new leaders.
I always tried to have three types of people in my cell groups: the brand new, young
believer . . the guys who would be the next line [of potential leadership] ... the
guys I was training for leadership in the next cell or home church. That was a
cyclical thing. . . If I could keep a balance and keep it going this would cause
growth. . . .
From then on they were just a natural "grow your church, develop your leadership,
and divide it" and so we went through that cycle [many] times. (Guzzo, interview)
Central teachings. Early Bible studies eventually grew into large meetings�this
caused the crisis that led to the creation of home churches in 1 980�as speakers gained
experience and established their reputations. Dennis H. McCallum and Gary
DeLashmutt, currently the "lead" pastors, became the movement's dominant figures and
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attracted hundreds to their public lessons. Meeting locations varied from borrowed
church buildings to rented warehouse space and, in the mid-1990s, to permanent
facilities. "CTs
"
consist of an hour-long presentation, followed by questions. "/ was
intellectually challenged.
"
"/ took word-for-word notes. " "There was a college
mentality.
"
The combination ofCTs and home churches was important to the growth ofthe
movement, providing a variety ofmeans to attract and incorporate new members. They
joined the strengths of structured, large group (mass media) presentations with the
intimacy of small group friendships that demonstrated the lived experience of the
message�two essential elements of persuasive communication.^ Xenos leaders argue, in
fact, that their three-level organization is particularly effective because it provides
separate structures for (1) mass communication to support the members' attempts to reach
out to others through their personal networks ("friendship evangelism"); (2) an
outwardly-oriented evangelistic focus that builds on the attractiveness of smaller house
church fellowships; and (3) inwardly-oriented cells for the nurture and mentoring of
confessing Christians (Xenos 2002b, numeral 12).
Ministry houses. The original Fish House set a precedent for collective living for
single members. Houses with as many as a dozen occupants are organized for mutual
support, personal growth, spiritual formation, discipleship, leadership training, and on
occasion, to support "damaged" people. More than 30 now exist.
They are organized on the "biblicalprinciples ofserving one another.
"
"The
purpose forged relationships.
"
"We had a purpose . . [to] grow together . . . [to] serve
together.
"
Living there is a "special time.
"
Many "still have goodfriendships from it
"
In fact, the ministry houses cemented enduring relationships that often formed the
leadership cores of chains of home churches and that created a culture of interdependence
and mutual support.
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Leadership Development
Organizational structures facilitate a movement if they are designed well. But
structures themselves are neutral. Leaders must use them well for them to be effective.
Strong leadership imparts the skills and attitudes that are needed to make each structure
work as a building block of the larger movement.
It is interesting to note in regard to leadership that Xenos rejected direct democracy
in its decision-making, one of its few departures from the New Left values it assimilated.
This is in part due to its beliefs which emphasize personal interdependence and
intercormected action (the Body of Christ concept), calling into question the radically
self-referencing libertarianism implied in direct democracy. In practice, the trust that
develops between members reduces concern for voting on issues, although votes are
sometimes taken. It is the trusting relationships between leaders and workers that, in fact,
makes leadership and decision-making naturally collegial and fosters a deep sense of
inclusiveness.
Strong leadership in the Xenos movement functions through well-crafted structures
to reproduce its corporate culture and action skills, empower personal agency and
creativity, equip new leaders, and dispatch them into the world to spread the movement.
Mentoring, or discipleship, is particularly well-used to socialize new members and train
future leaders.
Discipleship. The most crucial home church function is mentoring new members
into the faith, community, and service. "I held an early conviction . . . that evangelism
and discipleship were the two most important things the church could be involved in."
Discipleship was informal. "Early on it was not clear . . . mostly hanging out . . .
imparting what God had to say and putting it into practice Ifwe just hung out long
enough we'd get there" (Guzzo, interview).
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Yet it is also purposeful. Mentors "answer questions,
"
"provide direction" and
personal "accountability,
"
"pass on Christian ideas,
"
and demonstrate how to "disciple
others.
"
Irish expatriate and compethive distance runner Donal O'Mathuna, converted as a
doctoral student at Ohio State University, found this function helpful as he struggled to
balance his new fahh with substantial professional and athletic commitments.
Doug's role [was to] help me get started with my Christian walk. . . . What does it
mean to be a new Christian? . . . [how to] get involved with fellowship and God. . . .
What should I be doing? . . . What is God dealing with in my life? . . .
[He] was a friend in a way I never had one before. ... An example to me. . . .
Showed me what it was like to give over more of life and goals to God. ... I admired
him for that. ... He was able to help me though my life choices. . . .
[He was] the first to have vision for me . . . lot of vision for Christian leadership. . . .
The vision building thing and encouragement part of relationship was very unique to
me. ... I had never been praised before. ... He became a really good friend. . . . We
led together in home churches for ten years. (O'Mathuna, interview).
Forming a home church leadership team. Transition into home church leadership
was a natural evolution guided by experienced leaders. Step-by-step, emerging leaders
learned the necessary skills and built reputations for sacrificial service. As their vision
for leadership grew, they confronted their own personal problems and the relational and
temperamental weaknesses that limited their effectiveness with other people. One
became a leader at the point he or she had reasonably overcome these problems,
developed a following within the home church�generally this meant starting and
growing a cell group�and was ready to join a team to take responsibility for creating a
new home church.
Joe Guzzo provides a typical home church leader's perspective on leadership
development:
I'm always trying to motivate other believers to take a part . . . take ownership for the
group. . . . Then it was just a natural thing for them to view themselves as a leader
and to be viewed as a leader [by the home church] because they had done the
necessary, rudimentary . . . faithful kinds of things. . . .
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1 was not afraid to communicate that [vision], to talk about it all the time, to keep it
in the front of our mind. ... [I] was to be able to get others to buy the vision . . . and
feel like they could do that. So 1 was always talking about the vision. . . . We would
sit down and assess where we were, and who we were reaching, and what was going
on, and what we could pray about, who we could pray about. . . .
I communicated that with passion ... I didn't beat them over the head, 1 just talked
about, "Man, this is cool. This is exciting. It's not easy. There's a lot ofmomentum
against us." . . . And we prayed about it. . . .
Once I knew they were convinced of the vision . . . that everything that we did was
interpreted through that grid�then I began to invite them to be strong with me, to
challenge me, to ask questions, to come up with [their] own ideas, to fight me if need
be. . . . That process seemed to work. . . . [Some] are still fairly passive leaders, but
they were convinced leaders who knew what they were doing, why they were doing
it, and therefore could lean against their tendencies to be more quiet or laid back.
(Guzzo, interview)
Leadership teams often provided the first experience men and women had ofworking
closely together: "Women leaders working side by side with men and with the same
authority and respect in a team." The result, Guzzo notes, surprised new leaders as
gender stereotypes were challenged by the unique leadership styles of individual men and
women. "When I had . . . passive guys, I had to count on more aggressive women to fill
that [leadership] void." "This has been a healthy thing for me. ... My wife, 1 respect her
completely as a worker ... as a fellow leader."
Formal training. Informal, on-the-job training was supplemented by an aggressive
program of course work.' The earliest leadership courses�weekly, three-hour block
classes�lasted more than a year and covered theology, biblical studies and praxis. "Lot
ofreading.
" "Thick notebooks ofmaterial.
"
They were strenuous but eagerly sought.
"The only prerequisite, desire! "; "[you] had to be self-motivated to do the work.
"
"[It]
feh like a privilege to be there. ", "great sense ofaccomplishment.
" These evolved into
an extensive range of in-house courses, supplemented with seminary extension courses
and advanced leadership seminars for senior home church leaders.
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5. Movement Culture: An Alternative Community
Conununity and a strong corporate identity grew from the movement's early
experiences. Community was cultivated both for the pleasure of it and for the support it
provided, as well as for its value in demonstrating the Christian life to a public audience.
An ethos emerged within the group that stressed four commitments toward
individuals inside and outside the group. These include (1) the unconditional acceptance
of individuals regardless of their backgrounds or problems, (2) the importance of shared
experience in building solidarity, (3) the importance ofmutual assistance, and (4) the vital
involvement ofmembers with the greater public community. Xenos members sought
interdependence and cooperation as an alternative to individualism and competition. This
resulted in a tightly integrated set of relationships and a distinctive atmosphere that
outsiders found desirable.
Unconditional Acceptance: "We're Not Voting on Your Desirability"
Visitors from diverse backgrounds were often surprised to discover that the
Christians at Xenos appeared to be a lot like themselves: "relatively normal people
"
except that they're not "drunk out of their minds "; "looked a lot like me.
"
"Even with
the leaders there wasn 't a vast chasm ofdress, music. . . . I could relate to the leaders. . .
I was doing what they used to be doing.
"
"The relationships were genuine.
"
"I
enjoyed the people.
"
"I couldfind a place there.
"
Experiencing this easy acceptance of all who came influenced many to get involved.
The quality of relationships reinforced the movement's claims about a personal
relationship with Christ and provided tangible evidence of changed lives.
Seeing . . . this is critical . . . going into a group of people where h's clear that the
people in this group occupy several different places on the social strata. Like
someone who's socially inept and kind of goofy to someone who's highly capable
and socio-economically, too. And having these people accepted equally. That's
powerful, too 1 mean it's love in action. We're not voting on your desirability
before we invest in you.
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They'd look and say, "this is way better than the rest ofmy life In the rest of life
people are compethive and selfish." . . . They see love working like they have never
seen it before. It's a reflection of God They encountered God in a personal way
through this group of people who know God personally and have been changed by it.
(Reilly, interview)
Shared Experience: "A Real Sense ofCommunitv"
Involvement was not simply about finding something meaningful. It was fun. Mary
Bamum remembers her encounter with Xenos in college. "[There was] a sense of
grassroots This is a movement. This is God doing something." At gatherings she
found "everybody excited to be there."
Hanging out was really fun . . . 'till One AM People laughing I felt so lucky
to have this. ... We drank beer, but it was different. With school friends it was
about drinking. We felt different. It was real. Plus, God was working in all of it. . . .
The Bible studies were exciting . . . fellowship was great . . . people were motivated
to be there, wanted to be there . . . hang out late. (Barnum, interview)
In several neighborhoods members lived in close proximity: "a real sense of
community.
"
"You were within shouting distance ofa lot ofpeople andyou hung out a
lot and things.
"
Homes were generously opened to provide hospitality.
Everything happened at our house, the home churches, the cell groups . . . classes
that were done at our house. People were always there. We've always had people
living with us. . . . Marian and I have always viewed our house as a place we wanted
people to come. . . . Single guys over every Wednesday to feed them dinner. . . .
Lot's of action around our house. (Guzzo, interview)
Mutual Assistance: "We Had a Lot of Support"
The relationships that formed as members spent time together naturally provided a
support stmcture.
"
We had a lot ofsupport ", "people to go to do anythingfor you.
"
"Friends, committed to you,
"
helped in difficult times. Members responded to the
"needs of the people we are in contact with,
" in or out of the fellowship. "Close friends
helped me through the crap.
"
"[My wife] almost died"; "spouse in [a] psychiatric
hospital"; "dead marriages.
"
"Lots ofparents in the neighborhood struggle with [their
kids]. Feel alienatedfrom them.
"
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Much ofthe support deah with personal immaturity and troubled relationships.
Members provided "advice,
"
"comfort,
"
"prayer support.
"
"That's what got us
through.
"
Counsel was offered as impartially as possible: "[we 're] not going to listen
and take [only] your side.
"
They also confronted each other, on occasion, to address
problems. Calling it "speaking [the truth] into people 's lives,
"
they were "willing to
confront you when you are wrong.
"
"I didn 7 like the way [myfriend] was treating [his
wife]. I had to talk to him.
"
This direct approach was unusual in the wider social
context. Leaming to do it was not always easy� "my heart was beating through my
chest.
"
And it went beyond what most had experienced. "I saw the importance of
involvement in other people 's lives. . . I had no categoryfor this before.
"
But it
developed into a reliable form of indigenous lay counseling that helped many individuals
and couples through extremely difficult times. It also helped to deepen personal
relationships and to promote emotional health.
Openness to discussing personal problems was made easier by an "atmosphere of
grace.
"
"[You could] throw your dirty laundry out and not be judged.
"
"[I]
acknowledged my feelings . . . allowed thoughts andfeelings out to talk about them.
"
Yet
problems were discussed with the commitment to resolve them. "You can be open, yet
[we] do not sugar coat the stuffand gloss over it.
"
"[There is] no excuse to feel sorry
for yourself.
"
The Xenos community was built on "continued investment in people.
"
"Ifwe 're not
meeting needs on the individual level it 's going to be shallow and crumble.
"
Involvement With the Greater Community: "Xenos is Weil-Known by Name"
Aware that many traditional Christians retreat from the world out of fear, Xenos
Christians happily engage it, finding a common point of reference in the notion of
community. "Community," said leader Mary Barnum,
that's the word of the culture I live in. . . . My neighborhood is into community, we
call it a community. . . . Some are Christians, some not. ... A very colorful
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neighborhood. They all value community. It's a touch point for people ... a
meaningful word . . . expressed as block parties ... on porches . . . lots of
spontaneous music, everybody's welcome . . . neighborhood projects . . . borrow
cars, lettuce. . . We've added to that tlirough our value of community in our home
church. (Barnum, interview)
The boundary between home church and the greater community is open. "[Our]
neighbors noticed the support of our community." Often this assistance spreads beyond
the home church. "[Our friends] helped them too." Through these interactions a home
church becomes a natural part of the neighborhood. "At least 15 neighbors have been to
[our] home church or parties. . . . They know our home church people by name. . . .
Xenos is well-known by name in this neighborhood" (Barnum, interview).
6. Participant Biographv: Living For the Right Cause
Of the home church leaders interviewed, almost all are presently in active leadership.
Sixty percent are men. All are White and attended college; all but one graduated. Almost
half have graduate degrees: the majority the M.A. in religious studies, one M.D., one
Ph.D. Several went to university on academic scholarships and half attended The Ohio
State University during the 1970s; a few others attended later. Almost half are former
Roman Catholics and two-thirds report conversion from nominal religious backgrounds
or secularism to faith in Christ through the fellowship. All but one are married (the other
is divorced) and most met spouses and married in the fellowship. All but one have
children. Exact age was not asked but ranges from 30 to 60, the majority in their 40s.
One-third were members of the eight original home church teams formed in 1980, the
others became leaders before 1990. One-half are full-time, part-time, or former staff
members, including a teacher in the fellowship's elementary school and the director of its
irmer-city ministry. Another works for a separate ministry organization. Most have made
career sacrifices to accommodate ministry, training, or part-time staff positions.
What motivates them? How have they matured over time? An especially important
question is what is it that makes them resilient when they struggle. More than half of the
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house church leaders interviewed report significant ministry or personal failure or
profound personal suffering during their tenures in leadership. These problems were
serious enough to make them question whether they could continue. Some did not; a few
are no longer Xenos members. One more left for a period of several years.
Each leader has had a set of unique experiences, both good and bad, during their time
in the fellowship. There is no singular, or typical leadership experience. However, a
theme emerged from the interviews of a common sequence of phases through which the
leaders grew and matured. These include their conversion to the faith; their initiation into
fellowship; the transformation of their motivations as they began to desire leadership and
then again as they experienced difficuhies; and their ultimate consecration to God's work,
the purification of their motivations and commitment to long-term service.
Conversion: Accepting Christ
Not all who became leaders were, like Danny Walker, purposefully searching for
authenticity and spiritually. Some were simply surprised by what they heard when they
encountered the fellowship and they found it persuasive. "/ was challenged to think
about what I believed in "; "first time I ever read the Bible.
"
"I was really struck by how
much content there was in the Bible.
"
"I [had] always believed in God, but never heard
the gospel.
"
"Now it came together for me.
"
Others encountered Xenos at moments of
need. "/ was really hurting at the time.
"
"I was seeking something meaningful in my
life�love.
"
"/ wanted to have what they had.
"
Eventually, each was confronted with the movement's most important value, a
personal relationship with Christ. "I realized God is real.
"
"God is personal.
"
"Salvation by grace "; "not having to be good to be accepted by God. . . . That really
struck me.
"
"God was about relationship and about grace.
" And passing through a
process, each came to a point of decision to affirm faith in Christ. This process
constituted an informal rite of passage, yet one that was ritualized in a particular style
through constant repetition as many came into the faith. "/ needed to get before Christ
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and accept him.
"
"Then I asked Christ into my life.
" "
/prayed to accept Christ.
" "/
received Christ after that [meeting] in my car.
"
For those already Christian Xenos
helped them "to have a better way ofbeing a Christian.
"
Initiation: Knit into the Fabric of the Home Church
Conversion occurred in the context of encounter with people in the movement and,
normally, an invitation to attend Xenos functions. It was in this network of relationships
that new members were drawn into community life. "[1 was] invited to do things I'd
never done before.
"
"My brother invited me.
"
"[It was] amazing that so many ofus
[social peers] were interested.
"
"Fellowship social life was better than with non-
Christian f-iends who bitched and drank"; "fin, kind ofaparty" , "teaching, praying,
hanging out.
"
"[I] met friends.
"
"Fellowship was great!
"
Within these relationships, new members were challenged to grow spiritually and to
address personal problems. "I saw clearly that this was the healthy side.
"
"[I was
living] a double life . kept others at bay. ... 7 hadn 't been open about my life. . . .
Always superficial
" " When I stopped drinking I could think and build relationships.
God really used that to give me a window ofclarity.
"
"I knew they were free and I was
in bondage.
"
They were challenged to study and to examine their beliefs. "/ listened,
had questions.
"
"[I] started reading the Bible.
"
"[He] studied with me. We read
books.
"
"I befriended a woman in the home church. . [she] asked questions . used
scripture a lot. . [I] was intrigued by that, by her motivation level.
"
A desire grew to
become more involved. "/ went to home church, cell group, and then to CT.
"
"After
conversion . [there was an] almost instant increase in that kind of involvement. . It
just happened.
" "It was what I wanted to do.
"
"Ijoined a ministry house.
"
Transformation: Testing Attitudes and Commitment
Many who got involved were challenged by the movement's vision to seek
increasing levels of leadership. They made "life defining decisions" to integrate their
leadership responsibilities with the rest of their lives, often making professional
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sacrifices. "My desire to get into the leadership training class forced me to decide if I
would stay [in Columbus] long enough to be trained to lead a home church. "
But few were prepared for the personal testing that would accompany their new
leadership roles. For example, their commitment was tested by circumstances that
brought their maturity into question. "Emotionally things fell apart [with my wife] I
could see how emotionally deadened I was . [I] had to ask if I was willing to continue
and never [even] be a leader.
"
"Sensitivity was challenged in mypersonal life. . .
Someone asked what I would be like if I was gentle.
"
Some confronted personal
weaknesses as they tried to make leadership work. "/feh very self-conscious [teaching].
Ifailed a lot. I wanted to quit. . Can Iput myself through this anymore?
"
"What was
driving me was ambition, selfish ambition. . My character was not wellformed. I was
prideful and selfish and wanted to be a big cheese.
"
Some were unable to establish
successful home church leadership. "We were total failures. . . . [We 'd] blown up two
groups.
"
"I didn 't know what I was doing.
"
"It was hell�depression, lots of it. Lot
ofnegativity embarrassment anger with co-leaders.
"
"[I] felt exposed. . I was
devastated.
"
"We were spent, defeated. . . . became self-protective.
"
Others who were initially quite successful encountered failure later. Theresa Gibson,
who became a popular leader as a teenager, explains: "[We] went from . . . doing it the
right way to hitting a brick wall ofministry failure. . . . The failures were intense. . . .
People [in our home church] got into sex . . . guns were involved. . . . Horrible, horrible."
The emotional consequences were devastating. "We were really wiped out and
depressed. . . . The dark periods came from [taking my] identity from positive ministry
experiences since 1 was sixteen. When you hit the brick wall of failure in the Christian
life you enter a period of doubt that's profound. Was I in h for the right reasons?
Where's God?" (Gibson, interview).
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Consecration: Maturing Attitudes and Commitment
Some leaders never faced such difficulty. But for those who did, and for the
fellowship as a whole, struggle, when it did not destroy leadership altogether, purified it.
Those reporting great struggles in the past now appear quite relaxed talking about
their feelings concerning leadership. 'Wow we 're more slowly growing groups. . It 's
better for me and way better for them.
"
"Before, I wouldjustpush people.
"
"If. . . they
didn 't respond I was failing.
"
"We learned to teach grace and help people with their
issues.
"
"I'm not responsible for their growth. I can t play that role for them.
"
"God
loves me and I love him and I love others. . That 's the priority.
"
Individuals were
personally changed. '[First I was] buying into the mission ideologically . [Then]
having God strip it down to just him . . and still believing. . . . [Before] I was meaner
and colder, motivated by ideas and core values. . . Not any more.
"
"I could see him
changing me. . . . I was easier to get along with. I was happier.
"
And they could put their experiences in perspective. "What I learned through that is
God's grace
"
, "see God's grace poured out in retrospect.
"
"I'm a screw-up but he goes
on loving me.
"
"Christian work is about loving your neighbor as yourself.
"
"[If] you
focus on loving God and loving [your] neighbor . . that stuff's going to shake out. At
least that 's been my experience. Bitterness goes away.
"
Despite trials, or perhaps
because of them, their resolve to continue is striking. "I've planted a dozen home groups
by now.
"
"The investment�lot ofhours, time, tears�over twenty years has been worth
it.
"
"No regretfor the sacrifices I've made.
"
"[I'm] still learning, being changed by
God. . Never come to the end of that.
"
"A thrilling life"; "the right cause, sharing the
message ofChrist with the lost.
"
Summary and Conclusion
The young people who formed the Xenos house church movement's original base
encountered God through compelling, life-defining, transformational experiences. The
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power of their personal encounters with God through Jesus Christ constitutes the singular
reason for Xenos' existence.
Having said this, however, it is important to understand the influence of 1960s
radicalism on their interpretation of these events, especially since most ofthe original
members were not Christians looking to incorporate radical elements into an existing
faith. They were primarily those from the social mainstream most affected by radical
values who hoped to fmd meaning through conversion to a new religious identity. This is
underscored by the fact that, quite beyond the general social influence of 1 960s activism,
they were particularly influenced, as Doug McAdam demonstrates, by their location
within the geographical "reposhories of the '60s experience." Within this historical
context they, with varying degrees of awareness, absorbed the master frame ofwhat
came, in the 1 960s, to be called the Movement.
The 1960s movements also provided a context from within which a new cultural
framing could emerge to define the Xenos experience. This coordinated (aligned) the
very different master frames of both 1960s political and countercultural movements and
the growing evangelical movement which was finding a new expression through the Jesus
Movement. The Xenos members' own experiences of dynamic and seemingly
spontaneous growth provided a vivid memory of excifing fimes which many (but not all)
refer to as the Movement. The Movement as a conceptual image, with hs close
connecfion to that of the larger radical Movement, helped to shape a unique
consciousness that guided the Xenos members through time.
As the movement unfolded it generated a set of primary values that both derived
from the experience of the movement as well as reinforced its ability to continue as a
movement long after the original excitement died down. These values include an
experience of a relafionship with God which energized the movement, the teachings of
the Bible which informed it, the closely-knh community of believers who modeled an
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alternative way of life, a vision for an niclusive collective ministry (Christian work), and
a great passion for leadership to guide others into the faith and perpetuate the movement.
These values are reported with great regularity in interviews with house church
leaders. It is impossible to imagine Xenos without its commitment to a personal biblical
faith, vhal community, sacrificial service, and exceptionally committed volunteer
leadership. This vhal framework sustains the movement's leaders in their work as they
challenge the ideologies ofthe world-system and model an ahernative to the traditional
church. The framework is reinforced by the movement's organizational structure which
maximizes the values ofChristian community. Christian work, and leadership by
providing avenues for a the experience of vital community and opportunhies for
leadership to be broadly distributed. This leadership is constantly regenerated through the
mentoring of new members and is supported by an extensive educational system.
These values constitute a collective action frame (see Chapter 3) that is uniquely the
product of the Xenos experience. It is both a fresh creation in its own right and it is also a
development which elaborates the 1 960s movement framings which came before it. As
the 1 960s frames receded in influence, by contrast the Xenos collective action frame
came into the foreground. It possesses an exceptional coherence and conceptual power to
influence others. In this sense, the unique Xenos action frame may, potentially, be
embraced by other groups as a master frame to provide a context for new Christian
activism.
Whether this framing of belief and action will serve to provide guidance for others in
the future, or to simply keep the Xenos movement itselfmoving forward, it needs a
defining image in order to communicate with simplicity and clarity. The Xenos leaders'
vision for the future is, in fact, embedded within the discourse ofmovements.
Xenos sees itself as a grassroots indigenous house-church planting movement. . . .
Grassroots [the term "underground" is also used] means our grovv1;h is primarily
through neighborhood groups, not through large worship services or seekers
meetings. . . .
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Indigenous means the leadership for the home churches has to come from within
the home churches via a process of personal discipleship. . . .
House church planting movement means the development of such groups�if
carried out properly�should lead to muhiplication or exponential growth, unlike
plans where a central office arranges groups from a list of applicants and leaders.
(Xenos 2002d, original emphasis)
After thirty years. The Movement�as historical memory, as a framework of values, and
as a vision for the future�endures as the defining metaphor to describe Xenos' self
awareness.
This examinafion ofthe Xenos house church movement brings the case studies, in
many ways the heart of this research, to a close. Like windows overlooking a busfiing
city, Xenos, along with the Sanctuary and Antiglobalizafion movements, opens views
upon the living reality of social movements and the lives of committed acfivists. The
three movements enable us to visualize the complexity of collective acfion undertaken to
create change on a variety of fronts: social and political, cultural and religious. As living
examples of collective action they provide a repertoire of ideas and forms of action from
which other activists may draw inspiration, copy their strategies and structures, and enrich
their imagination.
These living examples also flesh out the theoretical discussion presented in Chapter 3
by grounding it in actual experience. In the next chapter, this material�living examples
as well as theory�will be synthesized to create a clear picture of social movement
formation and organization. In Chapter 8 this summary description of collective action
will be brought into dialogue with a missiologically-informed description ofthe church to
illuminate the church-in-mission.
Endnotes
1 . For a historical sketch of Xenos Christian Fellowship, see Xenos (2002a), Leffel (1995).
2. The Xenos website may be found at <www.xenos.org>.
3. For background on the national network of retreat centers and countercultural fellowships that
influenced many ofthe original Xenos members, see Gilquist (1992). Xenos members broke organizational
ties with this group in 1974 over a number of issues including the network's leaders' interest in becoming
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Eastern Orthodox. In later years these leaders founded the Evangelical Orthodox Church. Six later became
Antiochian Orthodox priests.
4. Once in place a movement's master frame (see Chapter 3) is difficult to change and creates cultural
inertia. In particular, the values developed early in the movement have a disproportionate influence over
what follows later. This can have both a negative and a positive effect. Negatively a master frame can
create a weight that is difficult to move. "Once a movement's collective action frame has become
established as the master frame, efforts to extend its ideational scope may encounter resistance from its
progenitors and guardians . . . Deviations from the master frame may be labeled as heresy and evoke social
control responses from the movement's core supporters" (Snow and Benford 1992:145). Attempts to
radically challenge or change the master frame can have the effect of collective culture shock, resulting in
anger, depression, anomie, and ennui within the movement. Positively, it can keep a movement on course
and preserve its core values over a long period of time.
5. In the 1990s the home church structures were modified as members struggled to balance family life
and careers. A range of sizes was adopted; some are task-oriented teams or small fellowship groups of 10
to 20, the majority are house churches ranging from 20 to 40, though many others maintain the traditional
model of from 30 to 60. The labels "home church," "house church," and "home group" are used
interchangeably. There are now more than 100 home groups (Walker, interview).
6. Communications scholar Everett M. Rogers (Rogers 1 995) has examined the diffusion of innovative
ideas and practices (such as the Christian message and way of life) through their promotion by agents of
change (e.g., church leaders). "Mass media channels" and "interpersonal channels" play separate,
reinforcing roles in the acceptance of an innovation. Mass media "reach a large audience rapidly, . . .
spread information, and . . . lead to changes in weakly held attitudes." Interpersonal channels, on the other
hand, "provide a two-way exchange of information . . [which] often allows them to overcome . . . social-
psychological barriers . . . [and] persuade an individual to form or to change a strongly held attitude. Mass
media channels are relatively more important at the knowledge stage and interpersonal channels are
relatively more important at the persuasion stage in the innovation-decision process
"
(Rogers 1 995: 1 94-
195, original emphasis). "Mass media channels are primarily knowledge creators, whereas interpersonal
networks are more important in persuading individuals" (:286).
7. According to information published on the Xenos website (Xenos 2002c), a "typical leader" has:
Completed 210 hours of classroom instruction with homework and graded exams;
Completed two to five years of personal mentoring from an older believer;
Helped a non-Christian begin a personal relationship with Jesus Christ . . . ;
Introduced one or more individuals to a personal disicpleship/mentoring relationship;
Led a cell group (within their home church) with growth and spiritual advancement in the participants'
lives;
Proven character like that required for deacons in 1 Timothy 3.
Chapter 7
Social Movements: An Action Framework
Images of action abound in the sketches of the Antiglobalization, Sanctuary, and
Xenos movements. Thousands of outraged activists filled Quebec City's streets, shaking
its notorious securhy fence if not the confidence of the Summit of the Americas' heads of
state. Defiant "co-conspirators" filled Chicago's Wellington Avenue Church, welcoming
"Juan" into sanctuary while putting INS on notice that they would not countenance its
refugee policy. In the "heady times . . . exciting times" of the 1980s Xenos leaders
scrambled to mobilize house churches as their fellowship filled with newcomers. Images
of action�each one in hs own way illustrates the purpose of social activism: to act, to act
collectively and persistently to create change.
Each of the case studies sheds its own unique light on collective action. Together
they highlight the diversity of social action, providing insights from different angles.
For example, as Antiglobalization activists add new links to the "Seattle chain" of
protests they help us understand the difficulty of organizing volunteers in a cooperative,
common effort. The importance of frame alignment comes into view as activists unite
the actions of a variety of social justice groups and movements around a common theme.
Maude Barlow's and Tony Clarke's New Democracy proposal provides an essential focal
point around which other movements may converge. The issue of democracy which lies
at the movement's heart, however, is not limited to defending it from corporate elites. In
Philadelphia, bickering between Unity 2000 and PDAG (Philadelphia Direct Action
Group) over the nature of democracy withm the movement divided activists. Their
disagreements illustrate how competing visions for a new social order may drain a
movement's energy. Antiglobalization also demonstrates that a movement can attract
attention from its elite targets and extensive media coverage while failing to attract the
public that most idenfifies with the issues h raises.
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Following the 1980 deaths of 26 Salvadorans in the Sonora Desert, those who would
become Sanctuary activists struggled to interpret the meaning of events and rally support
for their actions among religious congregations. Sanctuary illustrates the value of
symbols in framing protest action. Bandana-clad campesinos standing in church
sanctuaries along with biblical images of cities of refuge and Westem histories of refugee
safe-haven and religious freedom connected religious and political values to form a
compelling rationale for action. The public sanctuary declaration provided a specific
call-to-action that focused the energies of congregations on an easily understood form of
collective resistance. Though Sanctuary was written off by critics as cheap "political
theater" and its activists subject to arrest, its symbol-rich actions and solidarity between
activists and refugees held the movement together. In spite of internal conflicts, the
movement inspired long-term commitment until it faded as Central America's political
conflict quieted and the movement's claims were vindicated by the courts.
"We were the generation that came out of the Sixties," said Xenos house church
leader Joe Guzzo. The Xenos movement, in fact, highlights the spreading influence of
activist values from one age-set to another and from one social group to another as those
values were "deposited" in the communities where the young Xenos activists came of
age. By revealing connections between the widespread youth movements ofthe 1960s
and the emergence of Xenos' distinctive system of cultural values, the Xenos case study
helps us to better understand the cultural aspects ofmovements. As it developed
throughout the 1970s, the Xenos values system integrated New Left and evangelical
discourses through the intense spiritual and interpersonal experiences of its members.
These values functioned as a cultural gyroscope to keep the movement on course for
three decades. They are summed up in the metaphor of The Movement, a rich image that
reflects the movement's past and defines its future.
Each movement in its own way brings to life the study of the social movement
experience. By adding the color and texture of real acfivists seeking to act in real-life
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circumstances these living examples fill in the theoretical discussion of social movements
presented in Chapter 3. They provide a basis, in this chapter, for a more detailed
reflection on movement formation and collective action.
Creating an Action Framework
It is helpful to remember how the discussion of social movements fits together with
the earlier discussion of mission and church. The goal, as explained in Chapter 1 , is to
describe the church as a social actor, a living and vital participant in God's mission to the
world. To do this, the concept of the church-in-mission will be brought together in a
dialogue with social movements. This dialogue takes place in the next chapter.
The first dialogue partner is a missiologically-informed picture of the church, the
descriptive framework presented in Chapter 2. The purpose of this present chapter is to
prepare the social movement partner for dialogue. This is done by converting a
theoretical understanding of social movements (Chapter 3) into something more useful to
those who try to imagine how they may deploy themselves and others in collective
action�an action framework.
This chapter, in fact, shifts the discussion of social movements from theory to
practice. It does so by calling attention to the work that social activists must do to form a
movement.
Why? Because interpretive studies alone, the domain of theory (and the result of this
study so far), do not by themselves enable social actors to know how to act when they
encounter opportunities to do so. To some degree at least, their needs pass beyond
theoretical description (as valuable as it is for their self-understanding) to a prescriptive
framework to guide their actions.'
By pushing description toward prescription the following discussion highlights the
features of social movement activism that must be accounted for to mobilize collective
action. An overview of this chapter is provided in Table 7.1 which sketches the process
that will redescribe, or translate, theoretical perspectives on social movements (Chapter
3) into an action framework useful to activists for comprehending and developing their
work. The resulting action framework is summarized at the end of the chapter.
Table 7.1 Constructing an Action Framework: Comparative Analysis of
Social Movement Theory and Social Movement Case Studies
(A)
Interpretive Framework
(Chapter 3)
(B)
Case Studies
(Chapters 4-6)
(C)
Action Framework
(Chapter 7)
Theory Description and Interpretation Synthesis: Theory + Descripdon
and Interpretation
Antiglobal.
(AM)
Sanctuary
(SM)
Xenos
(XM)
Variables (1-6)
1 . Opportunity structure
2. Rhetorical framing
AM - 1
AM -2
SM - 1
SM-2
XM- 1
XM-2
The Rhetorical Dimension
Discern an opportunity to act
Call others to act
3. Protest strategy
4. Mobilizing structures
AM -3
AM -4
SM-3
SM-4
XM-3
XM-4
The Strategic Dimension
Direct others to act
Organize action
5. Movement culture
6. Participant biography
AM -5
AM -6
SM-5
SM-6
XM-5
XM-6
The Cultural Dimension
Contextualize action
Empower actors
Mobilizing action may be thought of in much the same way an architect considers a
building's design. No single blueprint, of course, can be used to build a wide variety of
buildings. Nor is there a single plan for the wide variety of social movements. Instead,
with each new design the archhect (or activist) must concentrate on visualizing the basic
structures into which all the details will fit.
This chapter is organized around three dimensions of a movement's structural
development. To these its architects must attend. First, the rhetorical dimension
examines the construction of a movement's rhetorical structure. This "ideological
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architecture" shapes and gives meaning to social action. Second, the strategic dimension
describes a movement's chief purpose�to provoke a crisis of decision among elites and
the public in support of its claims and goals�and strategies to amass social influence.
This constitutes the movement's "social architecture." Three, the cultural dimension
examines a movement's "thematic architecture": its linkage to hs cultural context and the
community and the solidarity it creates to support social action.
The Rhetorical Dimension
In a public church service on March 24, 1982, Tucson's Southside Presbyterian
Church declared hself a sanctuary for Central American political refugees. In doing so it
openly and illegally resisted INS asylum policies. Indeed Southside's members virtually
dared INS to arrest them, creating a dilemma for INS which risked a public backlash if it
acted to make arrests of apparently well-meaning citizens. Church members gambled on
adjudicating their dispute in the court of public opinion. Their sanctuary declaration
became a call-to-action for other congregations to join them in a showdown with INS.
(See Chapter 5, The Sanctuary Movement.)
Southside's members' declaration made perfect sense to them. It put in perspective
their encounter with the refugees' suffering, their ethical values, and their desire to take
collective action. In one stroke they translated their ideology�that is, their analysis of
events, their beliefs about them, and the values through which they interpreted them�
into a viable form of social action.
Considerable work (investigation, research, analysis, consciousness-raising, debate,
soul-searching, decision-making) occurs within movements as activists try to understand
their circumstances and seek avenues of action. This rhetorical activity�^the construction
of an ideological architecture to unite observations, analyses, and interpretations with
actions�creates a framework that names grievances, makes claims, legitimates action.
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and calls others to join in social action. (For a review of rhetorical framing and the
framing process it may be helpful to refer to Chapter 3.)
All of this work is included in initiating and forming movements The process of a
movement's initial formation and action may be explained by examining two movement
variables: the opportunity structure and rhetorical framing.
The Opportunity Structure: Encounter and the Option to Act
Determining the causes of social movements presents a vexing question to
movement scholars. Political process theorist Sidney Tarrow suggests, as noted in
Chapter 3, that activists act "in response to political opportunities" and through collective
action even "create new ones." Their search for opportunity links the when and the why
of social movements to activists probing their pohtical contexts for occasions to assert
their agendas. Similarly, resource mobilization theory (Chapter 3) assumes the presence
of "movement entrepreneurs" operating within an existing activist context to mobilize
new actions whenever they can gain a strategic advantage for their interests.
A more nuanced picture ofmovement formation emerges from the case studies,
however. Some experienced activist entrepreneurs did indeed look for new issues to
exploit. Among the case studies this was most true of the Antiglobalization movement.
On the other hand, much ofwhat the activists responded to (or indeed what provoked
some of them even to become activists) came to them through normal life encounters.
The processes through which these encounters were eventually translated into perceptions
of opportunities to act were not always the same.
There were, though, regularities suggesting a common experience. These include
their reflections on their encounters, interpretations of them, and development of a critical
analysis that led to the search for opportunities to act. This rhetorical work laid the
foundation for subsequent action. How this process worked is most easily seen in the
formation of the Antiglobalization and Sanctuary movements.
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Interpreting and naming encounters. Some element of surprise played a role in
precipitating each of these movements. Only slowly did the magnitude of events dawn
upon many ofthe activists (or soon-to-be-activists) who became involved. Their process
of becoming aware ofthe significance ofwhat was happening around them included
three elements: encounter, interpretation, and naming.
1 . Encounter. Arizona pastors like John Fife and Jim Oines, for example, were
accustomed to working with undocumented Latino/a immigrants in social justice
ministries. What was new to them was the discovery of Salvadorans among the
immigrants. The tragic deaths of 26 middle-class Salvadorans sensitized them to the new
reahties in Central America. But this did not radicalize them. Rather their encounter
with an intransigent INS suggested to them that the refugees were being manipulated by
the government for larger political purposes.
Similarly, journalist and Antiglobalization activist Naomi Klein describes how
identity, or "PC," activists only gradually discerned that corporations feigned interest in
women and minority groups in order to brand their products with edgy, provocative
images. These activists at first also missed the growing economic exploitation
(sweatshops, contract labor, part-time work without benefits) of the very women and
minorities they sought to represent.
2. Interpretation. Less surprised, perhaps, were professional activists like corporate
watchdogs Maude Barlow and Tony Clarke. These along with Klein and academics like
David C. Korten began to sketch a picture of labor and environmental exploitation and
investment encroachment on public goods. Connecting anecdotal reports with systematic
analysis they began to interpret what they were encountering as, in fact, a neoliberal
"revolution" buttressed by global finance and trade institutions.
Likewise, religious aid workers in Honduran refugee camps and missionaries such as
Rachel Lausch and Gloria Kinsler in the Central American interior shared their
observations through denominational channels and began to trace how the Umted States-
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backed counterinsurgency wars drove refugees north. They then linked this with the
churches' reports of a growing humanitarian crisis on the border to form a wider picture
through which to interpret events.
hi both movements the encounter with events prompted a lengthy period of
discernment. Time was spent accumulating evidence and discussing it. Through this
interpretive work religious workers and social activists in both movements gained an
understanding ofwhat was happening and assigned causes to it. Interpretation took time:
two years from the first pastoral encounters with Salvadorans to the first sanctuary
declarations; a decade from Barlow's and Clarke's earliest cross-border trade worries to
the first sizable antiglobalization action in Montreal in 1997.
3. Naming. Eventually, however, those involved with the issues broke through the
confusion of events. As their interpretations solidified, they named the issues they faced
as well as those responsible for them. These names conceptualized their new awareness
and communicated it to others. Antiglobalization activists named their issue "the race to
the bottom" driven by global corporations. Sanctuary activists named their issue the "the
hidden war against the poor," a counterinsurgency war supported by the Reagan
Administration.
Critical analysis and conscientization. These interpretations of the issues the
activists encountered were elaborated through a deeper analysis of their social contexts.
As their analyses deepened so did their self-awareness of their own ability to act. The
process leading them into a deeper awareness ofwhat was happening consisted of two
elements: critical analysis and conscientization.
1 . Critical analysis. Economic globalization accelerated dramatically in the 1990s.
Activists searched this trend for clues to understand the mechanisms that shaped the
emerging global system. They found several that troubled them: the autonomy of
unelected executive branch political appointees to carry on secret negotiations with
corporate elites outside the public legislative processes; the resulting disproportionate
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influence of corporations on government decisions at the expense of civil society and
voter representation; and the lack of popular democratic bodies at the global level.
Responding to these clues, activists constructed a comprehensive critical theory to
explain how economic globalization worked at the political level. Applying this theory,
they cast the issues as conflict over the right of individuals and communities to determine
their own political and economic development: the people versus power elites.
Sanctuary's emerging critical theory evaluated the perennial oppression of Central
America's poor which had sharpened into armed violence. Activists opted for the side of
the poor and examined circumstances from this vantage point. The overlay of American
self-interest complicated their analysis. The Reagan administration's singular
commitment to "containment" (pursued at times covertly and illegally) used the fear of
leftist-insurgency to justify evasion of congressional human rights enquiries. To do this
they deliberately misconstrued the refugees as economic opportunists instead of
legitimate asylum-seekers.
2. Conscientization. It is important to note that developing a critical analysis
explaining the issues at hand is personally transforming as well as informing. This
personal transformation is what is meant by conscientization, the term introduced in
Chapter 5 to describe the awakening of American missionaries to the Central American
political situation.
Conscientization refers to the process of one's inward reflection which results in a
heightened ability to comprehend one's political circumstances. It means more than
simply a growing awareness of events, however. This consciousness awakens
individuals to the whole pattern of events affecting them. It clarifies how they must act
to protect themselves. And it is the foundation of the confidence needed to fight back.
Conscientization is similar in meaning to what, in Chapter 3, historian Lawrence
Goodwyn called achieving "personal political self-respect." It reinforces one's sense of
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personal effectiveness. And it enables individuals to rise above their presumed political
weakness in order to seek collective solutions to the problems they confront.
Thus, for example. Sanctuary activists developed the clarity to cast their local
refugee crisis as a conflict between the victims ofwar and a foreign policy out of control.
At the same time, newly conscienticized missionaries like Gloria Kinsler and pastors like
Jim Oines found courage to do the unthinkable: to defy their own government.
IdentifvinR constraints and opportunities. Their critical theories enabled
Antiglobalization and Sanctuary activists to grasp the historically unique constraints
placed on their actions as well as to discern possibilities to act. Both movements faced
essentially the same pohtical constraints, though very different action opportunhies.
The international arena, as historian Bruce Nichols noted (Chapter 5), is the domain
of executive branch politicians into which legislators and judges loath to enter. There are
no formal laws, only pragmatic agreements adhered to (or violated) in the name of
national interest. It is also the domain of transnational corporations which play local
governments against each other and negotiate with them outside of legislative scrutiny.
This is a quandary for Antiglobalization activists. To whom, exactly, does one carry
protest when the normal institutions of democratic debate are largely sidelined in favor of
executive autonomy on an international scale? Any radical challenge must cross an
enormous gap between the grassroots and elite power formed at a global level. This
places the movement in an unusually weak position relative to past movements that
mobilized against national-scale targets. It is a constraint that will likely require years, if
not decades, of global mobilization to counterbalance. Within these constraints,
however, activists discerned small opportunities available to them. They could harass
political and economic elites when they meet (like they did in Quebec City), support
dissidents within the institutions (especially WTO), and sway public opinion by attracting
media attention through public protest (the "Seattle chain").
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Sanctuary activists, too, confronted the limitations of carrying protest directly to
executive branch policymakers on issues of foreign affairs. They ran up against Cold
War political reluctance to challenge the President's constitutional authority on national
security. They also confronted executive power in the form of INS and Justice
Department arrest powers. Their opportunity to act, constrained by the illegality of their
actions (as they were then interpreted), consisted of appeal to public opinion, at least to
the extent that this kept authorities at bay. And successfully, if belatedly, they found
opportunity to challenge INS policy through civil litigation.
In their early phases the Antiglobalization and Sanctuary movements formed as
responses to changing economic and political circumstances. Only over time did the
events encountered clarify into coherent issues through a process of encounter,
interpretation, naming, critical analysis, conscientization, and the discernment of
opportunity. This process, however, resulted in critical analyses capable of defining
causes, mechanisms of power, opponents, constraints, and opportunities. It also helped to
bring individuals to a consciousness of their own effectiveness to act.
Rhetorical Framing: The Call-to-Action and Collective Action Frames
Southside's 1982 sanctuary declaration, the surprising 1999 Seattle WTO action, and
the 1980 launch ofXenos house churches marked the public emergence of each
movement in its mature form. If the earlier phase represents a behind-the-scenes, or
backstage, process ofmovement formation, the new phase brings movements frontstage.
Here they must be prepared to sway public opinion, recruit members, and challenge
opponents. Activists must arrive on stage with convincing claims and action proposals in
order to call others to act boldly (or even dangerously) to generate social force.
The crucial purpose of social movements is, of course, to act. Each ofthe three
movement cases in a different way integrated its ideology (the reasons why their
followers enlist to act) with action (the way in which they are enabled to act) to marshal
collective action.
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Translating word into action requires the construction of a new conceptual framing,
or collective action frame, which allows activists to "act through" what they come to
believe (refer to the discussion of framing in Chapter 3). Without this step rhetoric
remains merely a perspective. The conceptual whole provided by the collective action
frame summarizes the entire movement, including the earlier work of critical analysis. In
this regard it assigns blame and defmes opponents; it asserts threats to important values,
making them rallying points for a larger mobilization; and it sets goals to direct actions.
Further, it defmes a specific mode of action and it issues a clear call to act.
Nothing is more important to a movement than its collective action frame. Its clarity
and precision is essential to attracting followers and sustaining action. Each ofthe three
movements formed a different collective action frame. Here are in fact some ofthe
greatest differences between them. Yet these differences are not contradictory. Rather,
they suggest a range of framings that may be applied alone or together.
Since the collective action frame is a movement's root paradigm, it also shapes other
strategic and tactical elements. Protest and mobilization strategies (the subjects of the
next sections, below) also hang from it. To preview how these are interconnected they
are arranged together in Table 7.2. This chart illustrates the overall conceptual models of
collective action that were developed in each of the movement case studies.
Each of the three movements' particular collective action frame is described, below,
showing how each movement integrated ideology with action, created symbols to rally its
participants, and issued a clear call-to-action.
1 . Convergence (Antiglobalization movement). Globalization encompasses a nearly
universal spectrum of issues. Various groups and movements have mobilized around all
of these before. Not all have gotten along well; labor and environmentalist "jobs versus
forests" disputes are an example. Antiglobalization activists faced not a lack of interest
among other activists but rather the question of how their energies could be combined
around a single issue.
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Table 7.2 Models of Collective Action
(A)
Collective Action Frame
Mode ofaction.
Focal symbolic image.
Call to action.
(B)
Strategic Frame
Strategic objective.
Tactical objectives.
(C)
Mobilization Frame
Organizational mode.
Organizational base.
Coordinating structures.
1. Convergence (Antiglobalization Movement)
Mode: Direct action.
Image: "Summiteering."
Call: The "Day of Action."
Objective: Mass insurgency.
Tactics: Convergence points;
forums; media exposure.
Mode: Self-directed base units
aligning with movement.
Base: Other movements; interest
and affinity groups.
Coordination: Coalitions;
"spontaneous" convergence.
2. Resistance (Sanctuary Movement)
Mode: Civil initiative.
Image: Sanctuary service.
Call: Declare public sanctuary.
Objective: Public defiance to
raise awareness, sway
opinion.
Tactics: Law breaking; create
dilemmas for authorities.
Mode: Network mobilization.
Base (nodes): Existing
congregations.
Coordination (links): Coalitions;
underground railroad.
3. Grassroots Organizing (Xenos House Church Movement)
Mode: Group reproduction.
Image: "Harvesf
'
meeting.
Call: Seek leadership
Objective: Network of self-
replicating base units.
Tactics: Mentoring leaders; team
development.
Mode: Base-unit multiplication.
Base: Home churches; cell
groups.
Coordination: Centralized
leadership, programs.
Antiglobalization is essentially a movement ofmovements. The chief challenge it
faces is how to frame issues to provide a focal point around which existing movements
may be persuaded to rally, or to use a word popular among activists, to converge.
Activists must define a commonly acknowledged universal threat. They have responded
by highlighting threats to core democrafic values generally shared among the "new"
social movements. Barlow's and Clarke's suggestion to rename the movement New
Democracy is, in fact, a canny framing. It reduces issues down to the distorting pressure
placed on nafional democrafic mechanisms by economic decisions taken in intemafional
venues beyond the reach of popular representafion. For other movements pressing for
reforms that ultimately require legislative action, the removal of economic negotiation
from local politics (at least to some distance) creates alarm.
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Framing global trade and investment agreements as predatory (captured in the "race
to the bottom" slogan) further polarizes activists by assigning manipulative motives to
corporate-political elites. Barlow's and Clarke's call to defend "the commons" (each
society's cultural and institutional patrimony) casts the stakes in the conflict as the
survival of basic rights in the face of the commercialization of virtually everything.
These framings have provided a compelling focus around which others like OREPA
peace activist Paloma Galindo and Earth Firster John johnson (who donated his time to
organize against the FTAA) aligned their own action frames, or "converged," with the
movement.
All of this would remain in the realm of ideology, however, without one further
elaboration of the convergence metaphor: the call to a particular form of action.
Cut off from effective democratic avenues of approach, the opportunity open to the
movement is to publicly voice its collective displeasure�to protest�wherever it can
locate the corporate-political elites it seeks to challenge. This is principally at summit
meetings. From this follows the successive "chain" of summit protests beginning with
Seattle WTO. These disruptive direct action protests are planned to mobilize large
numbers of people (representing various groups and movements) by providing events at
which they may physically converge. These convergences, emblemized by their creative
stunts, diversity, and size, are the very symbols that define and sustain the movement.
"Summiteering," then, symbolizes the mode of action that enables activists to "act
through" their ideology. The "Day of Action" is the movement's call to act.
2. Resistance (Sanctuary movement). Converging in public protest to challenge
laws or policies is a time-honored form of mobilization. In contrast, mobilizing to assist
the immediate victims of a government policy requires a different approach. For TECTF,
the Tucson faction of the Sanctuary movement, humanitarian assistance constituted its
primary mission. To the end, TECTF and other Southwest border networks provided
refugee border crossing, safe transport, and safe harbor services. Doing so meant
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systematic and willful law-breakmg (as the law was then enforced). Simply to protest
was not enough to help the refugees. Acting in the "civil imtiative" tradition, activists
turned to direct resistance of INS policies on the basis of their own interpretation ofthe
1 980 United States Refugee Act.
Building the movement, however, required a careful framing to motivate even
socially-minded congregations like Wellington Avenue UCC to act illegally on their
humanitarian impulses. This was the value of the public sanctuary declaration. As
Wellington's pastor David Chevrier observed, the challenge to declare sanctuary brought
a concrete focus to the issues and demanded a thorough review process on the part of a
congregation. This process generated the group consensus and solidarity needed for
individuals to overcome their fears and act.
The framing that supported sanctuary declarations was complex. It traded on
culturally powerful religious and historical symbols. These included the biblical cities of
refuge, the history of church buildings as legal sanctuaries, and the history of flight from
religious persecution. They also included America's history of receiving refugees, the
Underground Railroad, the Holocaust, and traditions of freedom of religious conscience.
Sanctuary's framing was underscored by reports from Central America which
exposed the political genesis of the refugee problem in the United States. This added
indignation to humanitarianism. Sanctuary, as activist Reimy Golden explained in
Chapter 5, was nothing less than a "witness against the immorality of INS practice" and
its root cause, "the State Department's support of a murderous Salvadoran and
Guatemalan military." Sanctuary congregations understood that taking on refugees
meant purposeful resistance against their own government, a step not lightly taken.
Sanctuary activists did not invent this action frame entirely; it was used in the 1960s'
antiwar movement and later to protect refugees in Europe. But they skillfully adapted it.
The image of bandana-clad campesinos standing at the altar became the compelling
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symbol ofthe movement. Sanctuary's call-to-action, the public sanctuary declaration,
was clear and precise.
3. Grassroots organizing (Xenos house church movement! The three movement
cases examined here are different in terms of their general referents. Antiglobalization is
a social movement with political-economic referents. Sanctuary mixed political and
religious motivations. In contrast, the Xenos movement is primarily religious. However,
it is also of social consequence. First, it offers a social-structural alternative to traditional
churches which recenters Christian community and leadership around semi-autonomous,
self-directed fellowship units. It is a new (though not unprecedented) way of being
church. Second, it reflects the language ofmovements in its culture and collective
identity. This includes the language of both religious and secular youth movements.
Even recently the framing of its identity as a movement was refreshed, as noted in
Chapter 6: "Xenos sees itself as a grassroots indigenous house-church planting
movement." It is also an excellent example of a durable collective action frame.
In the early 1 970s, original Xenos members encountered an already-existing
"spiritual movement." Evangelical and charismatic movements were resurgent; the Jesus
Movement was widespread. There was also a general and rather sudden cultural opening
of religious interest linked with what the sociologist-psychologist team Paul H. Ray and
Sherry Ruth Anderson call the "consciousness movements" beginning in the 1960s. This
was further linked with New Left political movements (Ray and Anderson 2000:99-138).
Such an environment provided a unique opportunity to act for those seeking to assert
their religious values.
Out of this experience the emerging Xenos fellowship, in its 1970-1979 formative
stage, developed a distinctive set of cultural values synthesizing countercultural and
evangelical traditions (Chapter 6). But by 1979 the fellowship had been overtaken by hs
own success. It grew in size to a point that it began to lose its vital community
experience as well as significant opportunities for service by hs cadre ofmotivated
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leaders. This contradiction of core values was deeply feh and correctly interpreted as a
crisis imperiling the fellowship's future.
The Xenos system of values functioned as a cultural gyroscope both to define the
crisis and set a direction past it Their house church innovafion provided the social
structure required for members to live out, that is, to "act through" the values they
cherished. It also reinforced their richly entailed community life and exceedingly high
sense (at least by tradhional church standards) of personal agency.
Xenos fully developed its collective action frame, self-replicating grassroots units, at
a time when the group could organizationally have become simply a large passive
audience. Their new structures preserved opportunifies for hs members to act
meaningfully and in significant numbers to act as leaders. The image that symbolizes
this action it is the house church "harvest" meeting, a celebration of collective action that
stages the planting of a new house church. The fellowship's call-to-acfion is simple:
become a leader and continue the movement.
Summary: The Rhetorical Dimension
At the point of turning from early movement formation to public mobilization
activists in each of the movement case studies created forms of action that provided ways
in which they could "act through" their ideology. These collective action frames�
convergence, resistance, and grassroots organizing�made it possible for the
movements' participants to act effectively to meet the challenges confronting them.
To retum to the architectural metaphor, a collective action frame constitutes a
movement's ideological architecture, its overall master plan to link its activists'
observations, beliefs about them, and values with action. It encapsulates their
interpretations and naming of the issues they have encountered, their critical analyses,
and their identification of opportunities to act. It provides a mode of action, the symbols
required to communicate its vision, and a specific and concrete call-to-action.
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Naming encounters, developing a critical analysis, defining opportunities and
opponents, and constructing a collective action fi-ame represent the outlines ofthe
conceptual work necessary to mobilize a movement. These are the basic elements ofthe
movement formation process.
The Strategic Dimension
In April, 2001, as many as 30,000 protesters converged on Quebec City just as their
protest target, the Summh of the Americas (SOA), convened to negofiate the proposed
Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) agreement. Reform-minded progressive
activists convened the alternafive People's Summh represenfing the interests of labor,
environmental, and humanharian groups excluded from the SOA's secretive meefings.
They combined their People's Summit public relations coup with a show of their public
support, the 15,000-strong Grand March (and an equal number of sympathetic
onlookers), to pressure negotiators for a civil society voice in the trade talks. At the same
time "no-compromise" radicals sought to "turn the FTAA negotiations into a non-event."
Their "A20 Day of Action" ignited two days of riots. Both factions had similar aims: to
provoke a crisis that would force political and economic elites to modify or abandon the
FTAA. (See Chapter 4, The Antiglobalization Movement.)
Social movements exist to pressure those holding power to change their exercise of
it. Power may be political or economic; it may be the cultural power wielded by racial,
ethnic, gender, or religious elites. In any case, its source is a monopoly on the control of
the ideologies, policies, and institufions that shape social life. Movements are mounted
by outsiders to challenge this monopoly through another kind of power, social power,
through the public display of collective dissent. Their purpose (as noted earlier) is to
provoke a crisis ofdecision among ehtes and public opinion that transforms the
application of power.
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The collective action frames that activists construct provide conceptual frameworks
to guide social action. Other work, however, is required to develop these frameworks
into effective means of social mobilization. This includes developing protest strategy
and mobilizing structures.
Protest Strategy: Provoking a Crisis ofDecision
Historically, social movements have arisen in parallel with the exercise of normal
institutional power (political, economic, and cultural) in democratic societies. The focus
of political process theory, in particular, is the examination ofthe interconnections
between social movements and the exercise and structure of power. In this perspective,
movements are mobilized when recourse to normal institutional procedures (lawsuhs,
injunctions, lobbying, negotiation, referenda, elections, or new political parties, for
example) is blocked by those in power, is considered ineffectual, or cannot be undertaken
in a timely way.^
Through a long history distinctive protest traditions have evolved. Tarrow (see
Chapter 3) refers to these as action repertoires which provide activists with a tool box of
time-tested strategies and tactics. Consciously or not, the three movements studied here
echo earlier repertoires while at the same time refining them and applying them to their
particular needs.
A comparison of the movement cases' strategic repertoires suggests that a variety of
avenues are available to bring social power against movement opponents. The following
discussion illustrates how each movement developed its strategy and built on its
collective action frame. These strategies expanded the three collective action frames
described above: convergence, resistance, and grassroots organizing. It may be helpful
to refer once again to Table 7.2.
1 . Convergence (Antiglobalization movement). Though quite antagonistic toward
multilateral trade agreements like FTAA, Antiglobalization activists are not against
globalization per se. The movement's goal as defined by its progressive-reform faction is
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to project democracy to the global level in order to balance social, cultural, and economic
power and to create environmentally sustainable development. However, a radical
faction pushes further to dismantle capitalism. Its proposed altemative is direct
democracy and direct economics organized at the local level through affinity groups
functioning within a "cooperative commonwealth."
To accomplish either of these goals in the absence of popular global democrafic
institutions, activists turn to mass mobilization in order to project a popular voice into the
global decision-making process. In essence, the convergence repertoire selects a point
(an event in a particular place) to which like-minded supporters may be attracted to
appear, or converge, in protest. This is done with the expectation that others, seeing the
success of one mobilization, will turn out for the next one. This I take to be Tarrow's
main point (noted in the first section, above) when he says that once finding an
opportunity to exploit, activists create their own new ones. That is, once a protest action
demonstrates the efficacy of its action frame, the next protest action will attract even
more attention. This encourages others in other places (even others with different
motivations who are merely pressing the new opportunity for self-interest) to risk
organizing actions of their own.
In this light, Antiglobalization' s critical need is to build and sustain momentum from
action to action. To some degree it has: the "Seattle chain," as it is called, developed
steam leading up to the 80,000-strong 2001 Genoa G-8 protest. Other, intermittent
protests including actions in Geneva, Cancun, and Miami in 2003, though smaller,
continued this chain.
The goal of convergence is mass insurrection: ever increasing crowds of protesters
who will clog the streets, who will not go home, who will appear at every summit event,
and who will drown out every official pronouncement until elites get the message that
their policies will not be supported by vast tracts of the people, their will is broken, and a
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new order emerges. The desired outcome is, in other words, a crisis of decision forced by
the demonstration of social power.
2. Resistance (Sanctuary movement! To meet its dual goal of justice for refugees
and a reversal of Reagan Administration Central America policy. Sanctuary mobilized
resistance through a network of cooperating religious congregations. Its central purpose
was refugee safe harbor. Activists focused on drawing in churches as sites for housing
and care. This tied the movement to concrete locations and absorbed most of its energy.
Their expectation, however, was that a congregations' moral witness would attract yet
others. This would continue until the entire whole reached the critical mass necessary to
break into public awareness and create pressure for change.
Rather than amassing people in the streets. Sanctuary sought to amass the moral
witness ofthe nation's congregations in a massive display of resistance. This would tip
public opinion in their favor to at least forestall INS policy enforcement or, better, to
overturn it. Their hard-won achievement (400 sanctuary congregations, several thousand
support congregations, and as many as 70,000 individual supporters) was substantial,
significant enough to create public controversy. It was, however, ultimately insufficient
to mobilize widespread dissent. The movement's experience hints, though, at the social
power that could be unleashed if a substantial percentage of the nation's 350,000
congregations took on a similar mission ofmoral resistance.
3. Grassroots organizing (Xenos house church movement). The Xenos movement
seeks to liberate individuals from their enmeshment in the world-system so that the
spiritually lost may be saved from its power in order to love and serve God. No elites as
such are pressured for a decision. Individuals, however, are confronted with their own
spiritual crises.
The path from conversion to mature service, however, is a long one. The evidence
from the interviews suggests that the seasoning required to master house church
reproduction lasts years, perhaps decades. It requires careful spiritual formation. While
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this process results in genuine personal transformation that gives authenticity to the
movement, it subdues the movement's pace, a price that Xenos has leamed through
advershy to be quite willing to pay.
On the other hand, the promise of grassroots unit reproduction�to be a grassroots
house church movement�is multiplication growth. In the constant cycle of growth and
subdivision to grow multiple units, the growing edge of the movement expands
(theoretically) in a geometric fashion. Thus activists can focus their attention on the local
and specific needs of growing healthy house churches with the knowledge that their
collective work may reach a point of substantial expansion.
Again it may be pointed out that movements seek to exploit opportunhies, but once
they mobilize they create other opportunities of their own. For Xenos, the possibility
exists that h may ultimately reach a tipping point when public interest in the movement
(because of its celebrity as well as its spiritual influence) and the flow of numbers into it
accelerate its social power even beyond its historical rate of growth. Of course this is
only a possibility but it suggests the power of this form ofmobilization.
The common denominator among these three strategies is the mobilization of social
power to provoke a crisis of decision, though in different ways in each movement. This
may take the form of forcing open a new social order through mass insurrection
(Antiglobalization), shaming elites through moral witness (Sanctuary), or inviting
individuals to put their faith in Christ (Xenos). At root is the activists' desire to muhiply
their influence through social action.
Mobilizing Structures: MultiplyinR Social Power
Protest strategy directs a movement's energy toward its particular goal. Closely
related to this focusing of social power is the organization of the movement to draw
others into h in order to amass social power. This is the purpose ofmobilizing structures.
To see how these are connected to a movement's collective action frame and protest
strategy it is helpful once again to refer to Table 7.2.
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Luther P. Gerlach and Virginia H. Hine (see Chapter 3) distinguished movements as
unique forms of social organization. They are "segmented," "polycephalus" [many-
headed], "cellular," and composed of unhs "reticulated" [networked] through connections
that are personal, structural, and ideological.
Activists face many challenges related to the structuring ofmovements with many
heads, many parts, and informal organization. Chief among them is holding together
organizational structures (networks, coalitions, ad hoc committees, joint task groups, for
instance) based on voluntary participation from which anyone may withdraw for
whatever reason. The forms that structures take must both support their intended
function as well as create the consensus necessary to preserve them. Leadership
structures are also crucial as activists struggle to balance the need to define a movement's
direction with the need to ensure adequate stakeholder representafion.
Mobilization frames and organizational strength. These challenges confront activists
with another set of choices related to how they will mobilize the numbers of people
needed to implement their strategies. The case studies illustrate three approaches to
generating organizational strength. These mobilization frames are distinct, but they are
not mutually exclusive. Rather, I suggest that they demonstrate a range of choices and
that all three must be used in concert in order to mount a widespread movement with
significant social influence.
1 . Convergence (Antiglobalization movement). As noted, above, Antiglobalizafion
is a movement ofmovements. To be more precise, it is a loose association of
movements, groups (ranging from local volunteer affinity groups to political interest
organizations), and individuals who have aligned their frames with the movement's
rhetoric. The movement depends heavily on coalitions of existing groups to organize
protest acfions. The Quebec City acfion was mobilized by a range of coalifions including
the longstanding Hemispheric Social Alliance; GOMM, a temporary labor union.
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socialist and student alliance; and the freeform anarchist CASA "welcoming committee."
Informal networks like PDAG commonly mobilize local actions.
The convergence action frame depends on self-directed participation. Those who
join forces make strategic choices to participate based on shared concerns. They also
participate in order to promote their own proprietary interests in seeking opportunities to
build their own groups and movements. Results depend a great deal on spontaneity; as
separate waves flow together activists hope for a single great wave to build. Seattle
WTO, for instance, was both spontaneous and powerful. But convergence mobilization
is inherently unstable: the "waves" also flow apart and converge again around other
issues, as, for example, the 2003 Iraq antiwar mobilization. Movements like this are
seldom defeated; they simply dissolve when activists lose interest in them. Their
coalitions collapse and their constituents turn to other movements or return to the routine
of interest group politics.
2. Base-unit multiplication (Xenos house church movement). At the other end of
the scale is the Xenos project to reproduce grassroots units. Their house churches�rich
in community life, supported by cell groups, ministry houses and extensive training
programs�are durable structures. They are supported by individuals who make long-
term personal commitments to them. They are also indigenous in the sense that they
grow through intimate personal relationships and cultivate leadership from within.
In contrast to the convergence mobilization frame, the Xenos base-unit
muhiplication frame builds from its own base which it protects and cultivates, thus
alleviating the need for voluntary coalitions. It stays close to the grassroots, that is, to the
potential constituents that it can attract into a lasting relationship. And it has been
successful, producing more than 100 house churches. Xenos, on the other hand, has not
created coalitions to mobilize outside its base to expand the movement among activists
who elsewhere become interested in their house church model.
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3. Network mobilizing (Sanctuary movement). Sanctuary represents a middle
ground. Antiglobalization lacks a loyal and secure base and Xenos has not created
coalition structures around which others may converge. Sanctuary's mobilization frame,
in contrast, blended both the stabihty of established congregations and the coalitions
necessary to mobilize across denominational and interfaith lines. This network
mobilization frame combined nodes�existing congregations�with links�the
underground railroad, CRTF's coordination and outreach, support organizations like the
National Sanctuary Defense Fund, and local ecumenical coalitions like TECTF and the
East Bay Sanctuary Covenant churches (see Chapter 5).
Sanctuary's network system was also relatively durable. For example, even though
the movement was alternately wom down by criminal trials and resuscitated by court
judgments, and in spite of internal divisions, its stmctures survived throughout the 1980s.
Never defeated, the movement ended as politics in Central America evolved and the
courts forced policy changes on INS.
The mobilization challenge Sanctuary faced related to its religious orientation. First,
activists depended on the difficult work of recmiting congregations with church buildings
since only these could be interpreted as culturally recognized sanctuaries. In other words,
they were prevented by the very symbol of sanctuary itself from creating their ovm base
units other than the safe houses and private sanctuaries incorporated into the underground
railroad. Second, apart from CRTF's cormection with the religious-secular Pledge of
Resistance movement. Sanctuary was unable (though perhaps enough of its activists
simply did not desire to) to break through their religious language to attract secular
groups to converge with them.
These mobilization frames highlight three elements of large-scale social
mobilization: (1) the collective efforts of cooperative groups over a large geographical
area, (2) the cultivation of the base groups from which the movement builds it most loyal
constituency, and (3) the networks of nodes and links that coordinate them. It would
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appear that ideally all of these would be accommodated in a movement's organizational
structure if it is to generate significant organizational strength. For instance, a movement
dependent on coalitions and voluntary participation by independent, self-interested base
units is fragile. Yet even a movement with a solid base but without the will or the
coalition structures to link h with other groups and movements will not easily build a
wide following. At least it will not create the organizational strength required to project
its values and claims into broad public notice.
Leadership structures. Social movements as Gerlach and Hine portray them�many
heads, many parts, and informally structured�lack defined command channels to set
policy and enforce discipline. This makes them different from church denominations,
government, and business corporations, for example, whose power is efficiently
institutionalized. Movements depend on voluntary association (of both individuals and
groups). This necessarily prioritizes persuasion, goodwill, and consensus. For a
movement to build structures powerful enough to multiply its influence it must also
empower the self-interest of its constituents.
There are two key issues that may be observed in the three movement case studies
that, I suggest, must be considered in the development of social movement leadership.
These are stakeholder representation and mutuality.
1 . Stakeholder representation and practical democracy. The representation of a
movement's stakeholders' interests and desires within the decision-making process is a
crucial issue for new social movements (NSMs). Indeed, the core preoccupation of
NSMs, marking them off from authoritarian Old Left movements and antidemocratic
nationalist movements, is the promise and logic of democracy hself (see Chapter 3).
"One ofthe principal aims, if not the principal aim of social movements," according to
researchers Donetella della Porta and Mario Diani, is "the creation of a new conception
of democracy That, more or less explicitly, they expound a fundamental critique of
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conventional politics, thus shifting their endeavours from politics itself to meta-politics"
(della Porta and Diani 1999:242).^
This preoccupation with democratic representation is in the background ofthe
disputes observed in the case studies between PDAG and Unity 2000 factions in
Philadelphia (Chapter 4) and between Sanctuary's CRTF and TECTF (Chapter 5). The
Philadelphia controversy centered on representation in movement coalitions. From
PDAG's perspective. Unity's coaUtion was an oligarchy concentrating decision-making
among a few and choosing efficiency over personal representation. PDAG's activists,
practicing direct democracy through an affinity group-spokescouncil model, resented
being told what to do (as they perceived it), especially when they were exposing
themselves to risk of arrest or injury. Unhy, of course, found PDAG's process time
consuming and cumbersome.
A similar dispute between Tucson's TECTF and Chicago's CRTF centered on
contrasting leadership models. TECTF was a loose framework organized around the
quietist Quaker principle of conscience and stressed cooperation over organization. It
was less formal but analogous to the direct democracy model. CRTF was a formally
organized, action-oriented coalition structure. TECTF viewed the Chicago faction as
authoritarian and charged CRTF with hijacking the movement. CRTF which organized
around the feminist practice of the leadership "circle" (which they felt to be explicitly
non-hierarchical and egalitarian), on the other hand, saw nothing wrong with organizing.
Indeed, they worried that TECTF' s structure was ineffectual. Beyond this, they worried
that the press was turning certain TECTF men into "charismatic" media "stars." They
worried that these men could attempt to hijack the movement at the expense ofthe
activists who made the movement work, the majority women.
In both cases the strain felt by the various factions (each committed to democracy in
its own way) was between individual freedom (of conscience, of action) and the need to
pool collective action to get something done. This requires a careful balancing act:
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overbalance toward authority constrains personal initiative and activists lose interest in
cooperative work; tipping too far toward personal independence dilutes the organizational
focus a movement needs to act strategically.
The extent to which this balance may be effectively struck through democratic
procedures and structures (voting, representative bodies), however, remains a serious and
unresolved question within NSMs. Indeed, four conflicting frameworks exist in just two
ofthe case studies."* It is, however, a question that to some extent, I believe, misses the
point ofwhy individuals seek collective action in the first place. Another factor
contributes to preserving individual initiative that deserves a closer look.
2. Mutuality through action. Ironically, one of the Xenos movement's few
departures from the New Left values it assimilated is hs rejection of direct democracy.
This is due in part to its religious beliefs: The emphasis that h places on personal
interdependence and interconnected action (the biblical concept of the Body of Christ)
calls into question the radically self-referencing libertarianism implied in direct
democracy. In practice, the trust between members reduces concem for voting on issues,
though votes are sometimes taken. Yet of the three movement case studies, Xenos is the
most effective in linking stakeholder representation with organizational authority.
How it does so is instructive. Xenos places its organizational emphasis on action.
To encourage its members to act it pays close attention to its collective action frame. The
house churches (the essence of its collective action frame) provide a practical means of
acting. Through involvement in them members may act out the entire movement's
leadership script on a smaller scale by becoming leaders themselves. In doing so, house
church leaders (about ten percent of the membership) exercise their freedom of action
and share with others in the exercise of authority.
This mutuality takes place along with close personal relationships that develop as
one generation of leaders mentors the next. This creates an environment of reciprocal
tmst. Experienced leaders are constrained from over-running newer leaders by personal
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relationships and the newer leaders' growing competence. Newer leaders come to
understand the demands of leadership and the value of granting authorhy to those with
more experience and sophistication. Given this trust, senior leaders are able quickly to
direct the action of the group without a great deal of time given to deliberation.
By diversifying its leadership base Xenos preserves the main reason why activists
join movements: their desire to act. Its mutuality through shared action also overcomes
the tendency of voluntary organizations to split.
Xenos and the other groups studied did not confront precisely the same issues.
Xenos structured leadership for a single organization (and h may be asked what relevance
its leadership structure has for coalitions); the others attempted to structure leadership
between separate organizations each with its own leadership structures.
A common denominator may be found here, however: enabling individual action is
crucial to acting corporately. Cooperative collective action depends less upon how a
movement's members are represented than on each member's perception of freedom to
act meaningfully.
Leadership depends on creating collective action frames that guide individuals into
effective action and on building mutuality through acting together. An effective
democracy of action is the irmer core of an effective representative democracy.
Movements, as noted above, are made of segmented, polycephalus, cellular, reticulated
arrangements that are inherently weak. 1 suggest that the trust that develops from
working together (no matter how they are structured) is, in the end, about all that holds
them together.
Summary: The Strategic Dimension
Social movements challenge those who control institutional and cultural power.
Their members function as outsiders trying to force changes in the ways in which power
is used to shape social life. They attempt to do this by provoking a crisis of decision
through the display of collective dissent. Their most significant resource is social power.
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the amassing of large numbers of people who act together to apply the pressure that is
required to create change.
To achieve hs purpose a movement must develop a strategy to focus its social power
on a particular objective. It must also create an organizational strategy to attract and join
individuals, groups, and even other movements together and mobilize them in a common
effort. And it must create leadership structures that enable their members to sustain
meaningful individual action.
All of this constitutes a movement's social architecture, the structures required to
build and sustain it. The examples provided by the three case studies demonstrate
enough diversity to suggest that there may also be other ways to create social power.
Making these strategic choices and then making them work is another important part of
the work that must be done to build a movement.
The Cultural Dimension
In 1971, Darmy Walker "encountered a spiritual movement." His experience, deeply
personal and exciting, "kind of unchained," led him to seek companionship with others
just as excited about God in the budding Christian community later named Xenos
Christian Fellowship. Soon he was "fanning the flame," discovering his spiritual gifts to
enrich the community and a life of religious activism. (See Chapter 6, The Xenos
Christian Fellowship House Church Movement.)
In one sense. Walker's and his friends' experience and the growth of Xenos can be
explained as a natural development from their encounter with God to a mature, collective
sense of responsibility for others and their spiritual well-being. In another sense, they
were simply in the right place at the right time. As movement theorist Doug McAdam
points out (Chapter 6), the influence ofNew Left activism, including values such as
community and commitment as well as antiestablishment attitudes, which were absorbed
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by early Xenos members, was "deposited" in the communities where they lived when
they came of age. This influence left a lasting mark on the fellowship.
Very clearly, Xenos illustrates the cultures that movements create, especially the
power of community and solidarity to excite and bind members to them. It also
illustrates the effects that a wider activist culture can have on a new movement. This
influence, the cultural history from which a movement emerges, is I believe, often
overlooked in movement studies (see Chapter 3).
In this light, what is "new" in contemporary movements is not so much what they
do; there are historical precedents for some of this. It is rather the fact that the study of
them itself represents a new departure in movement theory, one which by its own
admission has neglected history. It is important, then, for activists to open the question of
history in order to fmd clues to their activism in their antecedents. This will help them
understand their own values and attitudes and how these resonate in society.
As they work to model and communicate a new social reality activists must pay
attention to culture in two senses: their own movement culture, and the historical
traditions that color their actions. The cultural work that they must do includes three
elements: (1) creating movement themes that fit, or resonate with, a broader cultural
consciousness to enable them to be heard; (2) building communities that model the new
order they seek to establish; and (3) creating solidarity to unite those they seek to enlist
and to represent.
Movement Culture: Creating a New Reality
Calling attenfion to culture emphasizes two facets ofmovement studies. First, h
calls greater attention to the cultural context in contrast to the political context to explain
the opportunifies and constraints confronting movements. Second, h calls attenfion to
history, that is, to the process of social and cultural change that opens new opportunifies
to movements.^ Paying attention to culture rounds out the work that activists must do to
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conceptualize their movements. It provides the background into which their rhetorical
framings must fh.
The question, then, is the extent to which new movements are bound to preexisting
cultural themes and how these themes influence their interpretation of the opportunities
opened by changing social circumstances. Are activists able to fh (contexualize) their
rhetorical framings into larger cultural themes that resonate with a moral audience and
avoid the dissonance that drives their audience away?
Cultural history and movement themes. There is one important cultural theme that
may be identified in the case studies that they share in common. 1 refer to it as
cooperation in a competitive society. It is spelled out in the following sections. This
theme grows from the tension created by the promise ofmodern democratic society and
the actually-existing condition ofmodern society. In essence it asserts that a new form of
social cooperation is needed to achieve individual self-determination and social justice
(the promise of democracy) within an existing political economy that is�individually,
ethnically, politically, and economically�excessively competitive. (It may be helpful to
review the discussion on history in Chapter 3.)
Aspects of the influence of cultural history were, of course, highlighted in the
description ofXenos (see Chapter 6), and the Sanctuary movement grounded its framing
in historical themes (Chapter 5). To illustrate the theme of cooperation shared by all
three of the movement cases, however, space permhs only a brief sketch. This will be
limited to the Antiglobalization movement in its American context. The purpose is to
illustrate the thematic connections movements must make to historical themes and social
values if they are to generate the moral gravity needed to be persuasive.
History and thematic resonance. In an early and (in retrospect) somewhat
preliminary sketch, political historian Richard Hofstadter (1973) characterized American
political history as the struggle to protect property, economic individualism, and
competition within a capitalist framework. Individualistic and egalitarian to the core.
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American democracy manifests itself as a democracy of self-help and competitive self-
interest rather than as a democracy of communal solidarity (:xxxvii).
Protecting individualism and an individual's personal freedom and protection ofhis
or her property is a value shared by both elites and the dispossessed. From this
perspective the rich and the poor, despite the conflicts that may arise between them, share
a cultural consensus. In this way the values and ideals ofwage earners desiring personal
self-determination in a free and equal society are linked with those of organized capital
seeking to protect its economic interests.
This individualistic and competitive cultural theme has endured even at times when
it appeared to work against the interests ofworkers and the poor. For example, in the
nineteenth century, industrial development imperiled the freedom of wage workers.
Along with free farmers they were increasingly subject to economic exploitation though
the bidding down of wages and crop prices below the level of subsistence.
The nineteenth century's "race to the bottom" gave rise to the Populist movement, as
Lawrence Goodwyn has shown (Chapter 3). Populism sought to free farmers and others
from oppressive bank and investment cartels through federal regulation ofthe lending
system and monetary supply. Yet even popular labor and farm pressure for reform from
below seldom broke through the cultural self-help consensus. Populists were actually
conservative, affirming capitalism and individualism. They simply wanted to change
economic policy in order to share more fairly in the country's wealth. In pressing for
reform, however, they pointed out a fundamental contradiction in the American pohtical
economy: that what is best for business is not always best for the workers' well-being.
Somehow competition must be tempered to protect the vulnerable individual against the
power of caphal. To preserve self-determination for poor and rich alike some vision of a
"cooperative commonwealth" must place at least some limhs on unfettered compethion.
A populist backlash demanding fairness surfaces from time to time during times of
economic change. It is defined by tension between conservatives desiring to protect their
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wealth and control over the economic-political system that produces it, and those seeking
progress in social justice, ("progressives") for workers. This tension is adjudicated
through political struggle frequently accompanied by progressive social movements such
as the early twentieth-century Progressive movement and labor activism.
Antiglobalization' s "people before profits" sloganeering plays on this tension which
dates back to early labor and farm movements and the movement draws its energy from
this history. Antiglobalization' s affinities with Populism are striking. Its New
Democracy language, for instance, evokes a quest for a democracy that works for
everyone: in Goodwyn's words, a "democracy grounded in mass dignity" (Chapter 3). In
fact. Populism's vision for a "cooperative commonwealth" where competitive economic
power is restructured to allow all people an equal chance at competition, is echoed in
Barlow's and Clarke's notion of the "commons." Here, the shared social and cultural
institutions constructed over generations through democratic processes provide a broad
foundation for distributing social goods in ways that balance inequalities and enable
opportunity. Antiglobalization' s radical faction widens this vision (using Populism's
"cooperative commonwealth" terminology) to include direct personal and community
involvement (direct democracy) in shaping social and economic relationships.
This thematic development incorporates older populist discourses from labor and
farmers' movements within Antiglobalization' s wider concern for all of those who suffer
the effects of global trade. Whether conscious of it or not, the movement's connecfion of
prevailing historical themes (social competition) to populist themes (social cooperation)
arms it whh moral advantage in the public rhetoric it uses to seek to break through the
prevailing cultural consensus.
Values and themafic dissonance. Ironically, however, despite this gain in themafic
resonance, the movement actually loses ground when it plays on entrenched American
social values. These values underscore the ambivalence with which Americans view the
problems of competition and cooperation.
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As noted in Cliapter 3, Lipset and Marks summarize mainstream American social
values as follows: "antistatism, laissez-faire, individualism, populism, and
egalitarianism." Hofstadter (1973:xxxvi) underscores these, noting "the ideology of self-
help, free enterprise, competition, and beneficent cupidity upon which Americans have
been nourished since the foundation of the Republic." These values may be further
summarized by two themes, at times contradictory in their application: free enterprise (an
individual as well as a commercial value) and fair play.
Antiglobalization is caught in a tension between these themes. On one hand,
activists point out the consequences of global trade within a country (bidding down
wages, benefits, and environmental regulations; exporting jobs; reducing social services)
as a violation of fair play for workers and the poor. On the other hand, regulation to
soften trade impacts within a country create barriers to the free enterprise between
countries required to develop the economies of poor nations.
Activists are asking rich nations like the United States, in essence, to risk some
version of the "race to the bottom" (lower wages; potential loss of entire industries: steel,
textiles, various agricultural sectors, for example) while asking for protective measures to
allow gradual social and economic development in poor countries. A vicious circle of
contradictory values thus ensues. Rich nations, facing citizen perception that unrestricted
trade violates fair play, while trade restrictions violate free enterprise, steel themselves
against poor nations with tariffs and subsidies. On the other side, the status quo is
unacceptable to poor nations where existing trade rules prevent fair play for their citizens
and stifle free enterprise.
Activists may rejoice in the mounting evidence that, for instance, such contradictions
threaten WTO's future. But rejoicing will be short lived if activists do not take seriously
that these contradictions apply to them as well. To date, the movement's cultural gains
(resonance with historical themes) and losses (dissonance with regard to social values)
balance out as an ambiguous cultural voice. Its populist themes attract a core following
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from among various liistorical movements. But, in contrast, its lack of clarity in
articulating social values undermines its programmatic proposals for a cooperative global
future and its wider social acceptance.
There is a warning here, of course, for other activists: a cultural labyrinth awaits
those who challenge existing social structures and cultural consciousness. Yet activists
must fmd their way through it if they expect to capture the public's imagination.
When it came to developing their own internal movement cultures, however, all
three of the movements studied were much were more successful. Their movement
cultures also built on the theme of cooperation in a competitive society.
Community. More successfully than the other two movements, Xenos played social
values to its advantage. It did this in several ways: translating antistatism into a narrower
anti-institutionalism; promoting egalitarianism and fair play through its leadership
structure; and capitalizing on free enterprise with an entrepreneurial attitude and widely
shared leadership roles. More importantly, by cultivating community Xenos activists
directly confronted the tension between competition and cooperation in American
society.
American individualism is, from their perspective, an aberration: individual freedom
reduced to selfish motivation. Self-interested desire, evinced in social competition and
the instrumental use of friends, self-promotion, and material greed, strips relationships of
meaning. It also divides society into social winners and losers. In contrast, the gospel
calls for reconciled relationships�competition overturned by grace.
Two aspects of this gracious acceptance of the other were reported frequently in
interviews. First, personal relationships were transformed. Socially alienated individuals
were welcomed by the types of social "winners" from whom they had once felt
estranged. "We're not," Jay Reilly quipped, "voting on your desirability before we invest
in you." Mutual interdependence replaced individualistic self-help values. For the first
time many individuals discovered deep relationships growing from openness and trust.
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They also discovered freedom to reveal personal problems, to grieve, or to ask for help,
secure in the knowledge that others would respond with support and tolerance.
Second, shared experience intensified community. This experience extended to the
larger community around it. As Mary Barnum reported, "Our neighbors noticed the
support of our community. . . . [Our friends] helped them too. . . . They know our home
church people by name." The new reality that Xenos members worked to create became
a natural witness: "love in action," "a reflection ofGod," as the leaders referred to it.
Christian community demonstrated Xenos' primary value, a relationship with God, by
embodying grace as a new social reality through tangible social relationships.
Their faith in God worked well, well enough for others outside the fellowship to see
it and for Xenos members to experience it as a new way of being in the world. But
Xenos was not alone in modeling a new social reality; desire "to be the change you want
to see" ran deeply in the other movements also. Chapter 4 described Moonshadow, the
Life Center Association, and "life activism"; OREPA' s Gathering Community of
Nonviolence modeling peace movement ethics; and Philadelphia's subculture of affinity
groups and its activist "scene."
Activists seek autonomous social space where new social values may be experienced
independently of prevailing values and social and economic norms (to the extent it is
possible for them). These spaces are commonly referred to as "autonomous zones"
(Chapter 4). Autonomous zones include communes, eco-villages, and other experimental
living collectives. They also include the evanescent countercultural, or bohemian,
neighborhoods and districts such as those McAdam described in Chapter 6 as
"repositories" of activist experience.
As a concept, community may be interpreted narrowly (as in a Xenos house church
or OREPA' s Gathering Community) or broadly as in an urban activist "scene" where
movement activism overlaps other subcultural activity. And, in light ofMcAdam's
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"locational effect," community may be understood as something of a historical circle: it is
both the deposit ofmovements past and the seedbed of new ones.
Activists are challenged to cultivate community. First they must cultivate the
experience ofthe alternative realhy they wish to see grow. They may do this in the
proprietary "spaces" their movements create. Second they must help to create or at least
participate in larger subcultural districts, or "scenes," where their values, ideas, and
analyses can mingle with a broader progressive discourse. Community in this expanded
sense shares the movement experience with those already sensitized to progressive
values, a synergy that suggests a broader base for future mobilization.
Solidarity. Creating community also requires one other element: it must provide a
cultural basis for its members to get along. A movement's members are bound together
by a common identity that grows through their participation. And they must have some
way to identify with others who they either seek to recruit or who they seek to serve
through social activism. All of this is a question of solidarity.
Xenos' vision of cooperative community was energized by the fellowship's birth in
the intense spiritual experiences of its original members. Collective identity grew from
their experience as expressed in these sample phrases taken from the interviews: "The
sense of being God's people . . . chosen people of God, peculiar people .... The sense
we were, therefore, brothers and sisters in the movement was very strong." This
underscored a perception of uniqueness: "I definitely feh like I was doing something that
was radically important and doing it in a very radical way."
Their distinctive experience was encoded in a narrative (the Movement) that
preserved the Xenos history and values in each retelling. This story provided a point of
integration where new members could knit their own conversion experiences into the
framework of a larger spiritual movement. Individualism could be transcended through
collective identification. Each person became part of something "bigger than myself"
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The Xenos narrative was also reproduced through each house church-planting cycle
which recapitulated the movement's experience: the conversion of new members, their
incorporation into the communhy, which leads to service (Christian work) and leadership
in a new house church. This social experience grounded one's identity with the
movement in interpersonal relationships where its values were shared and affection for
others grew.
Three elements may be identified here: (1) personal identity with the movement's
unique story; (2) shared experience through participation in the movement's common
work; and (3) emotional affection growing through mutual experiences. Cumulatively,
these elements (identity, experience, affection) produced an exceptional level of loyalty
and collective commitment, that is, solidarity.
The personal experience of bonding to a movement is the foundation of collective
action because through this process the "1" becomes a "We." Solidarity, the shared
identification with a common cause, is the base upon which collective action is built.
Nevertheless, movements often struggle to generate solidarity.
Sanctuary was confronted with the problem of solidarity at the point when it shifted
its strategy from traditional humanitarianism on behalf of refugees to resistance against
political violence. Who, exactly, was doing the resisting? Only slowly did activists
recognize that the greatest risks were borne by the refugees, especially those willing to
voice political opposition in the United States. These refugees, in fact, resented simply
being "helped." The movement's legitimacy, from the refugees' perspective, required
partnership; North Americans must enter into their struggle on their terms. "Solidarity,"
said Filipe Excot in Chapter 5, "is when you go with them and share the dangers ofthe
journey."
Cooperative risk-taking opened the North Americans more deeply to the Central
Americans' experience, forcing them to question their privileged social status in the light
of the United States' imperialist tradition in the region. Activists were in effect asked to
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take sides: to identify tliemselves with the campesinos
'
struggle in lieu of their own
national loyalty. This was reinforced by religious identity. Sanctuary as a movement
consisted of those who aligned themselves with God's intervention in history through the
poor. This identity transcended national loyalties and provided a transnational moral
base from which to resist government actions.
This experience of a common identity, plus the shared experience ofthe underground
railroad, plus the emotional experience of friendship as well as ofthe fear, suspicion, and
outrage produced by conflict with the government, was celebrated as solidarity. Indeed,
it was even celebrated as a sacrament of spiritual union with God. On this basis the
movement's activists could proceed together into a conflict that spanned international
frontiers.
The problem of transnational solidarity is only confounded by globalization. As
noted above, both globalization itself and protest against it founder on social competition
within nations as well as among them.
Given the world's cultural diversity global movements are unlikely to create strong
intercultural movement identities. Yet it is possible to talk about cooperation among
competing racially, ethnically, culturally, economically, and politically identified groups
in the face of the global dangers. In practice, however, creating cooperation is a struggle
just to contain domineering and unequal advantage by convincing competitors to
voluntarily limit their self-interests in favor of the greater good.
Redefining a social group's interests by taking into account the greater whole leans
against the postmodern description of society as incommensurable groups perpetually
locked in conflicts over power. A new language, actually, is needed to move beyond the
competition between identity groups and nations.
Helpfully, historian David A. Hollinger (1995) applies the term "cosmopolitanism"
to describe the formation of cultural identity at successive local, national and
transnational levels. This enlarged understanding of identity formation integrates the
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global and local influences that help to shape identity. More importantly, it requires that
one include "others" with "other" social identities within one's own expanding
perspective. Hollinger refers to this more inclusive identity as "postethnic" in that it
moves the formation of identity beyond the particularity of identity politics.
Similarly, sociologist Ulrich Beck (2003) describes the ideal basis of European
integration as "cosmopolitan." That is, a necessary prerequisite for integration is the
replacement of European nationalist competition with radical openness and radical
tolerance. This is a deliberately "post-postmodern" attitude.
Raising the question of competing interests and identities at least highlights the
challenges global movements face to create solidarity�Antiglobalization as well as the
historical Christian movement. These movements must steer between competitive
cultural particularities on one hand, and an impossible cultural universalism on the other,
in order to create the solidarity required for global cooperation.
As this discussion about movement themes and values, community, and solidarity
illustrates, the cultural work of social activists is complex. It is subtle enough, though, to
risk escaping the analytical and creative rigor that activists apply to other aspects of
social mobilization. To be effective activists must (1) explore their cultural histories to
discover deeply held values and attitudes, and identify their movements with these in
order to generate resonance with those they seek to influence; (2) cultivate community to
sustain activism and model a new social reality; and (3) create the personal and cultural
basis for solidarity. Not only are these three cultural tasks essential to effective
mobilization, they may be, in fact, the most difficult to master.
Participant Biography: Motivation and Agency
Cultural themes, community, and solidarity, of course, do not exist on their own.
They are the products of people who produce them in order to function in life. It is
important in this discussion of the cultural dimension ofmovements to understand who it
is that builds the movements and what motivates them to do it.
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The actors. With a few exceptions, the activists encountered and interviewed for this
project were White, middle-class by social identity if not by income, and by North
American standards well educated (some still students).^ Their ages ranged from 19 to
70. Their generally lower income levels were the resuh of choice not of discrimination or
class oppression.
Some were professional organizers employed by secular or religious social service
organizations and coalhions to work on a variety of issues. Several worked for small,
poorly funded activist "grouplets" limping along to support a particular issue. Others,
especially in the Sanctuary movment, were religious professionals (pastors, former
pastors, nuns, missionaries). And a few were truly countercultural, creating experimental
commumties in both rural and impoverished inner-city settings. Xenos members were, of
course, mostly professionals and business people.
Almost all of these fit the new social movement profile: socially advantaged
individuals acting out of personal concern for social justice, peace, the environment, or
their religious values.
The motivation to act. The question ofmotivation, why some choose a life of
activism, is an interesting one. To some extent early personal formation played a role.
Among Antiglobalization activists, for example, one was a Chilean-born son of anti-
Pinochet political activists who fled to Canada; another was raised on an experimental
organic farm; another was the daughter of "hippie" artists; and another a woman raised in
the home of a politically acfive Methodist pastor. These family relationships clearly
legifimized progressive, activist involvement. Several activists were radicalized by the
pohtical anger of the punk-rock subculture. University educafion also played a role,
exposing students to progressive academic programs and to recruitment by radical
student organizations. A few students selected particular universities for their activist
traditions. Most acfivists cited the maturing of their polifical consciousness and a sense
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of social responsibility as reasons for their activism. They actively sought collective
action on a number of issues in order to work for social transformation.
There are parallels with Sanctuary activists. However, those like CRTF's coalition
members who were politically active prior to the movement were often exposed to
activism through church and seminary experiences. More striking are the experiences of
politically inactive individuals who were radicalized through encounter whh fNS, the
refugees, and militar}' violence in Central America. These conscientizing experiences
produced both humanitarian concern and outrage leading to a closer analysis of what was
happening and active involvement. In a similar way, Xenos members were confronted
with, and often surprised by, spiritual experiences that transformed their personal values
and piqued their intellectual curiosity.
In other words, there appear to be three reasons why individuals choose social
action: (1) personalformation in a progressive subculture, making activism a more-or-
less natural part of life (as natural as, say, being raised among political party partisans or
within a religious tradition); (2) transformation ofsocial values and political orientations
through education and exposure to social action (this would also include McAdam's
"locational effect"); and (3) encounter with events that deeply offended personal values,
or in the case ofXenos, awakened persons to new possibilities.
Finding confidence to act. There is some distance, though, between possessing
particular political (or spiritual) sensibilities and risking the dangers and sacrifices of
social action. How do individuals achieve the confidence to act? Based on observations
from the case studies, I suggest two possibilities.
First is the innovation of a collective action frame that demonstrates a particular form
of concrete action. This is the key to social mobilization: the inactive (those less clear or
less confident about what to do), seeing the possibility of coherent acfion, seize h as an
opportunity. In this way, the original movement entrepreneurs who identified an
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opportunity to act create new opportunities for an expanding circle of participants drawn
from an expanding moral audience.
Second, and more foundationally, is the awakening of a sense of personal agency.
No doubt some activists survey their social scenes for opportunities to advance a long-
held agenda as dispassionately as politicians seek advantage for their parties. These are,
perhaps, the true professional activists. But most of those interviewed did not start out as
true believers in a sectarian cause. Rather, events came to them demanding a response.
The quickening of consciousness, a personal awakening, created both a new
understanding of how society worked, or didn't work, and greater clarity about what
might be done. This new consciousness (a process of conscientization) came quickly or
slowly (compare Jim Oines and Alice Gerdeman, Chapter 5) but it aroused emotions
(compassion, outrage, fear) along with insight. It gripped persons as emotional and
intellectual wholes. And h provoked a sense ofmoral responsibility to do something.
A life of action. Finally, why do some activists accept conflict and social dislocation
for years, or even a lifetime? Some of those interviewed simply enjoy politics and
choose contentious action to advance their political cause. Others having invested a great
deal of time and energy decide to make a career of it. A few young protesters seemed to
enjoy "hell-raising" and probably will not last. The interviews suggest that the majority
are motivated by a taste of a new reality, a cooperative social experience in an alienating
world of competition, and are changed by it. As a Philadelphia activist put it in Chapter
4, "It's hard for me to imagine going about any other way in the world." And those who
are serious about their activism are personally transformed by it. This was most clearly
seen in the Xenos activists whose motivations were tested and attitudes refined through
years of personal struggle. They emerging at the end with a deeper love for others and a
greater sense of commitment to the movement.
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Summary: The Cultural Dimension
By hs very nature, social mobilization is an invitation for others to act. And to get
them to act it must itself be inviting. To extend the architectural allusions above, if the
rhetorical dimension is a movement's ideological architecture and the strategic dimension
its social archhecture, then the cultural dimension represents hs thematic architecture: the
style that invites one to the door. Many profess dislike ofmodern architecture because it
feels foreign and cold: a modernist house simply doesn't feel like the houses they grew
up in. But when a house feels right, people feel right at home.
This cultural fit is (I believe) somewhat overlooked in movement studies. It is a
matter of cormecting a movement to broader historical themes and values that ground it in
the life of its society. By examining these more closely, activists may identify discordant
themes within their movements that repel rather than invite and may spot internal
contradictions that confuse their message.
Movements are also an invitation to a new social reality. The community formed
within a movement and the solidarity that unites it create a social space, an autonomous
zone, where new social relationships and social identities may be formed. These bond
individuals with the movement and strengthen cooperative action in the face of risk.
None of this, however, happens in a historical or cultural vacuum. The cultural work
involved in interpreting movement themes, nurturing community, and sorting out social
identities is both demanding and essential.
Summary and Conclusion
To activists blockading WTO meetings, staring down INS, or spending patient hours
mentoring house church leaders, reducing their stories to research objects risks missing
their meaning. For many, these movements are their lives, or were long and important
chapters in them. They hold meaning because they are their movements.
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To those who observe movements and wonder about their value, research opens
insights into why social actors act in movements and how their movements affect social
change. To be meaningful to the activists, however, research must also be prescriptive.
This chapter turns the discussion ofmovements to prescription by describing the outlines
ofwhat is needed to conceptualize and organize their work.
In this chapter, the movement case studies (Chapters 4-6) were analyzed along with
the interpretive framework used throughout this study (Chapter 3) to clarify the most
important dimensions of social movement action. These dimensions describe the work
that must be done to form new movements. The result is presented as an action
framework in the summary, below. In h, the six variables of the interpretive framework
are redescribed as categories ofmovement action to which activists must attend in order
to mobilize social power to create change.
Social Movements: An Action Framework
The action framework is outlined in Table 7.1. It is a synthesis of the interpretive
framework and the insights gained from the case studies.
The Rhetorical Dimension. Social movements put into words the social experiences
that prompt the need for social change. They give them names, explain them, prescribe
solutions, and call people to act to change them. To be persuasive movements must
organize, or frame, their claims and reasons to act in ways that are meaningful to the
public. The structure of their words, or ideological architecture, must specify both why
and how individuals should join in collective action. Thus activists must:
1 . Discern an opportunity to act (the opportunity structure). The prompts to
collective action are events encountered in social life. Movements form as events are
interpreted for their significance and a critical analysis is developed to explain them.
Action becomes likely when insight is personalized through conscientization and when
the cause of events is named. Once informed, activists (or those who through the process
become activists) discern their social context to define opponents, look for opportunities
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to act to change events, and identify constraints on their actions. The key ideas here are
encounter, interpretation, naming, critical analysis, conscientization, and discerning
opportunity.
2. Call others to act (rhetorical framing). Collective action against opponents begins
when activists link shared ideas (analyses, prescriptions) to a mode of action by creating
a collective action frame. A collective action frame explains the movement, makes
action meaningful, aligns interests, shapes public opinion, and guides strategy toward a
particular end. With an action frame in place to point recruits toward concrete action to
create social change, activists issue a public call to act. The key ideas are collective
action frame, iconic symbols, and a call-to-action.
The Strategic Dimension. Social movements put into action their desire for social
change. They confront and pressure elites who control the structures and exercise power
in order to transform these and create a new social-cultural order. To do so they mobilize
some significant portion of the public to create the social power needed to provoke
change. The application of power must be strategically organized and directed. A
movement's modes of action and organization, its social architecture, must effectively
unite volunteers in collective action. Thus activists must:
1 . Direct others to act (protest strategy). A movement calls people to act
cooperatively in public in order to generate collective social power to provoke a crisis of
decision among elites that changes the structure and exercise of power. Activists
elaborate their collective action frame by creating a strategy to direct social power against
opponents. Public confrontation demonstrates the movement's commitment, multiplies
public exposure, and seeks to win public support. The key idea is social power.
2. Organize action (mobilizing structures). Activists multiply social power by
organizing the movement to unite individuals, groups, and other movements into a single
collective effort. Organizational strength is generated by aligning the groups forming the
movement's base through cooperative networks and coalitions. This convergence of
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social power is voluntary and inherently unstable. Stakeholders' interests must be
adequately represented in making decisions. The core of cooperative mobilization is trust
growing through mutual experience. The key idea is organizational strength.
The Cultural Dimension. Social movements create a new social-cultural reality.
This new reality must be linked to the existing social-cultural context in order for it to be
understood and accepted, and effectively modeled for it to be credible. In the interplay of
historical themes and values with the changes a movement seeks, a movement must
create a new set of expressions and values, its thematic archhecture, that render the new
order it works to achieve believable and desirable. Thus activists must:
1. Contextualize action (movement culture). Activists redefine the cultural
consciousness that undergirds the social relationships they seek to change. The new
reality they create is a cultural product defined by a theme of attitudes, values, and
beliefs. Public acceptance grows when this theme accurately articulates, or resonates
with, historical themes and values. Activists prove the efficacy of this new reality in their
social context by modeling it in community and by generating new social identities to call
forth solidarity from competing interests. The key ideas are movement culture, movement
themes, community, and solidarity.
2. Empower actors (participant biography). Social power is constructed from the
interest and good will of individuals who are motivated, most importantly, by growing
political sensibilities and a sense of responsibility for society. Activists release latent
desire to act and empower individual action to change society by providing sensible,
concrete modes of action and raising individual consciousness of social issues. The key
ideas are mutuality and personal agency.
Social Movements and the Church-in-Mission in Dialogue
This completes the discussion of social movements begun in Chapter 3. The purpose
of this study, however, is not simply to elucidate social movements, as important as
documenting and explaining them is to the many who participate in them. It is now time
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to bring the language of social movements into dialogue with the church-in-mission. The
next chapter examines how a theoretical understanding ofthe church-in-mission ^the
descriptive framework presented in Chapter 2�may be informed and fleshed out through
the action framework produced through this examination of social movements.
Endnotes
1 . Enabling social action raises a sensitive question: Why risk encouraging contentious social action
since, arguably, some movements have unpopular, morally questionable, misguided, or even reprehensible
motives? This question is misinformed, I suggest, because social movements historically are, on balance,
valuable agents of social change. This is true especially in open, democratic societies where movements
have long accompanied the political process as alternative channels for dissent, minority opinion, and
democratic rights in the face of entrenched social, economic and cultural power. To the end that
empowering social actors advances democracy and its cultural underpinnings, research on social
movements provides an ethical service by informing action. It does so to the extent that it escapes sectarian
interest and is enlisted on behalf of the movements to sharpen their ethical self-awareness, clarify their
motives, improve their methods, and limit their excesses.
2. Recourse to these may be undertaken as tactics within a movement's overall strategy, but the question
is their timeliness and efficacy. Sanctuary, for instance, was eventually vindicated in court (see Chapter 5),
but eight years after the movement began, well beyond anyone's ability to wait out the process.
3. Radical social theorist Immanuel Wallerstein underscores this basic issue: "We can contribute nothing
to a desirable resolution to this terminal chaos of our world-system unless we make it very clear that only a
relatively egalitarian, flilly democratic historical system is desirable. . . . The pressure for democratization
has been steadily growing. Democracy is basically antiauthority and antiauthoritarian. It is the demand for
equal say in the political process at all levels and equal participation in the socioeconomic reward system"
(Wallerstein 2000:432, 449).
4. "As far as the social movement critique of existing democracy is concerned," note della Porta and
Diani, "their search for an altemative cannot be considered concluded as yet. Not all students of social
movement organizations agree that they have overcome the risk of producing oligarchies and charismatic
leaders, the very problems at the centre of their critique of traditional politics" (1999:245).
5. This latter is important because social analysis is commonly placed in a synchronic time Irame (what
is happening now) often leading to a preoccupation with the "new" (as in "new" social movements). A
diachronic time fi-ame (what happens through time), on the other hand, connects what is happening now to
the unfolding process of change that structures societies in particular ways and to the cultural discourses
that, through history, interweave various themes (e.g., values, beliefs, ideologies, identities) through the
process of social evolution.
The methodological contribution of ethnohistory in anthropological research is to combine synchronic
and diachronic analyses in order to portray the emerging social relationships and cultural pattems of a
social group. On this, see missio-anthropologist Darrel L. Whiteman's analysis of Christian conversion in
Melanesia as a cultural innovation recoding traditional values and ethnic identity in the face ofthe
historical process of European colonization (Whiteman 1983). Similarly, Immanuel Wallerstein's
"historical systems" methodology integrates traditional social science disciplines (sociology, political
science, economics, anthropology, social psychology) with history to examine the interconnections of
social structures as they evolve into present relationships. Taking a long centuries-long historical
perspective this approach treats a particular historical system as a single unit of analysis (Wallerstein
2000:126-169).
6. Exceptions included interviews with members of the Kensington Welfare Rights Union (Black,
Lafino/a, and White), an indigenous, self-help collective of the poor to mobilize the poor on Philadelphia's
notorious north side. KWRU formed a third element along with Unity 2000 and PDAG in the Philadelphia
2000 direct action protests. Also included were interviews with two Salvadoran pastors.
Chapter 8
Missio-Ecclesiology: Faith Seeking Action
The Christian movement began on dusty streets and waterfronts in occupied territory
on an empire's troubled frontier. "Jesus came into Galilee, proclaiming the good news of
God, and saying, 'The time is fulfilled, and the reign of God is at hand; repent and
believe in the gospel'" (Mark l:14b-15).
A new order arose among an oppressed people. God's mission "irrupted" into
history (to borrow a phrase from the Sanctuary movement) in Jesus' human flesh.
Human lips announced God's good news in the dialect of peasants and laborers. Human
action demonstrated the good news in acts of resistance that revealed the tensions of
Galilean life. Jesus radicalized the history of God's mission. He embodied missio Dei
within his very being.
Jesus' action made God's good news local and concrete. On fishing boats, around
village wells, in the homes of tax-collectors another way of life broke out. The new way
is justice, peace, and reconciliation with others activated by loving one's neighbor. Its
new consciousness is personal faith and spiritual reconciliation activated by loving the
one true God. Everjovhere he went Jesus invited men and women to enter this new
reality, provoking a crisis of decision among them to turn from self-interest toward God.
Many responded. When they did he mobilized them as fellow-travelers: agents ofGod's
new order. Together they launched a movement proclaiming and demonstrating the
gospel in Galilee and Judea and later the global family of nations.
Simply expressed, mission is faith seeking action. Jesus' followers act in the hope of
discovering and experiencing the promised reign of God in everyday life. The promise is
most profoundly realized within the faith communities (the ecclesiae, or churches) they
create through their actions. It is most fully realized, however, when they act to widen
their circles to include others. As a movement of God's people they invest in the world
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until the gospel of God's reign becomes a lived reality in every society.
Just as "the Word became flesh and dwelt among us," God's mission continues to
seek embodiment in human action. The purpose of this chapter is to explore how the
human embrace ofthe divine mission may be undertaken by the followers of Christ. To
accomplish this, the language of action is woven together with the gospel's vision for
women and men to partner with God in the missio Dei. The goal is a picture of faith in
motion: an image to help Christians envision why and how they may renew the gospel's
vision for the church as a boundary-crossing, world-filling, life-transforming movement.
Social Movements and Missio Dei: An Action-Reflection Dialogue
This chapter describes the church-in-mission as an unfolding movement of divinely-
initiated change. This description provides a place to begin to think out the re-forming of
church from the perspective of mission.
The description of the church-in-mission presented here is a synthesis of concepts
taken from two very different fields of study. As explained in Chapter 1 , these concepts
are integrated through a dialogue that combines reflection on the church-in-mission with
a perspective on action drawn from the study of social movements. The first dialogue
partner is a mission-informed description of the church. This was presented as the
descriptive framework in Chapter 2 (see pp. 31-42). The second partner is formed from
observations about social movements, the action framework presented in Chapter 7 (see
pp. 275-277). Table 8.1 illustrates how these frameworks are woven together. It
provides a preview of the dialogue and outlines the chapter.
The outcome of this dialogue is a conceptual framework for understanding,
strategizing, and organizing the actions of Christian communities that are truly
missionary in their self-understanding. This framework�missio-ecclesiology�describes
the nature of the church in terms of its action as it moves into the world. Creating this
framework is the major purpose of this study. (It may be helpful to review the discussion
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Table 8.1 Missio Ecclesiology:
Integrating the Action and Descriptive Frameworks
(A)
Social Movements
(B)
The Church in the Mission of God
An Action Framework ->
(Chapter 7)
A Descriptive Framework
(Chapter 2)
� The Rhetorical Dimension
Mission as Missio Dei: Divine Initiative and Human Agency
1. Discem an Opportunity to Act (Opportunity Structure)
Mission and the Reign ofGod: Witnesses and Agents ofReconciliation
2. Call Others to Act (Rhetorical Framing)
Mission and Eschatology: Extending and Intensifying God's Reign
� The Strategic Dimension
The Church is a Movement: All God's People Sent Into the Whole World
1 . Direct Others to Act (Protest Strategy)
The Church is a Social Actor: Asserting a Progressive Vision for the World*
2. Organize Action (Mobilizing Structures)
The Church is Giftedfor Mission: Spiritually Empowered to Engage the World
� The Cultural Dimension
The Church is a Sacrament: A Sacrifice Offered to the World
1 . Contextualize Action (Movement Culture)
The Church is a Grounded Community: God's People Enmeshed in the World
2. Empower Actors (Participant Biography)
7726 Church is a Mediator: Priests Standing Between God and the World
*This title is added to summarize the discussion in this section from the perspective ofthe
descriptive framework.
ofmissio-ecclesiology in Chapter 1, pp. 10-12; and Chapter 2, pp. 31-33). The
framework's details are filled in through the discussion in this Chapter.
Missio-ecclesiology provides guidance for those working out their missional
faithfulness to the gospel in the variety of settings that make up the church's missionary
context. It also provides a language (terms such as encounter, naming, collective action
frames, movement themes, and so on) to use to talk about the church as a movement.
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As part of this language the term missional community is introduced to describe the
church as the community of the followers of Jesus who, as a community, are called into
mission. It is frequently used in place of "church" to emphasize its nature as community
and its missional action. "Activisf is used to refer to individual Christians. Its use
emphasizes God's call to each to personally and actively participate in mission.
The following description ofmissio-ecclesiology suggests what a mobilized
movement ofthe faith might look like. This description is arranged under three heads
emphasizing the work involved in missional mobilization. To use the architectural
metaphor from Chapter 7, the rhetorical dimension calls attention to the work of
constructing the movement's ideological architecture. This is the movement's "floor
plan" that links its ideas and actions in a functional arrangement. The strategic
dimension sketches its social architecture, the structures that shape and support the
building. The cultural dimension develops its thematic architecture, its expressiveness
that invites others in and makes them feel at home.
The Rhetorical Dimension�
Mission as Missio Dei: Divine Initiative and Human Agency
And God made from one, every nation of humankind to live on all the face of the
earth, having determined their appointed times, and the boundaries of their
habitation, that they should seek God, if perhaps they might grope for God and find
God, though God is not far from each one of us; for in God we live and move and
exist. (Acts 17:26-28a)
When interrogated by Athens' elites who policed the city's culture, Paul, the
missionary, responded by pointing out that God was already active among them. The
mission of the followers of the risen Christ begins at the points where they discern God's
initiative within a society. They look for the seeds of the society's response to God's
invitation to be known as its people "grope" to make sense of it, or react to avoid it.
However obscure this groping may be, it may be discovered within the people's cultural
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conversation, that is, within their ongoing discourse about what things mean, what they
value, and who they are. It is also revealed in the way they treat each other: in the
tensions that exist in their social relationships and in the exercise of power within the
structures created to organize social life.
Christ's missionary followers explore these conversations and relationships in order
to discover within them opportunities to declare the gospel of God's new order. They do
so, however, understanding that God is already at work there. They are merely the
human agents of a work begun by God. Their challenge is to tease out the evidence of
God's initiative in what they see and hear, to discern the signs of the "Unknown God"
whose presence is sensed but is worshipped without understanding (Acts 17:23).
The missionary God reaches into the world with two hands. God sends the Holy
Spirh to prepare the world for its salvation (John 16:8-1 1). And God sends the church
into the world to announce the gospel to those the Spirh stirs up. Where these two hands
meet is mission. Mission is synergy: God's drawing men and women to God's self
through Christ (John 6:44-45), along with human agents incarnating God's initiative in
human speech and in the demonstration of life in the reign of God (John 20:21).
How then do Christ's followers make sense of this? How do they translate their
theology ofmissio Dei and their observations of God's work into human actions?
Where
do they begin? These are questions ofmovement formation, addressed by describing
the
process of forming a rhetorical structure that links ideas and actions into a
coherent
whole.
1. Discern an Opportunity to Act (the Opportunity Structure)�M^^zon and the Reign of
God: Witnesses andAgents ofReconciliation
Jim Corbett, the "Quaker coyote," created an underground railroad to transport
Salvadoran men and women to safe havens because their "most urgent need," he said, "is
to avoid capture." Concern for individuals on a very personal level was, in fact, a
signature characteristic of the entire Sanctuary movement (Chapter 5). Church leaders
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like John Fife and Jim Oines, who along with the members of their churches eventually
became Sanctuary activists, were deeply involved in their communities even before the
movement began. Because of this they quickly grasped the Central Americans'
predicament. Gloria Kinsler and others like her cared for the refugees personally rather
than calling on their denominations to create institutional responses. Out of personal
solidarity with refugees like Filipe and Elena Excot they "entered into the dangers of the
joumey," risking their freedom in order to harbor refugees. The refugees became friends
instead of a "mission."
Participation in missio Dei passes beyond empty ideology when God's people take
their call to be witnesses and agents of the reign of God seriously enough to act for
others. They become witnesses (in fact rather than in theory) when they, like Sanctuary's
activists, enter into the neediness of others, or when they challenge the injustices and
beliefs that make others needy. They become agents when these encounters lead to
sustained efforts to bring about changes that reflect the new life of the reign of God.
Sanctuary's activists slowly framed their resistance movement through a process that
began with the discovery of Salvadorans fleeing a war. Several steps were involved in
their movement's formation: First, they encountered an issue that prompted intervention
(a refugee problem). Second, they critically examined the issue until they understood h
well enough to take appropriate action (safe harbor, the underground railroad). Third,
they looked for a public opportunity to act that would advance their cause (their sanctuary
declaration). Only then could they mobilize others to form a movement.
These steps�encounter, critical analysis, discerning an opportunity
�represent the
early stage ofmovement formation. Sanctuary, however, deah with only a single issue.
Mobilizing the missional community to represent the fullness of the reign of God is much
more complicated. Yet the process is much the same, and it may be sketched in more
general terms to guide missional community activists in forming themselves as a
movement.
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Encounter: Discovering a place to begin. To find a point ofbeginning for their
action the activists who form a missional community must position themselves before the
world in a way that opens them to discern what is happening around them.
Figure 8.1 shows the relationship of the missional community to culture and society,
the two concepts that define a people's organization and pattern of life. Culture
represents a people's consciousness that finds its expression in its on-going discourse (its
"conversations"), hs values, beliefs, worldview, and behaviors. Society represents a
people's social relationships: the political, economic, institutional, and family structures
that link individuals together into a social whole.
It is misleading, of course, to portray life's complexity with smooth shapes (Figure
8.1). In reality, a society's life is anything but coherent. It is a frustrating pastiche of
competing subcultures, classes, identities, beliefs, and values. Rather than circles (used
here for the sake of illustration) it is better described as a tattered fabric. The warp of
cultural consciousness and the woof of social relationships unravel at the edges. It is
thrown-together and worn thin in the middle, some societies more tightly woven than
others. Each thread tells a story of a different color. Woven together they form patterns,
but the patterns are not always easy to see.
To better understand its life-world, the missional community's interaction with a
people may be thought of as an encounter across two frontiers (see Figure 8.1). The first
frontier�missional encounter with cultural discourse�is the intersection ofthe
missional community with culture. On this frontier activists attempt to tease out the
cultural themes, narratives, and discourses that define the people's consciousness. To do
so they enter into the cultural "conversations" wherever they fmd them: in personal
contacts, among interest groups and religions, in the media, schools, literature, art, and so
on. The second frontier�missional encounter with social relationships�is the
intersection ofthe missional community and social structures. Activists attempt to
identify the problems, conflicts, and injustices that trouble social life. These are
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1.
3. Mission and Social Theory
Figure 8.1 Socio-Cultural Frontiers ofMissional Encounter
discovered through involvement with families, workers, neighborhood associations,
ethnic groups, subcultures, politics, economic development, and so on. By placing
themselves on these frontiers activists are in a position to encounter the trends and events
in culture and society that signal opportunities for action.
Critical analysis and conscientization: Perceiving what is happening. Xenos house
church leader Mary Bamum positioned herself on the "frontier" to encounter her life-
world at her neighbors' favorite gathering place, her front porch. Antiglobalization
activist Naomi Klein spent several years visiting sweatshops and analyzing ad campaigns
to research the "frontier" for her book No Logo. In the life-worlds around us there are
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many ways to encounter others' circumstances and identify issues that affect them. Once
issues are encountered, however, they must also be interpreted and eventually named.
Names such as "the race to the bottom" or the "hidden war against the poor" crystallize
activists' perceptions of the issues involved.
These names, though, are only descriptions, not explanations. A systematic critical
analysis is needed to clarify the issues. To understand what is happening to the people
around h the missional community must weave together its observations ofthe emerging
cultural warp and social woof into a fabric whose pattems explain what is happening.
The resuh is a social theory to analyze cultural and social change and guide the missional
community's actions. This aspect ofmission�mission and social theory�interprets
culture and society together. Its relationship to the missional community's encounter
with culture and society is shown in Figure 8.1 .
A missional social theory makes use of common missiological tools: field research,
the social sciences, social commentary, social philosophy, history, the arts, literature, and
so on. However, this analysis must maintain a fresh, independent Christian voice in order
to avoid defaulting to existing left or right ideologies. While it is profitable to leam from
such discourses as neoliberalism (on the right) or identity politics (on the left), for
example, these are so deeply rooted in cultural histories that their assumptions often go
unspoken. These assumptions must be teased out and examined to see how or whether
they reflect anything at all of the nature of the reign of God.
Critical analysis, beyond informing missional actions, also lifts activists to a new
level of consciousness that enables them to interpret what is happening more clearly.
And it inspires a greater confidence to act. Achieving conscientization, as explained in
Chapter 7, reinforces one's sense of personal agency and is a catalyst to confident action.
Little in the case study interviews, for instance, is more poignant than Arizona pastor Jim
Oines' "conversion" from tmsting citizen to Sanctuary activist. In the very moment he
realized INS was a "deportation agency" the whole picture of government action became
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clear to him. This new awareness radicalized him and soon the underground railroad was
running directly through his Phoenix church.
The missional community and the opportunity to act. Standing on the frontiers
positions activists to encounter the events and circumstances that give rise to action.
Developing a critical analysis provides activists with insight to explain what is
happening. All of this lays the groundwork for collective action as activists share their
experiences and insights. This sharing happens within the local missional community, the
most basic unit of collective Christian action.
For instance, sheltering refugees did not arise as a form of action through individuals
acting alone. It arose through the collective deliberations of local congregations like
Tucson's Southside Presbyterian and Chicago's Wellington Avenue Church. As
Wellington's activist pastor David Chevrier explained in Chapter 5, their members
confronted the issues together through a process of Bible study and discernment.
Together they formulated plans to mobilize support for the refugees. This mutual
decision-making reinforced the confidence and commitment of the church's members to
risk controversy and potential arrest.
The local missional conmiunity is the nexus of the larger church and a particular
culture and society, at a human scale. This is illustrated in Figure 8.1 . It represents the
lived experience of the church within the cultural and social life of the wider community.
It is the place where life in God's reign is demonstrated within the same experiences that
characterize its broader society.
"Local," as a concept related to the church is variously defined: as a single
congregation (Wellington Avenue UCC, or a Xenos house church), for instance, or in
episcopal traditions the diocese with the bishop as its head, or similar judicatories. I will
not define if further except to say that it is the Christian community (in whatever form)
that exists at a scale where its members are known to each other, form interdependent
relationships, have their views represented within its discerrunent and decision making.
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and is able to form organizational responses that include everyone.
Collective discernment takes place within the local missional community as activists
build on each others' experiences and analyses. By sharing insights they begin to sketch
the contours of emerging opportunities to act as well as potential constraints. This work
lays the foundation for collective action. It suggests in a preliminary way why and how
activists may move forward as a community of witnesses and as agents of change.
This work does not guarantee that activists will immediately fmd a new or
compelling opportunity to act. At times they must wait for opportunhies to open to them.
However, h does guarantee that when opportunity opens, like it did for the young Xenos
activists (Chapter 6), they will be in a position to recognize it and quickly move forward.
And once in motion, as political process theorist Sidney Tarrow points out in Chapter 3,
they may also build on the public recognition they receive to create new action
opportunities of their own.
2. Call Others to Act (Rhetorical Framing)�Mission and Eschatology: Extending and
Intensifying God's Reign
At some point each of the movements in the case studies tumed from discerning
opportunhies to taking action. This next step in the process ofmovement formation
requires an act of creative imagination. It integrates beliefs, issues, critical analysis,
explanations, and discernment with practical forms of acting.
The result of this creative work, of linking, or "framing," ideas and actions together,
is a collective action frame (see the discussion in Chapter 7). A collective action frame
enables activists to "act through" their ideology. It defmes a clear call-to-action. Ideally,
it also provides a symbol (like Antiglobalization' s "summiteering," or Sanctuary's
bandana-clad campesinos) that defines the movement.
There are, of course, as many collective acfion frames as there are movements. For
instance, three different action frames were identified in the three case studies (see
Chapter 7). Each one arose from a different opportunity stmcture. Every new movement
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must create its own, context-specific collective action frame. Movement history may be
raided to borrow ideas from past movements (treating these as existing "tool khs," or
action repertoires) but even these must be creatively adapted to fit the specific issues at
hand. In other words, there is no single collective action frame that fits the diversity of
missional communities in their myriad settings.
However, to illustrate what a mobilized missional community might look like, a
general approach to framing action is described here. This sketch sets out the minimum
of the kinds of actions the community must take to fully engage its life-setting. The
minimum action that defines the missional community's work consists of a set of three
interrelated collective action frames. Each addresses a separate element ofthe missional
communhy 's engagement with culture and society. These action frames draw from the
action repertoires provided by the case studies and from movement theory. Each of
them�multiplying community, challenging codes, and transforming relationships�is
illustrated in Figure 8.2 and described below.
Every local missional community is a center of action that must adapt and put into
operation each of the three action frames within its particular context. This three-fold
action is a starting point to frame the entire picture ofChristian faithfulness.
To unify and coordinate this action, however, the three collective action frames must
be set within a broader framework, or master frame. A master frame (see Chapter 3)
provides a movement with its unifying vision and harmonizes its many actions. For local
missional communities this larger picture is framed by the global Christian movement
itself and their participation in it. The historic Christian movement provides a master
vision to coordinate their actions and to visualize how they may work together to form a
stronger movement.
The Christian movement as master frame. For Xenos members the idea that they are
a part of a movement provides a narrative that preserves the memory of their origins. It
also guides their present and future actions. They are, in their own words, a "grassroots
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A. Multiplying Community
B. Challenging Codes
The Local Missional Community
'-I
I. Master Frame: The global Christian movement as historical memory and guiding vision. The local
missional community as participant in the global Christian movement.
II. Collective Action Frames: The interrelated minimum action of the missional community�at the
scale of the global Christian movement and at the scale of the local missional community.
(A)
Multiplying Community
(missional community)
(B)
Challenging Codes
(culture)
(C)
Transforming Relationships
(society)
Mode ofaction: Widening/reproducing
Crossing boundaries
Dialogue
Cooperative speech
Intervention
Symbol: Baptism/the Lord's Supper The open door The extra room
Call to action: You will be my witnesses . .
. ends of the earth
Speak the truth in love Love your neighbor as
yourself
Goal: Conversion
Incorporation
Mobilization
Transparency
Understanding
Cooperation
Peace
Justice
Reconciliation
Figure 8.2 The Action of the Missional Community
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indigenous house church-planting movement."
Similarly, this past and future orientation provides a context to understand the action
of the entire church. The Christian past is remembered in Jesus' announcement that the
reign ofGod is at hand and in the boundary-crossing movement into the Gentile world
that ensued. Its present, in the age between advents, is the struggle to widen the
movement by crossing new boundaries to extend witness to the reign of God. Its future is
defined by the "ends of the earth" and the Parousia, or "end of the age." The historical
movement begirming in Jerusalem defmes the mode of the church's existence.
Each local missional community participates in the Christian movement as it
demonstrates the reality ofGod's reign by contextualizing the gospel in the setfings
where h already exists. Mission is action to intensify life experience under God's rule.
The missional community also participates in the Chrisfian movement as h seeks
outsiders to invite them to hear the gospel and to be transformed by h. Mission is
extension: a mobilization to cross boundaries into new social spaces where the gospel
may be effecfively witnessed. The purpose is to raise within a wider circle the possibility
of an informed response to the gospel everywhere.
As globalizafion, including the globalizafion of the Chrisfian faith, redefines the
missional fronfier the church's master frame must also define a vision for united global
acfion. This vision recognizes that global Chrisfianity (despite its divisions) is in a
unique position to influence globalizafion, and for that reason is uniquely responsible to
act on a global scale. The church, to the extent it perceives hself to be a global
community or learns to function as one, is one of few human communities large enough
to seek the transformation ofthe worldview-shaping logic, processes, and structures of
globalization itself.
The three collecfive acfion frames described below elaborate this master frame by
defining the specific minimum actions that make each local missional community's work
concrete.
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A. Multiplying communitv: Invitation to a life-giving communitv. Mission is an
invitation to life-giving community with God and to community with those among whom
God is most clearly present (John 17:20-23). "Our ability to attract people from the
world was by contrast," Xenos leader Joe Guzzo explained in Chapter 6. "What the
world had to offer? What we had to offer? No comparison!" "The idea [was] that when
people got around Christians living in community that they would see something; that
they would [say] . . . 'ya know, this is what I've been looking for.'"
Christ's followers contend with the world over the claim that God has initiated a
radically new order. They demonstrate through their common life that this life-giving
new order actually exists. And they invite others across the frontier from non-faith to
faith in Christ.
The local missional community acts to make both dimensions (demonstration,
invitation) available to the world around it by widening the circle of Christian
commimity. This requires that h grows and that it reproduces new communities in new
places. And it requires crossing boundaries of difference (personal, ideological, cultural,
social, and so on) in order to communicate in contextually appropriate ways. The
missional community's core mode of action is an intentional reproducing, boundary-
crossing practice, a framing of action that directs it continuously into the world.
The local missional community assumes within itself the responsibility for mission
rather than delegating it to specialists. This bottom-up approach locates personal and
collective agency within the movement's base. A motivated base sustains the interest of
its members in the movement, as evinced, for example, in the high motivation ofXenos
house church members. Mission is a local practice, refined within each community, and
tailored to specific local settings. As each missional community gains experience it
becomes a knowledgeable actor able to enter into coalitions that form a wider movement
which muhiplies hs influence in local, regional, and global contexts.
The symbols defining this action, rooted in Christian tradition, take on added
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dimensions ofmeaning in a widening movement. Baptism marks the passage of new
members into the faith. The Lord's Supper "proclaims the Lord's death until he comes"
(1 Corinthians 1 1 :26), a reminder that the spreading gospel is at the center ofthe life of
the eucharistic community. The missional communhy' s call-to-action�"you will be my
witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends ofthe earth" (Acts
1:8b)�recognizes both extension (geography) and boundary crossing (culture).
B. Challenging codes: Mission and cultural consciousness. Naomi Klein's
perceptive exegesis of corporate branding, a world of images which she points out subtly
manipulates social identities to shape consumption and brand loyahy (Chapter 4), hints at
the power of culture to unconsciously shape life. Culture is a vast web of socially-
constructed images encoded in language. These images form a society's all-
encompassing roadmap that defmes its worldview, values, beliefs, and behaviors.
True power is the ability, through commercial or political communication, for
example, to define the images and ideas that appear in peoples' minds as they sort out the
meaning of their world and their place in it. The new social movements (Chapter 3) are
particularly concerned with the codes that dominate a society's thinking and their abuse
by institutional powers who dominate the process of the codes' formation and
communication. They recognize that consciousness can coerce behavior as easily as, for
instance, political power. And it follows that social change may be produced through
culture as much as through politics. "Challenging codes," says movement theorist
Alberto Melucci (1996), is as important as reforming institutions to create systematic
change. In fact, Melucci argues, the real strength of contemporary movements is "not the
force of the apparatus but the power of the word" (1996:1).
The thrust of these movements is to reshape the way a society thinks. They attempt
to redefine the world and through this to help people to think in a new way until a new
and better order comes to pass. In this light, evangelization is not simply a call to
repentance and faith. It is the means of recoding society's consciousness until the values
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and logic ofGod's reign become plausible in peoples' thinking. The missional
community's purpose is to transform the semantic coding system (culture) to reflect the
worldview, values, and cultural logic of the reign ofGod.
There is always tension, of course, between the gospel and culture even though the
gospel can only be expressed within the codes of a particular culture. Prophetic speech
points out the tension and challenges the codes behind h ("unmasking the powers,"
"speaking truth to power"). The prophetic mode, however, is just one approach. Another
is the mode ofthe servant. In this mode, cooperative speech engages others in order to
seek together a satisfying life-world. To the extent that the gospel becomes encoded
within this life-world which the church and the larger society share, the gospel may be
clearly heard and the church perceived as a less foreign participant in society.
As a concrete frame of action this servant engagement is best expressed through
dialogue. This is an honest, tolerant, two-way conversation between the missional
communhy and other groups and communhies whose actions likewise shape the
surrounding culture. The goals of dialogue are understanding: overturning stereotypes
and leaming together through mutual critique; transparency: exposing dangerous and
manipulative ideologies; and cooperation, the search for the common good.
Dialogue, as a mode of action, begins when the missional community seeks out
"others." Its call-to-action is to "speak the truth in love
"
unflinchingly in private and
public speech (including the media, the arts, and so on) until the gospel becomes deeply
eimieshed in the discourses that form the life of the wider society. A fitting symbol of
this action is the "open door": "Pray for us, too, that God may open a door for our
message, so that we may proclaim the mystery ofChrisf (Colossians 4:3a).
C. Transforming relationships: Mission and social structures. By sheltering
refugees and advocating for their rights the Sanctuary movement repeated an ancient
missional tradition: care for the disadvantaged, disabled, and oppressed. Such action
demonstrates (however partially in this age) God's new reality by transforming social
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relationships until they reflect the peace, justice, and reconciliation called forth by the
gospel. When this works within the missional community it is a sign ofthe gospel's
effectiveness and of hope for the rest of society.
The mode of action here is intervention: entering into the world of others to care for
those in need. The call to action is "love your neighbor as yourself.
"
Action is not an
abstract "confronting the powers." It begins (as it did in the Sanctuary movement) in
solidarity with others, in, as far as the metaphor stretches, "sharing the dangers ofthe
journey."
In a fifth-century homily, John Chrysostom (NPNF 1994:276-277) confronted his
chy with this simple idea: Those who receive the poor receive Christ as their guest. Even
those who selfishly complain that the church's charities ought to care for the poor instead
of them doing it themselves, said Chrysostom, could at least provide an empty room to
house the homeless. A vain hope, no doubt, but it points out that a city's social problems
often have more to do with attitudes than a lack of resources.
As a fitting symbol of intervention as a mode of acfion, the empty room points to the
surfeh of resources that may be mobilized to help the communifies most in need. It also
points to the possibility of entering into the life of another by taking them in. By doing
so one enters into a personal relationship that makes him or her aware firsthand ofwhat,
exactly, constitutes need and injustice.
The empty room symbolizes the resources the missional community possesses to
confront need. It also symbolizes the missional community itself as a space to
incorporate individuals of different status (symbolically both the "householder" and the
"homeless"). Here, both may build new relationships and the trust required to reconcile
the conflicts that advantage one group over another. In this way the missional
community assimilates the problems of the larger community within itself The
community demonstrates reconciliation and gains the understanding required to confront
need and injustice.
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Summary: The Rhetorical Dimension
In Chicago in the summer of 1982 a dazed and exhausted "Juan" stood before
Wellington Avenue Church's breathless congregation. A bandana covered his face, a
campesino 's straw hat covered his eyes to disguise him as press photographers flashed
their cameras. Two years from the discovery of Salvadorans dying in the Sonora Desert
the Sanctuary movement had emerged as a mobilization of religious congregations linked
together by the tracks of an underground railroad. A refugee's bandana provided hs
symbol, the public sanctuary service its call-to-action.
The period ofmovement formation was complete. Sanctuary's activists had
successfully tied their movement together with an effective collective action frame. The
rhetorical structure they designed (their "floor plan," if you will) integrated their
experiences with the refugees, their analysis of the issues, their heightened personal
motivation, and their desire to act. Attention could now turn to the strategic demands of
mobilizing widespread resistance.
Sanctuary provides an instructive example ofmovement formation. It is not to slight
Sanctuary in any way, however, to point out that it was a one-dimensional movement:
one issue, one collective action frame, one call-to-action. The full mobilization of the
missional community is multi-dimensional and therefore much more complex. But in the
process ofmovement formation the rhetorical framing of its reflections and actions may
be conceptualized in much the same way as Sanctuary activists conceptualized their
movement as they acted to shelter refugees.
The Strategic Dimension�
The Church is a Movement: All God's People Sent into the Whole World
The Spirh of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to preach the good news
to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of
sight for the blind, to liberate the oppressed, to proclaim the year ofthe Lord's favor.
(Luke 4:18-19)
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Jesus proclaimed the gospel of God's reign to open the eyes of those who heard it.
How else can one repent and trust in the gospel? What one sees who looks at the world
with fresh eyes, however, is not just private sins. One sees all the symptoms of human
arrogance and selfishness, including poverty, unjust incarcerations, the oppression of the
downtrodden. Mission confronts these failures, but also the blind eye that hides them.
The eye-opening mission ofChrist's followers awakens others (and fully awakens
themselves) to the whole pattern of personal, social, and cultural failure. Its awakening
action demonstrates through the Christian community that a new, alternative way of life
is possible. Its awakening action also provokes a crisis of decision, calling people to faith
and to tum personal and social power from abuse into an instrument of God.
As a movement the missional community spreads across boundaries, from Jemsalem
to the ends ofthe earth. It must build social power to support its outward movement as
an ever-widening circle of influence.
It must also build social power to move deeply into engagement with the societies
where h is already present, persuading others to be reconciled to God and to place
themselves under God's rule. It must build its power carefully: confident without being
controlling; seeking the demonstration of a new reality, not the domination ofthe old
one; selfemptying rather than self-serving. It confronts real issues of sin, falsehood, and
injustice and offers real alternatives�lived out by the missional community to prove its
faithfulness�not abstract visions or empty ideologies.
The catch phrase of Quebec City's Free Trade Area of the Americas protesters was
"Another Americas is Possible!" The challenge of the movement ofChrist's followers is
to demonstrate that through the gospel Another World is Possible!
Mobilizing and directing social power raises the question of strategy. Activists must
create strategies to direct action toward an objective and to stmcture their movement to
maximize and multiply their resources.
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1 � Direct Others to Act (Protest Strategy)�The Church is a Social Actor: Assertim a
Progressive Vision for the World
It only takes a few minutes at a conference like Quebec City's Second People's
Summit of the Americas to comprehend the daunting challenge Antiglobalization
actiyists face. Their movement confronts an array of issues. Almost every issue is
already the focus of an existing social movement. Activists must carefully frame their
purpose to provide a compelling focal point around which various groups and movements
may align their interests. Only then can they harness the social power of their
constituents and move forward as a movement ofmovements to assert a progressive
agenda for global development.
The Christian movement is no less complex. Its constituency is no less fractious.
And the challenge of aligning the interests of its missional communities to move forward
as a movement is a formidable strategic task.
The missional community's strategic purpose is to multiply its influence in the world
to assert the gospel's progressive vision for the world's redemption. It multiplies its
influence in order to: (1) to raise before the world a vision of life under the rule of God;
(2) to raise the issue ofGod's grace and judgment toward men and women and the
societies they have buih; and (3) to provoke decisions to repent and to enter by faith into
the new reality ofthe reign of God. The call to repent is individual: a personal turning
toward God. It is also collective: a corporate overturning of the false consciousness and
unjust exercise of power that distort society.
Just as there are as many collective action frames as movements, there are many
ways to mobilize people toward a strategic end. In formulating a strategy to direct the
overall missional community which is itself a movement of local missional communities,
it is instructive to observe other movements and examine what works. Antiglobalization,
for example, demonstrates the strength of convergence mobilization, but also the
weakness of a movement without a tightly unified base (see Chapter 7).
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A mobilization strategy for the missional community may be drawn from the
strategic repertoire represented by the tliree case studies (and examined in Chapter 7).
Applying them together creates a three-part strategy to focus the social power ofthe
missional community to achieve its purpose:
(1) Applying the Xenos practice ofgrassroots organization, strategy is founded on the
mobilization ofthe movement's base (the missional communities) to expand its
presence in the world.
(2) This foundation is built upon through actions to promote a progressive social vision,
borrowing from the Sanctuary movement's resistance strategy.
(3) It is enlarged further by stimulating broad-based change in public consciousness
through the convergence strategy used by the Antiglobalization movement.
The three components of this strategy are sketched below and summarized in Table 8.2.
A. Grassroots organizing: Activating the base. Xenos has expanded as a tightly
integrated movement of self-reproducing house churches. It is an example of the strength
of a mobilizing strategy that begins with the multiplication of base-units. The strategic
purpose of this form ofmobilization is to create a growing witness to the reign of God
within the myriad communities (for example, neighborhoods, identity groups, classes) of
which society is formed. Where this boundary-crossing presence is established these
communities may be challenged by the gospel.
The objective is to multiply bases of engagement. This happens when existing
missional communities, expanding as self-initiated networks, reproduce and place their
new missional communities in new locations. Their networks also expand by recruiting
like-minded Christian communities desiring to refashion themselves as missional
communities.
From this expanding base activists address several tasks: (1) They demonstrate the
gospel within their missional communities and through their growing influence in the life
ofthe wider communities they engage. (2) They widen access to Christian community
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and invite others to participate. (3) They raise the issue of faith in Christ as the beginning
point of personal and social transformation. (4) They build a loyal and durable
constituency by cultivating Christian community and enabling others to meaningfully
participate in the creation of new missional communhies.
Strategic
objective:
Table 8.2 Directing Action: Strategic Framing
(A)
Grassroots Organizing
(B)
Resistance
(C)
Convergence
Boundary-crossing witness:
To raise the issue of faith in
Christ as the beginning point
of personal and social
transformation.
To widen access to Christian
community.
To demonstrate the reality of
the gospel in Christian
community.
To develop a loyal and
durable movement base.
Critical engagement with
society:
To model alternatives arising
from public activism.
To provide a moral witness to
the values of the reign of God.
Mobilize civil society:
To support social and
cultural change.
To align action frames to
encourage cooperative
action.
To support a movement of
movements to assert the
To advance a progressive
vision for a political economy
that is fair and sustainable; and values of the reign ofGod
a cultural consciousness that
supports it.
Self-reproduction of existing
missional communities and
placement of new
communities in other
segments of society.
Recruitment of like-minded
Christian communities.
Name issues in public forums.
Raise awareness; sway
opinion; provoke decisions for
change.
Stimulate cooperative action
in the local community and the
wider society.
Concentrate social power
to influence opinion and
decision-making.
Act as catalyst by defining
issues; or a participant in
movements begun by
others; or an organizer of
movement acfion.
B. Resistance: Promoting a progressive social vision. From their growing base the
missional communities engage the larger community around them to initiate constructive,
broad-based social and cultural change. Activists work with others in civil society (other
religious groups, service organizations, unions, educators, journalists, for example) to
create a social vision informed by the worldview and values of the reign of God.
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Cooperative engagement, however, is also a critical engagement. Its objective
within the framework of sympathetic and sacrificial service is to raise the issues of
personal sin, corruption, injustice, and damaging ideologies. These issues are defined by
contrasting them with the gospel. Resistance accompanies cooperation as the missional
community addresses hs society with both a "yes" (affirming what it can) and a "no"
(resisting what it cannot countenance).
Resistance begins within the missional community as activists create and model
alternatives to the prevailing way of life. By modeling altematives, for example, the
mutual assistance of a Xenos house church, or a vision for peace like OREPA's
Gathering Communhy ofNonviolence, activists provide a moral witness to the values of
the reign of God. Lifestyle resistance�"being the change we want to see," as several
activists expressed it�makes the missional community's social vision concrete and
authentic. Having established their integrity, activists may continue to resist by speaking
an eye-opening word to those whose ideologies and exercise of power must change.
Resistance is worked out tactically by naming issues in public forums to raise
awareness, influence opinion, and provoke decisions for change. More importantly, it is
worked out through stimulating cooperative action in the local community to address
issues and create alternatives. The goal is to advance a progressive vision for society, a
vision for a political economy that is fair and sustainable, and for a cultural consciousness
rooted in the gospel that integrates and supports it.
C. Convergence: Mobilizing social change. As the movement's base grows so
grows its ability to stimulate change across a broad social and cultural spectrum. The
movement's objective is to mobilize civil society for the good of the social whole.
To stimulate a convergence of interests, the missional community (in this context a
movement of local missional communities) faces much the same set of problems faced by
the Antiglobalization movement. It must frame cooperation in a way which aligns other
groups and movements around issues of common concem. The purpose is to assert the
values ofthe reign ofGod within the public's consciousness as these are expressed
cooperatively with other viewpoints.
Tactically, the missional community may act in several ways: (1) as a catalyst
defining the issues and proposing and leading actions; (2) as a participant in movements
initiated by others; or (3) as an organizer acfing in a leadership coalition with others.
2. Organize Action (Mobilizing Structures)� church is Gifted for Mission:
Spiritually Empowered to Engage the World.
When the church in all its diversity and divisions moves forward in mission, it is
presumed to move (scripturally and theologically) as one body, the single Body of Christ.
Clirist is incarnate in its missional action. The Body of Christ confinues Christ's own
proclamafion of the in-breaking reign of God. It is gifted to embrace this action, but it
faces challenges in doing so. First, where it is divided (by tradhion, belief, race, class,
ethnicity, or ideology) it must reconcile within itself to be believable as an agent of
reconciliation for others. Second, its mobilization must be careful to show not the
grasping ofpower and influence but the reality of the presence of Christ.
Multiplying social power is fraught with the temptation to use it selfishly. Activists
must keep before them their central purpose: the extension and intensification of the
experience of the reign of God in the world. They act as servants to reveal through their
faithful actions God's desire to reconcile spiritually alienated women and men with God
and with each other. Nonetheless, the missional community acts confidently as a
movement to organize action in order to multiply social power. It does so internally
among networks of local missional communhies. And it does so externally by mobilizing
civil society groups and other movements.
The discussion of strategy confinues by building on the strategic action frames above
to illustrate how the missional community may multiply hs social strength. The forms of
mobilizafion sketched in the following are also dravm from the case study examples.
They are summarized in Table 8.3. A discussion of leadership structures follows.
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Table 8.3 Organizing Action: Mobilization Framing
(A) (B) (C)
Base-Unit Multiplication Network Mobilization Convergence
Mode: Reproduce base units;
multiplication growth:
Links and nodes:
Cooperative structures
Self-directedparticipation
based on common interest:
Replicate existing connecting various Align action frames of
missional communities. organizations and
communities to accomplish
diverse groups and
movements.
Found new missional a particular purpose.
communities in new Temporary/short-term
locations. Expand coalitions through cooperation for a particular
recruitment of new groups. action.
Recruit other existing
communities from outside
network, other traditions.
Movement Local missional (Nodes): Missional Exisdng movements
base: communities. communities, other
religious congregations,
(including the missional
community) and
Networks ofmissional service agencies, charities, organizations.
communities; "community membership organizations,
of communities." activist groups, unions, etc. Movement ofmovements.
Coordination: Connectional network to
share resources, specialized
(Links): Coalitions
representing, directing
Spontaneous convergences.
programs, strategy constituent groups. Spokescouncils, forums.
development, guidance. conferences.
promotion, and recruitment. Networks sharing
resources; supporting, Voluntary, temporary
Affinity groups for coordinating specialized coalitions.
specialized actions. actions.
Cooperative effort over large
Support for extra-local Synergy; coordinate skills. geographical area with large
extension. programs, services. moral audience.
A. Base-unit multiplication: Building a movement of local communities. To build
upon the Xenos concept of grassroots organizing the movement may be envisioned as a
coalition of local missional communities. Each community reproduces itself and crosses
boundaries to engage others. New communities are added to the coalition through
reproduction, through founding new ones in new locations, and through recruiting
existing communities from outside the coalition. The movement, as such, becomes a
community of communities seeking collective action.
Each local missional community faces challenges simply to support hs own work. It
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must maintain close-knit community life and implement a complex set of collective
action frames. In this it is limited by time, size, and resources. Cooperative structures
then are needed to link local communities in order to concentrate resources that exist
within the whole movement but only partially or not at all in each individual community.
Coalitions pool the church's collective gifts�material, personal, and spiritual.
The coalitions envisioned here are not denominations. They are networks of
missional communities formed to support common action. As such they link independent
communities as well as work cross-denominationally. Sanctuary's TECTF and CRTF
coalitions are examples of cooperative organization across lines of tradition. Coalitions
provide, for example, spaces for a wider community reflection on the issues encountered
in mission, strategy development, recruitment, research and training programs, and
communication. They also provide connections to seminaries and denominational
resources.
Coalitions are voluntary. Many separate ones may exist in proximity to each other
and be informally networked. The purpose, however, is to generate consensus in order to
direct action, or converge, on a common goal in order to build the movement and its
influence. Such coalitions and networks are unlimhed in size. They may work at all
scales from the local to the global.
B . Network mobilization: Building resistance. A similar approach may be taken to
mobilize coalhions ofmissional commumties together with other civil society
organizations to pursue cooperative actions. Network mobilization, drawing on
the
example ofthe Sanctuary movement, links the communities and organizations
that form
the movement's base (nodes) through alliances (links). These may be formally
institutionalized or informal and temporary.
Along with the missional commumties, nodes include other religious communities,
service agencies, membership organizations, charities, activist groups, foundations,
and
so on. Links are formed to suit the actions at hand in order to share resources, coordinate
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actions, promote collective action, and recruit other groups. Their purpose is synergy:
muhiplying the experience, capability, and resources ofmany groups for a common end.
Missional communities enter into such networks to advance their vision for social
cooperation. Given the plurality of values, tactics, and acceptable outcomes represented
by diverse groups, these voluntary networks are naturally volatile. Emphasis must be
given to creating venues (such as forums and conferences) for building consensus and
framing actions that may be broadly supported by constituent groups.
C. Convergence: Building broad-based influence. Widespread movements like the
Antiglobalization movement may generate significant influence over public opinion and
successfully challenge elites. These mobilize collective action over a large geographical
area and build a large moral audience. The movement base often consists of entire
movements along with other groups aligned with a common interest.
As the Antiglobalization movement example suggests, such movements are often
short-lived convergences. They are driven by consensus and organized through
temporary alliances and coalitions formed to support a particular series of actions. They
are designed to mobilize a large number of people in order to demonstrate social strength.
Movement mobilization, however, may be sustained for longer periods if care is taken to
create coalitions that carefully represent their constituents' interests and provide
structures for deliberation and collective decision-making.
Leadership structures. In Chapter 7, movements were described as many-headed,
networked forms of social organization. In other words, for a movement to act like a
movement no one, exactly, is in charge. Yet, in various forms, leadership occurs and is
indispensable to collective action. Leaders lead both by setting an example that inspires
others to act and by organizing structures that represent constituent interests fairly and
that develop mutuality and trust.
As noted in Chapter 7, the most effective forms of leadership enable individual
action and, thus, satisfy the desires of others to act in meaningful ways. This is
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accomplished through creating workable collective action frames, modeling action
(leading by example), and working in partnership with others. Given the diversity of
potential movement action, however, it is impossible to prescribe a particular leadership
structure to coordinate and guide them. For examples, see the movement case studies.
Chapters 4-6 and the discussion in Chapter 7.
There are questions of leadership within the missional communhies, however, which
arise out ofthe biblical concept of the church as a body of spiritually gifted members. Is
leadership meant to be singular (traditionally the role ofthe pastor) or plural? What
kinds of leadership are required to mobilize the Body of Christ as a boundary-crossing,
self-reproducing movement?
These questions are prompted by the complexity of the boundary-crossing nature of
mission which calls for a variety of interconnected skills. This complexity is indicated in
the discussion of leadership gifts in the Epistle to the Ephesians: "[God] gave some to be
apostles, some to be prophets, some to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and
teachers, to equip God's people for works of service" (Ephesians 4:1 l-12a).
It is important to consider the implications of this for the missional community.
Paul's Body metaphor (cf. 1 Corinthians 12:12-31) conceives of the church as a
collective actor. Its head is Christ, and Christ's Body incarnates his will and presence, or
"fullness," in the world (Ephesians 1 :22-23; 4: 1 5-16). The Body that possesses the gifts
listed above is for that reason itself apostolic, prophetic, evangelistic, and so on. Given
the church's historical teaching that the whole is present in the parts (the church's
catholicity) h follows that the local missional community is, in hs missionary nature,
similarly apostolic, prophetic, and evangelistic. Understood within the context of
mission these gifts represent essential functions of the church.
These functions then must be represented in the local community's leadership both
to execute the work required of the church and to train others to do it. This suggests a
reframing of traditional pastoral leadership models. To use some of the terms presented
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in this chapter as a way of rethinking leadership, apostles may be thought of, for
example, as boundary-crossing agents; prophets as those who discern the opportunity
structure; evangelists as those who provoke a crisis of decision; pastors as mobilizers;
and teachers as those who frame the community's rhetorical structure.
In the light ofmission, these roles take on an immediacy and relevance within the
missional community as it extends itself to the world. The question that each new
movement of missional communities must ask is how these functions are represented in
each missional community's leadership structure and in the movement itself.
Summary: The Strategic Dimension
By the time the Summit of the Americas wrapped up its deliberations, issued its fmal
statements, and its leaders and diplomats headed home. Operation SalAMI activist
Michael Gagne was fit-to-be-tied. What, exactly, had the protesters accomplished on
Quebec City's tear-gas choked streets? Gagne watched months of preparation,
occasional public relations coups, and effecfive mass mobilization dissolve into partisan
bickering and mayhem. Mobilizing social acfion is, if nothing else, messy.
The Anfiglobalizafionmovement's complexity provides clues to the hazards that
awah Chrisfian acfivists who will mobilize even a small portion ofthe Body of Christ.
Yet, Another World is Possible! That is the promise ofmissio Dei. And it is within the
power ofthe globalizing, eye-opening Chrisfian movement to contribute the worldview,
values, and reality of God's in-breaking reign toward making the world a reflection of
God's creative love.
The challenge is creating the social architecture needed to structure the movement
and to align the energy ofthe missional communities. Action must be focused to assert
the gospel's progressive vision in public venues. It must also be effectively organized m
order to coordinate the gifts and resources that are freely given by the Spirit to the Body
of Christ. Christ's Body is by its very nature a body of action�led into the world by hs
apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors, and teachers.
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The Cultural Dimension�
The Church is a Sacrament ofSalvation: A Sacrifice Offered to the World
And all those who had believed were together, and had all things in common; and
they began selling their property and possessions, and were sharing them with all, as
anyone might have need. And day by day continuing with one mind in the temple,
and breaking bread from house to house, they were taking their meals together with
gladness and sincerity of heart, praising God, and having favor with all the people.
(Acts 2:44-47a)
One of the early Christian movement's striking features was its intimacy: gathering
in homes, fellowshipping over meals, a shared purse, caring for the needy. Before
Christians thought of themselves as congregations gathering in "the Lord's house" they
thought of themselves as a community of common citizenship open to all (Ephesians
2:1 l-19a, 3:6). This community is the house itself where God dwells in the Spirit
(Ephesians 2:19b-22). It is a nation of self-sacrificing priests modeling the reign of God
before their neighbors (1 Peter 2:5, 9-12). Foremost, the community of believers makes
God's love and presence inviting and accessible to others around it (John 13:35).
However imperfectly, the missional community reflects God's mission in the
variegated forms of human life, a sign to the world of God's gracious initiative
�to the
extent h remains faithful to God's reign. It is also a mystery. Beyond human action
signifying God's mission, God chooses h as the site where God through God's imtiative
alone reveals hints ofthe divine presence. Hahingly, encrusted in corrupted human
forms, h mediates God's presence as "the universal sacrament of salvation" {Lumen
Gentium Arts. 1, 48, in Abbott 1966:15).
To make this spark tangible to all of humankind, the missional community must
universalize its presence, extending hself to contact each subdivided part of a splh
humanity. Just as important, however, it must remain trustworthy: worthy of its calling
as sign and sacrament, trusted by those to whom it comes as an agent of change.
Regarding trust, when activists act, understandably those acted upon raise questions
about the activists' motivation (duplicity, coercion, intolerance, imposition of religion?).
Only a convincing solidarity with others removes mistrust. Trust grows when the
missional community acknowledges (1) that it is in the world, subject to the same sins
and blindness as others and the same need for self-examination and repentance; and (2)
that it is with the world, sharing others' suffering and struggles for a true knowledge of
God and for justice among people because these struggles also exist within the church.
Only then may they act believably/or the world as sacrificing servants.
This calls for vulnerability, "a bold humility�or a humble boldness" as David Bosch
(1991 :485, 489) wonderfully phrased it. It is a way of saying,
We know only in part, but we do know. And we believe that the faith we profess is
both true and just, and should be proclaimed. We do this, however, not as judges or
lawyers, but as witnesses; not as soldiers, but as envoys of peace; not as high-
pressure salespersons, but as ambassadors of the Servant Lord. (Bosch 1991 :489)
Nor do we do this as "no-compromise" radicals raising the specter of ideological
intransigence and authoritarianism.
For the missional community to be received by others as, in some way, the
sacramental presence of God it must reflect God's concem for the world. "For God so
loved the world that God gave God's only begotten son . . ." is the model for the
missional community in its giving of itself for the world. To the point that others
perceive the community's unconditional love for them they will respond, or resonate,
with the claim that God is present within it.
This calls for a movement culture that generates solidarity with the world and a
response of tmst from the world. By cultivating tmst and solidarity the missional
community holds the world's good above its own. It prefers the cross to coercion and
reveals in hs actions the nearness of God. Trust is expressed through the movement's
theme, its community life, its quest for human solidarity, and the motivations of its
members: the subjects of the sections, below.
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1 . Contextualize Action (Movement Culture)�The Church is a Grounded Community:
God's People Enmeshed in the World.
Recognition that the missional community is in and with the world suggests that the
line dividing them is faint. Relationships among the missional community's members
also extend outside to relatives, friends and associates. They extend further into the
political and economic relationships that pattern society, patterns that are reflected within
the missional community itself. The cultural consciousness its members share with their
larger life-world, though being transformed in the light of the gospel, likewise reflects the
world's values, identities, habits, and worldviews that unconsciously shape attitudes and
behaviors. Like a sponge, the missional community, enmeshed in the world around it,
naturally absorbs its context and must be self-critical about h. In this sense, the world is
always a part of the church and the church (where it is contextually authentic, not a
foreign by-product) acts to transform the world as an insider.
This eruneshment in the world challenges the missional community to preserve its
distinctive voice over-against its culture while at the same time acting and speaking in
ways the culture understands and appreciates. The missional community must (as noted
in Chapter 7) pay attention to its cultural antecedents to understand how the cultural
history shaping hs context shapes its own life. It is helpful to reflect on the New Left's
influence on the Xenos experience in this regard. The missional community must also
attune hs actions to the themes and values of this cultural history in order to fmd
resonance with the moral audiences h wishes to attract. Antiglobalization struggled on
this point; Xenos activists were more successful (see Chapter 7).
Where then may the missional community begin to find a voice that maintains
its
own distinctiveness in the world and that at the same time casts a vision for the good of
the world around it? To varying degrees, each movement case study conveyed struggle
for cooperation in a competitive society as a movement theme in Westem, particularly
American, settings. This struggle endures and suggests a movement theme that may
fmd
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resonance among Americans. For the missional community to act convincingly for the
world it must pick up this struggle and demonstrate how it is resolved by the gospel.
Movement theme: A cooperative commonwealth. Competition�individual, ethnic,
political, economic, religious�distorts the gospel's vision for a reconciled humanity. It
phs one against another. Mission encounters a world divided. A great many experience
life on the losing side of personal and social competition. They feel the loneliness of a
society of self-seekers, while a fortunate few glory in monopolies of power and wealth.
Individuals pay competition's physical and psychic price. Sanctuary's activists, for
example, encountered men and women ground down nearly to death by an ideological
contest in American politics that denied them their rights as refugees. That so many
found compelling (and still fmd compelling) Xenos' invitation to apersonal relationship
with God and to Christian community speaks of need for acceptance and relief from a
competitive, alienating society. Both movements offered sanctuary (literally or
figuratively). They recognized that values such as sacrifice, solidarity, mutual self-help,
unconditional acceptance, and interdependence resonated with the pain felt by those they
encountered through their ministries.
Neediness grows as globalization increases competition. Individuals suffer its
effects: Good jobs with benefits disappear in a shifting economy, a local version ofthe
"race to the bottom." Their communities fill with foreign languages, strange cultures,
and new ideas. Threats from international political actions, over which they have little
control, multiply. Globalization intensifies feelings of confusion, risk, and danger.
The sudden pace of change that upsets the predictability of life creates unease.
Chapters 3 sketched the symptoms of global change: (1) An all-encompassing economic
system offers a dream (and sometimes a reality) ofprosperhy at the price ofthe "golden
straitjacket" of structural reform, exposure to global competition, social dislocation, and
loss of cultural diversity. (2) A global-local ("glocal") culture of pluralism, risk, and
ethnic-religious competition confuses personal, social, and political identities. It
produces a condition of numbing ambivalence along with feelings of loss of control,
insecurity, and disconnection. (3) Loss of local political control makes communities
(even entire countries) vulnerable to global and often unrepresentative decision-making.
The vitality of global economics contrasts with global cultural confusion and local
political weakness. Antiglobalization' s worry is that unchained economic competition is
hijacking culture and undermining social institutions, ft is reducing the meaning of both
to competitive market functions. It segregates society into economic winners and losers.
How serious are these risks and whether different societies can creatively challenge them
remain open questions. This, however, is the world that the missional community
engages, the context within which it seeks opportunhies to demonstrate the reign of God.
The missional community is challenged to expand its analysis of competition beyond
the individual scale (where communities such as Xenos have successfully created
cooperative themes) to a global analysis. It must build a vision for cooperation that takes
globalization seriously. By acting to challenge codes and transform relationships in this
new context, the missional community confronts the distortions of global competition.
What is needed is a vision for a cooperative commonwealth (to borrow a phrase from
activists as diverse as nineteenth-century Populists and contemporary anarchists), a world
that works for everyone. Framing such a vision provides a focus for the missional
community as a movement in the world. It is also a framing around which to align others
in common action toward a cooperative future. This theme is reflected, below, in the
discussion of the life of the missional community and its vision for solidarity with others.
Communitv: Communion-in-community. As activists in the three movements
studied sought a new social reality based on cooperation, it was only natural that they
sought each other out to form communities of interest. Affinity groups, OREPA's
Gathering Community ofNonviolence, Moonshadow, Sanctuary churches, Xenos house
churches�within these they created spaces to pool their creativity, model a new culture,
and test their visions.
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Missional community activists face a tension that comes from their desire to be a
distinct faith community while at the same time to be an inclusive community that is with
and for otliers outside the faith. A dual identity is required. Activists live in the church
as Christians building a community that exists as a sign ofGod's reign. They also live in
the wider society as citizens seeking community with others and the collective good. A
culture of cooperation grows when both sets of relationships are integrated through the
intertwining of friendships and common action for everyone's benefit.
Sorting out this dual identity is difficult especially because the missional community
is grounded in the wider community and reflects so much of it in its own life. The
missional community must be self-crifical in order to maintain its disfincfiveness. And it
must cuhivate its ovm social space, the missional community hself, to sort out the gospel
and live it without restraint. Within their missional communities acfivists discern and
judge the thoughts and values reflected in the cultural history they share with the world.
In them they model a new reality and find their voice as witnesses of something new.
They also place symbolic, or sacramental, boundary markers around them�like baptism,
the Lord's Supper, and Xenos' rite of passage: "accepting Chrisf�to clarify their
identity. As a distinct spiritual community they live in the world as communion within a
wider community.
As citizens, however, they incorporate others into their relational networks. They
also participate in others' communities, networks, groups, organizations, and so on.
Through these relationships and through the participation of networks ofmissional
communities within other civil society networks, they naturally build a wider community
of shared interest and experience.
Beyond this a broader, informal culture of shared experience may emerge from
social cooperation. The personal interactions of activists from various backgrounds
creates community naturally. This can grow into a "cultural scene," like Philadelphia's
acfivist scene, an autonomous zone that stimulates reflection and dialogue, nourishes
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friendships, becomes a place to model social change, organize, create, hang out, talk, fmd
support. It becomes a creative space from which new ways of life may spring.
An autonomous zone sustains cooperation and supports new mobilizations of social
and cultural action. It is a site for the exchange of ideas, a place where the missional
communhy adds its own voice to initiatives for social change. Cooperation within and
among groups, however, requires trust, a scare commodity in a pluralistic world of
ethnic, racial, cultural, ideological, religious, political, and economic competition.
Solidarhy: Generating trust. Trust is a product of solidarity. Within the local
missional community solidarity is formed through identification with the movement's
master frame (the global Christian movement); the experience ofworking together in a
common cause; and the emotional affection that grows from shared experience. Through
these, as richly illustrated in the Sanctuary and Xenos movements, the "1" becomes a
"We," the foundation of lasting collective action.
The missional communities confront pluralism within their networks, however, to
the extent they connect communities from various traditions. The greater the diversity of
groups and interests, of course, the more difficult it is to align actions and generate shared
experience. And this problem grows as the missional communities seek to work
cooperatively with non-Christian groups.
Solidarity amidst pluralism does not require uniformity. But it does require people
to balance their self-interests with the good of the whole. This is not easy. To some
extent it means surrendering one's racial, ethnic, or religious identity for the sake of a
universal identity such as national citizenship. For minorities who have been abused by
majorities, defending their uniqueness is often preferable to solidarity with their abusers.
A society (our ovm society, to make it more particular), however, cannot fianction if
it is balkanized into identity groups selfishly fighting for their own interests. The value
of David A. Hollinger' s cosmopolitanism concept (Chapter 7) is its simple premise that
we all share more in common than we think. We all share the same risks: from war,
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terror, disease, financial collapse, and so on. And even our inter-group competition
creates a common culture that makes us different from other societies. Cooperation does
not mean giving up historical identities or religious beliefs. Neither does it mean
imposing beliefs on anyone. It simply means tolerating our differences while looking for
ways to build a culture of common concern.
Simply having a framework that holds the particular and the universal in tension, of
course, does not always end conflict. But it does at least open a door for dialogue,
understanding, reconciliation, and a critical unity within diversity.
The missional community must accept that all too often it falls into competition with
other communities and fails to understand how it is a part of a common whole. On the
other hand, the missional community has much to offer when it learns to contribute the
gospel's own cosmopolitanism to the struggle for solidarity.
The Scriptures describe a very nuanced tension between diversity�^the individual
self-expression of the "nations," (cf. Revelation 7:9)�and unity in a common, universal
faith (cf Galatians 3:28; Colossians 3:11). The missional community can build on this
biblical insight to provide leadership to reduce conflicts and bring people together. Its
sensitivity and skill in negotiating difference�to convince others that it embraces
otherness while committing itself to the common good�is foundational for generating
the trust required to advance a cooperative commonwealth.
2. Empower Actors (Participant Biographv)�The Church is a Mediator: Priests
Standing Between God and the World.
As an instrument ofmissio Dei the missional community is called to be for others. It
acts for the purpose of giving flesh to God's action to love the world. It also acts to
represent the world and hs needs to God. Its identity is formed in the middle: a "royal
priesthood" that lives not for itself but to serve God and to serve the world.
The missional community's outward action grows when its members embrace their
identity as priests and accept their responsibility to engage the people around them in
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mission. The notion that the church is a nation of priests, the "priesthood of believers,"
however, is often more ideology than actuality. This is a commonplace observation that
by comparison makes the Sanctuary and Xenos activists appear unusually motivated. In
reality, most would-be priests remain passive, feel powerless, and depend on
professionals to direct them.
Missional communities are challenged to cultivate an activist culture, one in which
missional consciousness and responsibility mature, and one that stimulates action from
below. In historical terms (the history of an active professional clergy and a passive
laity) this challenge may be described as a reversal ofagency: the relocation of imtiative
from leadership to the members so that both are motivated to initiate mutual action.
Several actions, drawn from the case studies, point out how this reversal of agency
may be achieved within missional communities:
(1) Create collective action frames that make clear how and why to act.
(2) Establish the movement's master frame�participation in the Christian movement�
as the defining framework that aligns the community's teaching, disciplines,
worship, and community life in order to create a culture that motivates and
legitimates individual action.
(3) Engage others across boundaries of difference. Enter their worlds, share their
experiences ( "the dangers of the joumey"), and discover opportunities for action.
(4) Then within this engagement (through reflection, discernment, and self-examination)
seek the personal awakening, or conscientization, that arouses moral responsibility
and confidence to act.
Personal motivation has two dimensions. It is, on one hand, one's desire to act. On
the other, it is one's motive for acting. A movement's culture must nurture both. First, it
must create an environment that heightens one's sense of personal agency. This makes
acting desirable and secures one's identity as a servant priest. Second, looking outward
toward the world, it must challenge and shape personal motives until the royal priests
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begin to project an honest desire for cooperation, solidarity, and serious engagement with
others.
This last element ofmovement culture, an attitude of "bold humility," is, perhaps,
the most convincing element of a movement culture that generates trust and is received
without suspicion by the world into which it moves.
Summary: The Cultural Dimension
Irish distance runner and doctoral student Donal O'Mathuna, a Xenos house church
leader, graduated from his program but he never qualified for Olympic competition.
Along the way, though, he found something better: a personal relationship with Christ,
and baptism into community. "Community," said leader Mary Barnum, "that's the word
of the culture 1 live in. . . . My neighborhood is into community." "Xenos is well-known
in this neighborhood," she added as she detailed the ways that house church members
helped her neighbors. As leader Jay Reilly put it, "we're not voting on your desirability
before we invest in you." Community life "is way better than the rest ofmy life. ... In
the rest of life people are competitive and selfish."
Comments like these reveal a Christian community deeply grounded in its life-world:
a communion-in-community that satisfies the longing for cormection in a competitive
world. Its members do not run from the world even though their community is distinctly
Christian. Rather, they are saturated with the world and for that reason they understand it
and are trusted by their neighbors. "Solidarity" may be added to "community" to
describe the culture that Barnum and her peers create around them.
A vision for a cooperative commonwealth is nothing more than communion-in-
community writ large, very large, in the towns, the cities, and the regions ofthe world
that form the church's living context. It is also nothing less than the purpose ofthe
missional community that lives and breaths the nearness ofGod as a sacrament of God's
saving grace, a sign ofGod's will to redeem the entire globe.
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Summary and Conclusion
In a Galilean backwater on Rome's imperial frontier, Jesus, the Son of God, made
God's mission a mission of flesh and blood. To a society buckled-under by worldly
power he proclaimed the dawn of a radically new and life-giving order. A greater power
is at hand; this present age is pregnant with the reign of God. Jesus invited women and
men to enter God's new order through repentance and faith. His actions modeled a new
reality, a living demonstration of how God reigns through human flesh. And he called
others to follow his example, setting in place the pattern of Christian faithfulness for our
present age: "As the Father has sent me, so I send you" (John 20:21).
Participation in missio Dei unfolds as a world-filling movement of faithful action.
Faithfulness to God is to take one's place in it. It means participating with God in God's
self-giving action to liberate the world from its brokenness, corruption, and death.
Missio-ecclesiology provides a focal point for visualizing the church-in-mission.
This chapter's "dialogue" sketches the processes involved as faith seeks action in the
world. It describes a form of Christian activism that translates reflection on the good
news of God's reign into a concrete living reality. It weaves together the threads of
insight that define missio-ecclesiology: a field of study and a framework for envisioning
the church as a movement bearing and embodying the gospel ofGod's work in the world.
The purpose of such a framework is to assist the activists who form the many
missional communhies to create a conceptual architecture to guide their actions in the
world. Conceptualizing their actions is a work of imagination. As architects of a new
way of being in the world they must formulate a "floor plan" that links their beliefs, their
encounters with the world, and their opportunities to act with meaningful action (their
ideological architecture). They must structure their action to focus their social power and
mobilize others (their social architecture). And they must speak and act in ways that are
sensitive to, or "resonate" with, the world around them (their thematic architecture).
Their challenge is to make use ofthe tools that missio-ecclesiology provides to
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creatively and imaginatively do their work well. The measure of the movement they
create is its fitness. Does it integrate their understanding ofmissio Dei with effective
strategies to engage and challenge others?
In other words, the movement they build, their "building," must pass the three-fold
architectural "fitness test." (1) Is it fit for its purpose? That is, do its pieces fit together
to explain and shape relevant action (the rhetorical dimension)? (2) Is it structurally fit to
support its purpose (the strategic dimension)? (3) Is it fitting (the cultural dimension)?
That is, does the building fit its site (the social and cultural context), delight the eye, and
make its users feel at home?
Imagination itself is a powerful tool. Enlisted in the cause ofmission it opens a
world of possibilities for what the churches can be as servants to the world. In a
concluding discussion we will turn in the next chapter to what missiologist Stephen B.
Bevans has called the "missiological imagination."
Chapter 9
The Missiological Imagination
A time of ferment, a time of change: this study began by reflecting on the Western
churches' unease within the West's shifting social and cultural environment. Profound
changes affecting religious beliefs, spirituality, and the shape and social role of religious
institutions arise from postmodern culture and global social restructuring. These changes
shift the familiar ground out from under our churches. Change demands fresh thinking
about our churches' forms and mission. "The era of Christendom is over," writes the
perceptive student of American church life Loren B. Mead. "Change is our future. How
do we bring it about?" (Mead 1991 :63). In the ever-changing post-Christendom Western
landscape, "how do we form ourselves for mission to the emerging age?" (1991 :29).
Just as the Antiglobalization movement broke suddenly into the public's awareness
in 1999, so social movements punctuate times of ferment and change. As "prophets of
the presenf they bring to the public's consciousness the many tensions that social and
cultural changes create. Their members advocate a reordering ofthe way we think about
our changing world; they act to direct change in a better direction. These movements can
be dialogue partners who may help us, to the degree we wish to understand and
appreciate them, to address change and to propose our own progressive "recoding" of our
life-world from the gospel's perspective.
Envisioning new forms of human faithfulness to God's mission that fit a changing
world is never an easy task. It requires an act of imaginafion: creating out of raw life
experience and basic theological reflecfion something that does not yet exist. This
study's purpose is to provoke the imaginafion, to assemble the materials needed to think
about a changing church in a changing world. The goal is to enable experiments of
faithful action that lead to the renewal of the church-in-mission.
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This chapter turns to the subject of the significance of this research for the church-in-
mission and directions for future action and study. It concludes with a word of
encouragement. But it begins with a word about imagination and the value of a
missiological perspective.
Mission and Imagination: The Significance of this Research
Missio-ecclesiology provides a focal point to orient the many discussions that must
occur to envision the church-in-mission as a social actor alive and engaged with the
modern/postmodern world of the West. However, missio-ecclesiology is also a prompt to
what Roman Catholic missiologist and Society of the Divine Word missionary Stephen
B. Bevans has called the "missiological imagination" (Bevans 2003).
The Missiological Imagination
Bevans, a systematic theologian by training, suggests that theological reflection itself
begins through participation in missio Dei. The earliest Christian reflection, he points
out, began in mission: "the church's missiological imagination was what gave it its
identity and inspired its theology. . . . Theology as such began as reflection on mission"
(2003:1). Christendom, he continues, reduced theology to a dogmatic reflection on the
church itself, rather than on mission, creating a theological "science" disengaged from the
church's vital God-revealing encounter with the world.
This is changing, however (as also noted in the survey of changing perspectives on
mission and church in Chapter 2). "What has been growing more and more evident in
these last years is that . . . mission needs to be central to the way that the shape and the
content of theology is imagined" (2003:2). "Mission has hs origin ... in the
interpersonal, communitarian nature of God which overflows in creation of and
involvement with all of reality" (2003:3). A missiological imagination comprehends the
"overflowing" Trinitarian God who comes to us in mission. It knows God as God exists
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within God's-self as no less than "communion-in-mission" (2003:5). And from this
foundation flow insights into the church's nature and action, indeed even all of life itself
A missiological imagination raises the discussion of church and mission beyond
practice and practical theology and sets it on a foundation that is much more fundamental
and sublime. The church as missional community is, in this light, no less than the human
reflection ofthe God who is known to us seminally as communion-in-mission. It also
means that participating in missio Dei is no less than participating in God's life. The
church's action is a sharing in God's overflowing in creating and reconciling the world.
Missio-Ecclesiology: Framing Action and Reflection
Missio-ecclesiology begins in the missiological imagination. It frames a
perspective�human participation in missio Dei�that roots the Christian life in God's
life and Christian action in God's action.
Conceptualizing this missional faithfulness requires a framework to address a broad
field of considerations. These include: the meaning and identity of the church and its
missionary nature; theological reflection upon these; and the cultural, sociological,
ecological, and personal factors which bear upon the church-in-mission. All of this�
God's work in the world, the church's place and role within it, the action of God's
people, and the world in all of its complexity to which the church is sent in mission�is
interpreted in the light ofmissio Dei. Ultimately it must be interpreted with the whole
planet as its context, the entire globe as its unit of analysis.
Missio-ecclesiology stimulates the missiological imagination by guiding those who
seek to translate their beliefs about church and mission into faithful action. As a
framework integrating belief and action missio-ecclesiology provides a conceptual
startingpoint for taking missional action in the world. It is a position on which to stand
in order to orient one's actions in the world. It also provides a conceptual framework to
envision action in the world and a language to talk about it. And it represents afield of
study to reflect upon and refine missional action in the world.
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Social Movements: Grounding Action in Life
The study of contemporary social movements provides the illustrations and the
language of action that ground missio-ecclesiology in real life. The value ofthe
Antiglobalization, Sanctuary, and Xenos movement case studies (Chapters 4-6) is the
living picture they provide of the struggle to create change. These examples ofwomen
and men discerning the circumstances in which they found themselves, framing their
beliefs and actions, forming strategies, and creating life altematives demonstrate the
complexity of social action. Their stories, of converging in direct action protest in
Quebec City, of defiantly harboring refugees in acts of political resistance, ofmobilizing
grassroots house church networks, form a sourcebook of examples for Christian activists
to use to move forward as the movement of God's people. These insights are refined
through social movement theory which helps to conceptualize action by explaining how
movements work and why and under what circumstances activists take action.
However, it is important to point out that the church is not a social movement. Nor
is the church's faithfulness reducible to social theory. The church-in-mission is the
subject of human faithfulness to a surprising God, a God who unpredictably breaks into
human history and renders sure theories and models of action suspect (cf 1 Corinthians
2:6-8). Mission begins outside of human activity in the will and the work of God. For
this reason the church's work begins with discernment. Its faithful action must be
constantly adjusted to keep up with the signs of God's own initiative, even if this requires
abandoning the most cherished perspectives on mission (including this one).
Missio-ecclesiology is not an attempt to map Christian faithfulness onto the
theoretical framework of social movements; it only refers to social movements as a way
of discussing intentional social and cultural change. It is merely a framework to link
missiological reflection and strategic action together. Hopefully, however, it will prove
its usefulness by prompting experimentation and raising questions that may be explored
in the light ofmission.
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Integrating Proposals for Missional Renewal and Church Reform
Among whom might missio-ecclesiology be found useful? What concrete
contribution can it make to existing actions to re-imagine and re-new church and
mission?
Missio-ecclesiology links a missiologically-informed concept ofthe church with a
sociologically-informed understanding of social action. In doing so it integrates the
concepts, languages, and practices of three important contemporary (Western) channels
missional renewal and church reform. These emerging traditions represent something of
a vanguard of renewal, although they move forward in the company ofmore traditional
church renewal and church growth perspectives (see Chapter 2). In one way or another
each of these emerging traditions has been touched upon in previous chapters, but not
always explicitly. 1 will clarify them here under the headings mission and culture (see
the discussion of the Gospel and Our Culture Network, GOCN, in Chapter 2), radical
discipleship (exemplified by the Sanctuary movement, see Chapter 5), and alternative
structures (the Xenos movement. Chapter 6).
I regard each of these emerging traditions as constituent of a broad-based process of
renewal. Each has much to contribute. However, each contribution is partial. On one
hand, for example, each of these traditions does indeed address the experience ofthe
local missional community within the context, discussed in Chapter 8, ofthe larger
missional community, culture, and society (see Figure 8.1). And in different ways each
reflects on some aspect of the three-fold action of the missional community also
described in Chapter 8: multiplying community, transforming relationships, and
challenging codes (see Figure 8.2). Yet on the other hand, each tradition emphasizes one
or two but not all of the aspects of this framework. The significance ofmissio-
ecclesiology is to provide an integrated perspective to harmonize their voices.
Thus mission and culture programs such as the GOCN (emphasizing the missionary
encounter between the gospel and North American culture), Emergent (a cooperative
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network attempting to re-found tlie Christian faith and its expression through the church
within the emerging postmodern culture), and the Ekklesia Project (a wide-ranging,
multi-confessional conversation about church-centered religious and social renewal) deal
extensively with theological and cultural issues.' Less attention is given to practices
concerned with mobilizing the church as a spreading movement and to direct social and
political activism.
By contrast, the radical discipleship tradition mobilizes action to confront social
issues much more directly and forcefully, but with less interest in reimagining the church
itself. Representative organizations in this tradition include the Sojourner Community
and its magazine Sojourners (committed to integrating spiritual renewal and social
justice), the Sojoumer-initiated Call for Renewal (a civil society mobilization to
overcome poverty). Word and World (an "underground" seminary for radical education
and training of Christian activists committed to social transformation), the Justice, Peace
and Integrity of Creation (JPIC) committees found in many denominations, and CCDA
(the Christian Community Development Association, supporting community developers
to live out lives of justice, reconciliation, and redemption).^
In contrast to both of these, the alternative structures tradition, which includes
Xenos Christian Fellowship and cooperative associations such as House2House and the
House Church Network (examples of attempts to retum the churches to a self-replicating,
community-based, lay-led model), continue a quest begun in the 1 960s (see Chapter 2) to
radically re-form the churches for their own sake and for the purpose ofmore effective
and senshive outreach.'^ This tradition, though, lacks the penetrating cultural analysis,
theological reflection, and social action of the first two traditions.
Hopefully, missio-ecclesiologywill provide the materials needed by any Christian
community, from any tradition, to move forward in mission with greater clarity and
confidence. It is to the three emerging traditions discussed above, however, that missio-
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ecclesiology may make its greatest contribution by aligning their framings and
converging their energies around a common and holistic perspective.
This study also contributes to the wider understanding of social movements and
social movement theory. It does so by broadening the traditional discourse about
movements beyond the political and the social to include religiously motivated social
mobilization. In doing so, it provides a fresh vantage point for examining movements
that is outside ofthe familiar modernist discourse on democracy that underlies the new
social movement tradition (see Chapter 3). Christian theological reflection and social
action is supportive of democracy, certainly, but h adds a value-system stressing human
interdependence as a radical critique of the West's radical individualism and competitive
self interest. This has, of course, implications for how we conceive of what is best for
individuals and their communities and how movements will mobilize activists to achieve
the greater good. The interplay of sacred and secular, church and state, as well as the
quest for broader social cooperation and social justice may be seen differently in this
light. And the potential for wide-spread social and cultural change by a mobilized global
Christian community is enormous."*
The Limits of this Study and Questions for Further Research
There are, of course, areas of interest that remain beyond this study's limits. For
instance, concentrating on the church's action in this study has shed little light on its
inward nurture even though this, too, may be viewed in the light of its mission.
Similarly, highlighting new social movements, a fact of life in contemporary democratic
societies, leaves out other insights that may be gained from examining antidemocratic,
authoritarian nationalist movements (even if only to warn against the threats they pose),
or from movements of religious renewal or ideological belief.
Several questions linger at the edges of this study and must be acknowledged. First,
this study has stressed the possibility that the reign of God may be realized in human
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history through the church in ways that significantly impact cultural consciousness and
social relationships beyond the church itself Not everyone may agree and a range of
theological interpretations of the reign ofGod exists (cf Snyder 1991). Were they to
meet, for example, Christian activists in the Sanctuary and Xenos movements would
likely challenge each others' perspectives on God's involvement in the world.
The position taken in this study, however, leaves open the question ofwhat the
realized reign ofGod may look like in a given society. Other than sketching general
observations (that life under God's reign brings shalom: a life-world characterized by
justice, peace, and reconciliation) little has been said about the specific content of a
Christian ahernative to life as it exists in the West. Perhaps little more can be said short
of deploying Christian communities in mission and observing what happens. Filling in
the details is, in fact, a function ofmission. The experience of the reign of God on the
ground will take different forms in different places as it is interpreted by different
Christian communities with different traditions and perspectives.
Second, taking an ethnographic (or insiders') approach to the social movement case
studies (Chapters 4-6) highlights the experiences, beliefs, and claims ofmovement
activists. The purpose is to illustrate and examine how movements arise and unfold from
the perspective of the individuals who created and directed them. This emphasis on
personal agency is, as noted in Chapter 3, essential to understanding the new social
movements. This emphasis is also the most useful for helping Christian activists
understand their own actions as they mobilize their missional communities.
As a consequence of this insiders' point of view, few judgments were made about the
activists' beliefs, the accuracy of their claims, and with a few exceptions what their critics
had to say about them. This is not to uncritically endorse them. Rather, it recognizes that
the issues involved and the contexts from which the movements emerged are complex
subjects in their own right. Antiglobalization is especially complex. There is no single
economic perspective from which to fairly judge its claims. Nor is there a single local
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political context that defmes it. For example, the movement in capitalist North American
(the focus of this study) differs significantly from hs counterparts in Latin America and
India where Marxist politics were once entrenched. In these places the movement is, in
many ways, becoming the new framework for the Left's political analysis and action.
These wider issues were addressed to some degree in each chapter. Addressing them
further, however, would add considerable length to this study without adding a great deal
more understanding. Still, questions remain about the legitimacy of the movements'
claims, the extent to which they mobilize public opinion, the effects of political
opposition, and their potential (at least for the ongoing Antiglobalization and Xenos
movements) for future success or demise.
Finally, in Chapter 1 missio-ecclesiology was described as a framework of middle
axioms to guide missional reflection and action rather than a model for a particular kind
of action. As such h sketches only the outlines of a missionally mobilized Christian
community. Filling in this sketch with contrast and color is the next step. An obvious
question is how well missio-ecclesiology adequately guides activists to re-envision their
churches and re-invigorate their work. There is no way to test this, of course, except
through real life experimentation. Insights from new churches that may emerge from
such experiments may be cycled back into the missio-ecclesiology framework to refine
and expand it.
It is the intention ofthe prescriptive framework in Chapter 8, however, to make the
application ofmovements to faith as practical as possible. Specifically, attenfion may be
directed to four points that are, I believe, the most helpful for drawing commumties of
Chrisfians out of themselves and into the world and for enabling their members to act
with confidence. These focal points call attention to essenfial components of action
spelled out in Chapter 8 and provide a place to start for Chrisfian communifies seeking
faithful action in the world. They include:
(1) Directly engaging others in missional outreach: Overcoming the church's
preoccupation with its own interests by entering into the lives of other men and
women within their communities and their concrete life circumstances. By engaging
these individuals activists may discern opportunities and act to announce and
demonstrate the gospel of the reign of God. Among the case studies, engagement
with others was best exemplified by the Sanctuary movement (see Chapter 5).
(2) Calling the members of the church to act: Creating, testing and refining collective
action frames that explain why one should act, demonstrate how to act, and that can
be easily communicated in order to attract others to act. It is important to make clear
how the members of the Body of Christ may act in the world around them and then
call them to act in this way. Creating and applying an effective collective action
frame was best exemplified by the Xenos house church movement (see Chapter 6).
(3) Empowering the action of the people of God: Providing resources and leadership
examples to motivate and equip others to act, and thus reinforce their desire to act
out their identity as priests representing the reign ofGod. Both the Sanctuary and
Xenos movements provide good examples of resource mobilization and activist
motivation (also see the discussion of leadership in Chapter 7).
(4) Enriching the culture of the church-in-mission: Defining action themes and values
that resonate with those outside of the Christian community, cultivating the iimer life
and identity of the local missional community, and shaping attitudes of openness
toward others in order to generate trust with outsiders and present the church as a
sacrament of salvation to the world. Creating a movement culture is perhaps the
most difficult task in mobilizing a movements (see the discussion ofmovement
culture in Chapter 7).
These points, of course, represent only a portion of what activists must do to engage their
life-worlds in mission, but they provide a place to start the process of action and
reflection from which a mature movement may grow.
The Option to Act
The movement case studies described the actions of committed individuals acting to
raise issues that confronted their societies and offer, to the best of their ability, a new way
forward. Critics will always question their motives (sometimes rightly) and condemn
their prescriptions. Like all human actors their motives were not always pure and their
prescriptions not always convincing. But at least they tried.
Antiglobalization activists to date have failed to win much public support. However,
the issues of global justice they began to raise in the 1990s were early warnings of issues
that are now widely felt and much discussed.
Sanctuary's activists never created a critical mass of support adequate to care for the
masses of Central American refugees or to overturn their goverimient's policies in
Central America. They did, though, challenge many to think about how far Christians
may go along with the state before the gospel requires us to make a break from it. One
may argue about their methods or write off their actions, as some did, as "political
theater." But in retrospect it appears that the legality and morality of their actions toward
the refugees trumped those of their own government.
Xenos activists help us to understand how a movement's values arise from its
members' experiences, resonate with others in society, and guide the movement through
difficulties. They also demonstrate the power of an effective collective action frame to
mobilize the action of a movement's members.
Whatever lessons we draw from these activists they at least challenge us with these
questions: Will we Westem Christians try as hard to renew ourselves as a movement of
the gospel ofthe reign of God? Will we also risk the public embarrassment that
inevitably comes with actions that can only begin in trial and error and that subject our
motives to scrutiny and question? Can our churches become the "prophets ofthe
present" in a global age? Can our churches renew themselves in mission at home, and at
the same time help to create the global solidarhy required to support the Christian
movement in its struggles around the world?
The world is undergoing almost unimaginable transformation, one of the most
troublesome and challenging social transformations in human history. Will it break apart
in anarchy and suffering of unimaginable magnitude as some commentators predict?
(Kaplan 2000). Or will a progressive social vision guide us into a world of peace, a
world of justice for all of its inhabitants, and a world where the radiance of Christ lives at
the center of its life? Or is it at least worth our time to try and to see how far we can get
to make this happen? For those who announce the new reality of the reign ofGod and
who call others to enter it through faith in Jesus Christ, this is the missional challenge of
the movement of God's people. We must never doubt that through the gospel Another
World is Possible!
Endnotes
I . Additional information about the GOCN may be found at their website (www.gocn.org); about
Emergent (www.emergentvillage.org); and about the Ekklesia Project (www.ekklesiaproject.org). An
important outgrowth of emphasis on the missional church concept is Australia's Forge Leadership
Network, an education and training project that is "reshaping the church for mission" and "helping birth
and nurture the missional church" (see their website at www.forge.org.au; also see Frost and Hirsh 2003).
2. Sojourners and links to the Call to Renewal are available at www.sojo.net; Word and World
(www.wordandworld.org); and CCDA (www.ccda.org).
3. Find Xenos Christian Fellowship at www.xenos.org; House2House at www.house2house.tv; the
House Church Network at www.homechurch.org.
4. For a discussion ofmovements defined by the relationship of religion to political power, see
Cunningham (1995). On the overlooked global social and political influence of the Chrisfian movement in
the twentieth century, see Jenkins (2002).
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